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Preface

This book presents innovation and entrepreneurship as a practice and
a discipline. It does not talk of the psychologyand the character traits
of entrepreneurs; it talksof their actions andbehavior. It usescases, but
primarily to exemplify a point, a rule, or a warning, rather than as
success stories. The work thus differs, in both intention and execution,
from many of the books and articles on innovation and entrepreneur-
ship that arebeing published today. It shares with them the belief in
the importance of innovation andentrepreneurship. Indeed, it consid
ers the emergence of a truly entrepreneurial economy in the United
States duringthe last ten to fifteen years the most significant andhope
ful event to have occurred in recent economic and social history. But
whereas much of today's discussion treats entrepreneurship as some
thing slightly mysterious, whether gift, talent, inspiration, or "flash of
genius," thisbook represents innovation andentrepreneurship as pur
poseful tasks that can be organized—are in need of beingorganized—
and as systematic work. It treats innovation and entrepreneurship, in
fact, as part of the executive's job.

Thisisapractical book, but it isnot a"how-to" book. Instead, it deals
with the what, when, and why; with such tangibles as policies and
decisions; opportunities and risks; structures and strategies; staffing,
compensation, and rewards.

Innovation and entrepreneurship are discussed under three main
headings: The Practice of Innovation; The Practice of Entrepreneur-
ship; and Entrepreneurial Strategies. Each of these is an "aspect" of
innovation and entrepreneurship rather than a stage.

Part I on the Practice of Innovation presents innovation alike as
purposeful and asa discipline. It shows first where and how the entre
preneur searches for innovative opportunities. It then discusses the
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Do's and Dont's of developing an innovative idea into a viable business
or service.

Part II, The Practice of Entrepreneurship, focuses on the institution
that is the carrier of innovation. It deals with entrepreneurial manage
ment in three areas: the existing business; the public-service institution;
and the new venture. What are the policies and practices that enable
an institution, whether business or public-service, to be a successful
entrepreneur? Howdoes one organize andstafffor entrepreneurship?
What are the obstacles, the impediments, the traps, the common mis
takes? The section concludes with a discussion of individual entre
preneurs, their roles and their decisions.

Finally, Part III, Entrepreneurial Strategies, talks of bringing an
innovation successfully to market. The test of an innovation, after all,
lies not its novelty, its scientific content, or its cleverness. It lies in its
success in the marketplace.

These three partsare flankedby an Introduction that relates innova
tion and entrepreneurship to the economy, and by a Conclusion that
relates them to society.

Entrepreneurship is neither a science nor an art. It is a practice. It
has a knowledge base, of course, which this book attempts to present
in organized fashion. But asin all practices, medicine, for instance, or
engineering, knowledge in entrepreneurship is a means to an end.
Indeed, what constitutes knowledge in a practice islargely defined by
the ends, that is, by the practice. Hence a book like this should be
backed by long years of practice.

My work on innovation and entrepreneurship began thirty years
ago, in the mid-fifties. For twoyears, then,asmall group met undermy
leadership at the Graduate Business School of New York University
every week for a long evening's seminar on Innovation and Entre
preneurship. The group included people whowerejust launching their
own new ventures, most of them successfully. It included mid-career
executives from a wide variety of established, mostly large organiza
tions: two big hospitals; IBM and General Electric; one or two major
banks; abrokerage house; magazine andbookpublishers; pharmaceuti
cals; a worldwide charitable organization; the Catholic Archdiocese of
New York and the Presbyterian Church; and so on.

The concepts andideas developed in this seminar were testedby its
members week by week during those two years in their own work and
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their own institutions. Since then they have been tested, validated,
refined, and revised in more than twenty years of my own consulting
work. Again, a wide variety of institutions has been involved. Some
were businesses, including high-tech ones such as pharmaceuticals and
computer companies; "no-tech" ones such ascasualty insurance compa
nies; "world-class" banks, both American and European; one-man
startup ventures; regional wholesalers of building products; and Japa
nese multinationals. But a host of "nonbusinesses" also were included:

several major labor unions; major community organizations such as the
Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. or C.A.R.E., the international relief and devel
opment cooperative; quite a few hospitals; universities and research
labs; and religious organizations from a diversity of denominations.

Because this book distills years of observation, study, and practice,
I was able to use actual "mini-cases," examples and illustrations both of
the right and the wrong policiesand practices.Wherever the name of
an institution is mentioned in the text, it has either never been a client
of mine (e.g., IBM) and the story is in the public domain, or the institu
tion itself has disclosed the story. Otherwise organizations with whom
I have worked remain anonymous, as has been my practice in all my
management books. But the cases themselvesreport actual events and
deal with actual enterprises.

Only in the last few yearshave writerson management begun to pay
much attention to innovation and entrepreneurship. I have been dis
cussing aspects of both in all my management books for decades. Yet
this is the first work that attempts to present the subject in its entirety
and in systematic form.This issurelya first book on amajor topic rather
than the last word—but I do hope it will be accepted asa seminal work.

Claremont, California
Christmas 1984



Introduction:

The Entrepreneurial Economy

Since the mid-seventies,suchslogans as"the no-growtheconomy," the
"deindustrialization of America," and a long-term "Kondratieff stagna
tion of the economy" have become popular and are invoked as if axi
oms.Yet the facts and figures belie every one of these slogans. What is
happening intheUnited States is something quite different: aprofound
shift from a "managerial" to an "entrepreneurial" economy.

In the two decades 1965 to 1985, the number of Americans over
sixteen (thereby counted as being in the work force underthe conven
tionsof Americanstatistics) grewby two-fifths, from 129to 180million.
But the number of Americans in paid jobs grewin the same periodby
one-half, from71 to 106 million. The labor force growthwas fastest in
the seconddecade of that period, the decade from 1974 to 1984, when
total jobs in the American economy grew by a full 24 million.

In no other peacetime period has the United States created as
many newjobs, whether measured in percentages orin absolute num
bers. And yet the ten years thatbegan withthe "oil shock" in the late
fall of 1973 were years of extreme turbulence, of "energy crises," of
the near-collapse of the "smokestack" industries, and of two sizable
recessions.

The American development isunique. Nothing likeit has happened
yet in any other country. Western Europe during the period 1970 to
1984 actually lost jobs, 3 to 4 million of them. In 1970, western Europe
still had 20 million more jobs than the United States; in 1984, it had
almost 10millionless. Even Japan did far less well in job creationthan
the United States. During the twelve years from 1970 through 1982,
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jobs in Japan grew by a mere 10 percent, that is, at less than half the
U.S. rate.

But America's performance in creating jobs during the seventies
and early eighties also ran counter to what every expert had predicted
twenty-five years ago. Then most labor force analysts expected the
economy, even at its most rapid growth, to be unable to provide jobs
for all the boys of the "baby boom" who were going to reach working
age in the seventies and earlyeighties—the first largecohortsof "baby
boom" babieshaving been born in 1949and 1950. Actually,the Ameri
can economy had to absorb twice that number. For—something no
body even dreamed of in 1970—married women began to rushinto the
labor force in the mid-seventies. The result is that today, in the mid-
eighties, every other married woman with youngchildren holds a paid
job, whereas only one out of every five did soin 1970. And the American
economy found jobs for these, too, in many cases far better jobs than
women had ever held before.

And yet "everyone knows" that the seventies and early eighties
were periods of "no growth," of stagnation and decline, of a "deindus-
trializing America," because everyone still focuses on what were the
growthareas in the twenty-fiveyears afterWorldWar II, the years that
came to an end around 1970.

In those earlier years, America's economic dynamics centered in
institutions that were already big and were getting bigger: the Fortune
500, that is, the country's largest businesses; governments, whether
federal, state, or local; the large andsuper-large universities; the large
consolidated high schoolwith its six thousand or more students; and the
large andgrowing hospital. Theseinstitutions created practically all the
new jobs provided in the American economy in the quarter century
after World War II. And in every recession during this period,job loss
and unemployment occurred predominantly in small institutions and,
of course, mainly in small businesses.

But since the late 1960s,job creation and job growth in the United
States have shifted to a new sector. The old job creators have actually
lost jobs in these last twenty years. Permanent jobs (not counting reces
sionunemployment) in the Fortune 500 have been shrinkingsteadily
year by year since around 1970,at first slowly,but since 1977 or 1978
at a pretty fast clip. By 1984, the Fortune 500 had lost permanently at
least 4 to 6 million jobs. And governments in America, too,now employ
fewer people than they did ten or fifteen years ago, if only because the
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number of schoolteachers has been falling as school enrollment
dropped in thewake ofthe"baby bust" oftheearly sixties. Universities
grew until 1980; since then, employment there has been declining. And
in the early eighties, evenhospital employment stopped increasing. In
otherwords, we havenot in fact created 35million new jobs; we have
created 40 million or more, since we had to offset a permanent job
shrinkage ofat least 5 million jobs in the traditional employing institu
tions. And all these new jobs must have been created by small and
medium-sizedinstitutions, most of them small andmedium-sizedbusi
nesses, and a great many of them, if not the majority, new businesses
that did not even exist twenty years ago. According to The Economist,
600,000 new businesses are being started in the United States every
year now—about seven times as many as were started in each ofthe
boom years of the fifties and sixties.

II

"Ah," everybody will say immediately, "high tech." But things are not
quite that simple. Of the 40 million-plus jobs created since 1965 in the
economy, high technology did not contribute more than 5or 6million.
High tech thus contributed no more than "smokestack" lost. All the
additional jobs in the economy were generated elsewhere. And only
one or two outofevery hundred new businesses—a total of ten thou
sand ayear—are remotely "high-tech," even in the loosest sense ofthe
term.

We are indeedin the early stages of amajor technological transfor
mation, one that is far more sweeping than the most ecstatic of the
"futurologists" yet realize, greater even than Megatrends or Future
Shock Three hundred years oftechnology came toan end after World
War II. During those three centuries the model for technology was a
mechanical one: theevents that go oninside astar such as thesun. This
period began when an otherwise almost unknown French physicist,
Denis Papin,* envisaged the steam engine around 1680. They ended
when we replicated in the nuclear explosion the events inside a star.
For these three centuries advance in technology meant—as it does in
mechanical processes—more speed, higher temperatures, higher pres
sures. Since theendofWorld War II, however, themodel of technology

•The dates ofall persons mentioned in the text will be found in the Index.
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has become the biological process, the events inside an organism. And
in anorganism, processes are notorganized around energyin the physi
cist's meaning of the term. They are organized around information.

There isnodoubt thathigh tech, whether in the form ofcomputers
or telecommunication, robots on the factory floor oroffice automation,
biogenetics or bioengineering, is of immeasurable qualitative impor
tance. High tech provides the excitement and the headlines. It creates
the vision for entrepreneurship and innovation in the community, and
the receptivity for them. Thewillingness ofyoung, highly trained peo
ple to goto work for small andunknownemployers rather than for the
giant bank or the worldwide electrical equipment maker is surely
rooted inthemystique of"high tech"—even though theoverwhelming
majority of these young people work for employers whose technology
is prosaic and mundane. High tech also probably stimulated the aston
ishing transformation of the American capital market from near-
absence ofventure capital as recently as the mid-sixties tonear-surplus
in the mid-eighties. High techisthus whatthe logicians usedto call the
ratio cognoscendi, the reason whywe perceive and understand a phe
nomenon rather than the explanation of its emergence and the cause
of its existence.

Quantitatively, as has already beensaid, high techisquite small still,
accounting for notmuchmorethan one-eighth ofthenewjobs. Nor will
it become muchmore important in terms of newjobs within the near
future. Between now and the year2000, no more than one-sixth of the
jobs wecan expect tocreate intheAmerican economy will behigh-tech
jobs inall likelihood. In fact, ifhigh tech were, as most people think, the
entrepreneurial sectorof the U.S. economy, then we would indeed face
a "no-growth" period and a period of long-term stagnation in the
trough of a "Kondratieff wave."

The Russian economist Nikolai Kondratieff wasexecuted on Stalin's
orders in the mid-1930s because his econometric model predicted, ac
curately as it turned out, that collectivization of Russian agriculture
would lead toasharp decline in farm production. The"fifty-year Kon
dratieff cycle" was based on the inherent dynamics of technology.
Every fifty years, so Kondratieff asserted, a long technological wave
crests. For the last twenty years of thiscycle, the growthindustries of
thelast technological advance seem tobedoing exceptionally well. But
what look like record profits are actually repayments of capital which
isno longer neededin industries thathave ceased to grow. This situa-
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tionnever lasts longer thantwenty years, then there isa sudden crisis,
usually signaled by some sort of panic. There follow twenty years of
stagnation, during whichthe new,emerging technologies cannot gen
erate enough jobs tomake theeconomy itself grow again—and noone,
least of all government, can do much about this.*

The industries that fueled the long economic expansion afterWorld
War II—automobiles, steel, rubber, electrical apparatus, consumer
electronics, telephone, but also petroleumf—perfectly fit the Kon
dratieff cycle. Technologically, all ofthem go back tothe fourth quarter
of the nineteenth century or, at the very latest, to before World War
I. In none of them has there been a significant breakthrough since the
1920s, whether in technology or in business concepts. When the eco
nomic growth began after World War II, they were all thoroughly
mature industries. They could expand and create jobs with relatively
little new capital investment, which explains why they could pay sky
rocketing wages and workers' benefits and simultaneously show record
profits. Yet, as Kondratieff had predicted, these signs of robust health
were as deceptive as the flush on aconsumptive's cheek. The industries
were corroding from within. They did not become stagnant or decline
slowly. Rather, they collapsed as soon as the "oil shocks" of1973 and
1979 dealt them the first blows. Within a few years they went from
record profits to near-bankruptcy. As soon became abundantly clear,
they will not be able to return to their earlier employment levels for
a long time, if ever.

The high-tech industries, too, fit Kondratieff's theory. As Kondratieff
had predicted, they have so far not been able to generate more jobs
than the old industries have beenlosing. All projections indicate that
they will not do much more for long years to come, at least for the rest
ofthecentury. Despite theexplosive growth ofcomputers, for instance,
data processing and information handling in all their phases (design and
engineering ofboth hardware and software, production, sales and ser-

♦Kondratieff's long-wave cycle was popularized intheWest bytheAustro-American
economist Joseph Schumpeter, in his monumental book Business Cycles (1939). Kon
dratieff's bestknown, most serious, and most important disciple today—and also themost
serious and most knowledgeable of the prophets of"long-term stagnation —is theMIT
scientist Jay Forrester. .. . ¥ f

fWhich, contrary to common belief, was the first one to start declining. In fact,
petroleum ceased to be agrowth industry around 1950. Since then the mcremental unit
of petroleum needed for an additional unit ofoutput, whether in manufacturing, in
transportation, or inheating and air conditioning, has been falling—slowly at first but
rapidly since 1973.
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vice) are notexpected to add as many jobs to the American economy
in the late 1980s andearly 1990s as the steelandautomotive industries
are almost certain to lose.

But the Kondratieff theory fails totally to account for the 40million
jobs which the American economy actually did create. Western
Europe, to besure, has so far been following the Kondratieff script. But
not the United States, and perhaps not Japan either. Something inthe
United States offsets the Kondratieff "long wave oftechnology." Some
thing has already happened that is incompatible with the theory of
long-term stagnation.

Nor does it appear at all likely that we have simply postponed the
Kondratieff cycle. For in thenexttwenty years theneedto create new
jobs in the U.S. economy will be a great deal lower than it has beenin
the last twenty years, so that economic growth will depend far less on
job creation. Thenumber ofnewentrants into theAmerican work force
will be up to one-third smaller for the* rest ofthe century—and indeed
through the year 2010—than it was in the years when the children of
the"baby boom" reached adulthood, that is, 1965 until 1980 or so. Since
the "baby bust" of1960-61, the birth cohorts have been 30 percent
lower than they were during the "baby boom" years. And with the
labor force participation ofwomen under fifty already equal to that of
men, additions to the number ofwomen available for paid jobs will from
now on be limited to natural growth, which means that they will also
be down by about 30 percent.

For the future of the traditional "smokestack" industries, the Kon
dratieff theory must beaccepted as aserious hypothesis, if not indeed
as the most plausible of the available explanations. And as far as the
inability ofnew high-tech industries to offset the stagnation ofyester
day's growth industries is concerned, Kondratieff again deserves to be
taken seriously. For all their tremendous qualitative importance as vi
sion makers and pacesetters, quantitatively the high-tech industries
represent tomorrow rather than today, especially as creators of jobs.
They are the makers ofthe future rather than the makers ofthe pre
sent.

But as atheory oftheAmerican economy that can explain its behav
ior and predict its direction, Kondratieff can be considered disproven
and discredited. The 40 million new jobs created in the U.S. economy
during a "Kondratieff long-term stagnation" cannot be explained in
KondratiefFs terms.
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I do not mean to imply that there are no economic problems or
dangers. Quite the contrary. A major shift in the technological founda
tions of the economy such aswe are experiencing in the closingquarter
of the twentieth century surely presents tremendous problems, eco
nomic,social, andpolitical. We are also in the throes of amajor political
crisis, the crisis of that great twentieth-century success the Welfare
State, with the attendant danger of an uncontrolled and seemingly
uncontrollable but highly inflationary deficit. There is surely sufficient
danger in the international economy, withthe world's rapidly industri
alizing nations, such as Brazil or Mexico, suspended between rapid
economic takeoff and disastrous crash, to make possible a prolonged
global depression of1930 proportions. Andthenthere isthe frightening
specter of the runaway armaments race. But at least one of the fears
abroad these days, that of a Kondratieff stagnation, canbe considered
more a figment of the imagination than reality for the United States.
There we have a new, an entrepreneurial economy.

It isstill too early to say whether the entrepreneurial economy will
remain primarily an American phenomenon or whether it will emerge
in otherindustrially developed countries. InJapan, thereisgood reason
to believe that it is emerging, albeit in its own, Japanese form. But
whether the same shift to an entrepreneurial economy will occur in
western Europe, noonecan yet say. Demojgraphically, western Europe
lags some tento fifteen years behind America: both the "baby boom"
and the "baby bust" came later in Europe than in the United States.
Equally, the shift tomuch longer years of schooling started in western
Europe some tenyears later than inthe United States or inJapan; and
in Great Britain it has barely started yet. If, as is quite likely, demo
graphics has been a factor in the emergence of the entrepreneurial
economy in theUnited States, wecould well see asimilar development
in Europe by 1990 or 1995. But this is speculation. So far, the entre
preneurial economy is purely an American phenomenon.

Ill

Where did all the new jobs come from? The answer is from anywhere
and nowhere; in other words, from no one single source.

The magazine Inc., published in Boston, has printed each year since
1982 a list of the one hundred fastest-growing, publicly owned Ameri
can companies more than five years and less than fifteen years old.
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Being confined to publicly owned companies, the list is heavily biased
toward high tech, which has easy access to underwriters, to stock mar
ket money, and to being traded on one of the stock exchangesor over
the counter. High tech is fashionable. Other new ventures, asarule, can
go public only after long years of seasoning, and of showing profits for
a good deal more than five years.Yet only one-quarter of the "Inc. 100"
are high-tech; three-quarters remain most decidedly "low-tech," year
after year.

In 1982, for instance, there were five restaurant chains, two
women's wear manufacturers,and twenty health-careproviders on the
list, but only twenty to thirty high-tech companies. And whilst Amer
ica's newspapersin 1982ran one articleafter the other bemoaning the
"deindustrialization of America," a full half of the Inc. firms were
manufacturing companies; only one-third were in services. Although
wordhadit in 1982 that the Frost Belt wasdying,with the Sun Belt the
only possible growth area, only one-third of the "Inc. 100" that year
were in the Sun Belt. New York had as many of these fast-growing,
young, publicly owned companies as California orTexas. And Pennsyl
vania, New Jersey, and Massachusetts—while supposedly dying, if not
already dead—also had as manyas California orTexas, and as manyas
New York. Snowy, Minnesota, had seven. The Inc. lists for 1983 and
1984 showed averysimilar distribution, inrespect bothto industry and
to geography.

In 1983, the first and second companies on another Inc. list—
the "Inc. 500" list of fast-growing, young, privately held companies—
were, respectively, a building contractor in the Pacific Northwest (in
a year in which construction was supposedly at an all-time low) and
a California manufacturer of physical exercise equipment for the
home.

Any inquiry among venture capitalists yields the same pattern. In
deed, in their portfolios, high tech is usually even less prominent. The
portfolio of one of the most successful venture capital investors does
include several high-tech companies: a new computer software pro
ducer, a new venture in medical technology, and so on. But the most
profitable investment in this portfolio, the new company that hasbeen
growing the fastest in both revenues and profitability during the three
years 1981-83, is that most mundane and least high-tech of businesses,
a chainof barbershops. And next to it, both in sales growth and profita
bility, comes a chainof dentistry offices, followed by a manufacturerof
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handtools and by a finance company that leases machinery to small
businesses.

Among the businesses I know personally, the one that has created
the most jobs during the five years 1979-84, and has also grown the
fastest in revenues and profits, is a financial services firm. Within five
years this firm alone has createdtwo thousand new jobs, most of them
exceedingly well paid. Though a member of the New York Stock Ex
change, only aboutone-eighth of its business is in stocks. The rest is in
annuities, tax-exempt bonds, money-market funds and mutual funds,
mortgage-trust certificates, tax-shelter partnerships, andahostof simi
lar investments for what the firm calls "the intelligent investor." Such
investors are defined as the well-to-do but not rich professional, small
businessman, or farmer, in small towns or in the suburbs, who makes
more money thanhe spends andthuslooks for places to put hissavings,
but who is also realistic enough not to expect to become rich through
investment.

The most revealing source of information aboutthe growth sectors
of the U.S. economy I have been able to find is a study of the one
hundred fastest-growing "mid-size" companies, thatis, companies with
revenues of between $25 million and $1 billion. This study was con
ducted during 1981-83 for the American Business Conference by two
senior partners of McKinsey & Company, the consulting firm.*

These mid-sized growth companies grew at threetimes the rate of
the Fortune 500 in sales and in profits. The Fortune 500 have been
losing jobs steadily since 1970. But these mid-sized growth companies
added jobs between 1970 and 1983 atthree times therate ofjob growth
in the entireU.S. economy. Evenin the depression years 1981-82 when
jobs inU.S. industry declined by almost 2 percent, thehundred mid
sized growth companies increased their employment by one full per
centage point. The companies span theeconomic spectrum. There are
high-tech ones among them, to be sure. But there are also financial
services companies—the New York investment and brokerage firm of
Donaldson, Lufkin &Jenrette, for instance. One of the best performers
in the group is a company making and selling living-room furniture;
another one ismaking and marketing doughnuts; a third, high-quality
chinaware; a fourth, writing instruments; a fifth, household paints; a

♦It was published under thetitle "Lessons from America's Mid-sized Growth Compa
nies," byRichard E. Cavenaugh and Donald K. Clifford, Jr., inthe Autumn 1983 issue of
the McKinsey Quarterly.
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sixthhasexpandedfrom printing andpublishing local newspapers into
consumer marketing services; a seventh produces yarns for the textile
industry; and so forth. And where "everybody knows" that growth in
the American economy is exclusively in services, more than half of
these "mid-sized growth" companies are in manufacturing.

To make things more confusing still, the growth sector of the U.S.
economy during the last ten to fifteen years, whileentirelynongovern
mental, includes a fairly large andgrowing numberof enterprises that
are not normally considered businesses, though quite a few are now
being organizedas profit-making companies. The most visibleof these
are, of course, in the health-care field. The traditional American com
munityhospital isindeep trouble these days. Butthere are fast-growing
andflourishing hospital chains, both"profit" and (increasingly) "not-for-
profit" ones. Even faster growing are the "freestanding" health facili
ties, such as hospices for me terminally ill, medical and diagnostic
laboratories, freestanding surgery centers, freestanding maternity
homes, psychiatric "walk-in" clinics, orcenters for geriatric diagnosis
and treatment.

The public schools areshrinking in almost every American commu
nity. But despite the decline in the total number of children of school
age as aresult of the "baby bust" of the 1960s, a whole new species of
non-profit butprivate schools is flourishing. In the small California city
in which I live, a neighborhood babysitting cooperative, founded
around 1980 by a few mothers for their own children, had by 1984
growninto aschool with twohundredstudentsgoing on into the fourth
grade. And a "Christian" school founded a few years ago by the local
Baptists is taking over from the cityof Claremont ajunior high school
builtfifteen years ago and left standing vacant for lack of pupils for the
last five years. Continuing educationof allkinds, whether in the form
of executive management programs for mid-career managers or re
fresher courses for doctors, engineers, lawyers, and physical therapists,
isbooming; evenduring the severe 1982-83 recession, such programs
suffered only a short setback.

Oneadditional area ofentrepreneurship, andavery important one,
istheemerging "Fourth Sector" ofpublic-private partnerships inwhich
government units, either states or municipalities, determine perform
ance standards and provide the money. But then they contract out a
service—fire protection, garbage collection, orbustransportation—to a
private business on the basis of competitive bids, thus ensuring both
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better service and substantially lower costs. The city of Lincoln, Ne
braska, has been a pioneer in this area since Helen Boosalis was first
elected mayor in 1975—thesameLincoln,Nebraska, where ahundred
years ago the Populists and William Jennings Bryan first started us on
the road to municipal ownership of public services.Pioneering work in
this area is alsobeing done in Texas—in San Antonio and in Houston,
for instance—and especially in Minneapolis at the Hubert Humphrey
Institute of the University of Minnesota. Control Data Corporation, a
leading computer manufacturer also in Minneapolis, isbuilding public-
private partnerships in education and even in the management and
rehabilitation of prisoners. And if there is one action that can save the
postal service in the long run—for surely there isalimit to the public's
willingness to payever larger subsidies andever higherrates for ever-
shrinking service—it maybe the contracting outof first-class service (or
what's still left of it ten years hence) to the "Fourth Sector," through
competitive bids.

IV

Is there anything at all that these growth enterprises havein common
other than growth and defiance oftheKondratieff stagnation? Actually,
they are all examples of "new technology," all new applications of
knowledge to human work, which is, after all, thedefinition of technol
ogy. Onlythe"technology" isnotelectronics orgenetics ornewmateri
als. The "new technology" is entrepreneurial management.

Once this is seen, then the astonishing job growth of the American
economy during the last twenty, and especially the last ten years can
be explained. It can even be reconciled with the Kondratieff theory.
The United States—and to some extent also Japan—is experiencing
what might be called an "atypical Kondratieff cycle."

Since Joseph Schumpeter first pointed it outin 1939, wehaveknown
that what actuallyhappened in the United States and in Germany in
the fifty years between 1873 and World War I does not fit the Kon
dratieff cycle. The first Kondratieff cycle, based on the railway boom,
came to an end with the crash of the Vienna Stock Exchange in 1873,
a crash that brought down stock exchanges worldwide andushered in
a severe depression. Great Britain and France did then enter a long
period of industrial stagnation during which the newemerging tech
nologies—steel, chemicals, electrical apparatus, telephone, and finally,
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automobiles—could not create enough jobs to offset the stagnation in
the old industries, such asrailwayconstruction, coalmining, or textiles.

But this did not happen in the United States or in Germany, nor
indeed in Austria, despite the traumatic impact of the Viennese stock
market crash from which Austrian politics never quite recovered.
These countries were severely jolted at first. Five years later they had
pulled out of the slump and were growing again, fast. In terms of
"technology,"these countries were no different fromstagnating Britain
or France. What explains their different economic behavior was one
factor, and one factoronly:the entrepreneur. In Germany, forinstance,
the single most important economic event in the years between 1870
and 1914 was surely the creation of the Universal Bank. The first of
these, the Deutsche Bank, was founded by Georg Siemens in 1870*
with the specific mission of finding entrepreneurs, financing entre
preneurs, and forcing upon them organized, disciplinedmanagement.
In the economichistoryof the United States the entrepreneurialbank
ers such asJ. P. Morgan in New York played a similar role.

Today,somethingvery similar seemsto be happeningin the United
States and perhaps also to some extent in Japan.

Indeed, high tech is the one sector that is not part of this new
"technology," this "entrepreneurial management." The Silicon Valley
high-tech entrepreneurs still operate mainly in the nineteenth-century
mold.They still believe in Benjamin Franklin's dictum: "If you invent
abetter mousetrapthe worldwillbeat a path to yourdoor." It doesnot
yet occur to them to askwhat makes amousetrap "better" or forwhom?

There are, of course, plenty of exceptions, high-tech companies that
know well how to manage entrepreneurship and innovation. But then
there were exceptions during the nineteenth century, too. There was
the German, WernerSiemens, whofounded andbuilt the company that
still bears his name. There was George Westinghouse, the American, a
great inventor but also a great business builder, who left behind two
companies that stillbearhisname,one aleaderin the field of transpor
tation, the other a major force in the electrical apparatus industry.

But for the "high-tech" entrepreneur, the archetype still seems to
be Thomas Edison. Edison, the nineteenth century's most successful
inventor, converted invention into the discipline we now call research.
His real ambition, however, was to be a business builder and to become

*On Georg Siemens and the Universal Bank, see Chapter 9. .
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a tycoon. Yet he so totally mismanaged the businesses he started that
he had to be removed from every one of them to save it. Much, if not
most high tech is still being managed, or more accurately mismanaged,
Edison's way.

This explains, first, why the high-tech industries follow the tradi
tional pattern of great excitement, rapid expansion, and then sudden
shakeout and collapse, the pattern of "from rags to riches and back to
rags again" in five years. Most of Silicon Valley—but most of the new
biologicalhigh-tech companies as well—are still inventors rather than
innovators, still speculators rather than entrepreneurs. And this, too,
perhaps explains why high tech so far conforms to the Kondratieff
prediction and does not generate enough jobs to make the whole econ
omy grow again.

But the "low tech" of systematic, purposeful, managed entre
preneurship does.

Of all the major modern economists only Joseph Schumpeter con
cerned himself with the entrepreneur and his impact on the economy.
Every economist knows that the entrepreneur is important and has
impact. But, for economists, entrepreneurship is a "meta-economic"
event, something that profoundly influences and indeed shapes the
economy without itselfbeing part of it. And so too, for economists, is
technology.Economists do not, in other words, have any explanation as
to why entrepreneurship emerged as it did in the late nineteenth cen
tury andasit seemsto be doing again today, norwhy it islimited to one
country or to one culture. Indeed, the events that explain why entre
preneurship becomes effective are probably not in themselves eco
nomic events. The causes are likely to lie in changes in values, percep
tion, and attitude, changes perhaps in demographics, in institutions
(such as the creation of entrepreneurial banks in Germany and the
United States around 1870), perhaps changes in education as well.

Something, surely,hashappened to young Americans—andto fairly
largenumbers of them—to their attitudes,their values, their ambitions,
in the last twenty to twenty-five years. Only it is clearly not what
anyonelooking at the youngAmericans of the late 1960s could possibly
have predicted. How do we explain, for instance, that all of a sudden
there are such large numbers of people willing both to work like de-
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mons for long years and to choose grave risks rather than big organiza
tion security? Where are the hedonists, the status seekers, the "me-too-
ers," the conformists?Conversely, where are all the young people who,
we were told fifteen years ago, were turning their backs on material
values,on money, goods, and worldly success, and were going to restore
to America a "laid-back," if not a pastoral "greenness"? Whatever the
explanation, it does not fit in with what all the soothsayers of the last
thirty years—David Riesmanin The Lonely Crowd, William H. Whyte
in The Organization Man, Charles Reich in The Greening ofAmerica,
or Herbert Marcuse—predicted about the younger generation. Surely
the emergence of the entrepreneurial economy is as much a cultural
and psychological asit isan economic or technologicalevent. Yet what
ever the causes, the effects are above all economic ones.

And the vehicle of this profound change in attitudes, values, and
above allin behavioris a"technology." It is calledmanagement. What
has made possible the emergence of the entrepreneurial economy in
America is new applications of management:

— to new enterprises,whether businesses or not, whereas most peo
pleuntilnowhaveconsidered management applicable toexisting
enterprises only;

— to small enterprises, whereas most people were absolutely sure
only a few yeafs ago that management was for the "big boys"
only;

— to nonbusinesses (health care, education, and so on), whereas
most people still hear "business" when they encounter the word
"management";

— to activities that were simply not considered to be "enterprises"
at all, such as local restaurants;

— and above all, to systematic innovation: to the search for and the
exploitation of new opportunities for satisfying human wants and
human needs.

As a "useful knowledge," a techne, management is the same age as
the other major areas of knowledge that underlie today's high-tech
industries, whether electronics, solid-state physics, genetics, or im
munology. Management's roots lie in the time around World War I. Its
early shoots came up in the mid-1920s. But management is a "useful
knowledge" like engineering or medicine, and as such it first had to
develop as a practice before it could become a discipline. By the late
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1930s, there were a few major enterprises around—at that time mostly
businesses—that practiced "management" in the United States: the
DuPont Company and its half brother, General Motors, but also a large
retailer, Sears, Roebuck. On the other side of the Atlantic there was

Siemens in Germany, or the department store chain of Marks and
Spencer in Great Britain. But management as a discipline originated
during and right after World War II.*

Beginning around 1955, the entire developed world experienced a
"management boom."f The social technology we call management was
first presented to the general public, including managers themselves,
some forty years ago. It then rapidly became a discipline rather than the
hit-or-miss practice of a few isolated true believers. And in these forty
years management has had as much impact as any of the "scientific
breakthroughs" of the period—perhaps a good deal more. It may not
be solely or even primarily responsible for the fact that society in every
single developed country has become since World War II a society of
organizations. It may not be solely or even primarily responsible for the
fact that in every developed society today the great majority of people
—and the overwhelming majority of educated people—work as em
ployees in organizations, including ofcourse the bosses themselves, who
increasingly tend to be "professional managers," that is, hired hands,
rather than owners. But surely if management had not emerged as a
systematic discipline, we could not have organized what is now a social
reality in every developed country: the society of organizations and the
"employee society."

We still have quite a bit to learn about management, admittedly,
and above all about the management of the knowledge worker. But the
fundamentals are reasonably well known by now. Indeed, what was an
esoteric cult only forty years ago, when most executives even in large
companies did not in fact realize that they practiced management, now
has become commonplace.

But by and large management until recently was seen as being

*My first two management books, Concept of the Corporation (1946; a study of
General Motors), and The Practice of Management (1954) were indeed the original at
tempts to organize and present management as a systematic body of knowledge, that is,
as a discipline.

fThis by now has even reached Communist China. One of the first actions of the
Chinese government after the fall of the "Gang of Four" was to establish an Enterprise
Management Agency directly responsible to the prime minister, and to import a Gradu
ate Business School from the United States.
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confined to business, and within business, to "big business." In the early
seventies, when the American Management Association invited the
heads of small business to its "Presidents' Course" in Management, it
was told again and again: "Management? That's not for me—that's only
for big companies." Up to 1970 or 1975, American hospital administra
tors still rejected anything that was labeled "management." "We're
hospital people, not business people," they said. (In the universities the
faculties are still saying the same thing even though they will simultane
ously complain how "badly managed" their institution is.) And indeed
for a long time, from the end of World War II until 1970, "progress"
meant building bigger institutions.

This twenty-five-year trend toward building bigger organizations in
every social sphere—business, labor union, hospital, school, university,
and so on—had many causes. But the belief that we knew how to
manage bigness and did not really know how to manage small enter
prises was surely a major factor. It had, for instance, a great deal to do
with the rush toward the very large consolidated American high school.
"Education," it was argued, "requires professional administration, and
this in turn works only in large rather than small enterprises."

During the last ten or fifteen years we have reversed this trend. In
fact, we might now have a trend toward "deinstitutionalizing" America
rather than one toward "deindustrializing" it. For almost fifty years,
ever since the 1930s, it was widely believed in the United States and
in western Europe too that the hospital was the best place for anyone
not quite well, let alone for anyone seriously sick. "The sooner the
patient gets to the hospital, the better care we can take of him," was
the prevailing belief, shared by doctors and patients alike. In the last
few years, we have been reversing this trend. We now increasingly
believe that the longer we can keep patients away from the hospital and
the sooner we can get them out, the better. Surely this reversal has little
to do with either health care or with management. It is a reaction—
whether permanent or short-lived—against the worship of centraliza
tion, of "planning," of government which began in the 1920s and
1930s, and which in the United States reached its peak in the Kennedy
and Johnson administrations of the 1960s. However, we could not in
dulge in this "deinstitutionalization" in the health-care field if we had
not acquired the competence and the confidence to manage small
institutions and "non-businesses," that is, health-care institutions.

All told we are learning that management may well both be more
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needed and have greater impact on the small entrepreneurial organiza
tion than it has in the big "managed" one. Above all, management, we
are learning now, has as much to contribute to the new, the entre
preneurial enterprise, as to the existing, ongoing "managerial" one.

To take a specific example, hamburger stands have been around in
the United States since the nineteenth century; after World War II they
sprang up on big-city street corners. But in the McDonald's hamburger
chain—one of the success stories of the last twenty-five years—manage
ment was being applied to what had always been a hit-and-miss, mom-
and-pop operation. McDonald's first designed the end product; then it
redesigned the entire process of making it; then it redesigned or in
many cases invented the tools so that every piece of meat, every slice
of onion, every bun, every piece of fried potato would be identical,
turned out in a precisely timed and fully automated process. Finally,
McDonald's studied what "value" meant to the customer, defined it as
quality and predictability of product, speed of service, absolute cleanli
ness, and friendliness, then set standards for all of these, trained for
them, and geared compensation to them.

All of which is management, and fairly advanced management at
that.

Management is the new technology (rather than any specific new
science or invention) that is making the American economy into an
entrepreneurial economy. It is also about to make America into an
entrepreneurial society. Indeed, there may be greater scope in the
United States—and in developed societies generally—for social innova
tion in education, health care, government, and politics than there is in
business and the economy. And again, entrepreneurship in society—
and it is badly needed—requires above all application of the basic con
cepts, the basic techne, of management to new problems and new
opportunities.

This means that the time has now come to do for entrepreneurship
and innovation what we first did for management in general some
thirty years ago: to develop the principles, the practice, and the disci
pline.



I

THE PRACTICE

OF INNOVATION

Innovation is the specific tool of entrepreneurs, the means by which
they exploit change as an opportunity for a different business or a
different service. It iscapable ofbeing presentedasadiscipline, capable
of being learned, capable of being practiced. Entrepreneurs need to
search purposefully for the sources ofinnovation, the changes andtheir
symptoms that indicate opportunities for successful innovation. And
they need to know andto apply the principles of successful innovation.



Systematic Entrepreneurship

"The entrepreneur," said the FrencheconomistJ. B. Sayaround 1800,
"shifts economic resources out of an area of lower and into an area of
higher productivity and greater yield." But Say'sdefinition does not tell
us who this "entrepreneur" is. And since Say coined the term almost
two hundred years ago, there has been total confusion over the defini
tions of "entrepreneur" and "entrepreneurship."

In the United States, for instance, the entrepreneur is often defined
as one who starts his own, new and small business. Indeed, the courses
in "Entrepreneurship" that have become popular of late in American
business schools are the linear descendants of the course in starting
one's own small business that was offered thirty years ago, and in many
cases, not very different.

But not every new small business is entrepreneurial or represents
entrepreneurship.

The husband and wife who open another delicatessen store or an
other Mexican restaurant in the American suburb surely take a risk. But
are they entrepreneurs? All they do is what hasbeen done many times
before. They gamble on the increasing popularity of eating out in their
area, but create neither a new satisfaction nor new consumer demand.
Seen under this perspective they are surely not entrepreneurs even
though theirs is a new venture.

McDonald's, however, was entrepreneurship. It did not invent any
thing, to be sure. Its final product was what any decent American
restaurant had produced years ago. But by applying management con
cepts and management techniques (asking, What is "value" to the cus
tomer?), standardizing the "product," designing process and tools, and
by basing training on the analysis of the work to be done and then

21
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setting the standards it required, McDonald's both drastically upgraded
the yield from resources, and created a new market and a new cus
tomer. This is entrepreneurship.

Equally entrepreneurial is the growing foundry started by a hus
band and wife team a few years ago in America's Midwest, to heat-treat
ferrous castings to high-performance specifications—for example, the
axles for the huge bulldozers used to clear the land and dig the ditches
for a natural gas pipeline across Alaska. The science needed is well
known; indeed, the company does little that has not been done before.
But in the first place the founders systematized the technical informa
tion: they can now punch the performance specifications into their
computer and get an immediate printout of the treatment required.
Secondly, the founders systematized the process. Few orders run to
more than half a dozen pieces of the same dimension, the same metallic
composition, the same weight, and the same performance specifica
tions. Yet the castings are being produced in what is, in effect, a flow
process rather than in batches, with computer-controlled machines and
ovens adjusting themselves.

Precision castings of this kind used to have a rejection rate of 30 to
40 percent; in this new foundry, 90 percent or more are flawless when
they come off the line. And the costs are less than two-thirds of those
of the cheapest competitor (a Korean shipyard), even though the Mid
western foundry pays full American union wages and benefits. What is
"entrepreneurial" in this business is not that it is new and still small
(though growing rapidly). It is the realization that castings of this kind
are distinct and separate; that demand for them has grown so big as to
create a "market niche"; and that technology, especially computer
technology, now makes possible the conversion ofan art into a scientific
process.

Admittedly, all new small businesses have many factors in common.
But to be entrepreneurial, an enterprise has to have special characteris
tics over and above being new and small. Indeed, entrepreneurs are a
minority among new businesses. They create something new, some
thing different; they change or transmute values.

An enterprise also does not need to be small and new to be an
entrepreneur. Indeed, entrepreneurship is being practiced by large
and often old enterprises. The General Electric Company (G.E.), one
of the world's biggest businesses and more than a hundred years old, has
a long history of starting new entrepreneurial businesses from scratch
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and raising them into sizable industries. And G.E. has not confined itself
to entrepreneurship in manufacturing. Its financing arm, G.E. Credit
Corporation, in large measure triggered the upheaval that is transform
ing the American financial system and is now spreading rapidly to Great
Britain and western Europe as well. G.E. Credit in the sixties ran
around the Maginot Line of the financial world when it discovered that
commercial paper could be used to finance industry. This broke the
banks' traditional monopoly on commercial loans.

Marks and Spencer, the very large British retailer, has probably
been more entrepreneurial and innovative than any other company in
western Europe these last fifty years, and may have had greater impact
on the British economy and even on British society, than any other
change agent in Britain, and arguably more than government or laws.

Again, G.E. and Marks and Spencer have many things in common
with large and established businesses that are totally unentre-
preneurial. What makes them "entrepreneurial" are specific character
istics other than size or growth.

Finally, entrepreneurship is by no means confined solely to eco
nomic institutions.

No better text for a History of Entrepreneurship could be found
than the creation and development of the modern university, and espe
cially the modern American university. The modern university as we
know it started out as the invention of a German diplomat and civil
servant, Wilhelm von Humboldt, who in 1809 conceived and founded
the University of Berlin with two clear objectives: to take intellectual
and scientific leadership away from the French and give it to the Ger
mans; and to capture the energies released by the French Revolution
and turn them against the French themselves, especially Napoleon.
Sixty years later, around 1870, when the German university itself had
peaked, Humboldt's ideaof the universityasachangeagent waspicked
up across the Atlantic, in the United States. There, by the end of the
Civil War, the old "colleges" of the colonialperiod were dying of senil
ity. In 1870, the United States had no more than half the college stu
dents it had had in 1830, even though the population had nearly tripled.
But in the next thirty years a galaxy of American university presidents*
created and built a new "American university"—both distinctly new

*See the section on The American University in my book Management: Tasks, Re
sponsibilities, Practices (New York: Harper & Row, 1973), pages 150-152.
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and distinctly American—which then, after World War I, soon gained
for the United States worldwide leadership in scholarship and research,
just as Humboldt's university had gained worldwide leadership in schol
arship and research for Germany a century earlier.

After World War II a new generation of American academic enter-
preneurs innovated once again, building new "private" and "metropol
itan" universities: Pace University, Fairleigh-Dickinson, and the New
York Institute of Technology in the New York area; Northeastern in
Boston; Santa Clara and Golden Gate on the West Coast; and so on.
They have constituted a major growth sector in American higher edu
cation in the last thirty years. Most of these new schools seem to differ
little from the older institutions in their curriculum. But they were
deliberately designed for a new and different "market"—for people in
mid-career rather than for youngsters fresh out of high school; for
big-city students commuting to the university at allhours of the day and
night rather than for students living on campus and going to school full
time, five days a week from nine to five; and for students of widely
diversified, indeed, heterogenous backgrounds rather than for the "col
lege kid" of the American tradition. They were a response to a major
shift in the market, a shift in the status of the college degree from
"upper-class" to "middle-class," and to a major shift in what "going to
college" means. They represent entrepreneurship.

One could equally write a casebook on entrepreneurship based on
the history of the hospital, from the first appearance of the modern
hospital in the late eighteenth century in Edinburgh and Vienna, to the
creation of the various forms of the "community hospital" in nine
teenth-century America, to the great specialized centers of the early
twentieth century, the Mayo Clinic or the Menninger Foundation, to
the emergence of the hospital as health-care center in the post-World
War II period. And now new entrepreneurs are busily changing the
hospital again into specialized "treatment centers": ambulatory surgi
cal clinics, freestanding maternity centers or psychiatric centers where
the emphasis is not, as in the traditional hospital, on caring for the
patient but on specialized "needs."

Again, not every nonbusiness service institution is entrepreneurial;
far from it. And the minority that is still has all the characteristics, all
the problems, all the identifying marks of the service institution.* What

♦On this, see the section Performance in the Service Institution (Chapters 11-14) in
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makes these service institutions entrepreneurial is something different,
something specific.

Whereas English speakers identify entrepreneurship with the new,
small business, the Germans identify it with power and property, which
is even more misleading. The Unternehmer—the literal translation into
German of Say's entrepreneur—is the person who both owns and runs
a business (the English term would be "owner-manager"). And the
word is used primarily to distinguish the "boss," who also owns the
business, from the "professional manager" and from "hired hands"
altogether.

But the first attempts to create systematic entrepreneurship—the
entrepreneurial bank founded in France in 1857 by the Brothers Pe-
reire in their Credit Mobilier, then perfected in 1870 across the Rhine
by Georg Siemens in his Deutsche Bank, and brought across the Atlan
tic to New York at about the same time by the young J. P; Morgan—
did not aim at ownership. The task of the banker as entrepreneur was
to mobilize other people's money for allocation to areas of higher pro
ductivity and greater yield. The earlier bankers, the Rothschilds, for
example, became owners. Whenever they built a railroad, they
financed it with their own money. The entrepreneurial banker, by
contrast, never wanted to be an owner. He made his money by selling
to the general public the shares of the enterprises he had financed in
their infancy. And he got the money for his ventures by borrowing from
the general public.

Nor are entrepreneurs capitalists,although of course they need capi
tal as do all economic (and most noneconomic) activities. They are not
investors, either. They take risks, of course, but so does anyone engaged
in any kind ofeconomic activity. The essence of economic activity is the
commitment of present resources to future expectations, and that
means to uncertainty and risk. The entrepreneur is also not an em
ployer, but can be, and often is, an employee—or someone who works
alone and entirely by himself or herself.

Entrepreneurship is thus a distinct feature whether of an individual
or ofan institution. It is not a personality trait; in thirty years I have seen
people of the most diverse personalities and temperaments perform

Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices, but alsoChapter 14 of this book, Entre
preneurship in the Service Institution.
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well in entrepreneurial challenges. To be sure, people who need cer
tainty are unlikely to make good entrepreneurs. But such people are
unlikely to do well in a host of other activitiesas well—in politics, for
instance, or in command positionsin amilitary service, or asthe captain
of an ocean liner. In all such pursuits decisions have to be made, and
the essence of any decision is uncertainty.

But everyone who can face up to decision making can learn to be
an entrepreneur and to behave entrepreneurially. Entrepreneurship,
then, is behavior rather than personality trait. And its foundation lies
in concept and theory rather than in intuition.

II

Every practicerests on theory, even if the practitionersthemselves are
unaware of it. Entrepreneurship rests on a theory of economy and
society. The theory sees change as normal and indeed as healthy. And
it sees the major task in society—and especially in the economy—as
doing something different rather than doing better what is already
beingdone. This isbasically what Say, two hundred years ago, meant
when he coined the term entrepreneur. It was intended as a manifesto
and as a declaration of dissent: the entrepreneur upsets and disorgan
izes. As Joseph Schumpeter formulated it, his task is "creative destruc
tion."

Say was an admirer of Adam Smith. He translated Smith's Wealth
of Nations (1776) into French and tirelessly propagated throughout
his life Smith's ideas and policies. But his own contribution to eco
nomicthought, the concept of the entrepreneur andof entrepreneur-
ship, is independent of classical economics and indeed incompatible
with it. Classical economics optimizes what already exists, as does
mainstream economic theory to this day, including the Keynesians,
the Friedmanites, and the Supply-siders. It focuses on getting the
most out of existing resources and aims at establishing equilibrium. It
cannot handle the entrepreneur but consigns him to the shadowy
realm of "external forces," together with climate and weather, gov
ernment and politics, pestilence and war, but also technology. The
traditional economist, regardless of school or"ism," does not deny, of
course, that these external forces exist or that they matter. But they
are not part of his world, not accounted for in his model, his equa
tions, or his predictions. And while Karl Marx had the keenest appre-
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ciation of technology—he was the first and is still one of the best his
torians of technology—he could not admit the entrepreneur and en
trepreneurship into either his system or his economics. All economic
change in Marx beyond the optimization of present resources, that is,
the establishment of equilibrium, is the result of changes in property
and power relationships, and hence "politics," which places it outside
the economic system itself.

Joseph Schumpeter was the first major economist to go back to Say.
In his classic Die Theorie der Wirtschaftlichen Entwicklung (The The
oryofEconomic Dynamics), published in 1911, Schumpeterbrokewith
traditional economics—far more radically than John Maynard Keynes
was to do twenty years later. He postulated that dynamic disequilib
rium brought on by the innovating entrepreneur, rather than equilib
rium and optimization, is the "norm" of a healthy economy and the
central reality for economic theory and economic practice.

Say was primarily concerned with the economic sphere. But his
definition only calls for the resources to be "economic." The purpose
to which these resources are dedicated need not be what is traditionally
thought of as economic. Education is not normally considered "eco
nomic"; and certainly economic criteria are hardly appropriate to de
termine the "yield" of education (though no one knows what other
criteriamight pertain). But the resources of education are, of course,
economic.They arein fact identicalwith thoseused for the most unam
biguously economic purpose such as making soap for sale. Indeed, the
resources for all social activities of human beings are the same and are
"economic" resources: capital(that is, the resourceswithheld from cur
rent consumptionand allocated instead to future expectations), physi
cal resources, whether land, seed corn, copper, the classroom, or the
hospital bed;labor, management, andtime. Hence entrepreneurship is
by no means limited to the economic sphere although the term origi
nated there. It pertainsto allactivities ofhuman beingsother than those
one might term "existential" rather than "social." And we now know
that there is little difference between entrepreneurship whatever the
sphere. The entrepreneur in education andthe entrepreneur in health
care—both have been fertile fields—do very much the same things, use
very much the sametools, andencounter verymuch the sameproblems
as the entrepreneur in a business or a labor union.

Entrepreneurs seechangeas the norm andashealthy.Usually, they
do not bring about the changethemselves. But—andthis defines entre-
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preneur and entrepreneurship—the entrepreneur always searchesfor
change, responds to it, and exploits it as an opportunity.

Ill

Entrepreneurship, it is commonly believed, is enormously risky. And,
indeed, in such highly visible areas of innovation as high tech—mi
crocomputers, for instance, or biogenetics—the casualty rate is high
and the chances of success or even of survival seem to be quite low.

But why should this be so? Entrepreneurs, by definition, shift re
sources from areas of low productivity and yield to areas of higher
productivity and yield. Of course, there is a risk they may not suc
ceed. But if they are even moderately successful, the returns should
be more than adequate to offset whatever risk there might be. One
should thus expect entrepreneurship to be considerablyless risky than
optimization. Indeed, nothing could be as risky as optimizing re
sources in areas where the proper and profitable course is innovation,
that is, where the opportunities for innovation already exist. Theoreti
cally, entrepreneurship should be the least risky rather than the most
risky course.

In fact, there are plenty of entrepreneurial organizations around
whose batting average is so high asto give the lie to the allbut universal
belief in the high risk of entrepreneurship and innovation.

In the United States, for instance, there is Bell Lab, the innovative
arm of the Bell Telephone System. Formore than seventy years—from
the design of the first automatic switchboard around 1911 until the
design of the optical fiber cable around 1980, including the invention
of transistorand semiconductor, but alsobasictheoretical and engineer
ing work on the computer—Bell Lab produced one winner after an
other. The Bell Lab record would indicate that even in the high-tech
field, entrepreneurship and innovation can be low-risk.

IBM, in a fast-moving high-tech field, that of the computer, and in
competition with the "old pros" in electricity and electronics, has so far
not had one major failure. Nor, in a far more prosaic industry, has the
most entrepreneurial of the world's major retailers, the British depart
ment store chain Marks and Spencer. The world's largest producer of
branded and packaged consumer goods, Procter & Gamble, similarly
has had a near-perfect record of successful innovations. And a "middle-
tech" company, 3M in St. Paul, Minnesota, which has created around
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one hundred new businesses ornew major productlinesin the lastsixty
years, has been successful four outof every five times in its ventures.
This isonly asmall sample oftheentrepreneurs who somehow innovate
at low risk. Surely there are far too many of them for low-risk entre
preneurship tobe a fluke, a special dispensation of the gods, an acci
dent, or mere chance.

There are also enough individual entrepreneurs around whose bat
ting average in starting new ventures is so high as to disprove the
popular belief of the high risk of entrepreneurship.

Entrepreneurship is "risky" mainly because so few ofthe so-called
entrepreneurs know what they are doing. They lack the methodology.
They violate elementary and well-known rules. This is particularly true
ofhigh-tech entrepreneurs. To be sure (as will be discussed inChapter
9), high-tech entrepreneurship and innovation are intrinsically more
difficult and more risky than innovation based oneconomics and mar
ket structure, on demographics, or even on something as seemingly
nebulous and intangible as Weltanschauung— perceptions and moods.
But even high-tech entrepreneurship need not be "high-risk," as Bell
Lab and IBM prove. Itdoes need, however, to be systematic. It needs
to bemanaged. Above all, it needs to be based on purposeful innova
tion.



Purposeful Innovation and the Seven
Sources for Innovative Opportunity

Entrepreneurs innovate. Innovation is the specific instrument of entre
preneurship. It is the act that endows resources with a new capacity to
create wealth. Innovation, indeed, creates a resource. There is no such
thingas a"resource" untilman finds ause for something in nature and
thus endows it with economic value. Until then, every plant isa weed
and every mineral just another rock. Not much more than a century
ago, neither mineral oil seepingout of the groundnor bauxite, the ore
of aluminum, were resources. They were nuisances; both render the soil
infertile. The penicillin mold was apest, notaresource. Bacteriologists
went to great lengthsto protecttheirbacterial cultures against contam
ination by it. Then in the 1920s, a London doctor, Alexander Fleming,
realized that this "pest" was exactly the bacterial killer bacteriologists
had been looking for—and the penicillin mold became a valuable re
source.

The same holds just as true in the social and economic spheres.
There isno greater resource in aneconomy than "purchasing power."
But purchasing poweris the Ration of the innovating entrepreneur.

The American farmer had virtually no purchasing power in the
early nineteenthcentury; he therefore could hot buy farm machinery.
There were dozens of harvesting machines on the market, but however
much he mighthavewantedthem, the farmer could not pay for them.
Then one of the many harvesting-machine inventors, Cyrus McCor-
mick,inventedinstallment buying. This enabled the farmer to pay for
aharvesting machine outof his future earnings rather than outof past
savings—and suddenly the farmer had"purchasing power"tobuy farm
equipment.

30
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Equally, whatever changes the wealth-producing potential of al
ready existing resources constitutes innovation.

There was not much new technology involved in the idea of moving
a truck body off its wheels and onto a cargo vessel. This "innovation,"
the container, did not grow out of technology at all but out of a new
perception of the "cargo vessel" as a materials-handling device rather
than a "ship," which meant that what really mattered was to make the
time in port as short as possible. But this humdrum innovation roughly
quadrupled the productivity of the ocean-going freighter and probably
saved shipping.Without it, the tremendous expansionof world trade in
the last forty years—the fastest growth in any major economic activity
ever recorded—could not possibly have taken place.

What really made universal schooling possible—more so than the
popular commitment to the value of education, the systematic training
of teachers in schoolsof education, or pedagogic theory—was that lowly
innovation, the textbook. (The textbook was probably the invention of
the great Czech educational reformer Johann Amos Comenius, who
designed and used the first Latin primers in the mid-seventeenth cen
tury.) Without the textbook, even a very good teacher cannot teach
more than one or two children at a time; with it, even a pretty poor
teacher can get a little learning into the heads of thirty or thirty-five
students.

Innovation, as these examples show, does not have to be technical,
does not indeed have to be a "thing" altogether. Few technical innova
tionscancompete in terms of impactwith suchsocial innovations asthe
newspaper or insurance. Installmentbuying literally transforms econo
mies. Wherever introduced, it changes the economy from supply-
driven to demand-driven, regardless almost of the productive level of
the economy (which explains why installment buying is the first prac
tice that any Marxist government coming to power immediately sup
presses: as the Communists didin Czechoslovakia in 1948, andagain in
Cuba in 1959). The hospital, in its modern form a social innovation of
the Enlightenment of the eighteenth century, has had greater impact
on health care than many advances in medicine. Management, that is,
the "useful knowledge" that enables man for the first time to render
productive people of different skills and knowledge working together
in an "organization," is an innovation of this century. It hasconverted
modern society into something brand new, something, by the way, for
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whichwe haveneitherpolitical norsocial theory: asociety of organiza
tions.

Books on economic history mention AugustBorsig as the first man
to build steam locomotives in Germany. Butsurely far moreimportant
was his innovation—against strenuous opposition from craft guilds,
teachers, and governmentbureaucrats—of what to thisday is the Ger
man system of factory organization and the foundation of Germany's
industrial strength. It was Borsig who devised the idea of the Meister
(Master), the highly skilled and highly respected senior worker who
runs the shop with considerable autonomy; and the Lehrling System
(apprenticeship system), which combines practical training (Lehre) on
the job with schooling (Ausbildung) in the classroom. And the twin
inventions of moderngovernment by Machiavelli in The Prince (1513)
and ofthemodern national state byhis early follower, Jean Bodin, sixty
years later,have surelyhad more lasting impacts than most technolo
gies.

One of the most interesting examples of social innovation and its
importance can be seen in modern Japan.

From the time sheopened her doors to the modern world in 1867,
Japan has beenconsistently underrated by westerners, despite her suc
cessful defeats ofChina and then Russia in 1894 and 1905, respectively;
despite Pearl Harbor; and despite her sudden emergence as an eco
nomic superpower and the toughest competitor in the world market of
the 1970s and 1980s. A major reason, perhaps the major one, is the
prevailing belief that innovation has to do with things andis based on
science or technology. And the Japanese,so the common beliefhas held
(in Japan as well as in the West, by the way), are not innovators but
imitators. For the Japanese havenot, by andlarge, produced outstand
ing technical or scientific innovations. Their success is based on social
innovation.

When the Japanese, in the Meiji Restoration of 1867, most reluc
tantly opened their country to the world, it was to avoid the fates of
India and nineteenth-century China, bothof which were conquered,
colonized, and "westernized" by theWest. The basic aim, in trueJudo
fashion, was tousetheweapons oftheWesttohold theWestatbay; and
to remain Japanese.

This meant that social innovation was far more critical than steam
locomotives or the telegraph. And social innovation, in terms of the
development of such institutions as schools and universities, a civil
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service, banks and labor relations, was far more difficult to achieve than
building locomotives and telegraphs. A locomotive that will pull a train
from London to Liverpool will equally, without adaptation or change,
pull a train from Tokyo to Osaka. But the social institutions had to be
at once quintessentially "Japanese" and yet "modern." They had to be
run by Japanese and yet serve an economy that was "Western" and
highly technical. Technology can be imported at low cost and with a
minimum of cultural risk. Institutions, by contrast, need cultural roots
to grow and to prosper. The Japanese made a deliberate decision a
hundred years ago to concentrate their resources on social innovations,
and to imitate, import, and adapt technical innovations—with startling
success. Indeed, this policy may still be the right one for them. For, as
will be discussed in Chapter 17, what is sometimes half-facetiously
called creative imitation is a perfectly respectable and often very suc
cessful entrepreneurial strategy.

Even if the Japanese now have to move beyond imitating, import
ing, and adapting other people's technology and learn to undertake
genuine technical innovation of their own, it might be prudent not to
underrate them. Scientific research is in itself a fairly recent "social
innovation." And the Japanese,whenever they have had to do so in the
past, have always shown tremendous capacity for such innovation.
Above all, they have shown a superior grasp of entrepreneurial strate-

"Innovation," then, is an economic or social rather than a technical
term. It can be defined the way J. B. Say defined entrepreneurship, as
changingthe yield of resources. Or, asamodern economist would tend
to do, it can be defined in demand terms rather than in supply terms,
that is, as changing the value and satisfactionobtained from resources
by the consumer.

Which of the two is more applicable depends, I would argue, on the
specific case rather than on the theoretical model. The shift from the
integrated steel mill to the "mini-mill," which starts with steel scrap
rather than iron ore and ends with one final product (e.g., beams and
rods, rather than raw steel that then has to be fabricated), is best de
scribed and analyzed in supply terms. The end product, the end uses,
and the customers are the same, though the costs are substantially
lower. And the same supply definition probably fits the container. But
the audiocassette or the videocassette, though equally "technical," if
not more so, are better described or analyzed in terms of consumer
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values and consumer satisfactions, as are such social innovations as the
news magazines developed by Henry Luce of Time-Life-Fortune in
the 1920s, or the money-market fund of the late 1970sand early 1980s.

We cannot yet develop a theory of innovation. But we alreadyknow
enough to saywhen, where, and how one looks systematically for inno
vative opportunities, and how one judges the chances for their success
or the risks of their failure. We know enough to develop, though still
only in outline form, the practice of innovation.

It has become almost a cliche for historians of technology that one
of the greatachievements of the nineteenth century wasthe "invention
of invention." Before 1880or so, invention wasmysterious; earlynine
teenth-century books talk incessantly of the "flash of genius." The in
ventor himself was a half-romantic, half-ridiculous figure, tinkering
away in a lonely garret. By 1914, the time World War I broke out,
"invention" had become "research," a systematic, purposefulactivity,
which is planned and organized with high predictability both of the
results aimed at and likely to be achieved.

Something similar now has to be done with respect to innovation.
Entrepreneurs will have to learn to practice systematic innovation.

Successful entrepreneurs do not wait until "the Muse kisses them"
and gives them a "bright idea"; they go to work. Altogether, they do
not look for the "biggie," the innovation that will "revolutionize the
industry," create a "billion-dollar business," or "make one rich over
night." Those entrepreneurs who start out with the idea that they'll
make it big—and in a hurry—can be guaranteed failure. They are al
most bound to do the wrongthings. An innovation that looks very big
may turn out to be nothing but technical virtuosity; and innovations
with modest intellectual pretensions, a McDonald's, for instance, may
turn into gigantic, highly profitable businesses. The same applies to
nonbusiness, public-service innovations.

Successful entrepreneurs, whatever their individual motivation—be
it money, power, curiosity, or the desire for fame and recognition—try
to create value and to make a contribution. Still, successful entre
preneurs aim high. They are not content simply to improve on what
already exists, or to modify it. They try to create new and different
values and new and different satisfactions, to convert a "material" into
a "resource," or to combine existing resources in a new and more
productive configuration.

And it is change that always provides the opportunity for the new
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and different. Systematic innovation therefore consists in the purpose
ful andorganized search forchanges, and inthe systematic analysis of
theopportunities such changes mightofferfor economic orsocialinno
vation.

As arule, these arechangesthat have already occurredor areunder
way. The overwhelming majority of successful innovations exploit
change. To be sure, there areinnovations that in themselvesconstitute
a major change; someof the major technical innovations, suchas the
Wright Brothers' airplane, are examples. Butthese are exceptions, and
fairly uncommon ones. Most successful innovations are far more
prosaic; theyexploit change. And thus thediscipline ofinnovation (and
it is the knowledge base of entrepreneurship) isadiagnostic discipline:
a systematic examination of the areas of change that typically offer
entrepreneurial opportunities.

Specifically, systematic innovation means monitoring seven sources
for innovative opportunity.

The first four sources lie within the enterprise, whether business or
public-service institution, or within an industry or service sector. They
are therefore visibleprimarily to peoplewithin that industry or service
sector. Theyare basically symptoms. Buttheyare highly reliable indica
tors of changes thathave already happened orcan be madeto happen
with little effort. These four source areas are:

• The unexpected—the unexpected success, the unexpected failure,
the unexpected outside event;

• The incongruity—between reality as it actually is andreality as it
is assumed to be or as it "ought to be";

• Innovation based on process need;
• Changes in industry structure or market structure that catch ev

eryone unawares.

The second set of sources for innovative opportunity, a set of three,
involves changes outside the enterprise or industry:

• Demographics (population changes);
• Changes in perception, mood, and meaning;
• New knowledge, both scientific and nonscientific.

The lines between these seven source areasof innovative opportuni
tiesareblurred, andthereisconsiderable overlap between them. They
can be likened to seven windows, each on a different side of the same
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building. Eachwindow shows some features that can also be seen from
the window on either side of it. But the view from the center of each
is distinct and different.

The seven sources require separate analysis, for each has its own
distinct characteristic. No area is, however, inherently more important
ormore productive than the other. Major innovations are as likely to
come outofan analysis ofsymptoms ofchange (such as theunexpected
success of what was considered an insignificant change in product or
pricing) as they are to come out of the massive application of new
knowledge resulting from agreat scientific breakthrough.

But the order in which these sources will be discussed is not arbi
trary. They are listed indescending order ofreliability and predictabil
ity. For, contrary toalmost universal belief, new knowledge—and espe
cially new scientific knowledges-is not the most reliable or most
predictable source ofsuccessful innovations. For all the visibility, glam
our, and importance ofscience-based innovation, it is actually theleast
reliable and least predictable one. Conversely, the mundane and un-
glamorous analysis of such symptoms of underlying changes as the
unexpected success orthe unexpected failure carry fairly low risk and
uncertainty. And theinnovations arising therefrom have, typically, the
shortest lead time between the start of a venture and its measurable
results, whether success or failure,
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THE UNEXPECTED SUCCESS

No other area offers richer opportunities for successful innovation
thanthe unexpected success. Innootherarea are innovative opportuni
ties less risky and theirpursuit less arduous. Yet theunexpected success
isalmost totally neglected; worse, managements tend actively to reject
it.

Here is one example.
More than thirty years ago, Iwas told bythechairman ofNew York's

largest department store, R. H. Macy, "We don't know how tostop the
growth of appliance sales."

"Whydo you want tostop them?" Iasked, quite mystified. "Are you
losing money on them?"

"On the contrary," the chairman said, "profit margins are better
than on fashion goods; there are no returns, and practically no pilfer
age."

"Do the appliance customers keep away the fashion customers?" I
asked.

"Oh, no," was the answer. "Where we used to sell appliances pri
marily to people who came intobuyfashions, wenow sell fashions very
often to people who come in to buy appliances. But," the chairman
continued, "in thiskind of store, it isnormal andhealthy for fashion to
produce seventy percent of sales. Appliance sales have grown so fast
that they now account for three-fifths. And that's abnormal. We've tried
everything weknow tomake fashion grow torestore thenormal ratio,
but nothing works. The only thing left now is to push appliance sales
down to where they should be."

37
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For almost twenty years after this episode, Macy's New York con
tinued todrift. Anynumberofexplanations were given for Macy's inabil
ity to exploit its dominant position in the New York retail market: the
decay ofthe inner city, the poor economics ofastore supposedly "too
big," and many others. Actually, once anew management came inafter
1970, reversed the emphasis, and accepted the contribution ofappli
ances to sales, Macy's—despite inner-city decay, despite its high labor
costs, and despite its enormous size—promptlybegan toprosper again.

At the same time that Macy's rejected theunexpected success, an
other New York retail store, Bloomingdale's, used the identical unex
pected success to propel itself into the number two spot in the New
York market. Bloomingdale's, at best a weak number four, had been
even more of a fashion store than Macy's. But when appliance sales
began to climb inthe early 1950s, Bloomingdale's ran with the opportu
nity. It realized that something unexpected was happening and
analyzed it. It then built anew position in themarketplace around its
Housewares Department. Italso refocused its fashion and apparel sales
toreach anew customer: the customer ofwhose emergence the explo
sion in appliance sales was only a symptom. Macy's is still numberone
in New York in volume. But Bloomingdale's has become the "smart
NewYork store." And the stores thatwere the contenders for thistitle
thirty years ago—the stores that were then strong number twos, the
fashion leaders of 1950 such as Best—have disappeared (for additional
examples, see Chapter 15).

The Macy's story will be called extreme. But the only uncommon
aspect about it is that the chairman was aware ofwhat he was doing.
Though notconscious oftheir folly, far too many managements act the
way Macy's did. It is never easy for amanagement toaccept the unex
pected success. It takes determination, specific policies, awillingness to
look at reality, and the humility to say, "We were wrong!"

One reason why it is difficult for management toaccept unexpected
success is that all of us tend to believe that anything that has lasted a
fair amount oftime must be "normal" and go on "forever." Anything
that contradicts whatwe havecome to consider alawof natureis then
rejected as unsound, unhealthy, and obviously abnormal.

This explains, for instance, why one ofthe major U.S. steel compa
nies, around 1970, rejected the "mini-mill."* Management knew that

♦On the "mini-mill," see Chapter 4.
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its steelworks were rapidly becoming obsolete and would need bil
lions of dollars of investment to be modernized. It also knew that it
could not obtain the necessary sums. A new, smaller "mini-mill" was
the solution.

Almost by accident, such a"mini-mill" was acquired. It soon began
to grow rapidly and to generate cash and profits. Some of the younger
men within the steel company therefore proposed that the available
investment funds be used to acquire additional "mini-mills" and to
build new ones.Within a few years, the "mini-mills" would then give
the steel company several million tons of steel capacity based onmod
ern technology, lowlabor costs, andpinpointed markets. Top manage
ment indignantly vetoed the proposal; indeed, all the men who had
been connected with it found themselves "ex-employees" within a few
years. "The integrated steelmaking process is the only right one," top
management argued. "Everything else is cheating—a fad, unhealthy,
andunlikely to endure." Needless to say, ten years later the only parts
of the steel industry in America that were still healthy, growing, and
reasonably prosperous were "mini-mills."

To a steelmakerwho has spenthisentire life working to perfect the
integrated steelmaking process, who is athome inthebig steel mill, and
whomay himselfbe the sonofasteelworker (as agreat many American
steel company executives have been), anything but "big steel" is
strange and alien, indeed a threat. It takes aneffort to perceive in the
"enemy" one's own best opportunity.

Top management people in most organizations, whether small or
large, public-service institution orbusiness, have typically grown up in
one function or one area. To them, this is the area in which they feel
comfortable. When I sat down with the chairman of R. H. Macy, for
instance, there wasonly one member of top management, the person
nelvice-president, who had notstarted as a fashion buyer and made his
career in the fashion end of the business. Appliances, to these men,
were something that other people dealt with.

The unexpected success canbe galling. Consider the companythat
has worked diligently on modifying and perfecting an old product, a
product that has been the "flagship" of the company for years, the
product that represents "quality." At the same time, most reluctantly,
the company puts through what everyone in the firm knows is a per
fectly meaningless modification of an old, obsolete, and "low-quality"
product. It isdone only because oneofthecompany's leading salesmen
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lobbied for it, orbecause agood customer asked for it andcould not be
turned down. But nobody expects it to sell; in fact, nobody wants it to
sell. And then this"dog"runs away with the marketandeven takesthe
sales which plans and forecasts had promised for the "prestige," "qual
ity" line. No wonder that everybody is appalled and considers the
success a"cuckoo in the nest" (a term I have heard more than once).
Everybody is likely to react precisely the way the chairman of R. H.
Macy reacted when hesaw theunwanted and unloved appliances over
take his beloved fashions, on which he himself had spent his working
life and his energy.

The unexpected success is achallenge tomanagement's judgment.
"If the mini-mills were anopportunity, we surely would have seen it
ourselves," the chairman ofthe big steel company is quoted as saying
when he turned themini-mill proposal down. Managements are paid
for their judgment, but they are notbeing paid tobe infallible. In fact,
they are being paid torealize and admit that they have been wrong-
especially when their admission opens upan opportunity. But this is by
no means common.

A Swiss pharmaceutical company today has world leadership invet
erinary medicines, yet it has not itselfdeveloped a single veterinary
drug. But the companies that developed these medicines refused to
serve the veterinary market. The medicines, mostly antibiotics, wereof
coursedeveloped for treating human diseases. When the veterinarians
discovered that theywere just as effective for animals and began tosend
in their orders, the original manufacturers were far from pleased. In
some cases they refused to supply the veterinarians; in many others,
theydisliked having toreformulate thedrugs for animal use, torepack
age them,and so on. The medical director ofaleading pharmaceutical
company protested around 1953 that to apply a new antibiotic to the
treatment of animals was a "misuse of a noble medicine." Conse
quently, when the Swiss approached this manufacturer and several
others, theyobtained licenses for veterinary use without any difficulty
and atlow cost. Some ofthemanufacturers were only too happy toget
rid of the embarrassing success.

Human medications havesince comeunderprice pressure andare
carefully scrutinized by regulatory authorities. This has made veteri
nary medications the most profitable segment of the pharmaceutical
industry. But the companies thatdeveloped the compounds in the first
place are not the ones who get these profits.
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Far more often, the unexpected success is simply not seen at all.
Nobody pays any attention to it. Hence, nobody exploits it, with the
inevitable result that the competitor runs with it and reaps the re
wards.

A leading hospital supplier introduced a new line of instruments for
biological and clinical tests. The new products were doing quite well.
Then, suddenly, orders came in from industrial and university laborato
ries. Nobody was told about them, nobody noticed them; nobody real
ized that, by pure accident, the company had developed products with
more and better customers outside the market for which those products
had been developed. No salesman was being sent out to call on these
new customers, no service force was being set up. Five or eight years
later, another company had taken over these new markets. And be
cause of the volume ofbusiness these markets produced, the newcomer
could soon invade the hospital market offering lower prices and better
services than the original market leader.

One reason for this blindness to the unexpected success is that our
existing reporting systems do not as a rule report it, let alone clamor for
management's attention.

Practically every company—but every public-service institution as
well—has a monthly or quarterly report. The first sheet lists the areas
in which performance is below expectations: it lists the problems and
the shortfalls. At the monthly meetings of the management group and
the board of directors, everybody therefore focuses on the problem
areas. No one even looks at the areas where the company has done
better than expected. And if the unexpected success is not quantitative
but qualitative—as in the case of the hospital instruments mentioned
above, which opened up new major markets outside the company's
traditional ones—the figures will not even show the unexpected success
as a rule. ,

To exploit the opportunity for innovation offered by unexpected
success requires analysis. Unexpected success is a symptom. But a symp
tom of what? The underlying phenomenon may be nothing more than
a limitation on our own vision, knowledge, and understanding. That the
pharmaceutical companies, for instance, rejected the unexpected suc
cess of their new drugs in the animal market was a symptom of their
own failure to know how big—and how important—livestock raising
throughout the world is; of their blindness to the sharp increase in
demand for animal proteins throughout the world after World War II,
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and to the tremendous changes in knowledge, sophistication, andman
agement capacity of the world's farmers.

The unexpected success of appliances at R. H. Macy's was a symp
tom of a fundamental change in the behavior, expectations, and values
of substantial numbers of consumers—as the people at Bloomingdale's
realized. Up until World War II, department store consumers in the
United States bought primarily by socioeconomic status, that is, by
income group. After WorldWarII, the market increasingly segmented
itself by what we now call "lifestyles." Bloomingdale's was the first of
the major department stores, especially on the East Coast, to realize
this, to capitalize on it, and to innovate a new retail image.

The unexpectedsuccess of laboratory instruments designed for the
hospital in industrial anduniversity laboratories was a symptomof the
disappearance of distinctions between the various users of scientific
instruments, which for almost a century had created sharply diflFerent
markets, with diflFerent end uses, specifications, andexpectations. What
it symptomized—and the company never realized this—was not just
that a product line had uses that were not originally envisaged. It
signaled the end of the specific marketnichethe company hadenjoyed
in the hospital market. Sothe companythat for thirty or forty years had
successfully defineditselfas adesigner, maker,andmarketerofhospital
laboratory equipment was forced eventually to redefine itself as a
makerof laboratory instruments, andto develop capabilities to design,
manufacture, distribute, and service way beyond its original field. By
then, however, it had lost a large part of the market for good.

Thus the unexpected success is not just an opportunity for innova
tion; it demands innovation. It forces us to ask, What basic changes are
now appropriate for this organization in the way it defines its business?
Its technology? Its markets?If these questions are faced up to, then the
unexpected success is likely to open up the most rewarding and least
risky of all innovative opportunities.

Two of the world's biggest businesses, DuPont, the world's largest
chemicalcompany,and IBM, the giantof the computer industry, owe
their preeminence to their willingness to exploit the unexpected suc
cess as an innovative opportunity.

DuPont, for 130 years,had confined itself to making munitions and
explosives. In the mid-1920s it then organized its first research efforts
in other areas, one of them the brand-new field of polymer chemistry,
which the Germans had pioneered during World War I. For several
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years there were no results at all. Then, in 1928, an assistant left a
burner on over the weekend. On Mondaymorning, Wallace H. Caroth-
ers, the chemist in charge, found that the stuff in the kettle had con
gealed into fibers. It took another ten years before DuPont found out
how to make Nylon intentionally. The point of the story is, however,
that the same accident had occurred several times in the laboratories
ofthe bigGerman chemical companies withthe same results, andmuch
earlier. The Germans were, of course, looking for a polymerized fiber
—and they could havehadit,along withworld leadership in the chemi
cal industry, ten years before DuPont hadNylon. Butbecause they had
not planned the experiment, they dismissed itsresults, poured out the
accidentally produced fibers, and started all over again.

The history of IBM equally shows what paying attention to the
unexpected success can do. ForIBMis largely the result of the willing
nessto exploitthe unexpected success not once,but twice. In the early
1930s, IBM almost went under. It had spent its available money on
designing the first electro-mechanical bookkeepingmachine,meant for
banks. But American banks did not buy new equipment in the Depres
sion days of the early thirties. IBM even then had a policy of not laying
off people, so it continued to manufacture the machines, which it had
to put in storage.

When IBM was at its lowest point—so the story goes—Thomas Wat
son, Sr., the founder, found himself at a dinner party sitting next to a
lady.When she heard his name, she said: "Are you the Mr. Watson of
IBM? Why does your sales manager refuse to demonstrate your ma
chine to me?" What a lady would want with an accounting machine
Thomas Watson could not possibly figure out, nor did it help him much
when she told him she was the director of the New York Public Library;
it turned out he had never been in a public library. But next morning,
he appeared there as soon as its doors opened.

In those days, libraries had fair amounts of government money.
Watson walked out two hours later with enough of an order to cover
next month's payroll. And, ashe added with achuckle whenever he told
the story, "I invented a new policyon the spot: we get cashin advance
before we deliver."

Fifteen years later, IBM had one of the early computers. Like the
other early American computers, the IBM computer was designed for
scientific purposes only. Indeed, IBM got into computer work largely
because of Watson's interest in astronomy. And when first demon-
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strated in IBM's show window on Madison Avenue, where it drew
enormous crowds, IBM's computer was programmed to calculate all
past, present, and future phases of the moon.

But then businesses began to buy this "scientific marvel" for the
most mundane of purposes, such as payroll.Univac, which had the most
advanced computer and the one most suitable for business uses, did not
really want to"demean" itsscientific miracle by supplyingbusiness. But
IBM, though equallysurprised by the business demand for computers,
responded immediately. Indeed, it waswilling to sacrificeits own com
puter design, which was not particularly suitable for accounting, and
instead use what its rival and competitor (Univac) had developed.
Within four years IBM had attained leadership in the computer market,
even though for another decade its own computers were technically
inferior to those produced by Univac. IBM was willing to satisfy business
and to satisfy it on business' terms—to train programmers for business,
for instance.

Similarly, Japan's foremost electronic company, Matsushita (better
known by its brand names Panasonic and National), owes its rise to its
willingness to run with unexpected success.

Matsushita was a fairly small and undistinguished company in the
early 1950s, outranked on every count by such older and deeply en
trenched giants as Toshiba or Hitachi. Matsushita "knew," as did every
other Japanese manufacturer of the time, that "television would not
grow fast in Japan." "Japan is much too poor to afford such a luxury,"
the chairman of Toshiba had said at a New York meeting around 1954
or 1955. Matsushita, however, was intelligent enough to accept that the
Japanese farmers apparently did not know that they were too poor for
television. What they knew was that television offered them, for the first
time, access to a big worjd. They could not afford television sets, but
they were prepared to buy them anyhow and pay for them. Toshiba and
Hitachi made better sets at the time, only they showed them on the
Ginza in Tokyo and in the big-city department stores, making it pretty
clear that farmers were not particularly welcome in such elegant sur
roundings. Matsushita went to the farmers and sold its televisions door-
to-door, something no one in Japan had ever done before for anything
more expensive than cotton pants or aprons.

Of course, it is not enough to depend on accidents, nor to wait for
the lady at.the dinner table to express unexpected interest in one's
apparently failing product. The search has to be organized.
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The first thing isto ensurethat the unexpected isbeing seen;indeed,
that it clamors for attention. It must be properly featured in the infor
mation management obtains and studies. (How to do this is described
in some detail in Chapter 13.)

Managementsmust lookat every unexpected success with the ques
tions: (1) What would it mean to us if we exploited it? (2) Where could
it lead us? (3) What would we have to do to convert it into an opportu
nity? And (4) How do we go about it? This means, first, that manage
ments need to set aside specific time in which to discuss unexpected
successes; and second, that someone should always be designated to
analyze an unexpected success and to think through how it could be
exploited.

But management also needs to learn what the unexpected success
demands of them. Again, this might best be explained by an example.

A major university on the eastern seaboard of the United States
started, in the early 1950s, an evening program of "continuing educa
tion" for adults, in which the normal undergraduate curriculum leading
to an undergraduate degree was offered to adults with a high school
diploma.

Nobody on the faculty really believed in the program. The only
reason it was offered at all was that a small number of returning World
War II veterans had been forced to go to work before obtaining their
undergraduate degrees and were clamoring for an opportunity to get
the credits they still lacked. To everybody's surprise, however, the
program proved immensely successful, with qualifiedstudents applying
in large numbers. And the students in the program actually outper
formed the regular undergraduates. This, in turn, created a dilemma.
To exploit the unexpected success, the university' would have had to
build a fairly big first-rate faculty. But this would have weakened its
main program; at the least, it would have diverted the university from
what it saw as its main mission, the training of undergraduates. The
alternative was to close down the new program. Either decision would
have been a responsible one. Instead, the university decided to staff the
program with cheap, temporary faculty, mostly teaching assistants
working on their own advanced degrees. As a result, it destroyed the
program within a few years; but worse, it also seriouslydamaged its own
reputation.

The unexpected success is an opportunity, but it makes demands. It
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demands to be taken seriously. It demands to be staffed with the ablest
people available, rather than with whoever we can spare. It demands
seriousness and support on the part of management equal to the size
of the opportunity. And the opportunity is considerable.

II

THE UNEXPECTED FAILURE

Failures, unlike successes, cannot be rejected and rarely go unno
ticed. But they are seldom seen as symptoms of opportunity. A good
many failures are,of course, nothing but mistakes,the resultsof greed,
stupidity, thoughtless bandwagon-climbing, or incompetence whether
in design or execution, yet if something fails despite being carefully
planned, carefully designed, and conscientiously executed, that failure
often bespeaks underlying change and, with it, opportunity.

The assumptions on which a product or service, its design or its
marketing strategy, were based may no longer fit reality. Perhaps cus
tomers have changed their values and perceptions; while they still buy
the same "thing," they are actually purchasing a very diflFerent "value."
Or perhaps what has alwaysbeen one market or one end use is splitting
itself into two or more, each demanding something quite diflFerent. Any
change like this is an opportunity for innovation.

I had my first experience with an unexpected failure at the very
beginning of my working life, almost sixty years ago, just out of high
school. My firstjob was asa trainee in an old export firm, which for more
than a century had been selling hardware to British India. Its best seller
for years had been a cheap padlock, of which it exported whole ship
loadsevery month. The padlock was flimsy; a pin easily opened the lock.
As incomes in India went up during the 1920s, padlock sales, instead of
going up, began to decline quite sharply. My employer thereupon did
the obvious: he redesigned the padlock to give it a sturdier lock, that
is, to make it "better quality." The added cost was minimal and the
improvement in quality substantial. But the improved padlock turned
out to be unsalable. Four years later, the firm went into liquidation, the
decline of its Indian padlock business a major factor in its demise.

A very small competitor of this firm in the Indian export business—
no more than a tenth of the size of my employer and until then barely
able to survive—realized that this unexpected failure was a symptom
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of basic change. For the bulk of Indians, the peasants in the villages, the
padlock was (and for all I know, still is)a magical symbol; no thief would
have dared open a padlock. The key was never used, and usually disap
peared. To get a padlock that could not easilybe opened without a key
—the improved padlock my employer had worked so hard to perfect
without additional cost—was thus not a boon but a disaster.

A small but rapidly growing middle-class minority in the cities, how
ever, needed a real lock. That it was not sturdy enough for their needs
was the main reason why the old lock had begun to lose sales and
market. But for them the redesigned product was still inadequate.

My employer's competitor broke down the padlock into two sepa
rate products: one without lock and key, with only a simple trigger
release, and selling for one-third less than the old padlock but with
twice its profit margin; and the other with a good sturdy lock and three
keys, selling at twice the price of the old product and also with a
substantially larger profitmargin. Both linesimmediately began to sell.
Within two years, the competitor had become the largest European
hardware exporter to India. He maintained this position for ten years,
until WorldWar II put anend to European exports to India altogether.

A quaint tale from horseandbuggy days, some might say. Surelywe
have become more sophisticated in this age of computers, of market
research, and of business school MBAs.

Buthere isanother case, halfacenturylater andfrom avery "sophis
ticated" industry. Yet it teaches exactly the same lesson.

Just at the time when the first cohorts of the "baby boom" were
reaching theirmid-twenties—that is, the age to form families andtobuy
their first house—the 1973-74 recession hit. Inflation was becoming
rampant, particularly in housing prices, which rose much faster than
anythingelse. At the sametime, interestrates onhome mortgages were
skyrocketing. And so the mass builders in America began to design and
offer what they called a "basic house," smaller, simpler, and cheaper
than the house that had become standard.

But despite its being such "good value" and well within the means
of the first-time homebuyer, the "basic house" was a thumping failure.
The builders tried to salvage it by oflFering low-interest financing and
longrepayment terms, andby slashing prices. Still, no one bought the
"basic house."

Most homebuildersdid what businessmen do in an unexpected fail
ure: they blamed that old bogeyman, the "irrational customer." But one
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builder, still very small, decided to look around. He found that there
had been a change in what the young American couple wants in its first
house. This no longer represents the family's permanent home as it had
done for their grandparents, ahouse in which the couple expects to live
the rest of its life, or at least a long time. In the 1970s, young couples
were buying not one, but two separate"values" in purchasing their first
home. They bought shelter for a few short years; and they alsobought
an option to buy—a few years later—their "real" house, a much bigger
and more luxurious home, in a better neighborhood, with better
schools. To make the down payment on this far more expensive perma
nent home, they would, however, need the equity they had built up in
the firsthouse. The young people knew very well that the "basic house"
was not what they and their contemporaries really wanted, even
though it was all they could afford. They feared therefore—and per
fectlyrationally—that they wouldnot be ableto resellthe "basic house"
atadecent price. Sothe "basic house," insteadofbeing anoptionto buy
the "real house" later on, would become a serious impediment to the
fulfillment of their true housing needs and wants.

The young couple of 1950 had still perceived itself as "working-
class," by and large. And "working-class" people in the West do not
expect their incomes and their standards of living to rise materially
once they are out of their apprenticeship and into a full-time job. Se
niority, for working-class people (with Japan being the major excep
tion), means greater job security rather than larger incomes. But the
"middle class" traditionally can expect a steady increase in its income
until the head of the household reaches age forty-five or forty-eight.
Between 1950 and 1975, both the reality and the self-image of young
American adults—their educations, their expectations, their jobs—had
changed from "working-class" to "middle-class." And with thischange
had come a sharp change in what the young people's firsthome repre
sented, and what "value" was connected with it.

Once this was understood—and all it took was to listen to prospec
tive homebuyers for a few weekends—successful innovation came
about easily. Almost no change was made in the physical plant itself;
only the kitchen was redesigned andmade somewhat roomier. Other
wise, the building remained the same "basichouse" the homebuilders
had not been able to sell. But instead of being offered as "your house,"
it wasoffered as"yourfirst house,"and asa"building block toward the
house you want." Specifically, this meant that the young couple was
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shown both the house as it was standing—that is, the "basic house"—
and a model of the same house in which future additions such as an

extra bathroom, one or two more bedrooms, and a basement "family
den" had been built. Indeed, the builder had already obtained the
necessary city permits for conversion of the "basic house" to a "perma
nent home." Furthermore, the builder guaranteed the young couple a
fixed resale price for their first house, to be credited against their pur
chase from his firm of a second, bigger, "permanent" home within five
to seven years. "This entailed practically no risk," he explained. "The
demographics were such, after all, as to guarantee a steady increase in
the demand for 'first houses'until the late 1980sor 1990s, during which
time the babies of the 'baby bust' of 1961 will have become twenty-five
themselves and will start forming their own families."

Before this homebuilder transformed failure into innovation, he
had operated in only one metropolitan area and was a small factor in
it. Five years later, the firm was operating in seven metropolitan areas
and was either number one or a strong number two in each of them.
Even during the building recession of 1981-82—a recession so severe
that some of the largest Americanbuilders did not sellone singlenew
house during an entire season—this innovative homebuilder con
tinued to grow. "One reason," the firm's founder explained, "was
something even I had not seen when I decided to offer first-time
homebuyers a repurchase guarantee. It gave us a steady supply of
well-builtand still fairly new houses that needed only a little fixing up
and could then be resold at a very decent profit to the next crop of
first-home buyers."

Facedwith unexpected failure, executives,especially in largeorgan
izations, tend to call for more study and more analysis. But as both the
padlock story and the "basic house" story show, this is the wrong re
sponse. The unexpected failure demands that you go out, look around,
and listen. Failureshouldalways be consideredasymptom of an innova
tive opportunity, and taken seriously as such.

It is equally important to watch out for the unexpected event in a
supplier's business, and among the customers. McDonald's, for instance,
started because the company's founder, Ray Kroc, paid attention to the
unexpected success of one of his customers. At that time Kroc was
selling milkshake machines to hamburger joints. He noticed that one of
his customers, a small hamburger stand in a remote California town,
bought several times the number of milkshake machines its location
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and size could justify. He investigatedand found an old man who had,
in effect, reinvented the fast-food business by systematizing it. Kroc
boughthisoutfit andbuilt it into a billion-dollar business based on the
original owner's unexpected success.

A competitor'sunexpected success or failure isequallyimportant. In
either case, one takes the event seriously as a possible symptom of
innovative opportunity. One does not just "analyze." One goes out to
investigate.

Innovation—and this is a main thesis of this book—is organized,
systematic, rational work. But it is perceptual fully as much as concep
tual.To be sure,what the innovator seesand learnshas to be subjected
to rigorous logical analysis. Intuition isnot good enough; indeed,it isno
good at all if by "intuition" is meant "what I feel." For that usually is
another way of saying "What I like it to be" rather than "What I per
ceive it to be." But the analysis, with all its rigor—its requirements for
testing, piloting, and evaluating—has to be based on a perception of
change, ofopportunity, ofthenewrealities, of the incongruity between
whatmostpeople still are quitesure isthe reality andwhathas actually
become a new reality. This requires the willingness to say: "I don't
knowenough to analyze, but I shall find out. I'llgo out,look around, ask
questions, and listen."

It is precisely because the unexpected jolts us out of our precon
ceived notions, our assumptions, ourcertainties, that it is sucha fertile
source of innovation. ,

It is not in fact even necessary for the entrepreneur to understand
whyreality has changed. In the two cases above, it was easy to find out
whathadhappenedandwhy. More often,we find out what ishappen
ingwithoutmuch clueas towhy.And yet we canstill innovate success
fully.

Here is one example.
The failure of the Ford Motor Company's Edsel in 1957 has become

Americanfolklore. Even peoplewho were not yet bornwhen the Edsel
failedhave heard about it, at least in the United States. But the general
belief that the Edsel was a slapdash gamble is totally mistaken.

Very few products were ever more carefully designed, more care
fully introduced, moreskillfully marketed. The Edsel was intended to
be the final step in the most thoroughly planned strategy in American
business history: a ten-year campaign during which the Ford Motor
Company converted itself after World War II from near-bankruptcy
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into an aggressive competitor, a strong number two in the United
States, and a few years later, a strong contender for the number one
spot in the rapidly growing European market.

By 1957, Ford had already successfully reestablished itself as a
strong competitor in three of the four main American automobile mar
kets: the "standard" one with the Ford nameplate; the "lower-middle"
one with Mercury; and the "upper" one with the Continental. The
Edsel was then designed for the only remaining segment, the upper-
middle one, the one for which Ford's big rival, General Motors, pro
duced the Buick and the Oldsmobile. This "upper-middle" segment
was, in the period after World War II, the fastest-growing part of the
automobile market and yet the one for which the third automobile
producer, Chrysler, did not have a strong entry, thereby leaving the
door wide open for Ford.

Ford went to extreme lengths to plan and design the Edsel, embody
ing in its design the best information from market research, the best
information about customer preferences in appearance and styling, and
the highest standards of quality control.

Yet the Edsel became a total failure right away.
The reaction of the Ford Motor Company was very revealing. In

stead of blaming the "irrational consumer," the Ford people decided
there was something happening that did not jibe with the assumptions
about reality everyone in the automobile industry had been making
about consumer behavior—and for so long that they had become
unquestioned axioms.

The result of Ford's decision to go out and investigate was the one
genuine innovation in the American automobile industry since Alfred
P. Sloan, in the 1920s,had defined the socioeconomic segmentation of
the American market into "low," "lower-middle," "upper-middle,"
and "upper" segments, the insight on which he then built the General
Motors Company. When the Ford people went out, they discovered
that this segmentation was rapidly being replaced—or at least paral
leled—by another quite diflFerent one, the one we would now call
"lifestyle segmentation." The result, within a short period after the
Edsel's failure, was the appearance of Ford's Thunderbird, the great
est success of any American car since Henry Ford, Sr., had introduced
his Model T in 1908. The Thunderbird established Ford again as a
major producer in its own right, rather than as GM's kid brother and
a perennial imitator.
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And yet to this day we really do not know what caused the change.
It occurred well before any of the events by which it is usually ex
plained, such as the shift of the center of demographic gravity to the
teenagers as a result of the "baby boom," the explosive expansion of
higher education, or the change in sexual mores. Nor do we really know
what is meant by "lifestyle." All attempts to describe it have been futile
so far. All we know is that something happened.

But that is enough to convert the unexpected, whether success or
failure, into an opportunity for effective and purposeful innovation.

Ill

THE UNEXPECTED OUTSIDE EVENT

Unexpected successes and unexpected failure have so far been dis
cussed as occurring within a business or an industry. But outside events,
that is, events that are not recorded in the information and the figures
by which a management steers its institution, are just as important.
Indeed, they often are more important.

Here are some examples showing typical unexpected outside events
and their exploitation as major opportunities for successful innovation.

One example concerns IBM and the personal computer.
However much executives and engineers at IBM may have disa

greed with each other, there apparently wastotal agreement within the
company on one point until well into the seventies: the future belonged
to the centralized "main-frame" computer, with an ever larger mem
ory and an ever larger calculating capacity. Everything else, every IBM
engineer could prove convincingly, would be far too expensive, far too
confusing, and far too limited in its performance capacity. And so IBM
concentrated its efforts and resources on maintaining its leadership in
the main-frame market.

And then around 1975 or 1976, to everybody's total surprise, ten-
and eleven-year-old kids began to play computer games. Right away
their fathers wanted their own office computer or personal computer,
that is, a separate, small, freestanding machine with far less capacity
than even the smallest main-frame has. All the dire things the IBM
people had predicted actually did happen. The freestanding machines
cost many times what a plug-in "terminal" costs, and they have far less
capacity; there is such a proliferation of them and their programs, and
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so few of them are truly compatible with one another, that the whole
field has become chaotic, with service and repairs in shambles. But this
does not seem to bother the customers. On the contrary, in the U.S.
market the personal computers in five short years—from 1979 to 1984
—reached the annual sales volume it had taken the "main-frames"

thirty years to reach, that is, $15-$16 billion.
IBM could have been expected to dismiss this development. Instead,

as early as 1977, when personal computer sales worldwide were still less
than $200 million (as against main-frame sales of $7 billion for the same
year), IBM set up task forces in competition with one another to de
velop personal computers for the company. As a result, IBM produced
its own personal computer in 1980, just when the market was explod
ing. Three years later, in 1983, IBM had become the world's leading
personal computer producer with nearly as much of a leadership posi
tion in the new field as it had in main-frames. Also in 1983 IBM then

introduced its own very small "home computer," the "Peanut."
When I discuss all this with the IBM people, I always ask the same

question: "What explains that IBM, of all people, saw this change as an
opportunity when everybody at IBM was so totally sure that it couldn't
happen and made no sense?" And I always get the same answer: "Pre
cisely because we knew that this couldn't happen, and that it would
make no sense at all, the development came as a profound shock to us.
We realized that everything we'd assumed, everything we were so
absolutely certain of, was suddenly being thrown into a cocked hat, and
that we had to go out and organize ourselves to take advantage of a
development we knew couldn't happen, but which then did happen."

The second example is far more mundane. But is it no less instruc
tive despite its lack of glamour.

The United States has never been a book-buying country, in part
because of the ubiquitous free public library. When TV appeared in the
early fifties and more and more Americans began to spend more and
more of their time in front of the tube—particularly people in their
prime book-reading years, that is, people of high school and college age
—"everyone knew" that book sales would drop drastically. Book pub
lishers frantically began to diversify into "high-tech media": educa
tional movies, or computer programs {in most cases, with total lack of
success). But instead of collapsing, book sales in the United States have
soared since TV first came in. They have grown several times as fast as
every indicator had predicted, whether family incomes, total popula-
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tion in the "book-reading years," or even people with higher degrees.
No one knows why this happened. Indeed, no one quite knows what

really happened. Books are still as rare in the typical American home
asbefore.* Where, then, do all these books go?That we have no answer
to thisquestion does not alter the fact that books arebeingbought and
paid for in increasing numbers.

Both the publishers and the existing bookstores knew, of course, all
along that book sales were soaring. Neither, however, did anything
about it. The unexpected event was exploited, instead, by a few mass
retailers such as department stores in Minneapolis and Los Angeles.
None of these people had ever had anything to do with books,but they
knew the retail business. They started bookstore chains that are quite
diflFerent from any earlier bookstore in America. Basically, these are
supermarkets. They do not treat books as literature but as"mass mer
chandise," and they concentrate on the fast-movingitems that generate
the largest dollar sales per unit of shelf space. They are located in
shopping centers with high rents but also with high traffic, whereas
everybody in the book business had known all along that a bookstore
has to be in a low-rent location, preferably near a university. Tradition
ally, booksellers were themselves "literary types" and tried to hire
people who "love books." The managers of the new bookstores are
former cosmetics salespeople. The standing joke among them is that
anysalesperson whowants toread anything besides the price tagonthe
book is hopelessly overqualified.

Forten years now, thesenew bookstore chains have been amongthe
most successful and fastest-growing segmentsin Americanretailingand
among the fastest-growing new businesses in this country altogether.

Each of these cases represents genuine innovation. But not one of
them represents diversification.

IBM stayed in the computer business. And the chain bookstoresare
run by peoplewho allalong havebeen in retailing, in shoppingcenters,
or managing "boutiques."

It is a condition of success in exploiting the unexpected outside
event that it must fit the knowledge and expertise of one's own business.
Companies, even large companies, thatwent into the new bookmarket

♦This is also true of Japan, the country that, percapita, buys more booksthan any
other and twice as many as the United States.
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or into mass merchandising without the retail expertise have uniformly
come to grief.

The unexpected outside event may thus be, above all, an opportu
nity to apply already existing expertise to a new application, but to an
application that does not change the nature of the "business we are in."
It may be extension rather than diversification. Yet as the above exam
ples show, it also demands innovation in product and often in service
and distribution channels.

The second point about these cases is that they all are big-company
cases. Of course, a good many of the cases in this book, as in any
management book, have to be big-company cases. They are the only
availableones, asarule, the only ones that can be found in the published
records, the only ones discussed on the business page of newspapers or
in magazines. Small-company cases are much harder to come by and
often cannot be discussed without violating confidences.

But exploiting the unexpected outside event appears to. be some
thing that particularly fits the existing enterprise, and a fairly sizable
one at that. I know of few small companies that have successfully ex
ploited the unexpected outside event; nor does any other student of
entrepreneurship and innovation whom I could consult. This may be
coincidence. But perhaps the existing large enterprise is more likely to
see the "big picture."

It is the large retailer in the United States who is used to looking at
figures that show where and how consumers spend retail dollars. The
large retailer also knows about shopping-center locations and how to
get the good ones. And could a small company have done what IBM did
and detach four task forces of first-rate designers and engineers to work
on new product lines? Smaller high-tech companies in a rapidly grow
ing industry usually do not have enough of such people even for their
existing work.

It may well be that the unexpected outside event is the innovative
area that offers the large enterprise the greatest opportunity along with
the lowest risk. It may be the area that is particularly suited for innova
tion by the large and established enterprise. It may be the area in which
expertise matters the most, and in which the ability to mobilize substan
tial resources fast makes the greatest difference.

But as these cases also show, being big and established does not
guarantee that an enterprise will perceive the unexpected event and
successfully organize itself to exploit it. IBM's American competitors
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are allbig businesses with salesin the billions. Not one of them exploited
the personal computer—they were all too busy fighting IBM. And not
one of the old large bookstore chains in the United States, Brentano's
in New York, for instance, exploited the new book market.

The opportunity is there, in other words. It is a major opportunity,
occurring frequently. And when it occurs, it holds out great promise,
particularly for existing and sizable enterprises. But such opportunities
require more than mere luck or intuition. They demand that the enter
prise search for innovation, be organized for it, and be managed so as
to exploit it.



Source: Incongruities

An incongruity is a discrepancy, a dissonance, between what is and
what "ought" to be, or between what is and what everybody assumes
it to be. We may not understand the reason for it; indeed, we often
cannot figure it out. Still, an incongruity is a symptom of an opportunity
to innovate. It bespeaks an underlying "fault," to use the geologist's
term. Such a fault is ari invitation to innovate. It creates an instability
in which quite minor efforts can move large masses and bring about a
restructuring of the economic or social configuration. Incongruities do
not, however, usually manifest themselves in the figures or reports
executives receive and pay attention to. They are qualitative rather
than quantitative.

Like the unexpected event, whether success or failure, incongruity
is a symptom of change, either change that has already occurred or
change that can be made to happen. Like the changes that underlie the
unexpected event, the changes that underlie incongruity are changes
within an industry, a market, a process. The incongruity is thus clearly
visible to the people within or close to the industry, market, or process;
it is directly in front of their eyes. Yet it is often overlooked by the
insiders, who tend to take it for granted—"This is the way it's always
been," they say, even though "always" may be a very recent develop
ment.

There are several kinds of incongruity:

— An incongruity between the economic realities of an industry (or
of a public-service area);

— An incongruity between the reality of an industry (or of a public-
service area) and the assumptions about it;

—An incongruity between the efforts of an industry (or a public-
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service area) and the values and expectations of its customers;
— An internal incongruity within the rhythm or the logic of a pro

cess.

INCONGRUOUS ECONOMIC REALITIES

If the demand for a product or a service is growing steadily, its
economic performance should steadily improve, too. It should be easy
to be profitable in an industry with steadily rising demand. The tide
carries it. A lack of profitability and results in such an industry bespeaks
an incongruity between economic realities.

Typically, these incongruities are macro-phenomena, which occur
within a whole industry or a whole service sector. The major oppor
tunities for innovation exist, however, normally for the small and
highly focused new enterprise, new process, or new service. And usu
ally the innovator who exploits this incongruity can count on being
left alone for a long time before the existing businesses or suppliers
wake up to the fact that they have new and dangerous competition.
For they are so busy trying to bridge the gap between rising demand
and lagging results that they barely even notice somebody is doing
something different—something that produces results, that exploits
the rising demand.

Sometimes we understand what is going on. But sometimes it is
impossible to figure out why rising demand does not result in better
performance. The innovator, therefore, need not always try to under
stand why things do not work as they should. He should ask instead:
"What would exploit this incongruity? What would convert it into an
opportunity? What can be done?" Incongruity between economic reali
ties is a call to action. Sometimes the action to be taken is rather obvious,

even though the problem itself is quite obscure. And sometimes we
understand the problem thoroughly and yet cannot figure out what to
do about it.

The steel "mini-mill" is a good example of an innovation that suc
cessfully exploited incongruity.

For more than fifty years, since the end of World War I, the large,
integrated steel mill in developed countries did well only in wartime.
In times of peace its results were consistently disappointing, even
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though the demand for steel appeared to be going up steadily, at least
until 1973.

The explanation of this incongruity has long been known. The
minimum incremental unit needed to satisfy additional demand in an
integrated steel mill is a very big investment and adds substantially to
capacity. Any expansion to an existing steel mill is thus likely to oper
ate for a good many years at a low utilization rate, until demand—
which always goes up in small, incremental steps except in wartime—
reaches the new capacity level. But not to expand when demand
creeps up means losing market share, and permanently. No company
can afford to take that risk. The industry can therefore only be profita
ble for a few short years: between the time when everybody begins to
build new capacity and the time when all this new capacity comes on
stream.

Further, the steelmaking process invented in the 1870s is funda
mentally uneconomical, as also has been known for many years. It tries
to defy the laws of physics—and that means violating the laws of eco
nomics. Nothing in physics requires as much work as the creation of
temperatures, whether hot or cold, unless it is working against the laws
of gravity and of inertia. The integrated steel process creates very high
temperatures four times, only to quench them again. And it lifts heavy
masses of hot materials and then moves them over considerable dis

tances.

It had been clear for many years that the first innovation in process
that would assuage these inherent weaknesses would substantially
lower costs. This is exactly what the "mini-mill" does. A mini-mill is not
a "small" plant; the minimum economical size produces around $100
million of sales. But that is still about one-sixth to one-tenth the mini

mum economic size of an integrated steel mill. A mini-mill can thus be
built to provide, economically, a fairly small additional increment of
steel production for which the market already exists. The mini-mill
creates heat only once, and does not quench it, but uses it for the rest
of the process. It starts with steel scrap instead of iron ore, and then
concentrates on one end product: sheet, for instance, or beams, or rods.
And while the integrated steel mill is highly labor-intensive, the mini-
mill can be automated. Its costs thus come to less than half those of the

traditional steel process.
Governments, labor unions, and the integrated steel companies

have been fighting the mini-mill every step of the way. But it is steadily
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encroaching. By the year 2000, fifty percent or more of the steel used
in the United States is likely to come out of mini-mills, while the large,
integrated steel mills will be in irreversible decline.

There is a catch, however, and it is an important one. A similar
incongruity between the economic reality ofdemand and the economic
reality of the process exists in the paper industry. Only in this case, we
do not know how to convert it into innovation and opportunity.

Despite the constant efforts of the governments of all developed and
most developing countries to increase the demand for paper—perhaps
the only objective on which the governments of all countries agree—
the paper industry has not been doing well. Three years of "record
profits" are invariably followed by five years of "excess capacity" and
losses. Yet we do not, so far, have anything like a "mini-mill" process
for paper. For eighty or ninety years, it has been known that wood fiber
is a monomer; and it should not be too difficult, one would say, to find
a plasticizer that converts it into a polymer. This would convert paper-
making from an inherently inefficient and wasteful mechanical process
into an inherently efficient chemical process. Indeed, almost a hundred
years ago this was achieved as far as making textile fibers out of wood
pulp is concerned—in the rayon process, which dates back to the 1880s.
But despite millions spent in research, nobody has so far found a tech
nique to produce paper that way.

In an incongruity, as these cases exemplify, the innovative solution
has to be clearly definable. It has to be feasible with the existing, known
technology, and with easily available resources. It requires hard devel
opmental work, of course. But if a great deal of research and new
knowledge is still needed, it is not yet ready for the entrepreneur, not
yet "ripe." The innovation that successfully exploits an incongruity
between economic realities has to be simple rather than complicated,
"obvious" rather than grandiose.

In public-service areas, too, major incongruities between economic
realities can be found.

Health care in developed countries offers one example. As recently
as 1929, health care represented an insignificant portion of national
expenditure in all developed countries, taking up a good deal less than
1 percent of gross national product or of consumer expenditures. Now,
half a century later, health care, and expecially the hospital, accounts
in all developed countries for 7 to 11 percent of a much larger gross
national product. Yet economic performance has been going down
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rather than up. Costs have risen much faster than services—perhaps
three or four times as fast. The demand will continue to rise with the

steady growth in the number ofolder people in all developed countries
over the next thirty years. And so will the costs, which are closely tied
to the age of the population.

We do not understand the phenomenon.* But successful innova
tions, simple, targeted and focused on specific objectives, have emerged
in Great Britain and the United States. These innovations are quite
different simply because the two countries have such radically different
systems. But each exploits the specific vulnerability of its country's
system and converts it into an opportunity.

In Britain, the "radical innovation" is private health insurance,
which has become the fastest-growing and most popular employee
benefit. All it does is to enable policyholders to be seen immediately by
a specialist and to jump to the head of the queue and avoid having to
wait should they need "elective surgery."! For the British system has
attempted to keep health-care costs down by "triage" which, in effect,
reserves immediate attention and treatment to routine illnesses on the

one hand and to "life-threatening" ailments on the other, but puts
everything else, and especially elective surgery, on hold with waiting
periods now running into years (e.g., for replacing a hip destroyed by
arthritis). Health insurance policyholders, however, are operated on
right away.

In contrast to Great Britain, the United States has so far tried to
satisfy all demands of health care regardless of cost. As a result, hospital
costs in America have exploded. This created a different innovative
opportunity: to "unbundle," that is, to move out of the hospital into
separate locations a host of services that do not require such high-cost
hospital facilities as a body scanner or cobalt X-Ray to treat cancers, the
highly instrumented and automated medical laboratory, or physical
rehabilitation. Each of these innovative responses is small and specific:
a freestanding maternity center, which basically offers motel facilities
for mother and new baby; a freestanding "ambulatory" surgical center
for surgery that does not require a hospital stay and post-operative care;

♦This is brought out clearly in the best discussionof the health-care problem that has
appeared so far, and the only one that looks at health care acrossnational boundaries, in
all developed countries. It is given in The Economist of April 29, 1984.

tSurgery for complaints that yield to surgery, will not improve without it, but are not
"life-threatening." Examples are cataracts, hip replacements and orthopedic surgery
generally, or a prolapsed uterus.
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a psychiatric diagnostic and referral center; geriatric centers of a similar
nature; and so on.

These new facilities do not substitute for the hospital. What they
do in effect is to push the American hospital toward the same role
the British have assigned to their hospitals: as a place for emergencies,
for life-threatening diseases, and for intensive and acute sickness care.
But these innovations whichj as in Britain, are embodied primarily
in profit-making "businesses," convert the incongruity between the
economic reality of rising health-care demand and the economic
reality of falling health-care performance into an opportunity for
innovation.

These are "big" examples, taken from major industries and public
services. It is this fact, however, that makes them accessible, visible, and
understandable. Above all, these examples show why the incongruity
between economic realities offers such great innovative opportunities.
The people who work within these industries or public services know
that there arebasic flaws. But they are almost forced to ignore them and
to concentrate instead on patching here, improving there, fighting this
fire or caulking that crack. They are thus unable to take the innovation
seriously,let alone to try to compete with it. They do not, asa rule, even
notice it until it has grown so big as to encroach on their industry or
service, by which time it hasbecome irreversible. In the meantime, the
innovators have the field to themselves.

II

THE INCONGRUITY BETWEEN REALITY

AND THE ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT IT

Whenever the people in anindustry or aservice misconceive reality,
whenever they therefore make erroneous assumptions about it, their
efforts will be misdirected. They will concentrate on the area where
results do not exist. Then there is an incongruity between reality and
behavior,an incongruity that once again offersopportunity for success
ful innovation to whoever can perceive and exploit it.

A simple example is that old workhorse of world trade, the ocean
going general cargo vessel.

Thirty-five years ago, in the early 1950s, the ocean-going freighter
was believed to be dying. The general forecast was that it would be
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replaced by air freight, except for bulk commodities. Costs of ocean
freight were rising at a fast clip, and it took longer and longer to get
merchandise delivered by freighter as one port after another became
badly congested. This, in turn,increased pilferage at the docks as more
and more merchandise piled up waiting to be loaded while vessels
could not make it to the pier.

The basic reason was that the shipping industry had misdirected its
efforts toward nonresults for many years. It had tried to design and
build faster ships, and ships that required less fuel and a smaller crew.
It concentrated on the economics of the ship while at sea and in transit
from one port to another.

But a ship is capital equipment; and for all capital equipment the
biggest cost is the cost of not working, during which interest has to be
paid while the equipment does not earn. Everybody in the industry
knew, of course, that the main expense of a ship is interest on the
investment. Yet the industry kept on concentrating its efforts on costs
that were already quite low—the costsof the ship while at seaand doing
work.

The solution was simple: Uncouple loading from stowing. Do the
loading on land, where there is ample space and where it can be per
formed before the ship is in port, so that all that has to be done is to put
on and take off pre-loaded freight. Concentrate, in other words, on the
costs of not working rather than on those of working. The answer was
the roll-on, roll-off ship and the container ship.

The results of these simple innovations have been startling.
Freighter traffic in the last thirty years has increased up to five-fold.
Costs, overall, are down by 60 percent. Port time has been cut by
three-quarters in many cases, and with it congestion and pilferage.

Incongruity between perceived reality and actual reality often de
clares itself. But whenever serious, concentrated efforts do not make
things better but, on the contrary, make things worse—where faster
ships only mean more port congestion and longer delivery times—it is
highly probable that efforts are being misdirected. In all likelihood,
refocusing on where the results are will yield substantial returns easily
and fast.

Indeed, the incongruity between perceived and actual reality rarely
requires "heroic" innovations. Uncoupling the loading of freight from
the stowing thereof required little but adapting to the ocean-going
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freighter methods which, much earlier, had been developed for trucks
and railroads.

The incongruity between perceived and actual reality typically char
acterizes a whole industry or a whole service area. The solution, how
ever, should again be small and simple, focused and highly specific.

Ill

THE INCONGRUITY BETWEEN

PERCEIVED AND ACTUAL CUSTOMER

VALUES AND EXPECTATIONS

In Chapter 3, I mentioned the qase of television in Japan as an
example of the unexpected success. It is also a good example of the
incongruity between actual and perceived customer values and cus
tomer expectations. Long before the Japanese industrialist told his
American audience that the poor in his country would not buy a TV set
because they could not afford it, the poor in the United States and in
Europe had already shown that TV satisfies expectations which have
little to do with traditional economics. But this highly intelligent Japa
nese simply could not conceive that for customers—and especially for
poor customers—the TV set is not just a "thing." It represents access to
a new world; access, perhaps, to a whole new life.

Similarly, Khrushchev could not conceive that the automobile is not
a "thing" when he said on his visit to the United States in 1956 that
"Russians will never want to own automobiles; cheap taxis make much
more sense." Any teenager could have told him that "wheels" are not
mere transportation but freedom, mobility, power, romance. And
Khrushchev's misperception created one of the wildest entrepreneurial
opportunities: the shortage of automobiles in Russia has brought forth
the biggest and liveliest black market.

These, it will be said, are again "cosmic" examples, not much use to
a businessman or to an executive in a hospital, a university, or a trade
association. But they are examples of a common phenomenon. What
follows is a different case, in its own way equally "cosmic" but very
definitely of operational significance.

One of the fastest-growing American financial institutions for the
last several years has been a securities firm located not in New York but
in a suburb ofa Midwestern city. It now has two thousand branch offices
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all over the United States. And it owes its success and growth to having
exploited an incongruity.

The large financial institutions, the Merrill Lynches and Dean Wit
ters and E. F. Huttons, assume that their customers have the same
values they have. To them it is obvious, if not axiomatic, that people
invest in order to get rich. This is, after all, what motivates the members
of the New York Stock Exchange, and determines what they consider
"success." However, this assumption holds true only for a part of the
investing public, and surely not even for the majority. They are not
"financial people." They know that in order to "get rich" by investing,
one has to work full time at managing money and be pretty knowledge
able about it. The local professional men, the local small businessmen,
the local substantial farmers, however, have neither such time nor such
knowledge; they are much too busy earning their money to have time
to manage it.

This is the incongruity which the Midwestern securities firm ex
ploits. Outwardly, it looks just like any other securities firm. It is a
member of the New York Stock Exchange. But only a very small portion
of its business, around one-eighth, is Stock Exchange business. It stays
away from the items the big trading houses on Wall Street push the
hardest: options, commodity futures, and so on, appealing instead to
what it calls "the intelligent investor." It does not promise—and this is
a genuine innovation among American financial service institutions—
that its customers will make a fortune. It does not even want customers

who trade. It wants customers who earn more money than they spend,
which is typical for the successful professional, the substantial farmer,
or the small-town businessman, less because their incomes are high than
because their spending habits are modest. And then it appeals to their
psychological need to protect their money. What this firm sells is a
chance to maintain one's savings—through investment in bonds and
stocks, to be sure, but also in deferred annuities, tax-sheltered partner
ships, real estate trust, and so on. The "product" the firm delivers is a
different one and one that no Wall Street house has ever sold before:

peace of mind. And this is what really represents "value" for the "intel
ligent investor."

The big Wall Street houses cannot even imagine that such customers
exist since they defy everything the houses believe in and hold true.
This successful firm has now been widely publicized. It is on every list
of large and growing Stock Exchange firms. Yet the senior people in the
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big firms have not yet accepted that their competitor exists, let alone
that it is successful.

Behindthe incongruity between actual and perceivedreality, there
always lies anelementofintellectual arrogance, ofintellectual rigor and
dogmatism. "It is I, not they, who know what poor peoplecanafford,"
the Japanese industrialist in effectasserted. "People behaveaccording
to economic rationality, as every good Marxist knows," as Khrushchev
implied. This explains why the incongruity is so easily exploited by
innovators: they are left alone and undisturbed.

Of all incongruities, that between perceived and actual reality may
be the most common. Producers and suppliers almost always miscon
ceive what it is the customer actuallybuys.They must assume that what
represents "value" to the producer and supplier is equally "value" to
the customer. To succeed in doing a job, any job, one has to believe in
it and take it seriously. People who make cosmetics must believe in
them; otherwise, they turn out shoddy products and soon lose their
customers. People who run a hospital must believe in health care as an
absolute good, or the quality of medical and patient care will deterio
rate fast. And yet, no customer ever perceives himself asbuying what
the producer or supplier delivers. Their expectations and values are
always different.

The reaction of the typical producer and supplier is then to com
plain that customers are "irrational" or "unwilling to pay for quality."
Whenever such a complaint is heard, there is reason to assume that the
values and expectations the producer or supplier holds to be real are
incongruous with the actual values and expectations of customers and
clients. Then there is reason to look for an opportunity for innovation
that is highly specific, and carries a good chance of success.

IV

INCONGRUITY WITHIN THE RHYTHM OR

LOGIC OF A PROCESS

Twenty-five years or so ago, during the late 1950s, a pharmaceutical
company salesman decided that he wanted to go into business for him
self. He therefore looked for an incongruity within a process in medical
practice. He found one almost immediately. One of the most common
surgical operations is the operation for senile cataract in the eye. Over
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the years the procedure had become refined, routinized and instru
mented to the point where it was conducted with the rhythm of a
perfectly rehearsed dance—and with total control. But there was one
point in this operation that wasout of character and out of rhythm: at
one phase the eye surgeon had to cut a ligament, to tie blood vessels
and so risk bleeding, which then endangered the eye. This procedure
wasdone successfully in more than 99 percent of alloperations; indeed,
it wasnot very difficult. But it greatly bothered the surgeons. It forced
them to change their rhythm and induced anxiety in them. Eye sur
geons, no matter how often they had done the operation, dreaded this
one, quick procedure.

The pharmaceutical company salesman—his name is William Con
nor—found out without much research that an enzyme had been iso
lated in the 1890s which almost instantaneously dissolves this particular
ligament. Only nobody then, sixty years earlier, had been able to store
this enzyme even under refrigeration for more than a few short hours.
Preservation techniques have, however, made quite a bit of progress
since 1890. And so Connor, within a few months, was able by trial and
error to find a preservative that gives the enzyme substantialshelf life
without destroying its potency. Within a few years, every eye surgeon
in the world was using Connor's patented compound. Twenty years
later he sold his company, Alcon Laboratories, to one of the multina
tionals for a very large amount.

And another telling example:
O. M. Scott & Co. is the leader among American producers of lawn-

care products: grass seed, fertilizer, pesticides, and so on. Though it is
now a subsidiary of a large corporation (ITT), it attained leadership
while a small independent company in fierce competition with firms
many times its size, ranging from Sears, Roebuck to Dow Chemicals. Its
products are good but so are those of the competition. Its leadership
rests on a simple, mechanical gadget called a Spreader, a small, light
weight wheelbarrow with holes that can be set to allow the proper
quantities of Scott's products to pass through in an even flow. Products
for the lawn all claim to be "scientific" and are compounded on the basis
of extensive tests. All prescribe in meticulous detail how much of the
stuff should be applied, given soil conditions and temperatures. All try
to convey to the consumer that growing a lawn is "precise," "con
trolled," if not "scientific." But before the Scott Spreader, no supplier
of lawn-care products gave the customer a tool to control the process.
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Andwithout such atool, there was an internal incongruity in the logic
of the process that upset and frustrated customers.

Does the identification of such internal incongruity withina process
reston"intuition" andonaccident? Orcanit be organized andsystema
tized?

William Connor issaid tohavestarted outby asking surgeons where
theyfelt uncomfortable about their work. O. M. Scott grew from atiny
local seed retailer into a fair-sized national company because it asked
dealers andcustomers whatthey missed in available products. Then it
designed its product line around the Spreader.

Theincongruity within aprocess, itsrhythm oritslogic, isnotavery
subtle matter. Users are always aware of it. Every eye surgeon knew
about the discomfort he feltwhenhe hadtocuteye muscle—and talked
about it. Every hardware-store clerk knew about the frustration of his
lawncustomers—and talkedabout it. What was lacking, however,was
someone willing to listen, somebody who took seriously what every
body proclaims: That the purpose of a product ora service is to satisfy
the customer. If this axiom is accepted and acted upon, using incon
gruity asanopportunity for innovationbecomes fairly easy—and highly
effective.

There is,however,one serious limitation. The incongruity isusually
available only to people within a given industry or service. It is not
something that somebody from the outside is likely to spot, to under
stand, and hence is able to exploit.
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"Opportunity is the source ofinnovation" has been the leitmotif ofthe
preceding chapters. But an old proverb says, "Necessity is the mother
ofinvention." This chapter looks at need as asource ofinnovation, and
indeed as a major innovative opportunity.

The need we shall discuss asa sourceof innovative opportunity is a
very specific one: Icall it"process need." Itis not vague or general but
quite concrete. like the unexpected, or the incongruities, it exists
within the process ofabusiness, an industry, oraservice. Some innova
tions based on process need exploit incongruities, others demographics.
Indeed, process need, unlike the other sources ofinnovation, does not
start out with anevent in the environment, whether internal or exter
nal. It starts outwith the job to be done. It is task-focused rather than
situation-focused. Itperfects aprocess that already exists, replaces alink
that is weak, redesigns an existing old process around newly available
knowledge. Sometimes it makes possible a process by supplying the
"missing link."

In innovations that are based on process need, everybody in the
organization always knows that the need exists. Yet usually no one does
anything about it. However, when the innovation appears, itis immedi
ately accepted as "obvious" and soon becomes "standard."

One example has been mentioned earlier inChapter 4. It isWilliam
Connor's conversion of the enzyme that dissolves a ligament in cataract
surgery ofthe eye from atextbook curiosity into an indispensable prod
uct. The process of cataract surgery itself was a very old one. The
enzyme toperfect the process had been known for decades. The inno
vation was the preservative tokeep theenzyme fresh under refrigera
tion. Once that process need had been satisfied, no eye surgeon could
possibly imagine doing without Connor's compound.

Very few innovations based on process need are so sharply focused
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as this one, in which formulating the need right away produced the
required solution. But in their essentials, most, if not all, innovations
based on process need have the same elements.

Here is another example of a similar process-need innovation.
Ottmar Mergenthaler designed thelinotype for typesetting in1885.

During the preceding decades, printed materials of all kinds—maga
zines, newspapers, books—had all been growing atan exponential rate
with the spread ofliteracy and the development oftransportation and
communication. All the other elements of the printing process had
already changed. There were high-speed printing presses, for instance,
and paper was being made on high-speed paper machines. Only type
setting had gone unchanged from the days ofGutenberg four hundred
years earlier. It remained slow and expensive manual work, requiring
high skill and long years ofapprenticeship. Mergenthaler, like Connor,
defined what was needed: a keyboard that would make possible the
mechanical selection oftheright letter from thetypefont; amechanism
to assemble the letters and to adjust them in a line; and—the most
difficult, by the way—a mechanism to return each letter to its proper
receptacle for future use. Each of these required several years of hard
work and considerable ingenuity. But none required new knowledge,
let alone new science. Mergenthaler's linotype became the "standard"
in less than five years, despite vigorous resistance from the old crafts
men-typesetters.

In both these cases—William Connor's enzyme and the linotype
machine—the process need was based onan incongruity intheprocess.
Demographics, however, are veryoftenanequally powerful source of
process need and an opportunity for process innovation.

In 1909 or thereabouts a statistician at the Bell Telephone System
projected twocurves fifteen years ahead: thecurve for American popu
lation growth and the curve for the number of people required as
central-station operators to handle the growing volume of telephone
calls. These projections showed that every Americanwoman between
ageseventeen andsixtywould haveto workas a switchboard operator
by the year 1925 or 1930 if the manual system of handling calls were
tobe continued. Two years later, Bell engineers had designed and put
into service the first automatic switchboard.

Similarly, the present rush into robotics is largely the result of a
process need caused by demographics. Most of the knowledgehasbeen
around for years. Butuntil the consequences of the "babybust"became
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apparent to major manufacturers in the industrial countries, especially
in Japan and the United States, the need to replace semi-skilled assem
bly-line labor with machines was not felt. The Japanese are not ahead
in robotics because of technical superiority; their designs have mostly
come from the United States. But the Japanese had their "baby bust"
four or five years earlier than Americaandalmost ten years earlierthan
West Germany. It took the Japanese just aslong asit did the Americans
or the Germans—ten years—to realize that they were facing a labor
shortage. But these ten years started in Japan a good deal sooner than
in the United States, and in West Germany the ten years are still not
quite over as these lines are being written.

Mergenthaler's linotype was also in large measure the result of
demographic pressures. With the demandfor printedmaterials explod
ing, the supplyof typesettersrequiring anapprenticeship of sixto eight
years was fast becoming inadequate, and wages for typesetters were
skyrocketing.As aresult, printersbecame conscious of the "weak link"
but also willing to pay goodmoney foramachine that replaced five very
expensive craftsmen with one semi-skilled machine operator.

Incongruities and demographicsmay be the most common causesof
a process need. But there is another category, far more difficult and
risky yet in many cases of even greaterimportance: what is now being
called program research (as contrasted with the traditional "pure re
search" of scientists). There is a "weak link" and it is definable, indeed,
clearlyseen and acutely felt. But to satisfy the process need, considera
ble new knowledge has to be produced.

Very few inventions have succeeded faster than photography.
Within twenty years after its invention, it had become popular world
wide. Within twenty years or so, there were great photographers in
every country;MathewBrady's photographs of the AmericanCivilWar
are stillunsurpassed. By 1860,every bride had to have her photograph
taken. Photography was the first Western technology to invade Japan,
well before the Meiji Restoration and at a time when Japan otherwise
was still firmly closed to foreigners and foreign ideas.

Amateur photographers were fully established by 1870. But the
available technology made things difficult for them. Photography re
quired heavy and fragile glass plates, which had to be lugged around
and treated with extreme care. It required an equally heavy camera,
long preparations before a picture could be taken, elaborate settings,
and so on. Everybody knew this. Indeed, the photography magazines
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of the time—and photography magazines were among the first spe
cialty mass magazines—are full of complaints about the extreme diffi
culty of taking photographs and of suggestions what to do. But the
problems could notbesolved with thescience and technology available
in 1870.

By the mid-1880s, however,new knowledge had become available
which then enabled George Eastman, the founder ofKodak, toreplace
the heavy glass plates with acellulose film weighing practically nothing
and impervious even to very rough handling, and to design a light
weight camera around his film. Within ten years, Eastman Kodak had
taken world leadership in photography, which it still retains.

"Program research" isoftenneeded to convert a process from po
tential intoreality. Again, theneedmustbe felt, and it mustbe possible
to identify what is needed. Then the new knowledge has to be pro
duced. The prototypeinnovator for this kind of process-need innova
tionwas Edison (see also Chapter 9). For twenty-odd years, everybody
hadknownthattherewas going tobean"electric power industry." For
the last five or six years of that period, it hadbecomeabundantly clear
what the "missinglink" was: the light bulb. Without it, there could be
noelectric power industry. Edison defined the new knowledge needed
to convert this potential electric power industry into an actual one,
went to work, and had a light bulb within two years.

Program research to convert a potentialinto realityhasbecome the
central methodology of the first-rate industrial research laboratory and,
of course, of research for defense, for agriculture, for medicine, and for
environmental protection.

Program research sounds big. To many people it means "putting a
man on the moon" or finding a vaccine against polio. But its most
successful applications are in small and clearly defined projects—the
smallerand the more sharplyfocused the better. Indeed, the best exam
ple—and perhaps the best single example of successful process need-
basedinnovation—is a very small one, the highway reflector that cut
the Japanese automobile accident rate by almost two-thirds.

As lateas 1965, Japan hadalmost no paved road$ outside of the big
cities. But the country was rapidly shifting to the automobile, so the
government frantically paved the roads. Now automobiles could—and
did—travel at high speed. But the roads were the same old ones that
had been laid down by the oxcarts of the tenth century—barely wide
enough for two cars to pass, full of blindcorners and hidden entrances,
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and with junctions every few kilometers at which half a dozen roads
meet at every conceivable angle. Accidents began to mount at an
alarming rate, especially at night. Press, radio and TV, and the opposi
tion parties in Parliament soon began to clamor for the government to
"do something." But, of course, rebuilding the roads was out of the
question; it would have taken twenty years anyhow. And a massive
publicity campaign to make automobilists "drive carefully" had the
result such campaigns generally have, namely, none at all.

A young Japanese, Tamon Iwasa, seized on this crisis as an innova
tive opportunity. He redesigned the traditional highway reflector so
that the little glass beads that serve asits mirrorscould be adjusted to
reflect the headlights of oncoming cars from any direction onto any
direction. The government rushed to install Iwasa reflectors by the
hundreds of thousands. And the accident rate plummeted.

To take another example.
World War I had created a public in the United States for national

and international news. Everybody was aware of this. Indeed, the news
papersand magazinesof those early post-WorldWar I yearsare full of
discussions as to how this need could be satisfied. But the local newspa
per could not do the job. Several leading publishers tried, among them
The New York Times; none of them succeeded. Then Henry Luce
identified the process need and defined what was required to satisfy it.
It could not be a localpublication,it had to be anationalone, otherwise,
there would be neither enough readers nor enough advertisers. And it
could not be a daily—there was not enough news of interest to a large
public. The development of the editorial format was then practically
dictated by these specifications. When Time magazine came out as the
first news magazine in the world, it was an immediate success.

. These examples,and especially the Iwasa story,showthat successful
innovations based on process needs require five basic criteria:

— A self-contained process;
— One "weak" or "missing" link;
— A clear definition of the objective;
—That the specifications for the solution can be defined clearly;
— Widespread realization that "there ought to be a better way,"

that is, high receptivity.

There are, however, some important caveats.
1. The need must be understood. It is not enough for it to be
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"felt." Otherwise one cannot define the specifications for the solution.
We haveknown, for instance, for several hundred years that mathe

matics is a problem subject in school. A small minority of students,
certainly nomorethanone-fifth, seemtohavenodifficulty withmathe
matics and learn it easily. The rest neverreally learn it. It is possible,
of course, to drill a very much larger percentage to pass mathematics
tests. The Japanese do thisthrough heavyemphasis on the subject. But
that does not mean that Japanese children learn mathematics. They
learn to pass the tests andthen immediately forget mathematics. Ten
years later, by the time theyare in their late twenties, Japanese dojust
as poorly on-mathematics tests as do westerners. In every generation
there is amathematics teacherof genius who somehowcanmake even
the untalented learn, orat least learn a good deal better. Butnobody
has ever been able, then, to replicate what this one person does. The
need is acutely felt, but we do not understand the problem. Isit a lack
of native ability? Is it that we areusing the wrongmethods? Are there
psychological and emotional problems?No one knows the answer. And
withoutunderstanding the problem, we havenot been ableto find any
solution.

2. We may even understand a process and still not have the knowl
edge to do the job.The precedingchapter told of the clearand under
stoodincongruityin papermaking: to find a process that is lesswasteful
and less uneconomical thanthe existing one. For acentury, able people
haveworked on the problem. We knowexactly what is needed: poly
merizationof the ligninmolecule. It should be easy—wehave polymer
ized manymolecules thatare similar. Butwe lack the knowledge to do
it, despite a hundred years of assiduous work by well-trained people.
One can only say, "Let's try something else."

3. The solution must fit the way people do the work and want to do
it. Amateur photographers had no psychologicalinvestment in the com
plicatedtechnologyof the earlyphotographic process. All they wanted
wasto get a decent photograph, as easily as possible. They were recep
tive, therefore, to a process that took the labor and skill out of taking
pictures. Similarly, eye surgeons were interested only in an elegant,
logical, bloodlessprocess. An enzyme that gave this to them therefore
satisfied their expectations and values.

But here is an example of an innovation based on a clear and sub
stantial process need that apparently does not quite fit, and therefore
has not been readily accepted.
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For many years the information required by a number of profession
als such as lawyers, accountants, engineers, and physicians has grown
much faster than the capacity to find it. Professionals have been com
plaining that they have to spend more and more time hunting for
information in the law library, in handbooks and textbooks, in looseleaf
services, and so on. One would therefore expect a "databank" to be an
immediate success. It gives the professionals immediate information
through acomputer programand adisplay terminal: court decisions for
the lawyers, tax rulings for the accountants, information on drugs and
poisons for the physicians. Yet these services have found it very hard
to gather enough subscribers to break even. In some cases, such as
Lexis, a service for lawyers, it has taken more than ten years and huge
sums of money to get subscribers. The reason is probably that the
databanks make it too easy. Professionals pride themselves on their
"memory," that is, on their ability either to remember the information
they need or to know where to find it. "You have to remember the court
decisions you need and where to find them," is still the injunction the
beginning lawyer gets from the seniors. So the databank, however help
ful in the work and however much time and money it saves, goes against
the very values of the professional. "What would you need me for if it
can be looked up?" an eminent physician once said when asked by one
of his patients why he did not use the service that would give him the
information to check and confirm his diagnosis, and then decide which
alternative method of treatment might be the best in a given case.

Opportunities for innovation based on process need can be found
systematically. This is what Edison did for electricity and electronics.
This is what Henry Luce did while still an undergraduate at Yale. This
is what William Connor did. In fact, the area lends itself to systematic
search and analysis.

But once a process need has been found, it has to be tested against
the five basic criteria given above. Then, finally, the process need op
portunity has to be tested also against the three constraints. Do we
understand what is needed? Is the knowledge available or can it be
procured within the "state of the art"? And does the solution fit, or does
it violate the mores and values of the intended users?
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Source: Industry and Market Structures

Industry and market structures sometimes last for many, many years
and seem completely stable. The world aluminum industry, for in
stance, after one century is stillled by the Pittsburgh-based Aluminum
Company of Americawhichheld the original patents, and by its Cana
dian offspring, Alcan of Montreal. There has onlybeen one major new
comer in the world's cigarette industry since the 1920s, the South
African Rembrandt group. And in anentire century only two newcom
ers have emerged as leading electrical apparatusmanufacturers in the
world: Philips in Holland and Hitachi in Japan. Similarly no majornew
retail chain emerged in the United States for forty years, between the
early twenties when Sears, Roebuck began to move from mail order
into retail stores, and the mid-sixties when an old dime-store chain,
Kresge, launchedthe K-Mart discount stores. Indeed, industryandmar
ket structures appear sosolid that the people in an industryare likely
to consider them foreordained, part of the order of nature, and certain
to endure forever.

Actually,market and industry structuresare quite brittle. One small
scratch and they disintegrate, often fast. When this happens, every
member of the industry has to act. To continue to do business as before
is almost a guarantee of disaster and might well condemn a company
to extinction. At the very least the company will lose its leadership
position; and once lost, such leadership is almost never regained. But
achange in marketorindustry structure isalso amajor opportunity for
innovation.

In industry structure, a change requires entrepreneurship from
every member of the industry. It requires that each one ask anew:
"What is our business?" And each of the members will have to give a
different, but above all a new, answer to that question.

76
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THE AUTOMOBILE STORY

The automobile industry in the early years of this century grew so
fast that its markets changed drastically. There were four different
responses to this change, all of them successful. The early industry
through 1900had basically been a providerof a luxury product for the
very rich.By then, however,it wasoutgrowing thisnarrowmarket with
a rate of growth that doubled the industry's sales volume every three
years. Yet the existingcompanies allstillconcentratedon the "carriage
trade."

One responseto this wasthe Britishcompany, Rolls-Royce, founded
in 1904. The founders realized that automobiles were growing so plen
tiful as to become "common," and set out to build and sell an automo
bile which, as an early Rolls-Royce prospectus put it, would have "the
cachet of royalty." They deliberately went back to earlier,alreadyobso
lete, manufacturing methods in which each car was machined by a
skilled mechanic and assembled individually with hand tools. And then
they promised that the car would never wear out. They designed it to
be driven by a professional chauffeur trained by Rolls-Royce for the job.
They restricted sales to customersof whom they approved—preferably
titled ones, of course. And to make sure that no "riff-raff" bought their
car, they priced the Rolls-Royceashigh asa small yacht, at about forty
times the annual income of a skilled mechanic or prosperous trades
man.

A few yearslater in Detroit, the young Henry Ford also saw that the
market structure was changing and that automobiles in America were
no longer a rich man's toy. Hisresponse was to design a car that could
be totally mass-produced, largely by semi-skilled labor, and that could
be driven by the owner and repaired by him. Contrary to legend, the
1908 Model T was not "cheap": it was priced at a little over what the
world's highest-priced skilled mechanic, the American one, earned in
a full year. (These days, the cheapest new car on the American market
costs about one-tenth of what an unskilled assembly-line worker gets in
wages and benefits in a year.) But the Model T cost one-fifth of the
cheapest model then on the market and was infinitely easier to drive
and to maintain.
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AnotherAmerican, William Crapo Durant, saw the change in mar
ket structure as an opportunity to put together a professionally
managed large automobile company thatwould satisfy all segments of
what he foresaw would be a huge "universal" market. He founded
General Motors in 1905, began to buyexisting automobile companies,
and integrated them into a large modern business.

A little earlier, in 1899, the young Italian Giovanni Agnelli hadseen
that the automobile would become amilitary necessity, especially as a
staff car for officers. He founded FIAT in Turin, which within a few
years became the leading supplier of staff cars to the Italian, Russian,
and Austro-Hungarian armies.

Market structures in the world automobile industry changed once
againbetween 1960 and 1980. For forty years after World War I, the
automobile industryhadconsisted of national suppliers dominating na
tionalmarkets. All one sawon Italy's roads and parkinglots were Fiats
and a few Alfa Romeosand Lancias; outside of Italy, these makes were
fairly rare. In France, there were Renaults, Peugeots, and Citroens; in
Germany, Mercedes, Opels, and the German Fords; in the United
States, GM cars, Fords, and Chryslers. Then around 1960 the automo
bile industry all of a sudden became a "global" industry.

Different companies reacted quite differently. The Japanese, who
had remained the most insular and had barely exported their cars,
decided to become world exporters. Their first attempt at the U.S.
market in the late sixties wasa fiasco. They regrouped,thought through
againwhat their policyshouldbe, and redefined it asofferingan Ameri
can-type car with American styling, American comfort, and American
performance characteristics, but smaller, with better fuelconsumption,
much more rigorous quality control and, above all, better customer
service. And when they got a secondchance with the petroleum panic
of 1979, they succeeded brilliantly. The Ford Motor Company, too,
decided to go "global" through a "European" strategy. Ten years later,
in the mid-seventies, Ford had become a strong contender for the
number one spot in Europe.

Fiat decided to become a European rather than merely an Italian
company, aiming to be a strong number two in every important Euro
pean country while retaining its primary position in Italy. General
Motors at first decided to remain American and to retain its traditional
50 percent share of the American market, but in such a way as ta reap
something like 70 percent of all profits from automobile sales in North
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America. And it succeeded. Ten years later, in the mid-seventies, GM
shifted gears and decided to contend with Ford and Fiat for leadership
in Europe—and again it succeeded. In 1983-84, GM, it would seem,
decided finally to become a truly global company and to link up with
a number of Japanese; first with two smaller companies, and in the end
with Toyota. And Mercedes in West Germany decided on yet another
strategy—again a global one—where it limited itself to narrow seg
ments of the world market, to luxury cars, taxicabs, and buses..

All these strategies worked reasonably well. Indeed, it is impossible
to say which one worked better than another. But the companies that
refused to make hard choices, or refused to admit that anything much
was happening, fared badly. If they survive, it is only because their
respective governments will not let them go under.

One example is, of course, Chrysler. The people at Chrysler knew
what washappening—everybodyin the industry did. But they ducked
instead of deciding. Chrysler might have chosen an "American" strat
egy and put all its resources into strengthening its position within the
United States, still the world's largest automobile market. Or it might
have merged with a strong European firm arid aimed at taking third
place in the world's most important automobile markets, the United
States and Europe. It is known that Mercedes wasseriously interested
—but Chrysler was not. Instead, Chrysler frittered away its resources
on make-believe. It acquired defeated "also-rans" in Europe to make
itself look multinational. But this, while giving Chrysler no additional
strength, drained its resources and left no money for the investment
needed to give Chrysler a chance in the American market. When the
dayof reckoning cameafterthe petroleum shock of 1979, Chrysler had
nothing in Europe and not much more in the United States. Only the
U.S. government saved it.

The story is not much different for British Leyland, once Britain's
largest automobile company and a strong contender for leadership in
Europe; nor for the big French automobile company, Peugeot. Both
refused to face up to the fact that a decision was needed. As a result,
they rapidlylostboth market position and profitability. Today allthree
—Chrysler, British Leyland, and Peugeot—have become more or less
marginal.

But the most interesting and important examples are those of much
smaller companies. Every one of the world's automobile manufactur
ers, largeor small, hashad to act or face permanent eclipse. However,
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three small and quite marginal companies saw in this a major opportu
nity to innovate: Volvo, BMW, and Porsche.

Around 1960, when the automobile industry market suddenly
changed, the informed betting was heavily on the disappearance of
these three companies during the coming "shakeout." Instead, all
three have done well and have created for themselves market niches

in which they are the leaders. They have done so through an innova
tive strategy which, in effect, has reshaped them into different busi
nesses. Volvo in 1965 was small, struggling and barely breaking even.
For a few critical years, it did lose large amounts of money. But Volvo
went to work reinventing itself, so to speak. It became an aggressive
worldwide marketer—especially strong in the United States—
of what one might call the "sensible" car; not very luxurious, far from
low-priced, not at all fashionable, but sturdy and radiating common
sense and "better value." Volvo has marketed itself as the car for profes
sionals who do not need to demonstrate how successful they are
through the car they drive, but who value being known for their "good
judgment." >

BMW, equally marginal in 1960 if not more so, has been equally
successful, especially in countries like Italy and France. It has mar
keted itself as the car for "young comers," for people who want to be
taken as young but who already have attained substantial success in
their work and profession, people who want to demonstrate that they
"know the difference" and are willing to pay for it. BMW is una
shamedly a luxury car for the well-to-do, but it appeals to those among
the affluent who want to appear "nonestablishment." Whereas Mer
cedes and Cadillac are the cars for company presidents and for heads
of state, BMW is muy macho, and bills itself as the "ultimate driving
machine."

Finally Porsche (originally a Volkswagen with extra styling) reposi
tioned itself as the sports car, the one and only car for those who still
do not want transportation but excitement in an automobile.

But those smaller automobile manufacturers who did not innovate

and present themselves differently in what is, in effect, a different
business—those who continued their established ways—have become
casualties. The British MG, for instance, was thirty years ago what
Porsche has now become, the sports car par excellence. It is almost
extinct by now. And where is Citroen? Thirty years ago it was the car
that had the solid innovative engineering, the sturdy construction, the
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middle-class reliability. Citroen would have seemed to be ideally posi
tioned for the market niche Volvo has taken over. But Citroen failed

to think through its business and to innovate; as a result, it has neither
product nor strategy.

THE OPPORTUNITY

A change in industry structure offers exceptional opportunities,
highly visible and quite predictable to outsiders. But the insiders per
ceive these same changes primarily as threats. The outsiders who inno
vate can thus become a major factor in an important industry or area
quite fast, and at relatively low risk.

Here are some examples.
In the late 1950s three young men met, almost by accident, in New

York City. Each of them worked for financial institutions, mostly Wall
Street houses. They found themselves in agreement on one point: the
securities business—unchanged since the Depression twenty years ear
lier—was poised for rapid structural change. They decided that this
change had to offer opportunities. So they systematically studied the
financial industry and the financial markets to find an opportunity for
newcomers with limited capital resources and practically no connec
tions. The result was a new firm: Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette, Five
years after it had been started in 1959, it had become a major force on
Wall Street.

What these three young men found was that a whole new group of
customers was emerging fast: the pension fund administrators. These
new customers did not need anything that was particularly difficult to
supply, but they needed something different. And no existing firm had
organized itself to give it to them. Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette estab
lished a brokerage firm to focus on these new customers and to give
them the "research" they needed.

About the same time, another young man in the securities business
alsorealized that the industry wasin the throes of structural change and
that this could offer him an opportunity to build a different securities
business of his own. The opportunity he found was "the intelligent
investor" mentioned earlier. On this, he then built what is now a big
and still fast-growing firm.
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During the early or mid-sixties, the structure of American health
care began to change very fast. Three young people, the oldest not
quite thirty, then working as junior managers in a large Midwestern
hospital, decided that this offered them an opportunity to start their
own innovative business. They concluded that hospitals would increas
ingly need expertise in running suchhousekeeping servicesaskitchen,
laundry, maintenance, and so on. They systematized the work to be
done. Then they offered contracts to hospitals under which their new
firm would put in its own trained people to run these services,with the
fee a portion of the resultant savings. Twenty yearslater, this company
billed almost a billion dollars of services.

The final case is that of the discounters like MCI and Sprint in the
American long-distance telephone market. They were total outsiders;
Sprint, for instance, was started by a railroad, the Southern Pacific.
These outsidersbegan to look for the chink in BellSystem's armor.They
found it in the pricing structure of long-distance services. Until World
War II, long-distance calls had been a luxury confined to government
and large businesses, or to emergencies such as a death in the family.
After World War II, they became commonplace. Indeed, they became
the growth sector of telecommunications. Butunder pressure from the
regulatory authorities for the various states which control telephone
rates,the BellSystem continued to pricelong-distance asa luxury, way
above costs, with the profits being used to subsidize local service. To
sweeten the pill, however, the Bell System gave substantial discounts
to large buyers of long-distance service.

By 1970, revenues from long-distance service had come to equal
those from local service and were fast outgrowing them. Still, the origi
nal price structure was maintained. And this is what the newcomers
exploited. They signed up for volume service at the discount andthen
retailed it to smaller users, splitting the discount with them. This gave
them a substantial profit while also giving their subscribers long-dis
tance service at substantially lower cost. Ten years later, in the early
eighties, the long-distance discounters handled alarger volumeof calls
than the entire Bell System had handled when the discounters first
started.

These cases would just be anecdotesexcept forone fact: each of the"
innovators concerned knew that there was a major innovative opportu
nity in the industry. Each was reasonably sure thataninnovation would
succeed, and succeed with minimal risk. How could they be so sure?
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III

WHEN INDUSTRY STRUCTURE CHANGES

Four near-certain, highly visible indicators of impending change in
industry structure can be pinpointed.

1. The most reliable and the most easily spotted of these indicators
is rapid growth of an industry. This is, in effect, what each of the above
examples (but alsothe automobile industry examples)have in common.
If an industry growssignificantly faster than economy or population, it
can be predicted with high probability that its structure will change
drastically—at the very latest by the time it has doubled in volume.
Existing practices are still highly successful, so nobody is inclined to
tamper with them. Yet they arebecomingobsolete. Neither the people
at Citroen nor those at Bell Telephone were willing to accept this,
however—which explains why "newcomers," "outsiders," or former
"second-raters" could beat them in their own markets.

2. By the time an industry growing rapidly has doubled in volume,
the way it perceives and services its market is likely to have become
inappropriate. In particular, the ways in which the traditional leaders
define and segment the market no longer reflect reality, they reflect
history. Yet reports and figures stillrepresent the traditionalview of the
market. This is the explanation for the success of two such different
innovators as Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette and the Midwestern "intel
ligent investor" brokeragehouse. Each found a segment that the exist
ing financial services institutions had not perceived and therefore did
not serve adequately; the pension fundsbecausethey were too new, the
"intelligent investor"because he did not fit the WallStreet stereotype.

But the hospital management storyis also one of traditional aggre
gates no longer being adequate after a period of rapid growth. What
grew in the years after World War II were the "paramedics," that is,
the hospital professions: X-Ray, pathology, the medical lab, therapists
of all kinds, and so on. Before Wbrld War II these had barely existed.
And hospital administration itself became a profession. The traditional
"housekeeping" services, which had dominated hospital operations in
earlier times, thus steadily became a problem for the administrator,
proving increasingly difficult and costly as hospital employees, espe
cially the low-paid ones, began to unionize.
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And the case of the book chains reported earlier (in Chapter 3) is also
a story of structural change because of rapid growth. What neither the
publishers nor the traditional American bookstores realized was that
new customers, the "shoppers," were emerging side by side with the
old customers, the traditional readers. The traditional bookstore simply
did not perceive these new customers and never attempted to serve
them.

But there is also the tendency if an industry grows very fast to
become complacent and, above all, to try to "skim the cream." This is
what the Bell System did with respect to long-distance calls. The sole
result is to invite competition (on this see also Chapter 17).

Yet another example is to be foundin the American art field. Before
World War II, museums were considered "upper-class." After World
War II, going to museumsbecameamiddle-class habit; in city aftercity
new museums were founded. Before World War II, collecting art was
something a few very rich people did. After World War II, collecting
all kinds of art became increasingly popular,with thousands of people
getting into the act, some of them people of fairly limited means.

Oneyoung manworking in amuseumsaw thisas anopportunity for
innovation. He found it in the most unexpected place—in fact, in a
place he hadneverheard ofbefore, insurance. He established himself
as an insurance broker specializing in art and insuring both museums
and collectors. Because of his art expertise, the underwriters in the
major insurance companies, who hadbeen reluctant to insureart col
lections, became willing to take the risk, and at premiums up to 70
percent below those charged before. This young man now has a large
insurance brokerage firm.

3. Another development that will predictably lead to sudden
changes in industry structure is the convergence of technologies that
hitherto were seen as distinctly separate.

One example is that of the privatebranchexchange (PBX), that is,
the switchboard for offices and other large telephone users. Basically,
all the scientific and technical work on this in the United States has been
done by Bell Labs, the research arm of the Bell System. But the main
beneficiaries have been a few newcomers such as ROLM Corporation.
In the new PBX, two different technologies converge: telephone tech
nology and computer technology. The PBX canbe seen as a telecom
munications instrument that uses a computer, or as a computer that is
beingused in telecommunications. Technically, the BellSystemwould
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have been perfectly capable of handling this—in fact, it has all along
been a computer pioneer. In its view of the market, however, and of
the user, Bell System saw the computer as something totally different
and far away. While it designed and actually introduced a computer-
type PBX, it never pushed it. As a result, a total newcomer has become
a major competitor. In fact, ROLM, started by four young engineers,
was founded to build a small computer for fighter aircraft, and only
stumbled by accident into the telephone business.The Bell System now
has not much more than one-third of that market, despite its technical
leadership.

4. An industry is ripe for basic structural change if the way in which
it does business is changing rapidly.

Thirty years ago, the overwhelming majority of American physi
cians practiced on their own. By 1980, only 60 percent were doing so.
Now, 40 percent (and 75 percent of the younger ones) practice in a
group, either in a partnership or asemployees ofa Health Maintenance
Organization or a hospital. A few people who saw what was happening
early on, around 1970, realized that it offered an opportunity for inno
vation. A service company could design the group's office, tell the physi
cians what equipment they needed, and either manage their group
practice for them or train their managers.

Innovations that exploit changes in industry structure are particu
larlyeffective if the industry and its markets are dominated by one very
large manufacturer or supplier, or by avery few. Even if there is no true
monopoly, these large, dominant producers and suppliers, having been
successful and unchallenged formany years,tend to be arrogant. At first
they dismiss the newcomer asinsignificant and, indeed, amateurish. But
even when the newcomer takes a larger and larger share of their busi
ness, they find it hard to mobilize themselves for counteraction. It took
the Bell System almost ten years before it first responded to the long
distance discounters and to the challenge from the PBX manufacturers.

Equally sluggish, however, was the response of the American pro
ducers of aspirin when the "non-aspirin aspirins"—Tylenol and Datril
—first appeared (on this see also Chapter 11). Again, the innovators
diagnosed an opportunity because of an impending change in industry
structure, based very largely on rapid growth. There was no reason
whatever why the existing aspirinmanufacturers, a very small number
of very large companies, could not have brought out "non-aspirinaspi-
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rin" and sold it effectively. After all, the dangers and limitations of
aspirin were no secret; medical literature was full of them. Yet, for the
first five or eight years, the newcomers had the market to themselves.

Similarly, the United States Postal Service did not react for many
years to innovators who took away larger and larger chunks of the most
profitable services. First, United Parcel Service took away ordinary
parcel post;then Emery Air Freight and Federal Express took away the
even more profitable delivery of urgent or high-value merchandise and
letters. What made the Postal Service so vulnerable was its rapid
growth. Volume grew so fastthat it neglected what seemed to be minor
categories, and thus practically delivered an invitation to the innova
tors.

Again and again when market or industry structure changes, the
producers or suppliers who are today's industry leaders will be found
neglecting the fastest-growing market segments. They will cling to
practices that are rapidly becoming dysfunctional and obsolete. The
new growth opportunities rarely fit the way the industry has "always"
approached the market, been organized for it, and defines it. The in
novator in this area therefore has a good chance of being left alone. For
some time, the old businesses or services in the field will still be doing
well serving the old market the old way. They are likely to pay little
attention to the new challenge, either treating it with condescension or
ignoring it altogether.

But there is one important caveat. It is absolutely essential to keep
the innovation in this area simple. Complicated innovations do not
work. Here is one example, the most intelligent business strategy I
know of and one of the most dismal failures.

Volkswagen triggered the change which converted the automobile
industry around 1960 into a globalmarket. The Volkswagen Beetle was
the first car since the Model T forty years earlier that became a truly
international car. It was as ubiquitous in the United States as it was in
its native Germany, and as familiar in Tanganyika as it was in the
Solomon Islands. And yet Volkswagen missed the opportunity it had
created itself—primarily by being too clever.

By 1970, ten years after its breakthrough into the world market, the
Beetle was becoming obsolete in Europe. In the United States, the
Beetle's second-best market, it still sold moderately well. And in Brazil,
the Beetle's third-largest market, it apparently still had substantial
growth ahead. Obviously, new strategy was called for.
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The chief executive officer of Volkswagen proposed switching the
German plants entirely to the new model, the successor to the Beetle,
which the German plants would also supply to the United States mar
ket. But the continuing demand for Beetles in the United States would
be satisfied out of Brazil, which would then give Volkswagen do Brasil
the needed capacity to enlarge its plants and to maintain for another
ten years the Beetle's leadership in the growing Brazilian market. To
assure the American customers of the "German quality" that was one
of the Beetle's main attractions, the critical parts such as engines and
transmissions for all cars sold in North America would, however, still be
made in Germany, with the finished car for the North American market
then assembled in the United States.

In its way, this was the first genuinely global strategy, with different
parts to be made in different countries and assembled in different places
according to the needs of different markets. Had it worked, it would
have been the right strategy, and a highly innovative one at that. It was
killed primarily by the German labor unions. "Assembling Beetles in
the United States means exporting German jobs," they said, "and we
won't stand for it." But the American dealers were also doubtful about

a car that was "made in Brazil," even though the critical parts would
still be "made in Germany." And so Volkswagen had to give up its
brilliant plan.

The result has been the loss of Volkswagen's second market, the
United States. Volkswagen, and not the Japanese, should have had the
small car market when small cars became all the rage after the fall of
the Shah of Iran triggered the second petroleum panic. Only the Ger
mans had no product. And when, a few years later, Brazil went into a
severe economic crisis and automobile sales dropped, Volkswagen do
Brasil got into difficulties. There were no export customers for the
capacity it had had to build there during the seventies.

The specific reasons why Volkswagen's brilliant strategy failed—to
the point where the long-term future of the company may have become
problematical—are secondary. The moral of the story is that a "clever"
innovative strategy always fails, particularly if it is aimed at exploiting
an opportunity created by a change in industry structure. Then only the
very simple, specific strategy has a chance of succeeding.
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The unexpected; incongruities; changes in market and industry struc
ture; and process needs—the sources of innovative opportunity dis
cussed so far in Ghapters 3 through 6—manifest themselves within a
business, an industry, or a market. They may actually be symptoms of
changes outside, in the economy, in society, and in knowledge. But they
show up internally.

The remaining sources of innovative opportunity:

— Demographics;
— Changes in perception, meaning, and mood;
— New knowledge

are external. They are changes in the social, philosophical, political, and
intellectual environment.

I

Of all external changes, demographics—defined as changes in popula
tion, its size, age structure, composition, employment, educational sta
tus, and income—are the clearest. They are unambiguous. They have
the most predictable consequences.

They also have known and almost certain lead times. Anyone in the
American labor force in the year 2000 is alive by now (though not
necessarily living in the United States; a good many of America's work
ers fifteen years hence may now be children in a Mexican pueblo, for
example). All people reaching retirement age in 2030 in the developed
countries are already in the labor force, and in most cases in the occupa
tional group in which they will stay until they retire or die. And the
educational attainment of the people now in their early or mid-twenties
will largely determine their career paths for another forty years.

88
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Demographics have major impact on what will be bought, by whom,
and in what quantities. American teenagers, for instance, buy a good
many pairs of cheap shoes a year; they buy for fashion, not durability,
and their purses are limited. The same people, ten years later, will buy
very few pairs of shoes a year—a sixth as many as they bought when
they were seventeen—but they will buy them for comfort and durabil
ity first and for fashion second. People in their sixties and seventies in
the developed countries—that is, people in their early retirement years
—form the prime travel and vacation market. Ten years later the same
people are customers for retirement communities, nursing homes, and
extended (and expensive) medical care. Two-earner families have more
money than they have time, and spend accordingly. People who have
acquired extensive schooling in their younger years, especially profes
sional or technical schooling, will, ten to twenty years later, become
customers for advanced professional training.

But people with extensive schooling are also available primarily for
employment as knowledge workers. Even without competition from
low-wage countries with tremendous surpluses of young people trained
only for unskilled or semi-skilled manual jobs—-the surge of young peo
ple in the Third World countries resulting from the drop in infant
mortality after 1955—the industrially developed countries of the West
and of Japan would have had to automate. Demographics alone, the
combined effects of the sharp drop in birth rates and of the "educational
explosion"—makes it near-certain that traditional manual blue-collar
employment in manufacturing in developed countries, by the year
2010, cannot be more than one-third or less than what it was in 1970.
(Though manufacturing production, as a result of automation, may be
three to four times what it was then.)

All this is so obvious that no one, one should think, needs to be
reminded of the importance of demographics. And indeed business
men, economists, and politicians have always acknowledged the critical
importance of population trends, movements, and dynamics. But they
also believed that they did not have to pay attention to demographics
in their day-to-day decisions. Population changes—whether in birth
rates or mortality rates, in educational attainment, in labor force com
position and participation, or in the location and movement of people
—were thought to occur so slowly and over such long time spans as to
be of little practical concern. Great demographic catastrophes such as
the Black Death in Europe in the fourteenth century were admitted to
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have immediate impacts on society and economy. But otherwise, demo
graphic changes were "secular" changes, ofinterest to the historian and
the statistician rather than to the businessman or the administrator.

This was always a dangerous error. The massive nineteenth-century
migration from Europe to the Americas, both North and South, and to
Australia and New Zealand, changed the economic and political geog
raphy of the world beyond recognition. It created an abundance of
entrepreneurial opportunities. It made obsolete the geopolitical con
cepts on which European politics and military strategies had been
based for several centuries. Yet it took place in a mere fifty years, from
the mid-1860s to 1914. Whoever disregarded it was likely to be left
behind, and fast

Until 1860, for instance, the House of Rothschild was the world's
dominant financial power. The Rothschilds failed, however, to recog
nize the meaning of the transatlantic migration; only "riff-raff," they
thought, would leave Europe. As a result, the Rothschilds ceased to be
important around 1870. They had become merely rich individuals. It
wasJ. P. Morganwho took over. His"secret" was to spot the transatlan
tic migration at its very onset, to understand immediately its signifi
cance, and to exploit it as an opportunity by establishing a worldwide
bank in New York rather than in Europe, and as the medium for financ
ing the Americanindustries that immigrant labor wasmaking possible.
It also took only thirty years, from 1830 to 1860, to transform both
western Europe and the eastern United States from rural and farm-
based societies into industry-dominated big-city civilizations.

Demographic changes tended to be just as fast, just as abrupt, and
to have fully as much impact, in earlier times. The belief that popula
tionschanged slowlyin times pastispure myth. Or rather, staticpopula
tions staying in one place forlong periodsof time have been the excep
tion historically rather than the rule.*

In the twentieth century it is sheer folly to disregard demographics.
The basic assumption for our time must be that populations are inher
ently unstableand subject to sudden sharp changes—and that they are
the first environmental factor that a decision maker, whether business
man or politician, analyzes and thinks through. Few issuesin this cen
tury, for instance, will be ascritical to both domestic and international
politicsasthe agingof the populationin the developed countries on the

♦Here the work of the modern French historians of civilization is definitive.
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one hand and the tidal wave of young adults in the Third World on the
other hand. Whatever the reasons, twentieth-century societies, both
developed and developing ones, have become prone to extremely rapid
and radical demographic changes, which occur without advance warn
ing.

The most prominent American population experts called together
by Franklin D. Roosevelt predicted unanimously in 1938 that the U.S.
population would peak at around 140 million people in 1943 or 1944,
and then slowly decline. The American population—with a minimum
of immigration—now stands at 240 million. For in 1949, without the
slightest advance warning, the United States kicked off a "baby boom"
that for twelve years produced unprecedentedly large families, only to
turn just as suddenly in 1960 into a "baby bust," producing equally
unprecedented small families. The demographers of 1938 were not
incompetents or fools; there was just no indication then of a "baby
boom."

Twenty years later another American President, John F. Kennedy,
called together a group ofeminent experts to work out his Latin-Ameri
can aid and development program, the "Alliance for Progress." Not one
of the experts paid attention in 1961 to the precipitous drop in infant
mortality which, within another fifteen years, totally changed Latin
America's society and economy. The experts also all assumed, without
reservation, a rural Latin America. They, too, were neither incompe
tents nor fools. But the drop in infant mortality in Latin America and
the urbanization of society had barely begun at the time.

In 1972 and 1973, the most experienced labor force analysts in the
United States still accepted without question that the participation of
women would continue to decline as it had done for many years. When
the "baby boomers" came on the labor market in record numbers, they
worried (quite unnecessarily, as it turned out) where all the jobs for the
young males would be coming from. No one asked where jobs would
come from for young females—they were not supposed to need any.
Ten years later the labor force participation of American women under
fifty stood at 64 per cent, the highest rate ever. And there is little
difference in labor force participation in this group between married
and unmarried women, or between women with and without children.

These shifts are not only dazzlingly sudden. They are often mysteri
ous and defy explanation. The drop in infant mortality in the Third
World can be explained in retrospect. It was caused by a convergence
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of old technologies: the public-health nurse; placing the latrine below
the well; vaccination; the wire screenoutsidethe window; and,of very
new technologies, antibiotics and pesticides such as DDT. Yet it was
totallyunpredictable. And what explains the "baby boom" or the "baby
bust"? What explains the sudden rush of American women (and of
European women as well, though with a lag of a few years) into the
labor force? And what explains the rush into the slums of Latin-Ameri
can cities?

Demographic shifts in this century may be inherently unpredict
able, yet they do have long lead times before impact, and lead times,
moreover, which are predictable. It will be five years before newborn
babiesbecome kindergarten pupilsand need classrooms, playgrounds,
and teachers. It will be fifteen years before they become important as
customers, and nineteen to twenty years before they join the labor
force as adults. Populations in Latin America began to grow quite ra
pidly as soon asinfant mortality began to drop. Still the babies who did
not die did not become schoolchildren for five or six years, nor adoles
cents looking for work for fifteen or sixteen years. And it takes at least
ten years—usually fifteen—before any change in educational attain
ments translates itself into labor force composition and available skills.

What makes demographics such a rewarding opportunity for the
entrepreneur is precisely its neglect by decision makers, whether busi
nessmen, public-service staffs, or governmental policymakers. They still
cling to the assumption that demographics do not change—or do not
change fast. Indeed, they reject even the plainest evidence of demo
graphic changes. Here are some fairly typical examples.

By 1970, it had become crystal clear that the number of children in
America's schools was going to be 25 to 30 percent lower than it had
been in the 1960s, for ten or fifteen years at least. After all, children
entering kindergarten in 1970 have to be alive no later than 1965, and
the "baby bust" was well established beyond possibility of rapid reversal
by that year. Yet the schoolsof education in American universities flatly
refused to accept this. They considered it a law of nature, it seems, that
the number of children of school age must go up year after year. And
so they stepped up their efforts to recruit students, causing substantial
unemployment for graduates a few years later, severe pressure on
teachers' salaries, and massive closings of schools of education.

And here are two examples from my own experience. In 1957, I
published a forecast that there would be ten to twelve million college
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students in the United States twenty-five years later, that is, by the
mid-seventies. The figure was derived simply by putting together two
demographic events that had already happened: the increase in,the
number of births and the increase in the percentage of young adults
going to college. The forecast was absolutely correct. Yet practically
every established university pooh-poohed it. Twenty years later, in
1976,1 looked at the age figures and predicted that retirement age in
the United States would have to be raised to seventy or eliminated
altogetherwithin ten years. The changecame even faster: compulsory
retirement at any agewasabolished in California a year later, in 1977,
and retirement before seventy for the rest of the country two years
later, in 1978.The demographic figures that made this prediction prac
tically certain were well known and published. Yet most so-called ex
perts—government economists, labor-union economists, business
economists, statisticians—dismissed the forecast as utterly absurd. "It
will never happen" was the all but unanimous response. The labor
unions actually proposed at the time lowering the mandatory retire
ment age to sixty or below.

This unwillingness, or inability, of the experts to accept demo
graphic realities which do not conform to what they take for granted
givesthe entrepreneur hisopportunity. The leadtimes areknown. The
events themselves have already happened. But no one accepts them as
reality, let alone as opportunity. Those who defythe conventional wis
dom and accept the facts—indeed, those who go actively looking for
them—can therefore expect to be left alone for quite a long time. The
competitors will accept demographic reality,asa rule, only when it is
alreadyabout to be replaced by a new demographic change and a new
demographic reality.

II

Here are some examples of successful exploitation of demographic
changes.

Most of the large American universities dismissed my forecast of 10
to 12 million college students by the 1970s as preposterous. But the
entrepreneurial universities took it seriously: Pace University, in New
York, was one, and Golden Gate University in San Francisco another.
They were just as incredulous at first, but they checked the forecast and
found that it was valid, and in fact the only rational prediction. They
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then organized themselves for the additional student enrollment; the
traditional, and especially the "prestige" universities, on the other
hand, did nothing. As a result, twenty years later these brash newcom
ers had the students, and when enrollments decreased nationwide as a
result of the "baby bust," they still kept on growing.

One American retailer who accepted the "baby boom" was then a
small and undistinguished shoe chain, Melville. In the early 1960s just
before the first cohorts of the "baby boom" reached adolescence, Mel
ville directed itself to this new market. It created new and different

stores specifically for teenagers. It redesigned its merchandise. It adver
tised and promoted to the sixteen- and seventeen-year-olds. And it
went beyond footwear into clothing for teenagers, both female and
male. As a result, Melville became one of the fastest-growing and most
profitable retailers in America. Ten years later other retailers caught on
and began to cater to teenagers—just as the center of demographic
gravity started to shift away from them and toward "young adults,"
twenty to twenty-five years old. By then Melville was already shifting
its own focus to that new dominant age cohort.

The scholars on Latin America whom President Kennedy brought
together to advise him on the Alliance for Progress in 1961 did not see
Latin America's urbanization. But one business, the American retail
chain Sears, Roebuck, had seen it several years earlier—not by poring
over statistics but by going out and looking at customers in Mexico City
and Lima, Sao Paulo and Bogota. As a result, Sears in the mid-fifties
began to build American-type department stores in major Latin-Ameri
can cities, designed for a new urban middle class which, while not
"rich," was part of the money economy and had middle-class aspira
tions. Sears became the leading retailer in Latin America within a few
years.

And here are two examples of exploiting demographics to innovate
in building a highly productive labor force. The expansion of New
York's Citibank is largely based on its early realization of the movement
of young, highly educated and highly ambitious women into the work
force. Most large American employers considered these women a
"problem" as late as 1980; many still do. Citibank, almost alone among
large employers, saw in them an opportunity. It aggressively recruited
them during the 1970s, trained them, and sent them out all over the
country as lending officers. These ambitious young women very largely
made Citibank into the nation's leading, and its first truly "national"
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bank. At the same time, a few savings and loan associations (not an
industry noted for innovation or venturing) realized that older married
women who had earlier dropped out of the labor force when their
children were smallmake high-grade employees when brought back as
permanent part-time workers. "Everybody knew" that part-timers are
"temporary," and that women who have once left the labor force never
come back into it; both were perfectly sensible rules in earlier times.
But demographics made them obsolete. The willingness to accept this
fact—and again such willingness stemmed not from reading statistics
but from going out and looking—has given the savingsand loan associa
tions an exceptionally loyal, exceptionally productive work force, par
ticularly in California.

The success of Club Mediterranee in the travel and resort business
is squarely the result of exploiting demographic changes: the emer
gence of large numbers of young adults in Europe and the United States
who are affluent and educated but only one generation away from
working-class origins. Still quite unsure of themselves, still not self-
confident as tourists, they are eager to have somebody with the know-
how to organize their vacations, their travel, their fun—and yet they
are not really comfortable either with their working-class parents or
with older, middle-class people. Thus, they are ready-made customers
for a new and "exotic" version of the old teenage hangout.

Ill

Analysis of demographic changes begins with population figures. But
absolute population is the least significant number. Age distribution is
farmore important, for instance. In the 1960s, it was the rapid increase
in the number of young people in most non-Communist developed
countries that proved significant (the one notable exception was Great
Britain, where the "baby boom" was short-lived). In the 1980s and even
more in the 1990s, it will be the drop in the number of young people,
the steady increase in the number of early middle-age people (up to
forty) and the very rapid increase in the number of old people (seventy
and over). What opportunities do these developments offer? What are
the values and the expectations, the needs and wants of these various
age groups?

The number of traditional college students cannot increase. The
most one can hope for is that it will not fall, that the percentage of
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eighteen- and nineteen-year-olds who stay in school beyond secondary
education will increase sufficiently to offset the decline in the total
number. But with the increase in the number of people in their mid-
thirties and forties who have received a college degree earlier, there
are going to be large numbers of highly schooled people who want
advanced professional training and retraining, whether as doctors, law
yers, architects, engineers, executives, or teachers. What do these peo
ple look for? What do they need? How can they pay? What does the
traditional university have to do to attract and satisfy such very differ
ent students? And, finally, what are the wants, needs, values of the
elderly? Is there indeed any one "older group," or are there rather
several, each with different expectations, needs, values, satisfactions?

Particularly important in age distribution—and with the highest
predictive value—are changes in the center of population gravity, that
is, in the age group which at any given time constitutes both the largest
and thei fastest-growing age cohort in the population.

At the end of the Eisenhower presidency, in the late fifties, the
center of population gravity in the United States was at its highest point
in history. But a violent shift within a few years was bound to take place.
As a result of the "baby boom," the center of American population
gravity was going to drop so sharply by 1965 as to bring it to the lowest
point since the early days of the Republic, to around sixteen or seven
teen. It was predictable—and indeed predicted by anyone who took
demographics seriously and looked at the figures—that there would be
a drastic change in mood and values. The "youth rebellion" of the sixties
was mainly a shift of the spotlight to what has always been typical
adolescent behavior. In earlier days, with the center of population grav
ity in the late twenties or early thirties, age groups that are notoriously
ultra-conservative, adolescent behavior was dismissed as "Boys will be
boys" (and "Girls will be girls"). In the sixties it suddenly became the
representative behavior.

But when everybody was talking of a "permanent shift in values" or
ofa "greening of America," the age pendulum had already swung back,
and violently so. By 1969, the first effects of the "baby bust" were
already discernible, and not only in the statistics. 1974 or 1975 would
be the last year in which the sixteen- and seventeen-year-olds would
constitute the center of population gravity. After that, the center would
rapidly move up: by the early 1980s it would be in the high twenties
again. And with this shift would come a change in what would be
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considered "representative" behavior. The teenagers would, of course,
continue to behave like teenagers. But that would again be dismissed
as the way teenagers behave rather than as the constitutive values and
behavior of society. And so one could predict with near-certainty, for
instance (and some of us did predict it), that by the mid-seventies the
college campuses would cease to be "activist" and "rebellious," and
college students would again be concerned with grades and jobs; but
also that the overwhelming majority of the "dropouts" of 1968 would,
ten years later, have become the "upward-mobile professionals" con
cerned with careers, advancement, tax shelters, and stock options.

Segmentation by educational attainment may be equally important;
indeed, for some purposes, it may be more important (e.g., selling
encyclopedias, continuing professional education, but also vacation
travel). Then there is labor force participation and occupational seg
mentation. Finally there is income distribution, and especially distribu
tion of disposable and discretionary income. What happens, for in
stance, to the propensity to save in the two-earner family?

Actually, most of the answers are available. They are the stuff of
market research. All that is needed is the willingness to ask the ques
tions.

But more than poring over statistics is involved. To be sure, statistics
are the starting point. They were what got Melville to ask what oppor
tunities the jump in teenagers offered a fashion retailer, or what got the
top management at Sears, Roebuck to look upon Latin America as a
potential market. But then the managements of these companies—or
the administrators of metropolitan big-city universities such as Pace in
New York and Golden Gate in San Francisco—went out into the field

to look and fasten.
This is literally how Sears, Roebuck decided to go into Latin Amer

ica. Sears's chairman, Robert E. Wood, read in the early 1950s that
Mexico City and Sao Paulo were expected to outgrow all U.S. cities by
the year 1975. This so intrigued him that he went himself to look at the
major cities in Latin America. He spent a week in each of them—
Mexico City, Guadalajara, Bogota, Lima, Santiago, Rio, Sao Paulo—
walking around, looking at stores (he was appalled by what he saw), and
studying traffic patterns. Then he knew what customers to aim at, what
kind of stores to build, where to put the stores, and what merchandise
to stock them with.

Similarly, the founders of Club Mediterranee looked at the custom-
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ers of package tours, talked to them and listened to them, before they
built their first vacation resort. And the two young men who turned
Melville Shoe from a dowdy, undistinguished shoe chain (one among
many) into the fastest-growing popular fashion retailer in America simi
larly spent weeks and months in shopping centers, looking at custom
ers, listening to them, exploring their values. They studied the way
young people shopped, what kind of environment they liked (do teen
age boys and girls, for instance, shop in the same place for shoes or do
they want to have separate stores?), and what they considered "value"
in the merchandise they bought.

Thus, for those genuinely willing to go out into the field, to look and
to listen, changing demographics is both a highly productive and a
highly dependable innovative opportunity.
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Source: Changes in Perception

"THE GLASS IS HALF FULL

In mathematics there is no difference between "The glass is half
full" and "The glass is half empty." But the meaning of these two
statements istotally different, and so are their consequences. If general
perception changes from seeing the glass as "half full" to seeing it as
"half empty," there are major innovative opportunities.

Here are a few examples of such changes in perception andof the
innovative opportunities they opened up—in business, in politics, in
education, and elsewhere.

1. All factual evidence shows that the last twenty years, the years
since the early 1960s, have been years ofunprecedented advance and
improvement inthehealth ofAmericans. Whether welook atmortality
rates for newborn babies or survival rates for the very old, at occurrence
of cancers (other than lung cancer) orcure rates for cancer, and so on,
all indicators of physical health and functioning have been moving
upward at a good clip. And yet the nation is gripped by collective
hypochondria. Never before has there been so much concern with
health, and so much fear. Suddenly everything seems to cause cancer
or degenerative heart disease or premature loss ofmemory. The glass
is clearly "half empty." What we see now are not the great improve
ments in health and functioning, but that we are as far away from
immortality as ever before and have made no progress toward it. In
fact, it canbe argued that if there isanyreal deterioration in American
health during the last twenty years it lies precisely in the extreme
concernwith health and fitness, andthe obsession with getting old,with
losing fitness, with degenerating into long-term illness or senility.

99
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Twenty-five yearsago,even minor improvements in the nation's health
were seen asmajor steps forward. Now, even major improvements are
barely paid attention to.

Whatever the causes for this change in perception, it has created
substantial innovative opportunities. It created, for instance, a market
for newhealth-care magazines: oneofthem,American Health, reached
a circulation of a million within two years. It created the opportunity
for asubstantial number ofnewand innovative businesses toexploit the
fear of traditional foods causing irreparable damage. A firm in Boulder,
Colorado, named Celestial Seasonings was started by one of the "flower
children" of the late sixties picking herbs in themountains, packaging
them, and peddling them on the street. Fifteen years later, Celestial
Seasonings was taking in several hundred million dollars in sales each
year and was sold for more than $20 million to a very large food-
processing company. And there are highly profitable chains of health-
food stores. Jogging equipment has also become big business, and the
fastest-growing new business in 1983 in the United States was a com
pany making indoor exercise equipment

2.Traditionally, the way people feed themselves was very largely a
matter of income group and class. Ordinary people "ate"; the rich
"dined." This perception has changed within the last twenty years. Now
the same people both"eat" and "dine." Onetrend istoward "feeding,"
which means getting down the necessary means of sustenance, in the
easiest and simplest possible way: convenience foods, TV dinners, Mc
Donald's hamburgers or Kentucky Fried Chicken, and so on. But then
the same consumers havealso become gourmet cooks. TV programs on
gourmetcooking arehighlypopular andachieve highratings; gourmet
cookbooks have become mass-market best-sellers; whole new chains of
gourmet food stores have opened. Finally, traditional supermarkets,
while doing 90 percent of their business in foods for "feeding," have
opened"gourmetboutiques" whichin manycases arefar more profita
blethantheirordinary processed-food business. This new perception is
by no means confined to the United States. InWest Germany, a young
woman physician said to me recently: "Wir essen sechs Tage in der
Woche, aber einen Tag wollen wir doch richtig speisen (We feed six
days, but one dayaweek we like to dine)." Not solongago, "essen"was
what ordinary people did seven days a week, and "speisen" what the
elite, the rich and the aristocracy, did, seven days a week.

3. If anyone around 1960, in the waning days of the Eisenhower
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administration andthe beginning of the Kennedy presidency, hadpre
dicted the gains the American black would make in the next ten or
fifteen years, he would have beendismissed as anunrealistic visionary,
if not insane. Even predicting halfthe gains that those ten or fifteen
years actually registered for theAmerican black would have been con
sidered hopelessly optimistic. Never inrecorded history has there been
a greater change in the status ofa social group within a shorter time.
Atthebeginning ofthose years, black participation inhigher education
beyond high school was around one-fifth that ofwhites. By the early
seventies, it was equal tothatofwhites and ahead ofthatofagood many
white ethnic groups. The same rate of advance occurred in employ
ment, in incomes, and especially in entrance to professional and
managerial occupations. Anyone granted twelve orfifteen years ago an
advance look would have considered the "negro problem" in America
to be solved, or at least pretty far along the way toward solution.

Butwhatalarge part ofthe American black population actually sees
today inthe mid-eighties is not that the glass has become "half full" but
that it is still "half empty." In fact, frustration, anger, and alienation
have increased rather than decreased for a substantial fraction of the
American blacks. Theydonotsee theachievements oftwo-thirds ofthe
blackswho have moved into the middle class, economically and socially,
but the failure of the remaining one-third to advance. What they see
is not how fast things have been moving, but how much still remains
to be done—how slow and how difficult the going stillis. The old allies
of the American blacks, the whiteliberals—the labor unions, theJewish
community, or academia—see theadvances. They see that theglass has
become "half full." This then hasled to abasic splitbetween the blacks
and the liberal groups which, ofcourse, only makes theblacks feel even
more certain that the glass is "half empty."

The white liberal, however,hascome to feel that the blacksincreas
ingly are nolonger "deprived," nolonger entitled tospecial treatment
such asreverse discrimination, no longer in need of special allowances
and priority inemployment, inpromotion, and so on. This became the
opportunity for anew kind ofblack leader, the Reverend Jesse Jackson.
Historically, for almost a hundred years—from Booker T. Washington
around the turn of the centurythrough Walter White in the New Deal
days until Martin Luther King, Jr., during the presidencies of John
Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson—a black could become leader of his
community only by proving his ability to get the support of white
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liberals. It was theone way toobtain enough political strength tomake
significant gains for American blacks. Jesse Jackson saw that the change
in perception that now divides American blacks from their old allies
and comrades-in-arms, white liberals, is an innovative opportunity to
create a totally different kind of black leadership, one based on vocal
enmity tothe white liberals and even all-out attack on them. In thepast,
to have sounded as anti-liberal, anti-union, and anti-Jewish as Jackson
has done would have been political suicide. Within a few shortweeks
in 1984, it made Jackson the undisputed leader of the American black
community.

4. American feminists todayconsider the 1930s and 1940s the dark
est of dark ages, with women denied any role in society. Factually,
nothingcouldbe more absurd. The America of the 1930s and 1940s was
dominated by female stars of the first magnitude. There was Eleanor
Roosevelt,the first wife of anAmericanPresidentto establish forherself
amajor role as aconscience, and as thevoice ofprinciple and ofcompas
sion which no American male in our history has equaled. Her friend,
Frances Perkins,was the first woman in an American cabinet asSecre
tary of Labor, and the strongest, most effective member of President
Roosevelt's cabinet altogether. Anna Rosenberg was the first woman to
become asenior executive ofavery big corporation as personnel vice-
president of R. H. Macy, then the country's biggest retailer; and later
on, during the Korean War, she became Assistant Secretary ofDefense
for manpower and the"boss" ofthegenerals. There were any number
of prominent and strong women as university and college presidents,
eacha national figure. The leading playwrights, Clare Booth Luce and
Lillian Hellman, were both women—and Clare Luce then became a
major political figure, a member of Congress from Connecticut, and
ambassador toItaly. The most publicized medical advance oftheperiod
was the workof awoman. Helen Taussig developed the first successful
surgery of the living heart, the "blue baby" operation, which saved
countless children all overthe world and ushered in the age of cardiac
surgery, leading directly to the heart transplant and the by-pass opera
tion. And there was Marian Anderson, the black singer and the first
black toenter every American living room through theradio, touching
the hearts and consciencesof millionsof Americans asno black before
herhad done and none would do again until Martin Luther King, Jr.,
a quarter century later. The list couldbe continued indefinitely.

These were very proud women, conscious of their achievements,
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their prominence,their importance. Yet they did not see themselves as
"role models." They saw themselves not as women but as individuals.
They, did not consider themselves as "representative" but as excep
tional.

How the change occurred, and why, I leave to future historians to
explain. Butwhen it happened around 1970, thesegreat womenleaders
became in effect "non-persons" for their feminist successors. Now the
woman who is not in the labor force, and not working in an occupation
traditionally considered "male," is seen as unrepresentativeand asthe
exception.

This was noted asan opportunity by a few businesses, in particular,
Citibank (cf. Chapter 7). It was not seen at all, however, by the very
industries in which women had long been accepted asprofessionals and
executives, such as department stores, advertising agencies, magazine
or book publishers. These traditional employers of professional and
managerialwomen actuallytoday have fewer women in major positions
than they had thirty or forty years ago. Citibank, by contrast, was ex
ceedingly macho—which may be one reason why it realizedthere had
been a change. It sawin the new perception women had of themselves
a major opportunity to court exceptionally able, exceptionally ambi
tious,exceptionallystrivingwomen; to recruit them; and to hold them.
And it could do so without competition from the traditional recruiters
of career women. In exploiting a change in perception, innovators, as
we have seen, can usually count on having the field to themselves for
quite a long time.

5. A much older case, one from the early 1950s, shows a similar
exploitation of a change in perception. Around 1950, the American
population began to describe itself overwhelmingly as being "middle-
class," and to do soregardless, almost,of income or occupation.Clearly,
Americans had changed their perception of their own social position.
But what did the change mean? One advertising executive, William
Benton (later senator from Connecticut), went out and asked people
what the words "middle class" meant to them. The results were unam
biguous: "middle class" in contrast to "working class" means believing
in the ability of one's children to rise through performance in school.
Benton thereupon bought up the Encyclopedia Britannica company
and started peddling the Encyclopedia, mostly through high school
teachers, to parents whose children were the first generation in the
family to attend high school. "If you want to be "middle-class," the
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salesman said ineffect, "your child has tohavetheEncyclopedia Britan
nica to do well in school."Within three years Benton had turned the
almost-dying company around. And tenyears later thecompany began
to apply exactly the same strategy in Japan for the same reasons and
with the same success.

6. Unexpected success or unexpected failure is often an indication
ofachange in perception and meaning. Chapter 3told howthe phoenix
of the Thunderbird rose from the ashes of the Edsel. What the Ford
Motor Company found when it searched for an explanation of the
failure ofthe Edsel was achange inperception. Theautomobile market,
which only a few short years earlier had been segmented by income
groups, was now seen by the customers as segmented by "lifestyles."

When a change in perception takes place, the facts do not change.
Their meaningdoes. The meaning changes from "The glass ishalf full"
to "The glass ishalfempty." The meaning changes from seeing oneself
as "working-class" and therefore born into one's "station in life," to
seeing oneself as"middle-class" and therefore very much in command
of one's social position and economic opportunities. This change can
come very fast. It probablydid not take much longer than a decade for
the majority of the American population to change from considering
themselves "working-class" to considering themselves "middle-class."

Economics donot necessarily dictate suchchanges; in fact, they may
be irrelevant. In terms of income distribution, Great Britain is a more
egalitarian country than the United States. And yet almost 70 percent
of the British population stillconsider themselves"working-class," even
though atleast t\vo-thirds of the British population are above "working-
class"income by economic criteria alone, and close to halfare above the
"lowermiddleclass" as well. Whatdetermines whether the glass is"half
full" or "half empty" is mood rather than facts. It results from experi
ences that might be called "existential." That the American blacks feel
"The glass is half empty" has as much to do with unhealed wounds of
past centuries as with anything in present American society. That a
majority of the English feel themselves to be "working-class" is still
largely a legacy of the nineteenth-century chasm between "church"
and "chapel." And the American health hypochondria expresses far
more Americanvalues, suchas the worship of youth, than anything in
the health statistics.

Whether sociologists or economists can explain the perceptional
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phenomenon is irrelevant. It remains a fact. Very often it cannot be
quantified; or rather, by the time it can be quantified, it is too late to
serve asan opportunity for innovation. But it isnot exotic or intangible.
It is concrete: it can be defined, tested, and above all exploited.

II

THE PROBLEM OF TIMING

Executives and administrators admit the potency of perception-
based innovation. But they tend to shy away from it as "not practical."
They consider the perception-based innovatorasweird or just a crack
pot. But there is nothing weird about the Encyclopedia Britannica,
about the Ford Thunderbird or Celestial Seasonings. Of course, success
ful innovators in any field tend to be close to the field in which they
innovate. But the only thing that sets them apart is their being alert to
opportunity.

One of the foremost of today's gourmet magazines was launched by
a young man who started out as food editor of an airlinesmagazine. He
became alert to the change in perception when he read in the same
issue of a Sunday paper three contradictory stories. The first said that
prepared meals such as frozen dinners, TV dinners, and Kentucky
Fried Chicken accounted for more than half of all meals consumed in
the United States and were expected to account for three-quarters
within a few years. The second said that a TV program on gourmet
cooking was receiving one of the highest audience ratings. And the
third that a gourmet cookbook in its paperback edition, that is, an
edition for the masses, had mounted to the top of the best-seller lists.
These apparent contradictionsmade him ask,What's going on here? A
year later he started a gourmet magazinequite different from any that
had been on the market before.

Citibank became conscious of the opportunity offered by the mov
ing of women into the work force when its college recruiters reported
that they could no longer carry out their instructions, which were to
hire the best male business school students in finance and marketing.
The best students in these fields, they reported, were increasingly
women. College recruiters in many other companies, including quite
a few banks, told their managements the same story at that time. In
response,most of them were urged,"Justtry harderto get the top-flight
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men." At Citibank, top management sawthe changeasan opportunity
and acted on it.

All these examples, however, also showthe critical problem in per
ception-based innovation: timing. If Ford had waited only one year
after the fiasco of the Edsel, it might have lost the "lifestyle" market to
GM's Pontiac. If Citibank had not been the first one to recruit women
MBAs, it would not have become the preferred employer for the best
and most ambitious of the young women aiming to make a career in
business.

Yet there is nothing more dangerous than to be premature in ex
ploitinga changein perception. In the first place, a goodmany of what
looklike changes in perception turn out to be short-lived fads. They are
gone within a year or two. And it is not always apparent which is fad
and which is true change.The kids playingcomputer gameswere a fad.
Companies which, like Atari, sawin them a change in perception lasted
one or two years—and then became casualties. Their fathers going in
for home computers represented a genuine change, however. It is,
furthermore, almost impossible to predict what the consequences of
such a change in perception will be. One good example are the conse
quences of the student rebellionsin France,Japan, West Germany, and
the United States. Everyone in the late 1960swas quite sure that these
would have permanent and profound consequences. But what are
they? As far as the universities are concerned, the student rebellions
seem to have had absolutely no lasting impact. And who would have
expected that, fifteen years later, the rebellious students of 1968 would
have become the "Yuppies" to whom Senator Hart appealed in the
1984 American primaries, the young, upward-mobile professionals, ul
tra-materialistic, job conscious, and maneuvering for their next promo
tion? There are actually far fewer "dropouts" around these days than
there, used to be—the only difference is that the media pay attention
to them. Can the emergence of homosexuals and lesbians into the
limelight be explained by the student rebellion?These were certainly
not the results the students themselves in 1968,nor any of the observers
and pundits of those days, could possibly have predicted.

And yet, timing is of the essence. In exploiting changes in percep
tion, "creative imitation" (described in Chapter 17) does not work. One
has to be first. But precisely because it is souncertain whether a change
in perception is a fad or permanent, and what the consequences really
are, perception-based innovation has to start small and be very specific.
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Source: New Knowledge

Knowledge-based innovation isthe"super-star" ofentrepreneurship. It
gets the publicity. It gets the money. It iswhat people normally mean
when they talkof innovation. Ofcourse, not all knowledge-based inno
vations areimportant. Some are truly trivial. But amongst the history-
making innovations, knowledge-based innovations rank high. The
knowledge, however, is not necessarily scientific or technical. Social
innovations based on knowledge can have equal or even greater im
pact.

Knowledge-based innovationdiffers fromallother innovationsin its
basic characteristics: time span, casualty rate, predictability, and in the
challenges it poses to the entrepreneur. And like most "super-stars,"
knowledge-based innovation istemperamental, capricious, andhard to
manage.

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF

KNOWLEDGE-BASED INNOVATION

Knowledge-based innovation has the longest leadtime of allinnova
tions. There is, first, a long time spanbetween the emergence of new
knowledgeand itsbecoming applicable to technology. And then there
is another long periodbefore the new technology turns into products,
processes, or services in the marketplace.

Between 1907 and 1910, the biochemist Paul Ehrlich developed the
theory of chemotherapy, the control of bacterial microorganisms
throughchemical compounds. He himselfdeveloped the first antibac
terial drug, Salvarsan, for the control of syphilis. The sulfa drugs which
arethe application of Ehrlich's chemotherapy to the control of abroad
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spectrumof bacterial diseases cameon the market after 1936, twenty-
five years later.

Rudolph Diesel designed the engine which bears his name in 1897.
Everyone atonce realized thatit was amajor innovation. Yet for many
years there were few practical applications. Then in 1935an American,
Charles Kettering, totally redesigned Diesel's engine, rendering it ca
pable of beingused as the propulsion unit in a wide varietyof ships, in
locomotives, in trucks, buses, and passenger cars.

A number of knowledgescame together to make possible the com
puter. The earliest was the binary theorem, a mathematical theory
going back to the seventeenth century that enables all numbers to be
expressed by two numbers only: one and zero. It was applied to a
calculating machine by Charles Babbage in the first half of the nine
teenth century. In 1890, Hermann Hollerith invented the punchcard,
goingback to an invention by the earlynineteenth-century Frenchman
J-M. Jacquard. The punchcard makes it possible to convert numbers
into "instructions." In 1906 an American, Lee de Forest, invented the
audion tube, and with it created electronics. Then, between 1910 and
1913, Bertrand Russell and Alfred North Whitehead, in their Principia
Mathematica, created symbolic logic, which enables us to express all
logical concepts as numbers. Finally, during World War I, the concepts
of programming and feedback .were developed, primarily for the pur
poses of antiaircraft gunnery. By 1918, in other words, all the knowl
edge needed to developthe computerwasavailable. The first computer
became operational in 1946.

A Ford Motor Company manufacturing executive coined the word
"automation" in 1951 and described in detail the entire manufacturing
process automation would require. "Robotics" and factory automation
were widely talked about for twenty-five years, but nothing reallyhap
pened for a long time. Nissan and Toyota in Japan did not introduce
robots into their plants until 1978. In the early eighties, General Elec
tric built an automated locomotive plant in Erie, Pennsylvania. General
Motors then began to automate several of its engine and accessory
plants. Early in 1985, Volkswagen began to operate its "Hall 54" as an
almost completely automated manufacturing installation.

Buckminster Fuller, who called himself a geometer and who was
part mathematician and part philosopher, applied the mathematics of
topology to the design of what he called the "Dymaxion House," a term
he chose because he liked the sound of it. The Dymaxion House com-
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bines the greatest possible living space with the smallest possible sur
face. It therefore has optimal insulation, optimal heating and cooling,
and superb acoustics. It also can be built with lightweight materials,
requires no foundation and a minimum of suspension, and can still
withstand an earthquake or the fiercest gale. Around 1940, Fuller put
a Dymaxion Houseon the campusof a smallNew Englandcollege.And
there it stayed. Very few Dymaxion Houses have been built—Ameri
cans, it seems, do not like to live in circular homes. But around 1965,
Dymaxion structures began to be put up in the Arctic and Antarctic
where conventional buildings are impractical, expensive, and difficult
to erect. Since then they have increasingly been used for large struc
tures such as auditoriums, concert tents, sports arenas, and so on.

Only major external crises can shorten this lead time. De Forest's
audion tube, invented in 1906, would have made radio possible almost
immediately, but it would still not have been on the market until the
late 1930s or so had not World War I forced governments, and espe
cially the American government, to push the development of wireless
transmission of sounds. Field telephones connected by wires were
simply too unreliable, and wireless telegraphy was confined to dots
and dashes. And so, radio came on the market early in the 1920s, only
fifteen years after the emergence of the knowledge on which it is
based.

Similarly, penicillin would probablynot have been developed until
the 1950s or so but for World War II. Alexander Fleming found the
bacteria-killing mold, penicillium, in the mid-twenties. Howard Florey,
an English biochemist, began to work on it ten years later. But it was
World War II that forced the early introduction of penicillin. The need
to have a potent drug to fight infections led the British government to
push Florey's research: English soldiers were made available to him as
guinea pigswherever they fought. The computer, too, would probably
have waited for the discovery of the transistor by Bell Lab physicists in
1947 had not World War II led the American government to push
computer research and to invest large resources of men and money in
the work.

The long lead time for knowledge-based innovations is by no means
confined to science or technology. It applies equally to innovations that
are based on nonscientific and nontechnological knowledge.

The comte de Saint-Simon developed the theory of the entre
preneurial bank, the purposeful use of capital to generate economic
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development, right after the Napoleonic wars. Until then bankers were
moneylenders who lent against "security" (e.g., the taxing power of a
prince). Saint-Simon's banker was to "invest," that is, to create new
wealth-producing capacity. Saint-Simon hadextraordinary influence in
histime,andapopular cultdeveloped around hismemoryandhisideas
after hisdeath in 1826. Yet it was notuntil 1852 that two disciples, the
brothers Jacob and Isaac Pereire, established the first entrepreneurial
bank, the Credit Mobilier, and with it ushered in what we now call
finance capitalism.

Similarly, many of the elements needed for what we now call man
agement were available right after World War I. Indeed, in 1923, Her
bert Hoover, soon to be President of the United States, and Thomas
Masaryk, founder and president of Czechoslovakia, convened the first
International ManagementCongress in Prague. At the same time a few
largecompanies here and there, especiallyDuPont and General Motors
in the United States, began to reorganize themselves around the new
management concepts. In the next decade a few "true believers," espe
cially anEnglishman, Lyndall Urwick, the founder of the first manage
ment consulting firm which still bears his name, began to write on
management. Yet it wasnot until my Concept oftheCorporation (1946)
and Practice ofManagement (1954) were published that management
become a discipline accessible to managers all over the world. Until
then each studentor practitioner of "management" focused on a sepa
rate area; Urwick on organization, others on the management of peo
ple, and soon. My bookscodifiedit, organizedit, systematized it. Within
a few years, management became a worldwide force.

Today, we experience a similar lead time in respect to learning
theory. The scientific study of learning began around 1890 with Wil-
helm Wundt in Germany and William James in the United States. After
World War II, two Americans—B. F. Skinner and Jerome Bruner, both
at Harvard—developed and tested basic theories of learning, Skinner
specializingin behavior and Bruner in cognition.Yet only now is learn
ing theory beginning to become a factor in our schools. Perhaps the
time has come for an entrepreneur to start schools based on what we
know about learning, rather than on the old wives' tales about it that
have been handed down through the ages.

In other words, the lead time for knowledge to become applicable
technology and begin to be accepted on the market isbetween twenty-
five and thirty-five years.
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This has not changed much throughout recorded history. It is
widely believed that scientific discoveries turn much faster in our day
than ever before into technology, products, and processes. But this is
largely illusion. Around J.250 the Englishman Roger Bacon, a Francis
can monk, showed that refraction defects of the eye could be cor
rected with eyeglasses. This was incompatible with what everybody
then knew: the "infallible" authority of the Middle Ages Galen, the
great medical scientist, had "proven conclusively" that it could not be
done. Roger Bacon lived and worked on the extreme edges of the
civilized world, in the wilds of northern Yorkshire. Yet a mural,
painted thirty years later in the Palace of the Popes in Avignon
(where it can still be seen), shows elderly cardinals wearing reading
glasses; and ten years later, miniatures show elderly courtiers in the
Sultan's Palace in Cairo also in glasses. The mill race, which was the
first true "automation," wasdeveloped to grind grain by the Benedic
tine monks in northern Europe around the year 1000; within thirty
years it had spread allover Europe. Gutenberg's invention of movable
type and the woodcut both followed within thirty years of the West's
learning of Chinese printing.

The lead time for knowledge to become knowledge-based innova
tion seems to be inherent in the nature of knowledge. We do not know
why. But perhaps it is not pure coincidence that the same lead time
applies to new scientific theory. Thomas Kuhn, in his path-breaking
book The Structure ofScientific Revolutions (1962), showed that it takes
about thirty years before a new scientific theory becomes a new para
digm—a new statement that scientistspay attention to and use in their
own work.

CONVERGENCES

The second characteristic of knowledge-based innovations—and a
truly unique one—is that they are almost never based on one factor but
on the convergence of several diflFerent kinds of knowledge, not allof
them scientific or technological.

Few knowledge-based innovations in this century have benefited
humanity more than the hybridization of seeds and livestock. It enables
the earth to feed a much larger population than anyone would have
thoughtpossible fifty years ago. The first successful new seedwas hybrid
corn. It was produced after twenty years of hard work by Henry C.
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Wallace, the publisher of a farm newspaper in Iowa, and later U.S.
Secretary of Agriculture under Harding andCoolidge—the onlyholder
of this office, perhaps, who deserves to be remembered for anything
other than giving awaymoney. Hybrid corn has two knowledge roots.
One was the work of the Michigan plant breeder William J. Beal, who
around 1880discovered hybrid vigor.The other was the rediscovery of
Mendel's genetics by the Dutch biologist Hugo de Vries. The two men
did not know of one another. Their work was totally diflFerent both in
intent and content. But only by pulling it together could hybrid corn
be developed. » ,

The Wright Brothers' airplane also had two knowledge roots. One
was the gasoline engine, designed in the mid-1880s to power the first
automobiles built by Karl Benz and Gottfried Daimler, respectively.
The other one was mathematical: aerodynamics, developed primarily
in experimentswith gliders. Each was developedquite independently.
It was only when the two came together that the airplane became
possible.

The computer, asalready noted, requiredthe convergence of no less
than five diflFerent knowledges: a scientificinvention, the audion tube;
a major mathematical discovery, the binary theorem; a new logic; the
design concept of the punchcard; and the concepts of program and
feedback. Until all these were available, no computer could have been
built. Charles Babbage, the English mathematician, is often called the
"father of the computer." What kept Babbage from building a com
puter,it isargued, was onlythe unavailability of the proper metals and
of electric power at his time. But this is a misunderstanding. Even if
Babbage had had the propermaterials, he couldat best have built the
mechanical calculator that we now call a cash register. Without the
logic, the designconceptof the punchcard, andthe concept of program
and feedback, none of which Babbage possessed, he could only imagine
a computer.

The Brothers Pereire founded the first entrepreneurial bank in
1852.It failed within a few yearsbecause they had only one knowledge
base and the entrepreneurial bank needs two. They had a theory of
creative finance that enabled them to be brilliant venture capitalists.
But they lackedthe systematic knowledgeof bankingwhich wasdevel
oped at exactly the same time across the Channel by the British, and
codified in Walter Bagehot's classic, Lombard Street.

After their failure in the early 1860s, three young men indepen-
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dently picked up where the Brothers Pereire had left off, added the
knowledge base of banking to the venture capital concept, and suc
ceeded. The first was J. P. Morgan, who had been trained in London but
had also carefully studied the Pereires' Credit Mobilier. He founded the
most successful entrepreneurial bank of the nineteenth century in New
York in 1865.The second one, across the Rhine, was the young German
Georg Siemens, who founded what he called the "Universal Bank," by
which he meant a bank that was both a deposit bank on the British
model and an entrepreneurial bank on the Pereires' model. And in
remote Tokyo, another young man, Shibusawa Eichii, who had been
one of the firstJapanese to travel to Europe to study banking first-hand,
and had spent time both in Paris and in London's Lombard Street,
became one of the foundersof the modern Japanese economy by estab
lishing a Japanese version of the Universal Bank. Both Siemens's Deut
sche Bank and Shibusawa's Daichi Bank are still the largest banks of
their respective countries.

The first man to envisage the modern newspaper was an American,
James Gordon Bennett, who founded the New York Herald. Bennett
fully understood the problems: A newspaper had to have enough in
come to be editorially independent and yet be cheap enough to have
masscirculation. Earliernewspapers either got their income by selling
their independence and becoming the lackeys and paid propagandists
of a political faction—as did most American and practically all Euro
pean papers of his time. Or, like the great aristocratof those days, The
Times of London, they were "written by gentlemen for gentlemen,"
but so expensive that only a small elite could afford them.

Bennett brilliantly exploited the twin technological knowledge
bases on which a modern newspaper rests: the telegraph and high
speed printing. They enabled him to produce a paper at a fraction of
the traditional cost. He knew that he needed high-speed typesetting,
though it was not invented until after his death. He also saw one of the
two nonscientific bases, mass literacy, which made possible mass circu
lation for a cheap newspaper. But he failed to grasp the fifth base: mass
advertising as the source of the income that makes possible editorial
independence. Bennett personally enjoyed a spectacular success; he
was the first of the press lords. But his newspaper achieved neither
leadership nor financial security. These goals were only attained two
decades later, around 1890, by three men who understood and ex
ploited advertising: Joseph Pulitzer, first in St. Louis and then in New
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York; Adolph Ochs, who took over a moribund New York Times and
made it into America's leading paper; and William Randolph Hearst,
who invented the modern newspaper chain. .

The invention of plastics, beginning with Nylon, also rested on the
convergence of a number of diflFerent new knowledges each emerging
around 1910. Organic chemistry, pioneered by the Germans and per
fected by Leo Baekeland, a Belgian working in New York, was one;
X-Raydiffractionand with it an understanding of the structure of crys
talswas another; and high-vacuum technology. The final factorwas the
pressure of World War I shortages, which made the German govern
ment willing to invest heavily in polymerization research to obtain a
substitute for rubber. It took a further twenty years, though, before
Nylon was ready for the market.

Until all the needed knowledges can be provided, knowledge-based
innovation is premature and will fail. In most cases, the innovation
occurs only when these various factors are already known, already
available, already in use someplace. This wasthe casewith the Univer
salBank of 1865-75. It was the case with the computer after World War
II. Sometimes the innovator can identify the missing pieces and then
work at producing them. Joseph Pulitzer, Adolph Ochs, and William
Randolph Hearst largely created modern advertising. This thencreated,
what we todaycall media,that is, the mergerof information andadver
tising in "mass communications." The Wright Brothers identified the
pieces of knowledge that were missing—mostly mathematics—and
then themselves developed them by building a wind tunnel and actu
ally testing mathematical theories. Butuntilall the knowledges needed
for a givenknowledge-based innovation havecome together, the inno
vation will not take off. It will remain stillborn.

Samuel Langley, for instance, whom hiscontemporaries expected to
become the inventor of the airplane, was a much better trained scien
tist than the Wright Brothers. As secretary of what was then America's
leading scientific institution, the Smithsonian in Washington, he also
had all the nation's scientific resources at his disposal. But even though
the gasoline engine hadbeeninventedby Langley's time,he preferred
to ignore it. He believed in the steam engine. As a result his airplane
could fly; but becauseof the steam engine's weight, it could not carry
any load, let alonea pilot. It needed the convergence of mathematics
and the gasoline engine to produce the airplane.
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Indeed, until allthe knowledgesconverge, the lead time of a knowl
edge-based innovation usually does not even begin.

II

WHAT KNOWLEDGE-BASED INNOVATION

REQUIRES

Itscharacteristics giveknowledge-based innovation specific require
ments. And these requirements diflFer from those of any other kind of
innovation.

1. In the first place, knowledge-based innovation requires careful
analysis of allthe necessary factors, whether knowledge itself, or social,
economic, or perceptual factors. The analysis must identify what factors
are not yet available so that the entrepreneur can decide whether these
missing factors can be produced—as the Wright Brothers decided in
respect to the missing mathematics—or whether the innovation had
better be postponed as not yet feasible.

The WrightBrothers exemplify the methodatitsbest.They thought
through carefully whatknowledge was necessary to build an airplane
for manned, motored flight. Next they set about to develop the pieces
of knowledge that were needed, taking the available information, test
ing it first theoretically, then in the wind tunnel, and then in actual
flight experiments, until they had the mathematics they needed to
construct ailerons, to shape the wings, and so on.

The same analysis is needed for nontechnical knowledge-based in
novation. Neither J. P. Morgan nor Georg Siemens published their
papers; but Shibusawa in Japan did. And so we know that he based his
decision to forsake a brilliant government career and to start a bank
on a careful analysis of the knowledge available and the knowledge
needed. Similarly, Joseph Pulitzer analyzed carefully the knowledge
needed when he launched what becamethe first modern newspaper,
and decided that advertising had to be invented and could be in
vented.

If I may inject a personal note, my own success as an innovator in
the management field was based onasimilar analysis in the early 1940s.
Many of the requiredpieces ofknowledge were already available: orga
nization theory, for instance, but also quite a bit of knowledge about
managing work and worker. My analysis also showed, however, that
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these pieces were scattered and lodged in half a dozen diflFerent disci
plines. Then it found which key knowledges were missing: purpose of
a business; any knowledge of the work and structure of top manage
ment; what we now term "business policy" and "strategy"; objectives;
and so on. All of the missing knowledges, I decided, could be produced.
But without such analysis, I could never have known what they were
or that they were missing.

Failure to make such an analysis is an almost sure-fire prescription
for disaster. Either the knowledge-based innovation is not achieved,
which is what happened to Samuel Langley. Or the innovator loses the
fruits ofhis innovation and only succeeds in creating an opportunity for
somebody else.

Particularly instructive is the failure of the British to reap the har
vest from their own knowledge-based innovations.

The British discovered and developed penicillin, but it was the
Americans who took it over. The British scientists did a magnificent
technical job. They came out with the right substances and the right
uses. Yet they failed to identify the ability to manufacture the stuff as
a critical knowledge factor. They could have developed the necessary
knowledge of fermentation technology; they did not even try. As a
result, a small American company, Pfizer, went to work on developing
the knowledge of fermentation and became the world's foremost
manufacturer of penicillin.

Similarly, the British conceived, designed, and built the first passen
ger jet plane. But de Havilland, the British company, did not analyze
what was needed and therefore did not identify two key factors. One
was configuration, that is, the right size with the right payload for the
routes on which the jet would give an airline the greatest advantage.
The other was equally mundane: how to finance the purchase of such
an expensive plane by the airlines. As a result of de Havilland's failure
to do the analysis, two American companies, Boeing and Douglas, took
over the jet plane. And de Havilland has long since disappeared.

Such analysis would appear to be fairlyobvious, yet it is rarely done
by the scientific or technical innovator. Scientists and technologists are
reluctant to make these analyses precisely because they think they
already know. This explains why, in so many cases, the great knowl
edge-based innovations have had a layman rather than a scientist or a
technologist for their father, or at least their godfather. The (American)
General Electric Company is largely the brainchild of a financial man.
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He conceived the strategy (describedin Chapter 19)that made G.E. the
world's leading supplier of large steam turbines and, therewith, the
world's leading supplier to electric power producers. Similarly, two
laymen, Thomas Watson, Sr.,and his sonThomas Watson,Jr.,made IBM
the leader in computers. At DuPont, the analysis of what was needed
to make the knowledge-based innovation of Nylon effective and suc
cessfulwasnot done by the chemist who developed the technology,but
by business people on the executive committee. And Boeing became
the world'sleadingproducerof jet planes under the leadershipof mar
keting people who understoodwhat the airlines and the public needed.

This is not a law of nature, however. Mostly it is a matter of will and
self-discipline. There have been plenty of scientists and technologists—
Edison is a good example—who forced themselves to think through
what their knowledge-based innovation required.

2. The second requirement of knowledge-based innovation is a clear
focus on the strategic position. It cannot be introduced tentatively. The
fact that the introduction of the innovation creates excitement, Wid
attracts a host of others, means that the innovator has to be right the
first time. He is unlikely to get a second chance. In all the other innova
tions discussed so far, the innovator, once he has been successful with
his innovation, can expect to be left alone for quite some time. This is
not true of knowledge-based innovation. Here the innovators almost
immediately have far more company than they want. They need only
stumble once to be overrun.

There are basically only three major focuses for knowledge-based
innovation. First, there is the focus Edwin Land took with Polaroid: To

develop a complete system that would then dominate the field. This is
exactly what IBM did in its early yearswhen it chosenot to sellcomput
ers but to lease them to its customers. It supplied them with such
software as was available,with programming, with instruction in com
puter language for programmers, with instruction in computer use for
a customer's executives, and with service. This was also what G.E. did
when it established itself as the leader in the knowledge-based innova
tion of large steam turbines in the early years of this century.

The second clear focus is a marketfocus. Knowledge-based innova
tion can aim at creating the market for its products. This is what DuPont
did with Nylon. It did not "sell" Nylon; it created a consumer market
for women's hosiery and women's underwear using Nylon, a market for
automobile tires using Nylon, and soon. It then delivered Nylon to the
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fabricators to make the articles for which DuPont had already created
a demand and which, in effect, it had alreadysold.Similarly, aluminum
from the very beginning, right after the invention of the aluminum
reduction process by Charles M. Hall in 1888, beganto create amarket
for pots and pans, for rods andotheraluminum extrusions. The alumi
num company actually went intomaking theseend products andselling
them. It created the market which, in turn, discouraged (if it did not
keep out altogether) potential competitors.

The third focus is to occupy a strategic position, concentrating on
akey function (the strategy isdiscussed in Chapter 18underEcological
Niches). What position would enable the knowledge innovator to be
largely immune to the extreme convolutions of a knowledge-based
industry in its early stages? It was thinking this through and deciding
to concentrate on mastering the fermentation process that gave Pfizer
in the United States the early lead in penicillin it has maintained ever
since. Focusing on marketing—on mastery of the requirements of air
lines and of the public in respect to configuration and finance—gave
Boeing the leadership in passenger planes, whichit hasheld ever since.
And despite the turbulence of the computer industry today, a few
leading manufacturers of the computer's key component, semiconduc
tors, can maintain their leadership position almost irrespective of the
fate of individual computer manufacturers themselves. Intel is one ex
ample.

Within the same industry, individual knowledge-based innovators
can sometimes choose between these alternatives. Where DuPont, for
instance, has chosen to create markets, its closest American competitor,
Dow Chemical, tries to occupy a key spot in each market segment. A
hundred years ago, J. P. Morgan opted for the key function approach.
He established his bank asthe conduit for European investment capital
in American industry, and furthermore in a capital-short country. At
the same time, Georg Siemens in Germany and Shibusawa Eichii in
Japan both went for the systems approach.

The power of a clear focus is demonstrated by Edison's success.
Edison was not the only one who identified the inventions that had to
be madeto produce alightbulb. An English physicist, Joseph Swan, did
sotoo.Swandeveloped hislightbulb atexactlythe sametime asEdison.
Technically, Swan's bulb was superior, to the point where Edison
boughtup the Swan patents andusedthem in hisown lightbulb facto
ries. But Edison not only thought through the technical requirements;
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he thought through his focus. Beforehe even began the technicalwork
on the glass envelope, the vacuum, the closure, and the glowing fiber,
he had already decided on a "system": his light bulb was designed to
fitan electric power company for which he had lined up the financing,
the rights to string wires to get the power to his light bulb customers,
and the distribution system. Swan, the scientist, invented a product;
Edison produced an industry. So Edison could sell and install electric
power while Swan wasstill trying to figure out who might be interested
in his technical achievement.

The knowledge-based innovator has to decide on a clear focus. Each
of the three described here is admittedly very risky. But not to decide
on a clear focus, let alone to try to be in between or to attempt more
than one focus, is riskier by far. It is likely to prove fatal.

3. Finally, the knowledge-based innovator—and especially the one
whose innovation is based on scientific or technological knowledge—
needs to learnand to practice entrepreneurial management (see Chap
ter 15, The New Venture). In fact, entrepreneurial management is
more crucial to knowledge-based innovation than to any other kind. Its
risksare high, thus putting a much higher premium on foresight, both
financial and managerial, and on being market-focused and market-
driven. Yet knowledge-based, and especially high-tech, innovation
tends to have little entrepreneurial management. In largemeasure the
high casualty rate of knowledge-based industry is the fault of the knowl
edge-based, and especially the high-tech, entrepreneurs themselves.
They tend to be contemptuous of anything that isnot "advanced knowl
edge," and particularly of anyone who is not a specialist in their own
area. They tend to be infatuated with their own technology, often
believing that "quality" means what is technically sophisticated rather
than what gives value to the user. In this respect they are still, by and
large, nineteenth-century inventorsrather than twentieth-century en
trepreneurs.

In fact, there are enough companies around today to show that the
risk in knowledge-based innovation, including high tech, can be subs
tantially reduced if entrepreneurial management is conscientiouslyap
plied. Hoffmann-LaRoche, the Swiss pharmaceutical company, is one
example; Hewlett-Packard is another, and so is Intel. Precisely because
the inherent risks of knowledge-based innovation are so high, entre
preneurial management is both particularlynecessary and particularly
effective.
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III

THE UNIQUE RISKS

Even when it is based on meticulous analysis, endowed with clear
focus, and conscientiously managed, knowledge-based innovation still
suffers from unique risks and, worse, an innate unpredictability.

First, by its very nature, it is turbulent.
The combination of the two characteristics of knowledge-based in

novations—long lead times and convergences—gives knowledge-based
innovations their peculiar rhythm. For a long time, there is awareness
of an innovation about to happen—but it does not happen. Then sud
denly there is a near-explosion, followed by a few short years of tremen
dous excitement, tremendous startup activity, tremendous publicity.
Five years later comes a "shakeout," which few survive.

In 1856, Werner Siemens in Germany applied the electrical theories
Michael Faraday had developed around 1830 (twenty-five years earlier)
to the design of the ancestor of the first electrical motor, the first dy
namo. It caused a worldwide sensation. From then on, it became certain
that there would be an "electrical industry" and that it would be a
major one. Dozens ofscientists and inventors went to work. But nothing
happened for twenty-two years. The knowledge was missing: Maxwell's
development of Faraday's theories.

After it had become available, Edison invented the light bulb in
1878 and the race was on. Within the next five years all the major
electrical apparatus companies in Europe and America were founded:
Siemens in Germany bought up a small electrical apparatus manufac
turer, Schuckert. The (German) General Electric Company, AEG, was
formed on the basis of Edison's work. In the United States there arose

what are now G.E. and Westinghouse; in Switzerland, there was Brown
Boveri; in Sweden, ASEA was founded in 1884. But these few are the
survivors of a hundred such companies—American, British, French,
German, Italian, Spanish, Dutch, Belgian-,Swiss, Austrian, Czech, Hun
garian, and so on—all eagerly financed by the investors of their time
and all expecting to be "billion-dollar companies." It was this upsurge
of the electrical apparatus industry that gave rise to the first great
science-fiction boom and made Jules Verne and H. G. Wells best-selling
authors all over the world. But by 1895-1900, most of these companies
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had already disappeared, whether out of business, bankrupt, or ab
sorbed by the few survivors.

Around 1910, there were up to two hundred automobile companies
in the United States alone. By the early 1930s, their number had shrunk
to twenty, and by 1960 to four.

In the 1920s, literally hundreds of companies were making radio sets
and hundreds more were going into radio stations. By 1935, the control
of broadcasting had moved into the hands of three "networks" and
there were only a dozen manufacturers of radio sets left. Again, there
was an explosion in the number of newspapers founded between 1880
and 1900. In fact, newspapers were among the major "growth indus
tries" of the time. Since World War I, the number of newspapers in
every major country has been going downhill steadily. And the same is
true of banking. After the founders—the Morgans, the Siemenses, the
Shibusawas—there was an almost explosive growth of new banks in the
United States as well as in Europe. But around 1890, only twenty years
later, consolidation set in. Banking firms began to go out of business or
to merge. By the end of World War II in every major country only a
handful of banks were left that had more than local importance,
whether as commercial or private banks.

But each time without exception the survivor has been a company
that was started during the early explosive period. After that period is
over, entry into the industry is foreclosed for all practical purposes.
There is a "window" of a few years during which a new venture must
establish itself in any new knowledge-based industry.

It is commonly believed today that that "window" has become nar
rower. But this is as much a misconception as the common belief that
the lead time between the emergence of new knowledge and its con
version into technology, products, and processes has become much
shorter.

Within a few years after George Stephenson's "Rocket" had pulled
the first train on a commercial railroad in 1830, over a hundred railroad
companies were started in England. For ten years railroads were "high-
tech" and railroad entrepreneurs "media events." The speculative
fever of these years is bitingly satirized in one of Dickens's novels, Little
Dorrit (published in 1855-57); it was not very diflFerent from today's
speculative fever in Silicon Valley. But around 1845, the "window"
slammed shut. From then on there was no money in England any more
for new railroads. Fifty years later, the hundred-or-so English railroad
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companies of 1845 had shrunk to five or six. And the same rhythm
characterized the electrical apparatus industry, the telephone industry,
the automobile industry, the chemical industry, household appliances,
and consumer electronics. The "window" has never been very wide nor
open very long.

But there can be little doubt that today the "window" is becoming
more and more crowded. The railroad boom of the 1830s was confined

to England; later, every country had its own local boom quite separate
from the preceding one in the neighboring country. The electrical
apparatus boom already extended across national frontiers, as did the
automobile boom twenty-five years later. Yet both were confined to the
countries that were industrially developed at the time. The term "in
dustrially developed" encompasses a great deal more territory today,
however. It takes in Japan, for instance. It takes in Brazil. It may soon
take in the non-Communist Chinese territories: Hong Kong, Taiwan,
and Singapore. Communication today is practically instantaneous,
travel easy and fast. And a great many countries have today what only
very few small places had a hundred years ago: large cadres of trained
people who can immediately go, to work in any area of knowledge-
based innovation, and especially of science-based or technology-based
innovation.

These facts have two important implications.
1. First, science-based and technology-based innovators alike find

time working against them. In all innovation based on any other source
—the unexpected, incongruities, process need, changes in industry
structure, demographics, or changes in perception—time is on the side
of the innovator. In any other kind of innovation innovators can reason
ably expect to be left alone. If they make a mistake, they are likely to
have time to correct it. Arid there are several moments in time in which

they can launch their new venture. Not so in knowledge-based innova
tion, and especially in those innovations based on scientific and techno
logical knowledge. Here there is only a short time—the "window"—
during which entry is possible at all. Here innovators do not get a
second chance; they have to be right the first time. The environment
is harsh and unforgiving. And once the ''window" closes, the opportu
nity is gone forever.

In some knowledge-based industries, however, a second "window"
does in fact open some twenty to thirty years or so after the first one
has shut down. Computers are an example.
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The first "window" in computers lasted from 1949 until 1955 or so.
During this period, every single electrical apparatus company in the
world went into computers—G.E., Westinghouse, and RCA in the
United States; the British General Electric Company, Plessey, and Fer-
ranti in Great Britain; Siemens and AEG in Germany; Philips in Hol
land; and so on. By 1970, every single one of the "biggies" was out of
computers, ignominiously. The field was occupied by companies that
had either not existed at all in 1949 or had been small and marginal:
IBM, of course, and the "Seven Dwarfs," the seven smaller computer
companies in the United States; ICL, the remnant of the computer
businesses of the General Electric Company, of Plessey, and of Ferranti
in Great Britain; some fragments sustained by heavy government subsi
dies in France; and a total newcomer, Nixdorf, in Germany. The Japa
nese companies were sustained for a long time through government
support.

Then, in the late seventies, a second "window" opened with the
invention ofmicro-chips, which led to word processors, minicomputers,
personal computers, and the merging of computer and telephone
switchboard.

But the companies that had failed in the first round did not come
back in the second one. Even those that survived the first round

stayed out of the second, or came in late and reluctantly. Neither Uni-
vac nor Control Data, nor Honeywell nor Burroughs, nor Fujitsu nor
Hitachi took leadership in minicomputers or personal computers. The
one exception was IBM, the undisputed champion of the first round.
And this has been the pattern too in earlier knowledge-based innova
tions.

2. Because the "window" is much more crowded, any one knowl
edge-based innovator has far less chance of survival.

The number of entrants during the "window" period is likely to be
much larger. But the structure of the industries, once they stabilize and
mature, seems to have remained remarkably unchanged, at least for a
century now. Of course there are great differences in structure be
tween various industries, depending on technology, capital require
ments, and ease of entry, on whether the product can be shipped or
distributed only locally, and so on. But at any one time any given
industry has a typical structure: in any given market there are so many
companies altogether, so many big ones, so many medium-sized ones,
so many small ones, so many specialists. And increasingly there is only
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one "market" for any new knowledge-based industry, whether comput
ers or modern banking—the world market.

The number of knowledge-based innovators that will survive when
an industry matures and stabilizes is therefore no larger than it has
traditionally been. But largely because of the emergence of a world
market and of global communications, the number of entrants during
the "window" period has greatly increased. When the shakeout comes,
the casualty rate is therefore much higher than it used to be. And the
shakeout always comes; it is inevitable.

THE SHAKEOUT

The "shakeout" sets in as soon as the "window" closes. And the

majority ofventures started during the "window" period do not survive
the shakeout, as has already been shown for such high-tech industries
of yesterday as railroads, electrical apparatus makers, and automobiles.
As these lines are being written, the shakeout has begun among micro
processor, minicomputer, and personal computer companies—only five
or six years after the "window" opened. Today, there are perhaps a
hundred companies in the industry in the United States alone. Ten
years hence, by 1995, there are unlikely to be more than a dozen left
of any size or significance.

But which ones will survive, which ones will die, and which ones
will become permanently crippled—able neither to live nor to die—is
unpredictable. In fact, it is futile to speculate. Sheer size may ensure
survival. But it does not guarantee success in the shakeout, otherwise
Allied Chemical rather than DuPont would today be the world's big
gest and most successful chemical company. In 1920, when the "win
dow" opened for the chemical industry in the United States, Allied
Chemical-looked invincible, if only because it had obtained the Ger
man chemical patents which the U.S. government had confiscated
during World War I. Seven years later, after the shakeout, Allied
Chemical had become a weak also-ran. It has never been able to re

gain momentum.

No one in 1949 could have predicted that IBM would emerge as the
computer giant, let alone that such big, experienced leaders as G.E. or
Siemens would fail completely. No one in 1910 or 1914 when automo
bile stocks were the favorites of the New York Stock Exchange could
have predicted that General Motors and Ford would survive and pros-
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per and that such universal favorites as Packard or Hupmobile would
disappear. No one in the 1870s and 1880s, the period in which the
modern banks were born, could have predicted that Deutsche Bank
would swallow up dozens of the old commercial banks of Germany and
emerge as the leading bank of the country.

That a certain industry will become important is fairly easy to pre
dict. There is no case on record where an industry that reached the
explosive phase, the "window" phase, as I called it, has then failed to
become a major industry. The question is, Which of the specific units
in this industry will be its leaders and so survive?

This rhythm—a period of great excitement during which there is
also great speculative ferment, followed by a severe "shakeout"—is
particularly pronounced in the high-tech industries.

In the first place, such industries are in the limelight and thus attract
far more entrants and far more capital than more mundane areas. Also
the expectations are much greater. More people have probably become
rich building such prosaicbusinesses asa shoe-polish or a watchmaking
company than have become rich through high-tech businesses. Yet no
one expects shoe-polish makers to build a "billion-dollar business," nor
considers them a failure if all they build is a sound but modest family
company. High tech, by contrast, is a "high-low game," in which a
middle hand is considered worthless. And this makes high-tech innova
tion inherently risky.

But also, high tech is not profitable for a very long time. The world's
computer industry began in 1947-48. Not until the early 1980s, more
than thirty years later, did the industry as a whole reach break-even
point. To be sure, a few companies (practically all of them American,
by the way) began to make money much earlier. And one, IBM, the
leader, began to make a great deal of money earlier still. But across the
industry the profits of those few successful computer makers were more
than offset by the horrendous losses of the rest; the enormous losses, for
instance, which the big international electrical companies took in their
abortive attempts to become computer manufacturers.

And exactly the same thing happened in every earlier "high-tech"
boom—in the railroad booms of the early nineteenth century, in the
electrical apparatus and the automobile booms between 1880 and
1914, in the electric appliance and the radio booms of the 1920s, and
so on.
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One major reason for this is the need to plow more and more money
back into research, technical development, and technical services to
stay in the race. High tech does indeed have to run faster and faster in
order to stand still.

This is, of course, part of its fascination. But it also means that when
the shakeout comes, very few businessesin the industry have the finan
cial resources to outlast even a short storm. This is the reason why
high-tech ventures need financial foresight even more than other new
ventures, but also the reason why financial foresight is even scarcer
among high-tech new ventures than it is among new ventures in gen
eral.

There is only one prescription for survival during the shakeout:
entrepreneurial management (described in Chapters 12-15). What dis
tinguished Deutsche Bank from the other "hot" financial institutions of
its time was that Georg Siemens thought through and built the world's
first top management team. What distinguished DuPont from Allied
Chemical was that DuPont in the early twenties created the world's
firstsystematic organization structure, the world's firstlong-range plan
ning, and the world's first system of management information and con
trol. Allied Chemical, by contrast, was run arbitrarily by one brilliant
egomaniac. But this is not the whole story. Most of the large companies
that failed to survive the more recent computer shakeout—G.E. and
Siemens, for instance—are usually considered to have first-rate man
agement. And the Ford Motor Company survived, though only by the
skin of its teeth, even though it wasgrotesquely mismanaged during the
shakeout years.

Entrepreneurial management is thus probably a precondition
of survival, but not a guarantee thereof. And at the time of the shake-
out, only insiders (and perhaps not even they) can really know whe
ther a knowledge-based innovator that has grown rapidly for a few
boom years is well managed, as DuPont was, or basically unmanaged,
as Allied Chemical was. By the time we do know, it is likely to be too
late.

THE RECEPTIVITY GAMBLE

To be successful, a knowledge-based innovation has to be "ripe";
there has to be receptivity to it. This risk is inherent in knowledge-
based innovation and is indeed a function of its unique power. All other
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innovations exploit a change that has already occurred. They satisfy a
need that already exists. But in knowledge-based innovation, the inno
vation brings about the change. It aims at creating a want. And no one
can tell in advance whether the user is going to be receptive, indiffer
ent, or actively resistant.

There are exceptions, to be sure. Whoever produces a cure for
cancer need not worry about "receptivity." But such exceptions are
few. In most knowledge-based innovations, receptivity is a gamble. And
the odds are unknown, are indeed mysterious. There may be great
receptivity, yet no one realizes it. And there may be no receptivity, or
even heavy resistance when everyone is quite sure that society is actu
ally eagerly waiting for the innovation.

Stories of the obtuseness of the high and mighty in the face of a
knowledge-based innovation abound/Typical is the anecdote which has
a king of Prussia predicting the certain failure of that new-fangled
contraption, the railroad, because "No one will pay good money to get
from Berlin to Potsdam in one hour when he can ride his horse in one

day for free." But the king of Prussia was not alone in his misreading
of the receptivity to the railroad; the majority of the "experts" of his day
inclined to his opinion. And when the computer appeared there was not
one single "expert" who could imagine that businesses would ever want
such a contraption.

The opposite error is, however, just ascommon. "Everybody knows"
that there is a real need, a real demand, when in reality there is total
indifference or resistance. The same authorities who, in 1948, could not
imagine that a business would ever want a computer, a few years later,
around 1955, predicted that the computer would "revolutionize the
schools" within a decade.

The Germans consider Philip Reis rather than Alexander Graham
Bell to be the inventor of the telephone. Reis did indeed build an
instrument in 1861 that could transmit music and was very close to
transmitting speech. But then he gave up, totally discouraged. There
was no receptivity for a telephone, no interest in it, no desire for it.
"The telegraph is good enough for us," was the prevailing attitude.
Yet when Bell, fifteen years later, patented his telephone, there was
an immediate enthusiastic response. And nowhere was it greater than
in Germany.

The change in receptivity in these fifteen years is not too difficult to
explain. Two major wars, the American Civil War and the Franco-
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Prussian War, had shown that the telegraph was by no means "good
enough." But the real point is not why receptivity changed. It is that
every authority in 1861 enthusiastically predicted overwhelming re
ceptivity when Reis demonstrated his instrument at a scientific meet
ing. And every authority was wrong.

But, of course, the authorities can also be right, and often are. In
1876-77, for instance, they all knew that there was receptivity for both
a light bulb and a telephone—and they were right. Similarly, Edison,
in the 1880s, was supported by the expert opinion of his time when he
embarked on the invention of the phonograph, and again the experts
were right in assuming high receptivity for the new device.

But only hindsight can tell us whether the experts are right or wrong
in their assessment of the receptivity for this or that knowledge-based
innovation.

Nor do we necessarily perceive, even by hindsight, why a particular
knowledge-based innovation has receptivity or fails to find it. No one,v
for instance, can explain why phonetic spelling has been so strenuously
resisted. Everyone agrees that nonphonetic spelling is a major obstacle
in learning to read and write, forces schools to devote inordinate time
to the reading skill, and is responsible for a disproportionate number of
reading disabilities and emotional traumas among children. The knowl
edge of phonetics is a century old at least. Means to achieve phonetic
spelling are available in the two languages where the problem is most
acute: any number of phonetic alphabets for English, and the much
older, forty-eight-syllable Kana scripts in Japanese. For both countries
there are examples next door of a successful shift to a phonetic script.
The English have the successful model of German spelling reform of
the mid-nineteenth century; the Japanese, the equally successful—and
much earlier—phonetic reform of the Korean script. Yet in neither
country is there the slightest receptivity for an innovation that, one
would say, is badly needed, eminently rational, and proven by example
to be safe, fairly easy, and efficacious. Why? Explanations abound, but
no one really knows.

There is no way to eliminate the element of risk, no way even to
reduce it. Market research does not work—one cannot do market re

search on something that does not exist. Opinion research is probably
not just useless but likely to do damage. At least this is what the experi
ence with "expert opinion" on the receptivity to knowledge-based in
novation would indicate. «
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Yet there is no choice. If we want knowledge-based innovation, we
must gamble on receptivity to it.

The risks are highest in innovations based on new knowledge in
science and technology. They are particularly high, ofcourse, in innova
tions in areas that are currently "hot"—personal computers, at the
present time, or biotechnology. By contrast, areas that are not in the
public eye have far lower risks, if only because there is more time. And
in innovations where the knowledge base is not science or technology
—social innovations, for instance—the risks are lower still. But high risk
is inherent in knowledge-based innovation. It is the price we have to
pay for its impact and above all for its capacity to bring about change,
not only in products and services but in how we see the world, our place
in it, and eventually ourselves.

Yet the risks even of high-tech innovation can be substantially re
duced by integrating new knowledge as the source of innovation with
one of the other sources defined earlier, the unexpected, incongruities,
and especially process need. In these areas receptivity has either al
ready been established or can be tested fairly easily and with good
reliability. And in these areas, too, the knowledge or knowledges that
have to be produced to complete an innovation can usually be defined
with considerable precision. This is the reason why "program research"
is becoming so popular. But even program research requires a great
deal of system and self-discipline, and has to be organized and purpose
ful.

The demands on knowledge-based innovators are thus very great.
They are also different from those in other areas ofinnovation. The risks
they face are different, too; time, for instance, is not on their side. But
if the risks are greater, so are the potential rewards. The other innova
tors may reap a fortune. The knowledge-based innovator can hope for
fame as well.
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The Bright Idea

Innovations based on a bright idea probably outnumber all other cate
gories taken together. Seven or eight out of every ten patents belong
here, for example. A very large proportion of the new businesses that
aredescribedin the bookson entrepreneursandentrepreneurshipsare
built around"bright ideas": the zipper, the ballpoint pen, the aerosol
spraycan, the tab to open soft drink orbeer cans, and many more. And
whatis called research in manybusinesses aims at finding andexploit
ing bright ideas, whether for a new flavor in breakfast cereals or soft
drinks, for a better running shoe, or for yet one more nonscorching
clothes iron.

Yet bright ideas are the riskiest arid least successful source ofinnova
tive opportunities. The casualty rate is enormous. No more than one out
of every hundred patents for an innovation of this kind earns enough
to pay back development costs and patent fees. A far smaller propor
tion, perhapsaslow asone in fivehundred, makes any money above its
out-of-pocket costs.

And no one knows which ideas for an innovationbased on a bright
idea have a chance to succeed and which ones are likely to fail. Why
did the aerosolcan succeed, forinstance?And why did a dozen or more
similar inventions for the uniform delivery of particles fail dismally?
Why doesone universal wrench sellandmost of the many others disap
pear?Why did the zipper find acceptance and practicallydisplacebut
tons, even though it tends to jam?(After all, ajammed zipper on a dress,
jacket, or pair of trousers can be quite embarrassing.)

Attempts to improve the predictability of innovations based on
bright ideas have not been particularly successful.

Equally unsuccessful have been attempts to identify the personal
traits, behavior, or habits that make for a successful innovator. "Success
ful inventors," an old adage says, "keep on inventing. They play the
odds. If they try often enough, they will succeed."
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This belief that you'll win if only you keep on trying out bright ideas
is, however, no more rational than the popular fallacy that to win the
jackpotat LasVegasone onlyhasto keep on pullingthe lever. Alas, the
machine is rigged to have the house win 70 percent of the time. The
more often you pull, the more often you lose.

There is actually no empirical evidence at all for the belief that
persistence pays off in pursuingthe "brilliant idea," just as there is no
evidence of any "system" to beat the slot machines. Some successful
inventors have had only one brilliant idea and then quit: the inventor
of the zipper, for instance, or of the ballpointpen. And there are hun
dreds of inventors around who have forty patents to their name, and
not one winner. Innovators do, of course, improve with practice. But
only if they practice the right method, that is, if they base their work
on a systematic analysis of the sources of innovative opportunity.

The reasons for both the unpredictability and the high casualty
rate are fairly obvious. Brightideas arevague and elusive. I doubt that
anyoneexcept the inventor of the zipper ever thought that buttons or
hooks-and-eyes were inadequate to fasten clothing, or that anyonebut
the inventor of the ballpoint pen could have defined what, if any
thing, was unsatisfactory about thatnineteenth-century invention, the
fountain pen. What need was satisfied by the electric toothbrush, one
of the market successes of the 1960s? It still has to be hand-held, after

all.

And even if the need can be defined, the solution cannot usually be
specified. That people sitting in their cars in a traffic jam would like
some diversion was perhaps not sodifficult to figure out. But why did
the smallTV set which Sonydeveloped around1965to satisfythis need
fail in the marketplace, whereas the far more expensive car stereo
succeeded? In retrospect, it is easyto answer this. But couldit possibly
have been answered in prospect?

The entrepreneur is therefore well advised to forgo innovations
based on bright ideas, however enticing the success stories. After all,
somebodywins a jackpoton the Las Vegas slotmachines every week,
yet the bestanyoneslot-machine player can doistrynot lose morethan
he or she can afford. Systematic, purposeful entrepreneurs analyze the
systematic areas, the seven sources that I've discussed in Chapters 3
through 9.

There is enough in these areas to keep busy any one individual
entrepreneur and any one entrepreneurial business or public-service
institution. In fact, there is far more than anyone could possibly fully
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exploit. And in these areas we knowhow to look, what to look for, and
what to do.

Allonecando for innovators whogoin for brightideas isto tell them
what to do shouldtheir innovation, against allodds,be successful. Then
the rules for anewventureapply (see Chapter 15). Andthis is, ofcourse,
the reason why so much of the literature on entrepreneurship deals
with starting and running the new venture rather than with innovation
itself.

And yet an entrepreneurial economy cannot dismiss cavalierly the
innovation based on abright idea. The individual innovation ofthis kind
is not predictable, cannot be organized, cannot be systematized, and
fails in theoverwhelming majority ofcases. Also many, verymany, are
trivial from the start. There are always more patent applications for
new can openers, for new wig stands, and for new belt buckles than for
anything else. Andin anylistofnew patents thereisalways at least one
foot warmer than can double as a dish towel. Yet the volume of such
bright-idea innovation is so large that the tiny percentage of successes
represents a substantial source of new businesses, new jobs, and new
performance capacity for the economy.

In the theory and practice of innovation and entrepreneurship, the
bright-idea innovation belongs in the appendix. But it should be ap
preciated andrewarded. It represents qualities that society needs: ini
tiative, ambition, and ingenuity. There islittle society can do, perhaps,
to promote such innovation. One cannot promote what one does not
understand. But at least society should not discourage, penalize, or
make difficult such innovations. Seen in this perspective, the recent
trend in developed countries, and especially in the United States, to
discourage the individual who tries tocome upwithabright-idea inno
vation (by raising patent fees, for instance) and generally todiscourage
patents as "anticompetitive" is short-sighted and deleterious.
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Principles of Innovation

All experienced physicians have seen "miracle cures." Patients suffer
ing from terminal illnesses recover suddenly—sometimes spontane
ously, sometimes bygoing to faith healers, byswitching tosome absurd
diet, orby sleeping during the day and being up and about all night.
Only a bigot denies that such cures happen and dismisses them as
"unscientific." They are real enough. Yet no physician is going to put
miracle cures into a textbook or into a course to be taught to medical
students. They cannot be replicated, cannot be taught, cannot be
learned. They are also extremely rare; the overwhelming majority of
terminal cases do die, after all.

Similarly, there are innovations that do not proceed from the
sources described in the preceding chapters, innovations that are not
developed in any organized, purposeful, systematic manner. There are
innovators who are "kissed by the Muses," and whose innovations are
the resultof a"flash of genius" rather thanofhard, organized, purpose
ful work. But such innovations cannot be replicated. They cannot
be taught and they cannot be learned. There is no known way to
teach someone how to be a genius. But also, contrary to popular belief
in the romance of invention and innovation, "flashes of genius" are
uncommonly rare. What is worse, I know of not one such "flash of
genius" that turned into an innovation. They all remained brilliant
ideas.

The greatest inventive genius in recorded history was surely Leo
nardo da Vinci. There is a breathtaking idea—submarine or helicopter
or automatic forge—on every single page of hisnotebooks. But not one
of these couldhave been converted into aninnovationwith the technol
ogy and the materials of 1500. Indeed, for none of them would there
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have been any receptivity in the society and economy of the time.
Every schoolboy knowsofJames Watt as the "inventor" of the steam

engine, which he was not. Historians of technology knowthatThomas
Newcomen in 1712 built the first steam engine which actually per
formed useful work: it pumped thewater out ofan English coal mine.
Both men were organized, systematic, purposeful innovators. Watt's
steam engine in particular is the very model of an innovation in which
newly available knowledge (how to ream a smooth cylinder) and the
design ofa"missing link" (the condenser) were combined into aprocess
need-based innovation, the receptivity for which had been created by
Newcomen's engine (several thousand were by then in use). But the
true "inventor" of the combustion engine, and with it of what we call
modern technology, was neither Watt nor Newcomen. Itwas the great
Anglo-Irish chemist Robert Boyle, who did so in a "flash of genius."
Only Boyle's engine did not work and could not have worked. For Boyle
used the explosion of gunpower to drive the piston, and this so fouled
the cylinder thatit hadtobe taken apart and cleaned after each stroke.
Boyle's idea enabled first Denis Papin (who had been Boyle's assistant
inbuilding the gunpowder engine), then Newcomen, and finally Watt,
todevelop aworking combustion engine. All Boyle, thegenius, had was
abrilliant idea. Itbelongs in the history ofideas and not inthe history
of technology or of innovation.

The purposeful innovation resulting from analysis, system, and hard
work is all that can bediscussed and presented as thepractice ofinnova
tion. Butthis isall that needbe presented since it surely covers atleast
90 percent of all effective innovations. And the extraordinary per
former in innovation, as in every other area, will be effective only if
grounded in the discipline and master of it.

What, then, are the principles ofinnovation, representing thehard
core of the discipline? There are anumber of"do's"—things that have
to be done. There are also a few "dont's"—things that had better not
be done. And then there are what I would call "conditions."

II

THE DO'S

1. Purposeful, systematic innovation begins withthe analysis of the
opportunities. It begins with thinking through what I have called the
sources of innovativeopportunities. In differentareas, differentsources
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will have different importance at different times. Demographics, for
instance, may be of very little concern to innovators in fundamental
industrial processes, to someone looking, say, for the "missing link" in
a process such as papermaking, where there is a clearincongruity be
tween economic realities. New knowledge, by the same token, may be
of very little relevance to someone innovating a new social instrument
to satisfy aneed createdby changing demographics. But allthe sources
of innovative opportunity should be systematically analyzed and sys
tematically studied. It is not enoughto be alerted to them. The search
has to be organized, and must be done on a regular, systematicbasis.

2. Innovation is both conceptual and perceptual. The second imper
ative of innovation is therefore to go out to look, to ask, to listen. This
cannot be stressed too often. Successful innovators use both the right
side and the left side of their brains. They look at figures, and they look
at people. They workout analytically whatthe innovation has to be to
satisfy anopportunity. And then they goout andlookat the customers,
the users, to see what their expectations, their values, their needs are.

Receptivity canbe perceived, as can values. One canperceive that
thisor that approach willnot fit in with the expectations or the habits
of the people whohave touse it.Andthenonecan ask: "What does this
innovation have to reflect so that the people who have to use it will
want to use it, and see in it their opportunity?"Otherwise one runs the
riskof having the rightinnovation in the wrong form—as happenedto
the leading producer of computer programs for learning in American
schools, whose excellent and effective programs were not used by
teachers scared stiff of the computer, who perceived the machine as
something that, far from being helpful, threatened them.

3. An innovation, to be effective, has to be simple and it has to be
focused. It should do only one thing, otherwise, it confuses. If it is not
simple, it won'twork. Everything newruns intotrouble; if complicated,
it cannotbe repaired or fixed. All effective innovations arebreathtak-
ingly simple. Indeed, the greatest praise aninnovation can receive is for
people to say: "This is obvious. Why didn't I think of it?"

Even the innovation that creates new uses and new markets should
be directed toward a specific, clear, designed application. It shouldbe
focused on a specific need that it satisfies, on a specific end result that
it produces.

4. Effective innovations start small.They are not grandiose. They try
to do one specific thing. It may be to enable a moving vehicle to draw
electricpowerwhileit runsalong rails—the innovation that made possi-
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ble the electric streetcar. Or it maybe as elementary as putting the
same number of matches into a matchbox (it used to be fifty), which
made possible the automatic filling ofmatchboxes andgavethe Swedish
originators of the idea a world monopoly on matches for almost half a
century. Grandiose ideas, plans that aim at "revolutionizing an indus
try," are unlikely to work.

Innovations had betterbe capable ofbeing started small, requiring
at first little money, few people, and only a small and limited market.
Otherwise, there is not enough time to make the adjustments and
changes that are almost always needed for an innovation to succeed.
Initially innovations rarely are more than "almost right." Thenecessary
changes can be made only if the scale issmall and the requirements for
people and money fairly modest.

5. But—and this is the final "do"—a successful innovation aims at
leadership. It does not aim necessarily at becoming eventually a "big
business"; in fact, no one can foretell whether a given innovation will
end up asa big businessor a modest achievement. But if an innovation
does not aim at leadership from the beginning, it is unlikely to be
innovative enough, and therefore unlikely tobecapable ofestablishing
itself. Strategies (to be discussed in Chapters 16 through 19) vary
greatly, from those that aimat dominance in an industry or a market
to those that aim at finding and occupying a small "ecological niche"
in a process or market. But all entrepreneurial strategies, that is, all
strategies aimed at exploiting an innovation, mustachieve leadership
within agiven environment. Otherwise they will simply create an op
portunity for the competition.

Ill

THE DONT'S

And now the few important "dont's."
1. The first is simply not to try to be clever. Innovations have to be

handled byordinary human beings, and if theyare toattain any size and
importance at all, by morons or near-morons. Incompetence, after all,
is the only thing in abundant and never-failing supply. Anything too
clever, whether in design or execution, is almost bound to fail.

2. Don'tdiversify, don't splinter, don't try to do toomany things at
once. This is, of course, the corollary to the "do": be focused! Innova-
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tions that stray from a core are likely to become diffuse. They remain
ideas and do not become innovations. The core does not have to be

technology or knowledge. In fact, market knowledge supplies a better
core of unity in any enterprise, whether business or public-service insti
tution, than knowledge or technology do. But there has to be a core of
unity to innovative efforts or they are likely to fly apart. An innovation
needs the concentrated energy of a unified effort behind it. It also
requires that the people who put it into effect understand each other,
and this, too, requires a unity, a common core. This, too, is imperiled
by diversity and splintering*

3. Finally, don't try to innovate for the future. Innovate for the
present! An innovation may have long-range impact; it may not reach
its full maturity until twenty years later. The computer, as we have
seen, did not really begin to have any sizable impact on the way busi
ness was being done until the early 1970s, twenty-five years after the
first working models were introduced. But from the first day the com
puter had some specificcurrent applications, whether scientific calcu
lation, making payroll, or simulation to train pilots to fly airplanes. It
is not good enough to be able to say, "In twenty-five years there will
be so many very old people that they will need this." One has to be
able to say, "There are enough old people around today for this to
make a difference to them. Of course, time is with us—in twenty-five
years there will be many more." But unless there is an immediate
application in the present, an innovation is like the drawings in Leo
nardo da Vinci's notebook—a "brilliant idea." Very few of us have
Leonardo's genius and can expect that our notebooks alone will assure
immortality.

The first innovator who fully understood this third caveat was proba
bly Edison. Every other electrical inventor of the time began to work
around 1860 or 1865 on what eventually became the light bulb. Edison
waited for ten years until the knowledge became available; up to that
point, work on the light bulb was"of the future." But when the knowl
edge became available—when, in other words, a light bulb could be
come "the present"—Edison organized his tremendous energies and an
extraordinarily capable staff and concentrated for a couple of years on
that one innovative opportunity.

Innovative opportunities sometimes have long lead times. In phar
maceutical research, ten years of research and development work are
by no means uncommon or particularlylong. And yet no pharmaceuti-
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cal company would dream of starting a research project for something
which does not, if successful, have immediate application asa drug for
healthrcare needs that already exist.

THREE CONDITIONS

Finally, there are three conditions. All three are obvious but often
go disregarded.

1.Innovation is work. It requiresknowledge. It often requiresgreat
ingenuity. There are clearly people who are more talented innovators
than the rest of us. Also, innovators rarely work in more than one area.
Forallhis tremendous innovative capacity, Edisonworked only in the
electrical field. And an innovator in financial areas, Citibank in New
York, for instance, is unlikely to embark on innovations in retailing or
health care. In innovation asin any other work there is talent, there is
ingenuity, there is predisposition. But when allis saidand done, innova
tion becomes hard, focused, purposeful work making very great de
mands on diligence, on persistence, and on commitment. If these are
lacking, no amount of talent, ingenuity, or knowledge will avail.

2. To succeed, innovators must build on their strengths. Successful
innovators look at opportunities over a wide range. But then they ask,
"Which of these opportunities fits me, fits this company, puts to work
what we (or I) are good at and have shown capacity for in perform
ance?" In this respect, of course, innovation is no different from other
work. But it may be more important in innovation to build on one's
strengths because of the risks of innovation and the resulting premium
on knowledge and performance capacity. And in innovation, as in any
other venture, there must alsobe a temperamental "fit." Businesses do
not do well in something they do not reallyrespect. No pharmaceutical
company—run as it has to be by scientifically minded people who see
themselves as "serious"—has done well in anything so "frivolous" as
lipsticks or perfumes. Innovators similarly need to be temperamentally
attuned to the innovative opportunity. It .must be important to them
and make sense to them. Otherwise they will not be willing to put in
the persistent, hard, frustrating work that successful innovationalways
requires.

3. And finally, innovation is an effect in economy and society, a
change in the behavior of customers, of teachers, of farmers, of eye
surgeons—of people in general. Or it is a change in a process—that is,
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in how people work and produce something. Innovation therefore al
ways has to be close to the market, focused on the market, indeed
market-driven.

THE CONSERVATIVE INNOVATOR

A year or two ago I attended a university symposium on entre
preneurship at which a number of psychologists spoke. Although their
papers disagreed on everything else, they all talked of an "entre
preneurial personality," which was characterized by a "propensity for
risk-taking."

A well-known and successful innovator and entrepreneur who.had
built a process-based innovation into a substantial worldwide business
in the space of twenty-five years was then asked to comment. He said:
"I find myself baffled by your papers. I think I know as many success
ful innovators and entrepreneurs as anyone, beginning with myself. I
have never come across an 'entrepreneurial personality.' The success
ful ones I know all have, however, one thing—and only one thing—in
common: they are not 'risk-takers.' They try to define the risks they
have to take and to minimize them as much as possible. Otherwise
none of us could have succeeded. As for myself, if I had wanted to be
a risk-taker, I would have gone into real estate or commodity trading,
or I would have become the professional painter my mother wanted
me to be."

This jibes with my own experience. I, too, know a good many suc
cessful innovators and entrepreneurs. Not one of them has a "propen
sity for risk-taking."

The popular picture of innovators—half pop-psychology, half Holly
wood—makes them look like a cross between Superman and the
Knights of the Round Table. Alas,most of them in real life are unroman-
tic figures, and much more likely to spend hours on a cash-flow projec
tion than to dash off looking for "risks." Of course innovation is risky.
But so is stepping into the car to drive to the supermarket for a loaf of
bread. All economic activity is by definition "high-risk." And defending
yesterday—that is, not innovating—is far more risky than making to
morrow. The innovators I know are successful to the extent to which

they define risks and confine them. They are successful to the extent to
which they systematically analyze the sources of innovative opportu
nity, then pinpoint the opportunity and exploit it. Whether opportuni-
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ties of small and clearly definable risk, such as exploiting the unex
pected or a process need, or opportunities of much greater but still
definable risk, as in knowledge-based innovation.

Successful innovators are conservative. They have to be. They are
not "risk-focused"; they are "opportunity-focused."



II

THE PRACTICE OF

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The entrepreneurial requires different management from the existing.
But like the existing it requires systematic, organized, purposeful man
agement. And while the ground rules are the same for every entre
preneurial organization, the existing business, the public-service insti
tution, andthe new venturepresent different challenges,havedifferent
problems, and have toguard against different degenerative tendencies.
There is need also for individual entrepreneurs to face up to decisions
regarding their own roles and their own commitments.
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Entrepreneurial Management

Entrepreneurship is based on the same principles, whether the entre
preneur is an existing large institution or an individual starting his or
her new venture singlehanded. It makes little or no difference whether
the entrepreneur is a businessor anonbusiness public-service organiza
tion, nor even whether the entrepreneur is a governmental or non
governmental institution. The rules are pretty much the same, the
things that work and those that don't are pretty much the same, and
so are the kinds of innovation and where to look for them. In every case
there is a discipline we might call Entrepreneurial Management.

Yet the existing business faces different problems, limitations, and
constraints from the solo entrepreneur, and it needs to learn different
things.The existingbusiness, to oversimplify,knows how to manage but
needs to learn how to be an entrepreneur and how to innovate. The
nonbusiness public-serviceinstitution, too, faces different problems, has
different learning needs, and is prone to making different mistakes. And
the new venture needs to learn how to be an entrepreneur and how to
innovate, but above all, it needs to learn how to manage.

For each of these three:

• the existing business
• the public-service institution
• the new venture

a specific guide to the practice of entrepreneurship must be developed.
What does each have to do? What does each have to watch for? And
what had each better avoid doing?

Logically, the discussion might start with the new venture, just as,
logically, the study of medicine might start with the embryo and new
born baby. But the medical student starts out by studying the anatomy
and pathology of the adult, and the practice of entrepreneurship is
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likewise best startedby discussing the "adult," the existing businessand
the policies, practices and problems that are pertinent in managingit
for entrepreneurship.

Today'sbusinesses, especially the large ones,simply will not survive
in this period of rapidchange and innovationunless they acquire entre
preneurial competence. In this respect the late twentieth century is
totallydifferent from the lastgreatentrepreneurialperiodin economic
history, the fifty or sixtyyears that came to an end with the outbreak
of World War I. There were not many big businesses around in those
years, andnot even manymiddle-sized ones. Today, it isnot onlyin the
self-interest of the many existing big businesses to learn to manage
themselves for entrepreneurship; they have a social responsibility to do
so. In sharp contrast to the situation a century ago, rapiddestructionof
the existing businesses—especially the big ones—by innovation, the
"creative destruction" by the innovator, in Joseph Schumpeter's fa
mous phrase, poses a genuine social threat today to employment, to
financial stability, to social order, and to governmental responsibility.

Existing businesses will need to change, and change greatlyin any
event. Within twenty-five years (see Chapter 7) every industrially de
veloped non-Communist country will see the blue-collar labor force
engaged in manufacturing shrink to one-third of what it isnow,while
manufacturing output should go upthree- or four-fold—a development
that will parallel the development in agriculture in the industrialized
non-Communist countries during the twenty-five years following
World War II. In order to impart stability and leadership in a transition
of this magnitude, existingbusinesses willhave to learnhow to survive,
indeed, how to propser. And that they can only do if they learn to be
successful entrepreneurs.

In many cases, the entrepreneurship needed can only come from
existing businesses. Someof the giants of today maywellnot survivethe
next twenty-five years. But we now know that the medium-sized busi
ness is particularly well positioned to be asuccessful entrepreneur and
innovator, provided onlythatit organize itself for entrepreneurial man
agement. It is the existing business—and the fair-sized rather thanthe
small one—that has the best capability for entrepreneurial leadership.
It has the necessary resources, especially the human resources. It has
already acquired managerial competence and built a management
team. It has both the opportunity and the responsibility for effective
entrepreneurial management.
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The same holds true for the public-service institutions, and espe
cially for those discharging nonpolitical functions, whether owned by
government and financed by tax money or not; for hospitals, schools,
and universities; for the public services of local governments; for com
munity agencies and volunteer organizations such as the Red Cross, the
Boy Scouts,and the GirlScouts; forchurchesandchurch-relatedorgani
zations; but also for professional andtradeassociations, andmany more.
A period of rapid change makes obsolete a good many of the old con
cerns, or at least makes ineffectual a good many of the ways in which
they have been addressed. At the same time, such a period creates
opportunities for tackling new tasks, forexperimentation, and for social
innovation.

Aboveall, there has been a major change in perception and mood
in the public domain (cf. Chapter 8). Ahundred years ago, the"panic"
of 1873 brought to an end thecentury of laissezfaire that had begun
with Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations in 1776. For a hundred years
from 1873 on, being "modern," "progressive," or "forward-looking"
meantlooking to government as the agent of social change and better
ment. For better or worse, that period has come to an end in all non-
Communist developed countries (and probably in thedeveloped Com
munist countries as well). We do not yet know what the next wave of
"progressivism" will be.Butwedo know that anyone who still preaches
the "liberal" or"progressive" gospel of 1930—or even of 1960, of the
Kennedy and Johnson years—is nota"progressive" buta"reactionary."
We donot knowwhetherprivatization,* thatis, turning activities back
from government tonongovernmental operation (albeit notnecessarily
to operation by a business enterprise, as mostpeople haveinterpreted
the term) will work or will go very far. But we do know that no non-
Communist developed country will move further toward nationaliza
tion and governmental control out of hope, expectation, and belief in
the traditional promises. It will do so only out of frustration and with
a senseof failure. And thisisa situation in which public-service institu
tions have both an opportunity and a responsibility to be entre
preneurial and to innovate.

But precisely because they are public-service institutions, they face
specific different obstacles and challenges, and are prone to making

*A word that Icoined in1969 inThe AgeofDiscontinuity (New York: Harper &Row;
London: William Heinemann).
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different mistakes. Entrepreneurship in the public-service institution
thus needs to be discussed separately.

Finally, there is the new venture. This will continue to be a main
vehicle for innovation, asit hasbeen in allm&jor entrepreneurial peri
ods and is again today in the new entrepreneurial economy of the
United States.There is indeed no lack of would-be entrepreneurs in the
United States, no shortage of new ventures. But most of them, espe
cially the high-tech ones, have a great deal to learn about entre
preneurial management and will have tolearn it if theyare tosurvive.

The gap between the performance ofthe average practitioner and
that of the leaders in entrepreneurship andinnovation is enormous in
all three categories. Fortunately, there are enough examples around of
the successful practice ofentrepreneurship tomake possible asystem
atic presentation ofentrepreneurial management that is both practice
and theory, both description and prescription.



13

The Entrepreneurial Business

i

"Big businesses don't innovate," says the conventional wisdom. This
sounds plausible enough. True, the new, major innovations of this cen
tury did not come out of the old, large businesses of their time. The
railroads did not spawn the automobile or the truck; they did not even
try. And though the automobile companies did try (Ford and General
Motors both pioneered in aviation and aerospace), all of today's large
aircraft and aviation companies have evolved out of separate new ven
tures. Similarly, today's giants of the pharmaceutical industry are, in the
main, companies that were small or nonexistent fifty years ago when
the first modern drugs were developed. Every one of the giants of the
electrical industry—General Electric, Westinghouse, and RCA in the
United States; Siemens and Philips on the Continent; Toshiba in Japan
—rushed into computers in the 1950s. Not one was successful. The field
is dominated by IBM, a company that was barely middle-sized and most
definitely not high-tech forty years ago.

And yet the all but universal belief that large businesses do not and
cannot innovate is not even a half-truth; rather, it is a misunderstand
ing.

In the first place, there are plenty of exceptions, plenty of large
companies that have done well as entrepreneurs and innovators. In
the United States, there is Johnson & Johnson in hygiene and health
care, and 3M in highly engineered products for both industrial and
consumer markets. Citibank, America's and the world's largest non
governmental financial institution, well over a century old, has been a
major innovator in many areas of banking and finance. In Germany,
Hoechst—one of the world's largest chemical companies, and more
than 125 years old by now—has become a successful innovator in the
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pharmaceutical industry. In Sweden, ASEA, founded in 1884 and for
the last sixty or seventy years a very big company, is a true innovator
in both long-distance transmission of electrical power and robotics for
factory automation.

To confuse things even more there are quite a few big, older busi
nesses that have succeeded as entrepreneurs and innovators in some
fields while failing dismally in others. The (American) General Electric
Company failed in computers, but has been a successful innovator in
three totally different fields: aircraft engines, engineered inorganic
plastics, and medical electronics. RCA also failed in computers but
succeeded in color television. Surely things are not quite as simple as
the conventional wisdom has it.

Secondly, it is not true that "bigness" is an obstacle to entre
preneurship and innovation. In discussions of entrepreneurship one
hears a great deal about the "bureaucracy" of big organizations and of
their "conservatism." Both exist, of course, and they are serious im
pediments to entrepreneurship and innovation—but to all other per
formance just as much. And yet the record shows unambiguously that
among existing enterprises, whether business or public-sector institu
tions, the small ones are least entrepreneurial and least innovative.
Among existing entrepreneurial businesses there are a great many
very big ones; the list above could have been enlarged without diffi
culty to one hundred companies from all over the world, and a list of
innovative public-service institutions would also include a good many
large ones.

And perhaps the most entrepreneurial business of them all is the
large middle-sized one, such as the American company with $500 mil
lion in sales in the mid-1980s.* But small existing enterprises would be
conspicuously absent from any list of entrepreneurial businesses.

It is not size that is an impediment to entrepreneurship and inno
vation; it is the existing operation itself, and especially the existing
successful operation. And it is easier for a big or at least a fair-sized
company to surmount this obstacle than it is for a small one. Operat
ing anything—a manufacturing plant, a technology, a product line, a
distribution system—requires constant effort and unremitting atten-

*This has long been suspected. Now, however, conclusive evidence is available in the
study of one hundred medium-sized "growth" companies by Richard E. Cavenaugh and
Donald K. Clifford, Jr., "Lessons from America's Mid-Sized Growth Companies," McKin-
sey Quarterly (Autumn 1983).
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tion. The one thing that can be guaranteed in any kind of operationis
the daily crisis. The daily crisis cannot be postponed, it has to be dealt
with right away. And the existing operation demands high priority
and deserves it.

The new always looks so small, so puny, so,unpromising next to the
size and performanceof maturity. Anything truly new that looksbig is
indeed to be distrusted. The odds are heavily against its succeeding.
And yet successful innovators, as was argued earlier, start small and,
above all, simple.

The claimof somany businesses, "Ten years from now, ninety per
cent of our revenues will come from products that do not even exist
today,"islargely boasting. Modifications of existing products, yes; varia
tions, yes; even extensions of existing products into new markets and
new end uses—with or without modifications. But the truly new ven
ture tends to have a longer lead time. Successful businesses, businesses
that are today in the right markets with the right products or servi
ces, are likely ten years hence to get three-quarters of their revenues
from products and services that exist today, or from their linear des
cendants. In fact, if today's products orservices donot generate a con
tinuing and large revenue stream, the enterprise will not be able
to make the substantial investment in tomorrow that innovation
requires.

It thus takes special effort for the existingbusiness to become entre
preneurial andinnovative. The "normal" reaction isto allocate produc
tive resources to the existing business, to the daily crisis, and to getting
a little more out of what we already have. The temptation in the exist
ing business is always to feed yesterday and to starve tomorrow.

It is, of course, a deadly temptation. The enterprise that does not
innovate inevitablyages and declines. And in a periodof rapidchange
such asthe present, an entrepreneurial period, the decline will be fast.
Once an enterprise or an industry has started to look back, turning
it around is exceedingly difficult, if it can be done at all. But the ob
stacle to entrepreneurship and innovation which the success of the
present business constitutes is a real one. The problem is precise
ly that the enterprise is so successful, that it is "healthy" rather
than degeneratively diseased by bureaucracy, red tape, or compla
cency.

This is what makes the examplesof existingbusinesses that do man
age successfully to innovate soimportant,and especially the examples
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of existing large and fair-sized businesses that are alsosuccessful entre
preneurs and innovators. Theses businesses show that the obstacle of
success, the obstacle of the existing, can be overcome. And it can be
overcome in such a way that both the existing and the new, the mature
and the infant, benefit and prosper. The large companies that are suc
cessful entrepreneurs and innovators—Johnson & Johnson, Hoechst,
ASEA, 3M, or the one himdred middle-sized "growth" companies—
clearly know how to do it.

Where the conventional wisdom goes wrong is in its assumption that
entrepreneurship and innovation are natural, creative, or spontaneous.
If entrepreneurship and innovation do not well up in an organization,
something must be stifling them. That only a minority of existing suc
cessful businesses are entrepreneurial and innovative is thus seen as
conclusive evidence that existing businesses quench the entre
preneurial spirit.

Butentrepreneurship isnot"natural"; it isnot"creative." It iswork.
Hence, the correctconclusion from the evidence is the opposite of the
one commonly reached. That a substantial number of existing busi
nesses, andamong them agoodly numberof fair-sized, big,andverybig
ones, succeed as entrepreneurs and innovators indicates that entre
preneurship and innovation can be achieved by any business. Butthey
must be consciously striven for. They can be learned, but it requires
effort. Entrepreneurial businesses treat entrepreneurship as a duty.
They are disciplined about it. . . they work at it. . . they practice it.

Specifically, entrepreneurial management requires policies and
practices in four major areas.

First, the organization must be made receptive to innovation and
willing to perceive change as an opportunity rather than a threat. It
must be organized to do the hard work of the entrepreneur. Policies
and practices are needed to create the entrepreneurial climate.

Second,systematicmeasurement orat leastappraisal of acompany's
performance as entrepreneur and innovator is mandatory, as well as
built-in learning to improve performance.

Third, entrepreneurial management requires specificpracticesper
taining to organizational structure, to staffing and managing, and to
compensation, incentives, and rewards.

Fourth,there aresome"dont's": things not todo in entrepreneurial
management.
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II

ENTREPRENEURIAL POLICIES

A Latin poet called the human being "rerum novarum cupidus
(greedy for new things)." Entrepreneurial management must make
each manager of the existing business "rerum novarum cupidus."

"How can we overcome the resistance to innovation in the existing
organization?" is a question commonly asked by executives. Even if we
knew the answer, it would still be the wrong question. The right one
is: "How can we make the organization receptive to innovation, want
innovation, reach for it, work for it?" When innovation is perceived by
the organization assomething that goes againstthe grain, as swimming
against the current, if not as a heroic achievement, there will be no
innovation. Innovation must be part and parcel of the ordinary, the
norm, if not routine.

This requiresspecific policies. First, innovation, rather than holding
on to what already exists, must be made attractive and beneficial to
managers.There must be clearunderstandingthroughout the organiza
tion that innovation is the best means to preserve and perpetuate that
organization, and that it is the foundation for the individual manager's
job security and success.

Second, the importance of the need for innovation and the dimen
sions of its time frame must be both defined and spelled out.

And finally, there needs to be an innovation plan, with specific
objectives laid out.

1.There is only one way to make innovation attractive to managers:
a systematic policy of abandoning whatever is outworn, obsolete, no
longer productive, as well as the mistakes, failures, and misdirections of
effort. Every three years or so, the enterprise must put every single
product, process, technology, market, distributive channel, not to men
tion every single internal staff activity, on trial for its life. It must ask:
Would we now go into this product, this market, this distributive chan
nel, this technology today? If the answer is"No," one does not respond
with, "Let's make another study." One asks, "What do we have to do
to stop wasting resources on this product, this market, this distributive
channel, this staff activity?"

Sometimes abandonment is not the answer, and may not even be
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possible. But then at least one limits further efforts and makes sure that
productive resources of men and money are no longer devoured by
yesterday. This is the right thing to do in any event to maintain the
health of the organization: every organism needs to eliminate its waste
products or else it poisons itself. It is, however, an absolute necessity,
if an enterprise is to be capable of innovation and is to be receptive to
it. "Nothing so powerfully concentrates a man's mind as to know that
he will be hung on the morning," Dr. Johnson was fond of saying.
Nothing so powerfully concentrates a manager's mind on innovation as
the knowledge that the present product or service will be abandoned
within the foreseeable future.

Innovation requires major effort. It requires hard work on the part
of performing, capable people—the scarcest resource in any organiza
tion. "Nothing requires more heroic efforts than to keep a corpse from
stinking, and yet nothing is quite so futile," is an old medical proverb.
In almost any organization I have come across, the best people are
engaged in this futile effort; yet all they can hope to accomplish is to
delay acceptance of the inevitable a little longer and at great cost.

But if it is known throughout the organization that the dead will be
left to bury their dead, then the living will be willing—indeed, eager
—to go to work on innovation.

To allow it to innovate, a business has to be able to free its best
performers for the challenges of innovation. Equally it has to be able
to devote financial resources to innovation. It will not be able to do

either unless it organizes itself to slough off alike the successes of the
past, the failures, and especially the "near-misses," the things that
"should have worked" but didn't. If executives know that it is company
policy to abandon, then they will be motivated to look for the new, to
encourage entrepreneurship, and will accept the need to become en
trepreneurial themselves. This is the first step—a form oforganizational
hygiene.

2. The second step, the second policy needed to make an existing
business "greedy for new things," is to face up to the fact that all
existing products, services, markets, distributive channels, processes,
technologies, have limited—and usually short—health and life expec
tancies.

An analysis of the life cycle of existirig products, services, and so on
has become popular since the 1970s. Some examples are the strategy
concepts advocated by the Boston Consulting group; the books on strat-
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egy by the Harvard Business School professor Michael Porter; and so-
called portfolio management.*

In the strategies that have been widely advertised these last ten
years, especially portfolio management, the findings of such analysis
constitute an action program by themselves. This is a misunderstanding
and bound to lead to disappointing results, as a good many companies
found out when they rushed into such strategies in the late 1970s and
early 1980s. The findings should lead to a diagnosis. This in turn re
quires judgment. It requires knowledge of the business, of its products,
its markets, its customers, its technologies. It requires experience rather
than analysis alone. The idea that bright young people straight from
business school and equipped only with sharp analytical tools could
crunch out of their computer life-and-death decisions about businesses,
products, and markets is pure quackery, to be blunt.

This analysis (in Managingfor Results, I called it a"Business X-Ray")
is intended as a tool to find the right questions rather than a way
automatically to come up with the right answers. It is a challenge to all
the knowledge that can be found in a given company, and all the
experience. It will—and should—provoke dissent. The action that fol
lows from classifying this or that product as "today's breadwinner" is a
risk-taking decision. And so is what to do with the product that is on
the point of becoming "yesterday's breadwinner," or with an "unjus
tified specialty," or with an "investment in managerial ego."f

3. The Business X-Ray furnishes the information needed to define
how much innovation a given business requires, in what areas, and
within what time frame. The best and simplest approach to this was
developed by Michael J. Kami as a member of the Entrepreneurship
Seminar at the New York University Graduate Business School in the
1950s. Kami first applied his approach to IBM, where he served as head
of business planning; and then, in the early 1960s, to Xerox, where he
served for several years in a similar capacity.

In this approach a company lists each of its products or services, but

*A11 these approaches have their origin in abook of mine published twenty years ago,
Managing for Results (New York: Harper & Row, 1964), the first systematic work on
business strategy, to my knowledge. This in turn grew out of the Entrepreneurship
Seminar I ran in the late fifties at New York University. The analysis presented in Manag
ing for Results (Chapters 1-5), with its ranking of all products and services into a small
number of categories according to their performance, characteristics, and life expectan
cies, is still a useful tool for the analysis of product-life and product-health.

fFor a definition of these terms, see Managingfor Results, especially Chapter 4, How
Are We Doing?, pp. 51-68.
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also the markets each serves and the distributive channels it uses, in
order to estimate their position on the product life cycle. How much
longer will this product still grow? How much longer will it still main
tain itself in the marketplace? How soon can it be expected to age and
decline—and how fast? When will it become obsolescent? This enables

the company to estimate where it would be if it confined itself to
managing to the best of its ability what already exists. And this then
shows the gap between what can be expected realistically, and what a
company still needs to do to achieve its objectives, whether in sales, in
market standing, or in profitability.

The gap is the minimum that must be filled if the company is not
to go downhill. In fact, the gap has to be filled or the company will soon
start to die. The entrepretieurial achievement must be large enough to
fill the gap, and timely enough to fill it before the old becomes obsoles
cent.

But innovative efforts do not carry certainty; they have a high proba
bility of failure and an even higher one of delay. A company therefore
should have under way at least three times the innovative efforts which,
if successful, would fill the gap.

Most executives consider this excessively high. Yet experience has
proved that it errs on the low side, if it errs at all. To be sure, some
innovative efforts will do better than anyone expects, but others will do
much less well. And everything takes longer than we hope or estimate;
everything also requires more effort. Finally, the one thing certain
about any major innovative effort is that there are going to be last-
minute hitches and last-minute delays. To demand innovative efforts
which, if everything goes according to plan, yield three times the mini
mum results needed is only elementary precaution.

4. Systematic abandonment; the Business X-Ray of the existing busi
ness, its products, its services, its markets, its technologies; and the
definition of innovation gap and innovation need—these together en
able a company to formulate an entrepreneurial plan with objectives
for innovation and deadlines.

Such a plan ensures that the innovation budget is adequate. And—
the most important result of all—it determines how many people are
needed, with what abilities and capacities. Only when people with
proven performance capacity have been assigned to a project, supplied
with the tools, the money, and the information they need to do the
work, and given clear and unambiguous deadlines—only then do we
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have a plan. Until then, we have "goodintentions/* and what those are
good for, everybody knows.

These are the fundamental policiesneeded to endow a business with
entrepreneurial management; to make a business and its management
greedy for new things; to make it perceive innovation as the healthy,
normal, necessary course of action. Because it is based on a "Business
X-Ray"—-that is, on an analysis and diagnosis of the current business, its
products, services, and markets—this approach also ensures that the
existing business will not be neglected in the search for the new, and
that the opportunities inherent in the existing products, services, and
markets will not be sacrificed to the fascination with novelty.

The Business X-Ray is a tool for decision making. It enables us,
indeed forces us, to allocate resources to results in the existing business.
But it also makes it possible for us to determine how much is needed
to create the business of tomorrow and its new products, new services,
and new markets. It enables us to turn innovative intentions into inno

vative performance.
To render an existing business entrepreneurial, management must

take the lead in making obsolete its own products and services rather
than waiting for a competitor to do so.The business must be managed
so as to perceive in the new an opportunity rather than a threat. It must
be managed to work today on the products, services, processes, and
technologies that will make a different tomorrow.

HI

ENTREPRENEURIAL PRACTICES

Entrepreneurship in the existing business alsorequires managerial
practices.

1. First among these, and the simplest, is focusing managerial vision
on opportunity. People see what is presented to them; what is not
presented tends to be overlooked. And what is presented to most
managers are "problems"—especially in the areas where performance
falls below expectations—which means that managers tend not to see
the opportunities. They are simply not being presented with them.

Management, even in small companies, usually get a report on oper
ating performance once a month. The first page of this report always
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lists the areas in which performance has fallen below budget, in which
there is a "shortfall," in which there is a "problem." At the monthly
management meeting, everyone then goes to work on the so-called
problems. By the time the meeting adjourns for lunch, the whole morn
ing has been taken up with the discussion of those problems.

Of course, problems have to be paid attention to, taken seriously,
and tackled. But if they are the only thing that is being discussed,
opportunities will die of neglect. In businesses that want to create
receptivity to entrepreneurship, specialcare is therefore taken that the
opportunities are also attended to (cf. Chapter 3 on the unexpected
success).

In these companies, the operating report has two "first pages": the
traditional one lists the problems; the other one lists all the areas in
which performance is better than expected, budgeted, or planned for.
For, as was stressed earlier, the unexpected success in one's own busi
ness isan important symptom of innovative opportunity. If it isnot seen
assuch, the business is altogether unlikely to be entrepreneurial. In fact
the business and its managers, in focusing on the "problems," are likely
to brush aside the unexpected success asan intrusion on their time and
attention. They will say, "Why should we do anything about it? It's
going well without our messing around with it." But this only creates
an opening for the competitor who is alittle more alert and a little less
arrogant.

Typically, in companies that are managed for entrepreneurship,
there are therefore two meetings on operating results: one to focus on
the problems and one to focus on the opportunities.

One medium-sized supplier of health-care products to physicians
and hospitals, acompany that hasgainedleadershipin anumber of new
and promisingfields, holdsan"operations meeting" the secondand the
last Monday of each month. The first meeting is devoted to problems
—to all the things which, in the last month, have done less well than
expected or arestilldoingless well than expected sixmonths later.This
meeting does not differ one whit from any other operating meeting. But
the second meeting—the one on the last Monday—discusses the areas
where the company is doing better than expected: the sales of a given
product that have grown faster than projected, or the orders for a new
product that arecomingin frommarkets for which it wasnot designed.
The top management of the company (which has grown ten-fold in
twenty years) believes that its success is primarily the result of building
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this opportunity focus into its monthly management meetings. "The
opportunities we spot in there," the chief executive officer has said
many times, "are not nearly as important as the entrepreneurial atti
tude which the habit of looking for opportunities creates throughout
the entire management group."

2. This company follows a second practice to generate an entre
preneurial spirit throughout its entire management group. Every six
months it holds a two-day management meeting for all executives in
charge of divisions, markets, and major product lines—agroup of about
forty or fifty people. The first morning is set aside for reports to the
entire group from three or four executives whose units have done
exceptionally well as entrepreneurs and innovators during the past
year.They are expected to report on what explainstheir success: "What
did we do that turned out to be successful?" "How did we find the
opportunity?" "What have we learned, and what entrepreneurial and
innovative plans do we have in hand now?"

Again, what actually is reported in these sessions is less important
than the impact on attitudes and values. But the operating managers
in the company also stress how much they learn in each of these ses
sions, how many new ideas they get, and how they return back home
from these sessions full of plans and eager to try them.

Entrepreneurial companies alwayslook for the people and units that
do better and do differently. They single them out, feature them, and
constantly ask them: "What are you doing that explains your success?"
"What are you doing that the rest of us aren't doing, and what are you
not doing that the rest of us are?"

3. A third practice,and one that is particularly important in the large
company, is a session—informal but scheduled and well prepared—in
which a member of the top management group sits down with the
junior people from research, engineering, manufacturing, marketing,
accounting and so on. The senior opens the sessionby saying: "I'm not
here to make a speech or to tell you anything, I'm here to listen. I want
to hear from you what your aspirations are, but above all, where you
see opportunities for this company and where you see threats. And
what are your ideas for us to try to do new things, develop new pro
ducts, design new ways of reaching the market? What questions do you
have about the company, its policies,its direction ... its position in the
industry, in technology, in the marketplace?"

These sessions should not be held too often; they are a substantial
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time-burden on senior people. No senior executive should therefore be
expected to sit down more than three times a year for a long afternoon
or evening with a group of perhaps twenty-five or thirty juniors. But the
sessions should be maintained systematically. They are an excellent
vehicle for upward communications, the best means to enable juniors,
and especially professionals, to look up from their narrow specialties
and see the whole enterprise. They enable juniors to understand what
top management is concerned with, and why. In turn, they give the
seniors badly needed insight into the values, vision, and concerns of
their younger colleagues. Above all, these sessions are one of the most
effective ways to instill entrepreneurial vision throughout the company.

This practice has one built-in requirement. Those who suggest any
thing new, or even a change in the way things are being done, whether
in respect to product or process, to market or service, should be ex
pected to go to work. They should be asked to submit, within a reason
able period, a working paper to the presiding senior and to their col
leagues in the session, in which they try to develop their idea. What
would it look like if converted into reality? What in turn does reality
have to look like for the idea to make sense?What are the assumptions
regarding customers and markets, and so on. How much work is needed
.. . how much money and how many people ... and how much time?
And what results might be expected?

Again, the yield of entrepreneurial ideas from all this may not be its
most important product—though in many organizations the yield has
been consistently high. The most valuable achievement may well be
entrepreneurial vision, receptivity to innovation, and "greed for new
things" throughout the entire organization.

IV

MEASURING INNOVATIVE PERFORMANCE

For a business to be receptive to entrepreneurship, innovative per
formance must be included among the measures by which that business
controls itself. Only if we assess the entrepreneurial performance of a
business will entrepreneurship become action. Human beings tend to
behave as they are expected to.

In the normal assessments of a business, innovative performance is
conspicuous by its absence. Yet it is not particularly difficult to build
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measurement, or at least judgment, of entrepreneurial and innovative
performance into the controls of the business.

1. The first step builds into each innovative project feedback from
results to expectations. This indicates the quality and reliability of both
our innovative plans and our innovative efforts.

Research managers long ago learned to ask at the beginning of any
research project: "What results do we expect from this project? When
do we expect those results? When do we appraise the progress of the
project so that we have control?" They have also learned to check
whether their expectations are borne out by the actual course ofevents.
This shows them whether they are tending to be too optimistic or too
pessimistic, whether they expect results too soon or are willing to wait
too long, whether they are inclined either to overestimate the impact
of a successfully concluded research project or to underestimate it. And
this in turn enables them to correct saidtendencies, and to identify both
the areas in which they do well and the ones in which they tend to do
poorly. Such feedback is,of course, needed for all innovative efforts, not
merely for technical research and development.

The first aimisto find out what we aredoingwell, for one canalways
go ahead and do more of the same, even if we usually do not have the
slightest idea why we are doing well in a given area.Next, one finds out
the limitations on one's strengths: for instance, a tendency either to
underestimate the amount of time needed or to overestimate it; or a
tendency to overestimate the amount of research required in a given
area while underestimating the resources required for developing the
results of research into a product or a process. Or one finds a tendency,
very common and very damaging, to slow down marketing or promo
tion efforts for the new venture just when it is about to take off.

One of the most successful of the world's major banks attributes its
achievements to the feedback it builds into all new efforts, whether it
is going into a new market such asSouth Korea, into equipment leasing,
or into issuing credit cards. By building feedback from results to expec
tations for all new endeavors, the bank and its top management have
also learned what they can expect from new ventures: How soon a new
effort can be expected to produce results and when it should be sup
ported by greater efforts and greater resources.

Such feedback is needed for all innovative efforts, the development
and introduction of a new safety program, say, or a new compensation
plan. What are the first indications that the new effort is likely to get
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into trouble and needs to be reconsidered? And what are the indica

tions that enable us to say that this effort, even though it looks as if it
were headed for trouble, is actually doing all right, but also that it may
take more time than we originally Anticipated?

2. The next step is to develop a systematic review of innovative
efforts all together. Every few years an entrepreneurial management
looks at all the innovative efforts of the business. Which ones should

receive more support at this stage and should be pushed? Which ones
have opened up new opportunities? Which ones, on the other hand, are
not doing what we expected them to do, and what action should we
take? Has the time come to abandon them, or, on the contrary, has the
time come to redouble our efforts—but with what expectations and
what deadline?

The top management people at one of the world's largest and most
successful pharmaceutical companies sit down once a year to review its
innovative efforts. First, they review every new drug development,
asking: "Is this development going in the right direction and at the right
speed? Is it leading to something we want to put into our own line, or
is it going to be something that won't fit our markets so we'd better
license it to another pharmaceutical manufacturer? Or ought we per
haps abandon it?" And then the same people look at all the other
innovative efforts, especially in marketing, asking exactly the same
questions. Finally, they review, equally carefully, the innovative per
formance of their major competitors. In terms of its research budget
and its total expenditures for innovation, this company ranks only in the
middle level. Its record as an innovator and entrepreneur is, however,
outstanding.

3. Finally, entrepreneurial management entails judging the com
pany's total innovative performance against the company's innovative
objectives, against its performance and standing in the market, and
against its performance as a business all together.

Every five years, perhaps, top management sits down with its associ
ates in each major area and asks: "What have you contributed to this
company in the past five years that really made a difference? And what
do you plan to contribute in the next five years?"

But are not innovative efforts by their nature intangible? How can
one measure them?

It is indeed true that there are some areas in which no one can, or
should, decide the degree of relative importance. Which is more signifi-
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cant, a breakthrough in basic research, which years later may lead to
an effective cure for certain cancers, or a new formulation that enables
patients to administer an old but effective medication themselves in
stead of having to visit a physician or a hospital three times a week? It
is impossible to decide. Equally, a company must choose between a new
way to service customers, which enables the company to retain an
important account it would otherwise have lost, and a new product,
which gives the company leadership in markets that, while still small,
may within a few years become big and important ones. These are
judgments rather than measurements. But they are not arbitrary; they
are not even subjective. And they are quite rigorous even though not
capable of quantification. Above all, they do what a "measurement" is
meant to enable us to do: to take purposeful action based on knowledge
rather than on opinion or guesswork.

The most important question for the typical business in this review
is probably: Have we gained innovative leadership, or at least main
tained it? Leadership does not necessarily equate with size. It means to
be accepted as the leader, recognized as the standard-setter; above all,
it means having the freedom to lead rather than being obliged to follow.
This is the acid test of successful entrepreneurship in the existing busi
ness.

STRUCTURES

Policies, practices, and measurements make possible entrepreneur-
ship and innovation. They remove or reduce possible impediments.
They create the proper attitude and provide the proper tools. But
innovation is done by people. And people work within a structure.

For the existing business to be capable of innovation, it has to create
a structure that allows people to be entrepreneurial. It has to devise
relationships that center on entrepreneurship. It has to make sure that
its rewards and incentives, its compensation, personnel decisions, and
policies, all reward the right entrepreneurial behavior and do not pe
nalize it.

1. This means, first, that the entrepreneurial, the new, has to be
organized separately from the old and existing. Whenever we have
tried to make an existing unit the carrier of the entrepreneurial project,
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we have failed. This is particularly true, of course, in the large business,
but it is true in medium-sized businesses as well, and even in small
businesses.

One reason is that (as said earlier) the existing business always re
quires time and effort on the part of the people responsible for it, and
deserves the priority they give it. The new always looks so puny—so
unpromising—next to the reality of the massive, ongoing business. The
existing business, after all,has to nourish the struggling innovation. But
the "crisis"in today'sbusinesshasto be attended to aswell. The people
responsible for an existing business will therefore alwaysbe tempted to
postpone action on anything new, entrepreneurial, or innovative until
it is too late. No matter what has been tried—and we have now been

trying every conceivable mechanism for thirty or forty years—existing
units have been found to be capable mainly of extending, modifying,
and adapting what already is in existence. The new belongs elsewhere.

2. This means also that there has to be a special locus for the new
venture within the organization, and it has to be pretty high up. Even
though the new project, by virtue of its current size, revenues, and
markets, does not rank with existing products, somebody in top man
agement must have the specific assignment to work on tomorrow as an
entrepreneur and innovator.

This need not be a full-time job; in the smaller business, it very often
cannot be a full-time job. But it needs to be a clearly defined job and
one for which somebody with authority and prestige is fully account
able. These people will normally also be responsible for the policies
necessary to build entrepreneurship into the existing business, for the
abandonment analysis, for the Business X-Ray, and for developing the
innovation objectives to plug the gap between what can be expected
of the existing products and services and what is needed for survival and
growth of the company. They are also normally charged with the sys
tematic analysis ofinnovative opportunities—the analysis of the innova
tive opportunities presented in the preceding section of this book, the
Practice of Innovation. They should be further charged with responsi
bility for the analysis of the innovative and entrepreneurial ideas that
come up from the organization, for example, in the recommended
"informal" session with the juniors.

And innovative efforts, especially those aimed at developing new
businesses, products, or services, should normally report directly to this
"executive in charge of innovation" rather than to managers further
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down the hierarchy. They should never report to line managers
charged with responsibility for ongoing operations.

This will be considered heresy in most companies, particularly
"well-managed" ones. But the new projectis an infant and will remain
one for the foreseeable future, and infants belong in the nursery. The
"adults," that is, the executives in charge of existing businesses or pro
ducts, will have neither time nor understanding for the infant project.
They cannot afford to be bothered.

Disregard of this rule cost a major machine-tool manufacturer its
leadership in robotics.

The companyhadthe basic patents on machinetools for automated
massproduction. It had excellent engineering,an excellent reputation,
and first-rate manufacturing. Everyone in the early years of factory
automation—around 1975—expected it to emerge as the leader. Ten
years later it had dropped out of the race entirely. The company had
placed the unit charged with the development of machine tools for
automated production three or four levels down in the organization,
andhadit report to peoplecharged with designing, making,and selling
the company's traditional machine-tool lines. These people were sup
portive; in fact, the work on robotics had been mainly their idea. But
they were far too busy defending their traditional lines against a lot of
new competitors such as the Japanese, redesigning them to fit new
specifications, demonstrating, marketing, financing, and servicing
them. Whenever the people in charge of the "infant" went to their
bosses for a decision, they were told, "I have no time now, come back
next week." Robotics were, after all, only a promise; the existing ma
chine-tool lines produced millions of dollars each year.

Unfortunately, this is a common error.
The best, and perhaps the only, way to avoidkillingoff the new by

sheer neglect is to set up the innovative project from the start as a
separate business.

The best known practitioners of this approach are three American
companies: Procter & Gamble, the soap, detergent, edible oil,and food
producer—a very large and aggressively entrepreneurial company;
Johnson & Johnson, the hygiene and health-care supplier; and 3M, a
major manufacturer of industrialand consumer products. These three
companies differ in the details of practice but essentially all three have
the same policy. They set up the new venture as a separate business
from the beginning and put a project manager in charge. The project
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manager remains in charge until the project is either abandoned or
has achieved its objective and become a full-fledged business. And
until then, the project manager can mobilize all the skills as they are
needed—research, manufacturing, finance, marketing—and put them
to work on the project team.

A company that engages in more than one innovative effort at a time
(and bigger companies usually do) mighthaveall the "infants" report
directly to the same memberof the topmanagement group. It does not
greatly matter that the ventures have different technologies, markets,
orproduct characteristics. They all are new,small, andentrepreneurial.
They are all exposed to the same "childhood diseases." The problems
from which the entrepreneurial venture suffers, and the decisions it
requires, tend to be pretty much the same regardless of technology, of
market,orof productline. Somebody has tohavetime for them, to give
them the attention they need, to take the trouble to understand what
the problems are, the crucial decisions, the thingsthat really matter in
a given innovative effort. And this person has to have sufficient stature
in the business to be able to represent the infant project—and to make
the decision to stop an effort if it is going nowhere.

3. There is another reason why a new, innovative effort is best set
up separately: to keep away from it the burdens it cannot yet carry.
Both the investment in a new product line and its returns should, for
instance,not be included in the traditional return-on-investment analy
sisuntil the product line hasbeen on the market fora number of years.
To ask the fledgling development to shoulder the full burdens an exist
ing business imposeson its units is like asking a six-year-old to go on a
longhike carrying asixty-pound pack; neitherwillget very far. And yet
the existing business has requirements with respect to accounting, to
personnel policy, to reporting of allkinds, which it cannot easilywaive.

The innovative effort and the unit that carries it require different
policies, rules, and measurements in many areas. How about the com
pany's pension plan, for instance? Often it makes sense to give people
in the innovativeunit a participation in future profits ratherthan to put
them into a pensionplanwhen they are producing, asyet, no earnings
to supply a pension fund contribution.

The area in which separation of the new, innovative unit from the
ongoing business is most important is compensation and rewards of key
people. What works best in a going, established business would kill the
"infant"—and yet not be adequate compensation for its key people.
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Indeed, the compensation scheme that is most popular in large busi
nesses, one based on return on assets or on investment, is a near-com
plete bar to innovation.

I learnedthismany years ago in amajor chemical company. Every
bodyknew that oneof itscentral divisions hadto produce new materi
als to stay in business. The plans for these materials were there, the
scientific work had been done... but nothing happened. Year after year
there wasanotherexcuse. Finally, the division's generalmanagerspoke
up at a review meeting, "My management group and I are compen
sated primarily on the basis of return-on-investment. The moment we
spend money ondeveloping thenew materials, our return will go down
by half for at least four years. Even if I am still here in four years time
when we should show the first returns on these investments—and I
doubt that the company will putup withme thatlong if profits are that
muchlower—I'm taking bread outof the mouths of all my associates in
the meantime. Isit reasonable to expect us to do this?"The formulawas
changed and the developmental expenses for the new project were
taken out of the return-on-investment figures. Within eighteen months
the new materials were on the market. Two years later they had given
the division leadership in its field whichit has retained to thisday. Four
years later the division doubled its profits.

In terms of compensation andrewards for innovative efforts, how
ever,it is far easier to define whatshould notbe done thanit is to spell
out what should. The requirements are conflicting: the new project
must not be burdened with acompensationloadit cannot carry, yet the
people involved mustbe adequately motivated by rewards appropriate
to their efforts.

Specifically, this means thatthe people in charge of the new project
should be kept at amoderate salary. It is, however, quiteunrealistic to
ask them to work for less money than they received in their old jobs.
People putincharge ofanewarea within anexisting business are likely
to make good money. They arealso the people who couldeasily move
to other jobs, either within or outside the company, in which they
would make more money. One therefore has to start out with their
existing compensation and benefits.

One method that both 3M and Johnson & Johnson use effectively is
to promise that the person who successfully develops anew product, a
new market, or a new service and then builds a business on it will
become the head of that business: general manager, vice-president, or
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division president, with the rank, compensation, bonuses, and stock
options appropriate to the level. This can beasizable reward, and yet
it does notcommit the company toanything except in case of success.

Another method—and which one is preferable will depend largely
onthe tax laws at the time—is to give the people whotakeon the new
development ashare infuture profits. The venture might, for instance,
be treated as if it were a separate company in which the entre
preneurial managers in charge have astake, say 25percent. Whenthe
venture reaches maturity, they are bought out at a pre-set formula
based on sales and profits.

One thing more is needed: the people who take onthe innovating
task in an existing business also "venture." It is only fair that their
employer share therisk. They should have theoption of returning to
their old job attheir old compensation rate if the innovation fails. They
should not be rewarded for failure, but they should certainly not be
penalized for trying.

4. As implied in discussing individual compensation, the returnson
innovation will bequitedifferent from those oftheexisting business and
will have to be measured differently. To say, "We expect all our busi
nesses to show at least a fifteen percent pre-tax return each year and
ten percentannual growth"maymake sense for existing businesses and
existing products. It makes absolutely no sense for the new project,
being at once much too high and much too low.

For a long time (years, in many cases) the new endeavor shows
neither profits nor growth. Itabsorbs resources. But then it should grow
very fast for quite a long time and return the money invested in its
development atleast fifty-fold—if notatamuchhigher rate—or else the
innovation isa failure. Aninnovation starts small but it should end big.
It should result in a new major business rather than in just another
"specialty" or a "respectable" addition to the product line.

Onlyby analyzing acompany's owninnovative experience, the feed
back from itsperformance onits expectations, can thecompany deter
mine what the appropriate expectations are for innovations in its indus
try andits markets. What are the appropriate time spans? And what is
theoptimal distribution ofeffort? Should there beaheavy investment of
men and money at the beginning, or should the effort at the start be
confined to one person, with a helper or two, working alone? When
should the effort then be scaled up? Andwhenshould "development"
become "business," producing large but conventional returns?
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These are key questions. The answers to them are not to be found
in books. Yet they cannot be answered arbitrarily, by hunch, or by
fighting it out. Entrepreneurial companies do know what patterns,
rhythms, and time spans pertain to innovations in their specific indus
try, technology, and market.

The innovative major bank mentioned earlier knows, for instance,
that a new subsidiary established in a new country will require invest
ment for at least three years. It should break even in the fourth year,
and shouldhave repaidthe totalinvestment by the middle of the sixth
year. If it still requires investment by the end of the sixth year, it is a
disappointment and should probably be shut down.

A new major service—leasing, for example—has a similar though
somewhat shorter cycle. Procter & Gamble—or so it looks from the
outside—knows that its new products should be on the market and
sellingtwo to three years after work on them hasbegun. They should
have established themselves as market leaders eighteen months later.
IBM, it seems, figures on a five-year lead time for a new major product
before market introduction. Within another year the new product
should then start to grow fast. It should attain market leadership and
profitability fairly early in its second year on the market, have repaid
the full investment by the early months of the third year, and peak and
level out in its fifth year on the market. By then, a new IBM product
should already have begun to make it obsolescent.

The only way, however, to know these things is through the system
atic analysisof the performance of the company and of its competitors,
that is, by systematic feedback from innovation results to innovation
expectations and by regular appraisal of the company's performance as
entrepreneur.

And once a company understands what results should and could be
expected from its innovative efforts, it can then design the appropriate
controls. These will both measure how well units and their managers
perform in innovation and determine which innovative efforts to push,
which to reconsider, and which to abandon.

5. The final structural requirement for entrepreneurship in the ex
isting business is that a person or a component group should be held
clearly accountable.

In the "middle-sized growth companies" mentioned earlier, this is
usually the primary responsibility of the chief executive officer (CEO).
In large companies, it probably is more likely a designated and very
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senior member of the top management group. In smaller businesses,
this executive in charge ofentrepreneurship and innovation may well
carry other responsibilities as well.

Thecleanest organizational structure for entrepreneurship, though
suitable only in thevery large company, is atotally separate innovating
operation or development company.

Theearliest example ofthis was set upmore than one hundred years
ago, in 1872, by Hefher-Alteneck, the first college-trained engineer
hired by a manufacturing company anywhere, the German Siemens
Company. Heftier started the first "research lab" in industry. Itsmem
bers were charged with inventing newand different products and pro
cesses. But they were also responsible for identifying new and different
end uses and new and different markets. And they not only did the
technical work; they were responsible for development of the manufac
turing process,for the introduction of the new product into the market
place, and for its profitability.

Fifty years later, in the 1920s, the American DuPont Company
independently set up a similar unit andcalled it a Development De
partment. This department gathers innovative ideas from all over the
company, studies them, thinks them through, analyzes them. Then it
proposes to top management which ones should be tackled as major
innovative projects. From the beginning, it brings to bear on the inno
vation all the resources needed: research, development, manufactur
ing,marketing, finance, andsoon. It isin charge until the new product
or service has been on the market for a few years.

Whether the responsibility for innovation rests with the chiefexecu
tive officer, with another member of top management, orwith a sepa
rate component, whether it is a full-time assignment or part of an
executive's responsibilities, it should always be set up and recognized
both as a separate responsibility andas a responsibility of top manage
ment. And it should always include the systematic and purposeful
search for innovative opportunities.

It might be asked, Are all these policies and practices necessary?
Don't they interfere with the entrepreneurial spirit and stifle
creativity? And cannotabusiness be entrepreneurial without such poli
ciesandpractices? The answer is,Perhaps, but neither very successfully
nor for very long.

Discussions of entrepreneurship tend to focus on the personalities
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and attitudes of top management people, and especially of the chief
executive.* Of course, any top management can damage and stifle
entrepreneurship within its company. It's easy enough. All it takes is to
say "No" to every new idea and to keep on saying it for a few years—
and then make sure that those who came up with the new ideas never
get a reward or a promotion and become ex-employees fairly swiftly.
It is far less certain, however, that top management personalities and
attitudes can by themselves—without the proper policies and practices
—create an entrepreneurial business, which is what most of the books
on entrepreneurship assert, at least by implication. In the few short
lived cases I know of, the companies were built and still run by the
founder. Even then, when it gets to be successful the company soon
ceases to be entrepreneurial unless it adopts the policies and practices
of entrepreneurial management. The reason why top management
personalities and attitudes do not suffice in any but the very young or
very small business is, of course, that even a medium-sized enterprise
is a pretty large organization. It requires a good many people who know
what they are supposed to do, want to do it, are motivated toward doing
it, and are supplied with both the tools and continuous reaffirmation.
Otherwise there is only lip service; entrepreneurship soon becomes
confined to the CEO's speeches.

And I know ofno business that continued to remain entrepreneurial
beyond the founder's departure, unless the founder had built into the
organization the policies and practices of entrepreneurial manage
ment. If these are lacking, the business becomes timid and backward-
looking within a few years at the very latest. And these companies do
not even realize, as a rule, that they have lost their essential quality, the
one element that had made them stand out, until it is perhaps too late.
For this realization one needs a measurement of entrepreneurial per
formance.

Two companies that were entrepreneurial businesses par excellence
under their founders' management are good examples: Walt Disney
Productions and McDonald's. The respective founders, Walt Disney
and Ray Kroc, were men of tremendous imagination and drive, each
the very embodiment of creative, entrepreneurial, and innovative
thinking. Both built into their companies strong operating day-to-day

♦The best presentation of this viewpoint is in Rosabeth M. Kanter's The Change
Masters (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1983).
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management. But both kept to themselvesthe entrepreneurialrespon
sibility withintheircompanies. Bothdependedonthe "entrepreneurial
personality" and did not embed the entrepreneurial spirit in specific
policies and practices. Within a few years after the death of these men,
their companies hadbecomestodgy, backward-looking, timid, and de
fensive.

Companies that have built entrepreneurial management into their
structure-^-Procter & Gamble,Johnson &Johnson, Marks and Spencer
—continue to be innovators and entrepreneurial leaders decade after
decade, irrespective of changes in chief executives or economic condi
tions.

VI

STAFFING

How should the existing business staff for entrepreneurship and
innovation? Are there such people as "entrepreneurs'? Are they a
special breed?

The literature is full of discussions of these questions; full of stories
of the "entrepreneurial personality" and of people who will never do
anything but innovate. In the light of our experience—and it is consid
erable—thesediscussions are pointless. By and large,people who do not
feel comfortable as innovators or as entrepreneurs will not volunteer
for such jobs; the gross misfits eliminate themselves. The others can
learn the practice of innovation. Our experience shows that an execu
tive who has performed in other assignments will do a decent job as an
entrepreneur. In successful entrepreneurial businesses, nobody seems
to worry whether a given personis likely to do a good job of develop
ment or not. People of all kinds of temperaments and backgrounds
apparently do equally well. Any young engineer in 3M who comes to
top management with an idea that makes sense is expected to take on
its development.

Equally, there is no reason to worry where the successful entrepre
neur will end up. To be sure, there are some people who only want to
work on new projects and never want to run anything. When most
English families still had nannies, many did not want to stay after
"their" baby got to the stage when it began to walk and talk—in other
words, when it was no longer a baby. But many were perfectly content
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to stay on and did not find it difficult to look after a much older child.
The people who do not want to be anything but entrepreneurs are
unlikely to be in the employ of an existing business to begin with, and
even more unlikely to have been successful in it. And the people who
do well as entrepreneurs in an existing business have, as a rule, proved
themselves earlier as managers in the same organization. It is thus
reasonable to assume that they can both innovate and manage what
already exists. There are some people at Procter & Gamble and at 3M
who make a career of being project managers and who take on a new
project as soon as they have successfully finished an old one. But most
people at the higher levels of these companieshave made their careers
out of "project management," into "product management," into "mar
ket management," and finally into aseniorcompany-wide position.And
the same is true of Johnson & Johnson and of Citibank.

The best proof that entrepreneurship is a question of behavior,
policies, and practices rather than personality is the growing number
of older large-company people in the United States who make entre
preneurship their second career. Increasingly, middle- and upper-level
executives and senior professionalswho have spent their entire working
lives in large companies—more often than not with the same employer
—take early retirement after twenty-five or thirty years of service when
they have reached what they realize is their terminal job. At fifty or
fifty-five, these middle-aged people then become entrepreneurs. Some
start their own business. Some, especially technical specialists, set up
shop as consultants to new and small ventures. Some join a new small
company in a senior position.And the great majority areboth successful
and happy in their new assignment.

Modern Maturity, the magazine of the American Association of
Retired Persons, is full of stories of such people, and of advertisements
by new small companies looking for them. In a management seminar
for chief executive officers that I ran in 1983, there were fifteen such
second-career entrepreneurs (fourteen men and one woman) among
the forty-eight participants. During a special session for these people,
I asked them whether they had been frustrated or stifled while working
all those years for big companies, as"entrepreneurial personalities" are
supposed to be. They thought the question totally absurd. I then asked
whether they had much difficulty changing their roles; they thought
this equally absurd. As one of them said—and all the others nodded
assent—"Good management is good management, whether you run a
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$180 million department at General Electric, with its billions of sales
as I used to do, or a new, growing diagnostic-instrument innovator with
$6 million in sales, as I do now. Of course I do different things and do
things differently. But I apply the concepts I learned at G.E. and do
exactly the same analysis. The transition was easier, in fact, than when
I moved, ten years earlier, from being a bench engineer into my first
management job."

Public-service institutions teach the same lesson. Among the most
successfulinnovators in recent American history are two men in higher
education, Alexander Schure and Ernest Boyer. Schure started out as
a successful inventor in the electronics field, with a good many patents
to his name. But in 1955, when he was in his early thirties, he founded
the New York Institute of Technology as a private university without
support from government, foundation, or big company, and with
brand-new ideas regarding the kind of students to be recruited and
what they were to be taught as well as how. Thirty years later, his
institute has become a leading technical university with four campuses,
one of them a medical school, and almost twelve thousand students.
Schure still works as a successful electronics inventor. But he has also

been for these thirty years the full-time chancellor of his university, and
has, by all accounts, built up a professional and effective management
team.

In contrast to Schure, Boyer started out as an administrator, first in
the University of California system, then in the State University of New
York, which with 350,000 student and 64 campuses is the biggest and
most bureaucratic of American university systems. By 1970, Boyer, at
forty-two, had worked his way to the top and was appointed chancellor.
He immediately founded the Empire State College—actually not a
college at all but an unconventional solution to one of the oldest and
most frustrating failures of American higher education, the degree pro
gram for adults who do not have full academic credentials.

Although tried many times, this had never worked before. If these
adults were admitted to college programs together with the "regular"
younger students, no attention was usually paid to their aims, their
needs, and leastof all to their experience. They were treated as if they
were eighteen years old, got discouraged, and soon dropped out. But
if, as was tried repeatedly, they were put into special "continuing edu
cation programs," they were likely to be considered a nuisance and
shoved aside, with programs staffed by whatever faculty the university
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could most easily spare. In Boyer's Empire State College, the adults
attend regular university courses in one of the colleges or universities
of the state university. But first the adult students are assigned a "men
tor," usually a member of a nearby state university faculty. The mentor
helps them work out their programs and decide whether they need
special preparation, and where, conversely, their experience qualifies
them for advanced standing and work. And then the mentor acts as
broker, negotiating admission, standing, and program for each appli
cant with the appropriate institution.

All this may sound like common sense—and so it is. Yet it was quite
a break with the habits and mores of American academia and was

fought hard by the state university establishment. But Boyer persisted.
His Empire State College program has now become the first successful
program of this kind in American higher education, with more than six
thousand students, a negligible dropout rate, and a master's program.
Boyer, the arch-innovator, did not cease to be an "administrator." From
chancellor of the State University of New York he went on to become,
first, President Carter's Commissioner of Education, and then president
of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement ofTeaching—respec
tively, the most "bureaucratic" and the most "establishment" job in
American academia.

These examples do not prove that anyone can excel at being both
a bureaucrat and an innovator. Schure and Boyer are surely exceptional
people. But their experiences do show that there is no specific "person
ality" for either task. What is needed is willingness to learn, willingness
to work hard and persistently, willingness to exercise self-discipline,
willingness to adapt and to apply the right policies and practices. Which
is exactly what any enterprise that adopted entrepreneurial manage
ment has found out with respect to people and staffing.

To enable the entrepreneurial project to be run successfully, as
something new, the structure and organization have to be right; rela
tionships have to be appropriate; and compensation and rewards have
to fit. But when all this has been done, the question of who is to run the
unit, and what should be done with them when they have succeeded
in building up the new project, must be decided on an individual basis
for this person or that person, rather than according to this or that
psychological theory for none of which there is much empirical evi
dence.
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Staffing decisions in the entrepreneurial business aremade like any
other decision about people and jobs. Of course, they are risk-taking
decisions: decisions about people always are. Of course, they haveto be
made carefully and conscientiously. And they have to be made the
correct way. First, the assignmentmust be thought through; then one
considers anumber of people; then one checkscarefully their perform
ance records; and finally one checks out each of the candidates with a
few people for whomhe orshehas worked. Butall thisapplies to every
decision that puts a person into ajob. And in the entrepreneurial com
pany, the batting average in people-decisions is the same for entre
preneurs as it is for other managerial and professional people.

VII

THE DONT'S

There are some things the entrepreneurial management of an exist
ing business should not do.

1. The most important caveat is not to mix managerial units and
entrepreneurial ones. Do not ever put the entrepreneurial into the
existing managerial component. Do not make innovation an objective
for peoplecharged with running, exploiting, optimizingwhat already
exists.

But it is also inadvisable—in fact, almost a guarantee of failure—for
a business to try to become entrepreneurial without changing its basic
policiesand practices. To be an entrepreneur on the side rarely works.

In the last ten or fifteen years a greatmany largeAmerican compa
nies have tried to go into joint ventures with entrepreneurs. Not one
of these attempts has succeeded; the entrepreneurs found themselves
stymied by policies, by basic rules, by a "climate" they felt was bureau
cratic, stodgy, reactionary. But at the same time their partners, the
people from the big company, could not figure out what the entre
preneurs were trying to do and thought them undisciplined, wild, vi
sionary.

By and large, big companies have been successful as entrepreneurs
only if they use their own people to build the venture. They have been
successful only when they use people whom they understand and who
understand them, people whom they trust and who in turn know how
to get things done in the existing business; people, in other words, with
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whom one can work as partners. But this presupposes that the entire
company is imbued with the entrepreneurial spirit, that it wants inno
vation and is reaching out for it, considering it both a necessity and an
opportunity. It presupposes that the entire organization has been made
"greedy for new things."

2. Innovative efforts that take the existing business out of its own
field are rarely successful. Innovation had better not be "diversifica
tion." Whatever the benefits of diversification, it does not mix with
entrepreneurship and innovation. The new is always sufficiently diffi
cult not to attempt it in an area one does not understand. An existing
business innovates where it has expertise, whether knowledge of mar
ket or knowledge of technology. Anything new will predictably get into
trouble, and then one has to know the business. Diversification itself
rarely works unless it, too, is built on commonality with the existing
business, whether commonality of the market or commonality of the
technology. Even then, as I have discussed elsewhere,* diversification
has its problems. But if one adds to the difficulties and demands of
diversification the difficulties and demands of entrepreneurship, the
result is predictable disaster. So one innovates only where one under
stands.

3. Finally, it is almost always futile to avoid making one's own busi
ness entrepreneurial by "buying in," that is, by acquiring small entre
preneurialventures. Acquisitions rarelywork unless the company that
does the acquiring is willing and able within a fairly short time to
furnish management to the acquisition. The managers that have come
with the acquired company rarely stay around very long. If they were
owners, they have now become wealthy; if they were professional
managers, they are likely to stay around only if given much bigger
opportunities in the new, acquiring company. So, within a year or two,
the acquirer has to furnish management to run the business that has
been bought. This is particularly true when anon-entrepreneurial com
pany buys an entrepreneurial one. The management people in the new
acquired venture soon find that they cannot work with the people in
their new parent company, and vice versa. I myself know of no case
where "buying in" has worked.

A business that wants to be able to innovate, wants to have a chance
to succeed and prosper in a time of rapid change, has to build entre-

*In Management: Tasks, Responsibilities, Practices, especially Chapters 56 and 57.
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preneurial management intoitsownsystem. Ithas toadopt policies that
create throughout the entire organization the desire to innovate and
the habitsof entrepreneurshipandinnovation. To be asuccessful entre
preneur, the existing business, large orsmall, has to be managed as an
entrepreneurial business.



14

Entrepreneurship in
the Service Institution

Public-service institutions such as government agencies, labor unions,
churches, universities, andschools, hospitals, community andcharitable
organizations, professional and trade associations and the like, need to
be entrepreneurial and innovative fully as much as any business does.
Indeed, they may need it more. The rapid changes in today's society,
technology, and economy aresimultaneously an even greaterthreat to
them and an even greater opportunity.

Yet public-service institutions find it far more difficult to innovate
than even the most "bureaucratic" company. The "existing" seems to
be even more of an obstacle. To be sure,every service institution likes
to get bigger. In the absence of a profit test, size is the one criterion of
success for a service institution, and growth a goal in itself. And then,
of course, there is always so much more that needs to be done. But
stopping what has "always been done" and doing something new are
equally anathema to service institutions, orat least excruciatingly pain
ful to them.

Mostinnovations in public-service institutions areimposed on them
either by outsiders or by catastrophe. The modern university, for in
stance, was created by a total outsider, the Prussian diplomat Wilhelm
von Humboldt. He founded the University of Berlin in 1809 when the
traditional university of the seventeenth and eighteenth century had
been all but completely destroyed by the French Revolution and the
Napoleonic wars. Sixty years later, the modern American university
came into being when the country'straditional colleges and universities
were dying and could no longer attract students.

177
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Similarly, all basic innovations in the military in this century,
whether in structure or in strategy, have followed on ignominious mal
function or crushing defeat: the organization of the American Army
and of its strategy by a New York lawyer, Elihu Root, Teddy Roosevelt's
Secretary of War, after its disgraceful performance in the Spanish-
American War; the reorganization, a few years later, of the British
Army and its strategy by Secretary of,.War Lord Haldane, another
civilian, after the equally disgraceful performance of the British in the
Boer War; and the rethinking of the German Army's structure and
strategy after the defeat of World War I.

And in government, the greatest innovative thinking in recent polit
icalhistory, America's New Deal of 1933-36, was triggered by a Depres
sion so severe as almost to unravel the country's social fabric.

Critics of bureaucracy blame the resistance of public-service institu
tions to entrepreneurship and innovation on "timid bureaucrats," on
time-servers who "have never met a payroll," or on "power-hungry
politicians." It is a very old litany—in fact, it was already hoary when
Machiavelli chanted it almost five hundred years ago. The only thing
that changes is who intones it. At the beginning of this century, it was
the slogan of the so-called liberals and now it is the slogan of the so-
called neo-conservatives. Alas, things are not that simple, and "better
people"—that perennial panacea of reformists—are amirage.The most
entrepreneurial, innovative people behave like the worst time-serving
bureaucrat or power-hungry politiciansixmonths after they have taken
over the management of a public-service institution, particularly if it is
a government agency.

The forces that impede entrepreneurship and innovation in a pub
lic-service institution are inherent in it, integral to it, inseparable from
it.* The best proof of this are the internal staff services in businesses,
which are, in effect, the "public-service institutions" within business
corporations.These are typically headed by people who have come out
of operations and have proven their capacity to perform in competitive
markets. And yet the internal staff services are not notorious as innova
tors. They are good at building empires—and they always want to do
more of the same. They resist abandoning anything they are doing. But
they rarely innovate once they have been established.

♦On the public-serviceinstitution and its characteristics, see the section on Perform
ance in the Service Institution, Chapters 11-14, in Management: Tasks, Responsibilities,
Practices.
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There are three mainreasons why the existing enterprise presents
somuch more of an obstacle to innovation in the public-service institu
tion than it does in the typical business enterprise.

1. First, the public-service institutionis basedon a "budget" rather
than being paid out of its results. It is paid for its efforts and out of
funds somebody else has earned, whether the taxpayer, the donors of
a charitable organization, or the company for which a personnel de
partment or the marketing services staff work. The more efforts the
public service institution engages in, the greater its budget will be.
And "success" in the public-service institution is defined by getting a
larger budgetrather than obtaining results. Any attempt to slough off
activities and efforts therefore diminishes the public-service institu
tion. It causes it to lose stature and prestige. Failure cannot be ac
knowledged. Worse still, the fact that an objective has been attained
cannot be admitted.

2. Second, a service institution is dependent on a multitude of con
stituents. In a business that sells its products on the market, one con
stituent, the consumer, eventually overrides all the others. A business
needs only a very small share of a small market to be successful. Then
it can satisfythe other constituents,whether shareholders, workers, the
community, and soon. But preciselybecause public-serviceinstitutions
—and that includes the staff activities within a business corporation—
haveno"results" outof which they are beingpaid, anyconstituent, no
matter how marginal, has in effect aveto power. A public-service insti
tution has to satisfy everyone; certainly, it cannot afford to alienate
anyone.

The moment a service institution starts an activity, it acquires a
"constituency," which then refuses to have the program abolished or
even significantly modified. But anything new is always controversial.
This means thatit isopposed by existing constituencies without having
formed, as yet, a constituency of its own to support it.

3. The most important reason, however, is that public-service insti
tutions existafter allto "do good."Thismeansthat they tend to see their
mission as a moral absolute rather than as economic and subject to a
cost/benefit calculus. Economics always seeks a different allocation of
the same resources to obtain a higher yield. Everything economic is
therefore relative. In the public-service institution, there is no such
thing asa higher yield. If one is"doing good," then there isno "better."
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Indeed, failure to attainobjectives in the quest for a"good" only means
that efforts need to be redoubled. The forces of evil must be far more
powerful than expected and need to be fought even harder.

For thousands of years the preachers of all sorts of religions have
held forth against the"sins ofthe flesh." Their success has beenlimited,
to say the least. But this is no argument as far as the preachers are
concerned. It does not persuade them to devote their considerable
talents to pursuits in which results maybe more easily attainable. On
the contrary, it only proves that their efforts need to be redoubled.
Avoiding the "sins of the flesh" isclearly a"moral good," and thus an
absolute, which does not admit of any cost/benefit calculation.

Few public-service institutions define their objectives in such abso
lute terms. But even company personnel departments and manufac
turing service staffs tend to see their mission as "doing good," and
therefore as being moral and absolute instead of being economic and
relative.

This means that public-service institutions are out to maximize
rather than to optimize. "Our mission will not be completed," asserts
the headof the Crusade Against Hunger, "as longas there isone child
ontheearth going tobedhungry." Ifhewere to say, "Our mission will
be completed if the largest possible number of children that can be
reached through existing distribution channels get enough to eatnot to
be stunted,"he wouldbe bootedout of office. But if the goal ismaximi
zation, it can neverbe attained. Indeed, the closer onecomes toward
attaining one's objective, the more efforts are called for. For, once
optimization has been reached (and the optimum in most efforts lies
between 75 and 80 percent of theoretical maximum), additional costs
go upexponentially while additional results fall off exponentially. The
closer a public-service institution comes to attaining its objectives,
therefore, the more frustrated it will be andthe harder it willworkon
what it is already doing.

It will, however, behave exactly the same way the less it achieves.
Whether it succeeds or fails, the demand to innovate and to do some
thing else will beresented as an attack on its basic commitment, onthe
very reason for its existence, and on its beliefs and values.

These are serious obstacles to innovation.They explain why, by and
large, innovation in public services tends to come from new ventures
rather than from existing institutions.

The most extreme examplearound these days may well be the labor
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union. It isprobably the mostsuccessful institution of the centuryin the
developed countries. It has clearly attained its original objectives.
There can be no more "more" when the labor share of gross national
product in Western developed countries isaround 90 percent—and in
some countries, such as Holland, close to 100 percent. Yet the labor
union is incapable of even thinking aboutnew challenges, new objec
tives, new contributions. Allit candoisrepeatthe oldslogans and fight
the oldbattles. For the "cause of labor" isanabsolute good. Clearly, it
must not be questioned, let alone redefined.

The university, however, may not be too different from the labor
union, and in part for the samereason—a level of growth and success
second in this century only to that of the labor union.

Still there are enough exceptionsamong public-service institutions
(although, I have to admit, not many among government agencies) to
show that public-service institutions, even oldandbig ones, caninno
vate.

One RomanCatholic archdiocese in the United States, for instance,
has brought in lay people to run the diocese, including a married lay
woman, the former personnel vice-president of a department store
chain, as the general manager. Everything that does not involve dis
pensing sacraments and ministering to congregations is done by lay
professionals and managers. Although there is a shortage of priests
throughout the American Catholic Church, this archdiocese has priests
to spare and hasbeen able to move forward aggressively to build con
gregations and expand religious services.

One of the oldest of scientific societies, the American Association for
the Advancement of Science, redirected itself between 1960 and 1980
to become a "mass organization" without losing its character as a
leader. It totallychangedits weekly magazine, Science, to become the
spokesman forscienceto publicandgovernment, and to be the authori
tative reporteron science policy. And it createdascientifically solid yet
popular mass circulation magazine for lay readers.

A large hospital on the West Coast recognized, as earlyas 1965 or
so, that health care was changing asa result of its success.Where other
large city hospitals tried to fight such trends as those toward hospital
chains or freestanding ambulatory treatment centers, this institution
has been an innovator and a leader in these developments. Indeed, it
was the first to build a freestanding maternity center in which the
expectant mother is given a motel room at fairly low cost, yet with all
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the medical services availableshould they be needed. It was the first to
go into freestanding surgical centers for ambulatory-care. But it also
started to build its own voluntary hospital chain, in which it offers
management contracts to smaller hospitals throughout the region.

Beginning around 1975, the Girl Scouts of the U.S.A., alarge organi
zation dating backto the early years ofthe centurywith several million
young women enrolled, introduced innovations affecting membership,
programs, andvolunteers—the threebasic dimensions of the organiza
tion. It began actively to recruit girls from the new urban middle
classes, that is,blacks, Asians, Latins; these minorities now account for
one-fifth of the members. It recognized that with the movement of
women into professions and managerial positions, girls need new pro
grams and role models that stress professional and business careers
rather than the traditional careers as homemaker or nurse. The Girl
Scouts management people realized that the traditional sources for
volunteers to run localactivitieswere drying up because young moth
ers nolonger weresitting athomesearching for things to do. But they
recognized, too, that the new professional, the new working mother
represents an opportunity and that the Girl Scouts have something to
offer her; and for anycommunity organization, volunteers arethe criti
cal constraint. They therefore set out to make work as a volunteer for
the Girl Scouts attractive to the working mother asa good way to have
time and fun with her child while also contributing to her child's devel
opment. Finally, theGirl Scouts realized that theworking mother who
does not have enough time for her childrepresents another opportu
nity: they started Girl Scouting for preschool children. Thus, the Girl
Scouts reversed the downward trend in enrollment of both children
and volunteers, while the Boy Scouts—a bigger, older, and infinitely
richer organization—is still adrift.

II

ENTREPRENEURIAL POLICIES

These are allAmerican examples, I fully realize. Doubtless, similar
examples are to be found in Europe orJapan. But I hope that these
cases, despite their limitations, will suffice to demonstrate the entre
preneurial policies needed in the public-service institution to make it
capable of innovation.
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1. First, the public-service institution needs a clear definition of its
mission. What is it trying to do? Why does it exist? It needs to focus on
objectives rather than on programs and projects. Programs and projects
are means to an end. They should always be considered as temporary
and, in fact, short-lived.

2. The public-service institution needs a realistic statement of goals.
It should say, "Our job is to assuage famine," rather than, "Our job is
to eliminate hunger." It needs something that is genuinely attainable
and therefore a commitment to a realistic goal,so that it can say eventu
ally, "Our job is finished."

There are, of course, objectives that can never be attained. To ad
minister justice in any human society is clearly an unending task, one
that can never be fully accomplished even to modest standards. But
most objectives can and should be phrased in optimal rather than in
maximal terms. Then it is possible to say: "We have attained what we
were trying to do."

Surely, this should be saidwith respect to the traditional goalsof the
schoolmaster: to get everyone to sit in school for long years. This goal
has long been attained in developed countries. What does education
have to do now, that is, what is the meaning of "education" as against
mere schooling?

3. Failure to achieve objectives should be considered an indication
that the objective is wrong, or at least defined wrongly. The assumption
has then to be that the objective should be economic rather than moral.
If an objective has not been attained after repeated tries, one has to
assume that it is the wrong one. It is not rational to consider failure a
good reason for trying again and again. The probability of success, as
mathematicians have known for three hundred years, diminishes with
each successive try; in fact, the probability of successin any succeeding
try is never more than one-half the probability of the preceding one.
Thus, failure to attain objectives is a primafacie reasonto question the
validity of the objective—the exact opposite of what most public-ser
vice institutions believe.

4. Finally, public-service institutions need to build into their policies
and practices the constant search for innovative opportunity. They
need to view change as an opportunity rather than a threat.

The innovating public-serviceinstitutions mentioned in the preced
ing pages succeeded because they applied these basic rules.

In the years after World War II, the Roman Catholic Church in the
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United States was confronted for the first time with the rapid emer
gence of a well-educated Catholic laity. Most Catholic dioceses, and
indeed most institutions of the Roman Catholic Church, perceived in
this a threat, or at least a problem. With an educated Catholic laity,
unquestioned acceptance ofbishop and priest could no longer be taken
for granted. And yet there was no place for Catholic lay people in the
structure and governance of the Church. Similarly, all Roman Catholic
dioceses in the United States, beginning around 1965 or 1970, faced a
sharp drop in the number of young men entering the priesthood—and
perceived this as a major threat. Only one Catholic archdiocese saw
both as opportunities. (As a result, it has a different problem. Young
priests from all over the United States want to enter it; for in this one
archdiocese, the priest gets to do the things he trained for, the things
which he entered the priesthood to do.)

-All American hospitals, beginning in 1970 or 1975, saw changes
coming in the delivery of health care. Most of them organized them
selves to fight these changes. Most of them told everybody that "these
changes will be catastrophic." Only the one hospital saw in them oppor
tunities.

The American Association for the Advancement of Science saw in

the expansion of people with scientific backgrounds and working in
scientific pursuits a tremendous opportunity to establish itself as a
leader, both within the scientific community and outside.

And the Girl Scouts looked at demographics and said: "How can we
convert population trends into new opportunities for us?"

Even in government, innovation is possible if simple rules are
obeyed. Here is one example.

Lincoln, Nebraska, 120 years ago, was the first city in the Western
world to take into municipal ownership public services such as public
transportation, electric power, gas, water, and so on. In the last ten
years, under a woman mayor, Helen Boosalis, it has begun to privatize
such services as garbage pickup, school transportation, and a host of
others. The city provides the money, with private businesses bidding
for the contracts; there are substantial savings in cost and even greater
improvements in service.

What Helen Boosalis has seen in Lincoln is the opportunity to sepa
rate the "provider" of public services, that is, government, and the
"supplier." This makes possible both high service standards and the
efficiency, reliability, and low cost which competition can provide.
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The four rules outlined above constitute the specific policies and
practices the public-service institution requires if it is to make itself
entrepreneurial and capable of innovation. In addition, however, it also
needs to adopt those policies and practices that any existing organiza
tion requires in order to be entrepreneurial, the policies and practices
discussed in the preceding chapter, The Entrepreneurial Business.

Ill

THE NEED TO INNOVATE

Why is innovation in the public-service institution so important?
Why cannot we leave existing public-service institutions the way they
are, and depend for the innovations we need in the public-service
sector on new institutions, as historically we have always done?

The answer is that public-service institutions have become too im
portant in developed countries, and too big. The public-service sector,
both the governmental one and the nongovernmental but not-for-profit
one, has grown faster during this century than the private sector—
maybe three to five times as fast. The growth has been especially fast
since World War II.

To some extent, this growth has been excessive. Wherever public-
service activities can be converted into profit-making enterprises, they
should be so converted. This applies not only to the kind of municipal
services the city of Lincoln, Nebraska, now "privatizes." The move
from non-profit to profit has already gone very far in the American
hospital. I expect it to become a stampede in professional and graduate
education. To subsidize the highest earners in developed society, the
holders of advanced professional degrees, can hardly be justified.

A central economic problem of developed societies during the next
twenty or thirty years is surely going to be capital formation; only in
Japan is it still adequate for the economy's needs. We therefore can ill
afford to have activities conducted as "non-profit," that is, as activities
that devour capital rather than form it, if they can be organized as
activities that form capital, as activities that make a profit.

But still the great bulk of the activities that are being discharged in
and by public-service institutions will remain public-service activities,
and will neither disappear nor be transformed. Consequently, they
have to be made producing and productive. Public-service institutions
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will have to learn to be innovators, to manage themselves entre-
preneurially. To achieve this, public-servicie institutions will have to
learn to look upon social, technological, economic, and demographic
shifts as opportunities in a period of rapid change in all these areas.
Otherwise, they will become obstacles. The public-service institutions
will increasingly become unable to discharge their mission as they ad
here to programs and projects that cannot work in a changed environ
ment, and yet they will not be able or willing to abandon the missions
they can no longer discharge. Increasingly, they will come to look the
way the feudal barons came to look after they had lost all social function
around 1300: as parasites, functionless, with nothing left but the power
to obstruct and to exploit. They will become self-righteous while in
creasingly losing their legitimacy. Clearly, this is already happening to
the apparently most powerful among them, the labor union. Yet a
society in rapid change, with new challenges, new requirements and
opportunities, needs public-service institutions.

The public school in the United States exemplifies both the opportu
nity and the dangers. Unless it takes the lead in innovation it is unlikely
to survive this century, except asa school for the minorities in the slums.
For the first time in its history, the United States faces the threat of a
class structure in education in which all but the very poor remain
outside of the public school system—at least in the cities and suburbs
where most of the population lives. And this will squarely be the fault
of the public school itself because what is needed to reform the public
school is already known (see Chapter 9).

Many other public-service institutions face a similar situation. The
knowledge is there. The need to innovate is clear. They now have to
learn how to build entrepreneurship and innovation into their own
system. Otherwise, they will find themselves superseded by outsiders
who will create competing entrepreneurial public-service institutions
and so render the existing ones obsolete.

The late nineteenth century and early twentieth century was a
period of tremendous creativity and innovation in the public-service
field. Social innovation during the seventy-five years until the 1930s was
surely as much alive, as productive, and asrapid as technological inno
vation if not more so. But in these periods the innovation took the form
of creating new public-service institutions. Most of the ones we have
around now go back no more than sixty or seventy years in their present
form and with their present mission. The next twenty or thirty years
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will be very different. The need for social innovation may be even
greater, but it will very largely have to be social innovation within the
existing public-service institution. To build entrepreneurial manage
ment into the existing public-service institution may thus be the fore
most political task of this generation.
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The New Venture

For the existing enterprise, whether business or public-serviceinstitu
tion, the controlling word in the term "entrepreneurialmanagement"
is"entrepreneurial." For the new venture, it is"management." In the
existing business, it is the existing that is the main obstacle to entre
preneurship. In the new venture, it is its absence.

The new venture has an idea. It may have a product or a service.
It may even have sales, and sometimes quite a substantial volume of
them. It surely has costs. And it may have revenues and even profits.
What it does not have is a "business," a viable, operating, organized
"present" in which people know where they are going, what they are
supposed to do, andwhatthe results are orshould be. Butunless anew
venture develops into a new business and makes sure of being
"managed," it will not survive no matter how brilliant the entre
preneurial idea, howmuchmoney it attracts, howgood itsproducts, nor
even how great the demand for them.

Refusal to accept these facts destroyed every single venture
started by the nineteenthcentury's greatest inventor, Thomas Edison.
Edison's ambition was to be a successful businessman and the head of
a big company. He should have succeeded, for he was a superb busi
ness planner. He knew exactly howanelectric power company hadto
be set up to exploit his invention of the light bulb. He knew exactly
how to get all the money he could possibly need for his ventures. His
products were immediate successes and the demand for them practi
cally insatiable. But Edison remained an entrepreneur; or rather, he
thought that"managing" meant being the boss. He refused to build a
management team. And so every one of his four or five companies
collapsed ignominiously once it got to middle size, and was saved only
by booting Edison himself out and replacing him with professional
management.

188
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Entrepreneurial management in the new venture has four require
ments:

It requires, first, a focus on the market.
It requires, second, financial foresight, and especially planning for

cash flow and capital needs ahead.
It requires, third, building a top management team long before the

new venture actually needs one and long before it can actually afford
one.

And finally, it requires of the founding entrepreneur a decision in
respect to his or her own role, area of work, and relationships.

I

THE NEED FOR MARKET FOCUS

A common explanation for the failure of a new venture to live up
to its promise or even to survive at all is: "We were doing fine until these
other people came and took our market away from us. We don't really
understand it. What they offered wasn't so very different from what we
had." Or one hears: "We were doing all right, but these other people
started selling to customers we'd never even heard of and all of a
sudden they had the market."

When a new venture does succeed, more often than not it is in a
market other than the one it was originally intended to serve, with
products or services not quite those with which it had set out, bought
in large part by customers it did not even think of when it started, and
used for a host of purposes besides the ones for which the products were
first designed. If a new venture does not anticipate this, organizing itself
to take advantage of the unexpected and unseen markets; if it is not
totally market-focused, if not market-driven, then it will succeed only
in creating an opportunity for a competitor.

There are exceptions, to be sure. A product designed for one specific
use, especially if scientific or technical, often stays with the market and
the end use for which it was designed. But not always. Even a prescrip
tion drug designed for a specific ailment and tested for it sometimes
ends up being used for some other quite different ailment. One exam
ple is a compound that is effectively used in the treatment of stomach
ulcers. Or a drug designed primarily for the treatment of human beings
may find its major market in veterinary medicine.
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Anything genuinely new creates markets that nobody before even
imagined. No one knew that he needed an office copier before the first
Xerox machine came out around 1960;five years later no business could
imagine doing without a copier.When the first jet planes started to fly,
the best market research pointed out that there were not even enough
passengers for all the transatlantic liners then in service or being built.
Five years later the transatlantic jets were carrying fifty to one hundred
times as many passengers each year as had ever before crossed the*
Atlantic.

The innovator has limited vision, in fact, he has tunnel-vision. He
sees the area with which he is familiar—to the exclusion of all other
areas.

An example is DDT. Designed during World War II to protect
American soldiers against tropical insects and parasites, it eventually
found its greatest application in agriculture to protect livestock and
crops against insects—to the point where it had to be banned for being
too effective. Yet not one of the distinguished scientists who designed
DDT during World War II envisaged these uses of DDT. Of course they
knew that babiesdie from fly-borne "summer" diarrhea. Of coursethey
knew that livestock and crops are infested by insect parasites. But these
things they knew as laymen. As experts, they were concerned with the
tropical diseases of humans. It was the ordinary American soldier who
then applied DDT to the areas in which he was the "expert," that is,
to his home, his cows, his cotton patch.

Similarly, the 3M Company did not see that an adhesive tape it had
developed for industry would find myriad uses in the household and in
the office—becoming Scotch Tape. 3M had for many years been a sup
plier of abrasives and adhesives to industry, and moderately successful
in industrial markets. It had never even thought of consumer markets.
It was pure accident which led the engineer who had designed an
industrial product no industrial user wanted to the realization that the
stuffmight be salable in the consumer market. As the story goes, he took
some samples home when the company had already decided to aban
don the product. To his surprise, his teenage daughters began to use it
to hold their curls overnight. The only unusual thing about this story is
that he and his bosses at 3M recognized that they had stumbled upon
a new market.

A German chemist developed Novocain as the first local anesthetic
in 1905. But he could not get the doctors to use it; they preferred total
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anesthesia (they only accepted Novocain during World War I). But
totally unexpectedly, dentists began to use the stuff. Whereupon—or so
the story goes—the chemist began to travel up and down Germany
making speeches against Novocain's use in dentistry. He had not de
signed it for that purpose!

That reaction was somewhat extreme, I admit. Still, entrepreneurs
know what their innovation is meant to do. And if some other use for

it appears, they tend to resent it. They may not actually refuse to serve
customers they have not "planned" for, but they are likely to make it
clear that these customers are not welcome.

This is what happened with the computer. The company that had
the first computer, Univac, knew that its magnificent machine was
designed for scientific work. And so it did not even send a salesman out
when a business showed interest in it; surely, it argued, these people
could not possibly know what a computer was all about. IBM was
equally convinced that the computer was an instrument for scientific
work: their own computer had been designed specifically for astronomi
cal calculations. But IBM was willing to take orders from businesses and
to serve them. Ten years later, around 1960, Univac still had by far the
most advanced and best machine. IBM had the computer market.

The textbook prescription for this problem is "market research."
But it is the wrong prescription.

One cannot do market research for something genuinely new. One
cannot do market research for something that is not yet on the market.
Around 1950, Univac's market research concluded that, by the year
2000, about one thousand computers would be sold; the actual figure
in 1984 was about one million. And yet this was the most "scientific,"
careful, rigorous market research ever done. There was only one thing
wrong with it: it started out with the assumption, then shared by every
one, that computers were going to be used for advanced scientific work
—and for that use, the number is indeed quite limited. Similarly, several
companies who turned down the Xerox patents did so on the basis of
thorough market research which showed that printers had no use at all
for a copier. Nobody had any inkling that businesses, schools, universi
ties, colleges, and a host of private individuals would want to buy a
copier.

The new venture therefore needs to start out with the assumption
that its product or service may find customers in markets no one
thought of, for uses no one envisaged when the product or service was
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designed, and that it will be bought by customers outside its field of
vision and even unknown to the new venture.

If the new venture does not have such a market focus from the very
beginning, all it is likely to create is the market for a competitor. A few
years later "those people" will come in and take away "our market," or
"those other people" who started "selling to customers we'd never even
heard of" all of a sudden will indeed have preempted the market.

To build market focus into a new venture is not in fact particularly
difficult. But what is required runs counter to the inclinations of the
typical entrepreneur. It requires, first, that the new venture systemati
cally hunt out both the unexpected success and the unexpected failure
(cf. Chapter 3). Rather than dismiss the unexpected as an "exception,"
as entrepreneurs are inclined to do, they need to go out and look at it
carefully and as a distinct opportunity.

Shortly after World War II, a small Indian engineering firm bought
the license to produce a European-designed bicycle with an auxiliary
light engine. It looked like an ideal product for India; yet it never did
well. The owner of this small firm noticed, however, that substantial
orders came in for the engines alone. At first he wanted to turn down
those orders; what could anyone possibly do with such a small engine?
It was curiosity alone that made him go to the actual area the orders
came from. There he found farmers were taking the engines off the
bicycles and using them to power irrigation pumps that hitherto had
been hand-operated. This manufacturer is now the world's largest
maker of small irrigation pumps, selling them by the millions. His
pumps have revolutionized farming all over Southeast Asia.

To be market-driven also requires that the new venture be willing
to experiment. If there is any interest in the new venture's product or
service on the part of consumers or markets that were not in the origi
nal plan, one tries to find somebody in that new and unexpected area
who might be willing to test the new product or service and find out
what, if any, application it might have. One provides free samples to
people in the "improbable" market to see what they can do with it,
whether they can use the stuff at all, or what it would have to be like
for them to become customers for it. One advertises in the trade papers
of the industry whence indications of interest came, and so on.

The DuPont Company never thought of automobile tires as a major
application for the new Nylon fiber it had developed. But when one of
the Akron tire manufacturers showed interest in trying out Nylon,
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DuPont set up a plant. A few years later, tires had become Nylon's
biggest and most profitable market.

It does not require a great deal of money to find out whether an
unexpected interest from an unexpected market is an indication of
genuine potential or a fluke. It requires sensitivity and a little systematic
work.

Above all, the people who are running a new venture need to spend
time outside: in the marketplace, with customers and with their own
salesmen, looking and listening. The new venture needs to build in
systematic practices to remind itself that a "product" or a "service" is
defined by the customer, not by the producer. It needs to work continu
ously on challenging itself in respect to the utility and value that its
products or services contribute to customers.

The greatest danger for the new venture is to "know better" than
the customer what the product or service is or should be, how it should
be bought, and what it should be used for. Above all, the new venture
needs willingness to see the unexpected success as an opportunity
gather than as an affront to its expertise. And it needs to accept that
elementary axiom of marketing: Businesses are not paid to reform cus
tomers. They are paid to satisfy customers.

II

FINANCIAL FORESIGHT

Lack of market focus is typically a disease of the "neo-natal," the
infant new venture. It is the most serious affliction of the new venture

in its early stages—and one that can permanently stunt even those that
survive.

The lack ofadequate financial focus and of the right financial policies
is, by contrast, the greatest threat to the new venture in the next stage
of its growth. It is, above all, a threat to the rapidly growing new
venture. The more successful a new venture is, the more dangerous the
lack of financial foresight.

Suppose that a new venture has successfully launched its product or
service and is growing fast. It reports "rapidly increasing profits" and
issues rosy forecasts. The stock market then "discovers" the new ven
ture, especially if it is high-tech or in a field otherwise currently fashion
able. Predictions abound that the new venture's sales will reach a billion
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dollars within five years. Eighteen months later, the new venture col
lapses. It may not go out of existence or go bankrupt. But it is suddenly
awash in red ink, lays off 180 of its 275 employees, fires the president,
or is sold at a bargain price to a big company. The causes are always the
same: lack of cash; inability to raise the capital needed for expansion;
and loss of control, with expenses, inventories, and receivables in dis
array. These three financial afflictions often hit together at the same
time. Yet any one of them by itself endangers the health, if not the life,
of the new venture.

Once this financial crisis has erupted, it can be cured only with great
difficulty and considerable suffering. But it is eminently preventable.

Entrepreneurs starting new ventures are rarely unmindful of
money; on the contrary, they tend to be greedy. They therefore focus
on profits. But this is the wrong focus for a new venture, or rather, it
comes last rather than first. Cash flow, capital, and controls come much
earlier. Without them, the profit figures are fiction—good for twelve to
eighteen months, perhaps, after which they evaporate.

Growth has to be fed. In financial terms this means that growth in
a new venture demands adding financial resources rather than taking
fhem out. Growth needs more cash and more capital. If the growing
new venture shows a "profit" it is a fiction: a bookkeeping entry put in
only to balance the accounts. And since taxes are payable on this fiction
in most countries, it creates a liability and a cash drain rather than
"surplus." The healthier a new venture and the faster it grows, the
more financial feeding it requires. The new ventures that are the dar
lings of the newspapers and the stock market letters, the new ventures
that show rapid profit growth and "record profits," are those most likely
to run into desperate trouble a couple of years later.

The new venture needs cash flow analysis, cash flow forecasts, and
cash management. The fact that America's new ventures of the last few
years (with the significant exception ofhigh-tech companies) have been
doing so much better than new ventures used to do is largely because
the new entrepreneurs in the United States have learned that entre
preneurship demands financial management.

Cash management is fairly easy if there are reliable cash flow fore
casts, with "reliable" meaning "worst case" assumptions rather than
hopes. There is an old banker's rule of thumb, according to which in
forecasting cash income and cash outlays one assumes that bills will
have to be paid sixty days earlier than expected and receivables will
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come in sixty days later. If the forecast isoverly conservative, the worst
that can happen—it rarely does in a growing new venture—is a tempo
rary cash surplus.

A growing new venture should know twelve months ahead of time
how much cash it will need, when, and for what purposes. With a year's
lead time, it is almost always possible to finance cash needs. But even
if a new venture is doing well, raising cash in a hurry and in a "crisis"
is never easy and always prohibitively expensive. Above all, it always
sidetracks the key people in the company at the most critical time. For
several months they then spend their time and energy running from
one financial institution to another and cranking out one set ofquestion
able financial projections after another. In the end, they usually have
to mortgage the long-range future of the business to get through a
ninety-day cash bind. When they finally are able again to devote time
and thought to the business, they have irrevocably missed the major
opportunities. Forthe new venture, almost by definition, is under cash
pressure when the opportunities are greatest.

The successful new venture will also outgrow its capital structure.
A rule of thumb with a good deal of empirical evidence to support it
says that a new venture outgrows its capital base with every increase
in sales (orbillings) of the order of 40 to 50 percent. After such growth,
a new venture alsoneeds a new and different capital structure, as a rule.
As the venture grows, private sources of funds, whether from the own
ers and their families or from outsiders, become inadequate. The com
pany hasto find access to much largerpools of money by going"public,"
by finding a partner or partners among established companies, or by
raising money from insurance companies and pension funds. A new
venture that had been financed by equity money now needs to shift to
long-term debt, or vice versa.As the venture grows,the existing capital
structure always becomes the wrong structure and an obstacle.

In some new ventures, capital planning is comparatively easy. When
the business consists of uniform and entirely local units—restaurants in
a chain, freestanding surgicalcenters or individual hospitals in different
cities, homebuilders with separate operations in a number of different
metropolitan areas, specialty stores and the like—each unit can be
financed as a separate business. One solution is franchising (which is, in
essence, a way to finance rapid expansion). Another is setting up each
local unit as a company, with separate and often local investors as
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"limited" partners. The capital needed for growth and expansion can
thus be raised step by step, and the success of the preceding unit
furnishes documentation and the incentive for the investors in the
succeeding ones. Butitonly works when: (a) each unitbreaks evenfairly
soon, atmost perhaps within twoorthree years; (b) when the operation
can be made routine, so thatpeople oflimited managerial competence
—the typical franchise holder, orthe business manager of a local free
standing surgical center—can do a decent job without much supervi
sion; and (c) when the individual unit itselfreaches fairly swiftly the
optimum size beyond which it does not require further capital but
produces cash surplus to help finance the startup of additional units.

For new ventures other than those capable of being financed as
separate units, capital planning isasurvival necessity. If a growingnew
venture plans realistically—and that again means assuming the maxi
mum rather than the rninimum need—for its capital requirement and
its capital structure three years ahead, it should normally have little
difficulty in obtaining the kind ofmoney it needs,when it needsit, and
in the form in which it needs it. If it waits until it outgrows its capital
base and its capital structure, it is putting its survival—and most as
suredlyits independence—onthe block. At the very least, the founders
will find that they have taken all the entrepreneurialrisk and worked
hard only to make other people the rich owners. From beingowners,
they willhavebecome employees, with the new investors taking con
trol.

Finally, the new venture needs to plan the financial system it re
quires to manage growth. Again and again, a growing new venture
starts offwith anexcellent product,excellent standingin itsmarket, and
excellent growth prospects. Then suddenlyeverything goesout of con
trol: receivables, inventory, manufacturing costs, administrative costs,
service, distribution, everything. Once one area gets out of control, all
of them do. The enterprise has outgrown its control structure. By the
time control has been reestablished,markets have been lost, customers
have become disgruntled if not hostile, distributors have lost their confi
dence in the company. Worst of all, employees have lost trust in man
agement, and with good reason.

Fast growth always makes obsolete the existing controls. Again, a
growth of 40 to 50 percent in volume seems to be the critical figure.

Once control has been lost, it is hard to recapture. Yet the loss of
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control canbe preventedquite easily. What is needed is first to think
through the critical areas in agiven enterprise. In one, it maybe prod
uct quality; in another, service; in athird, receivables andinventory; in
a fourth, manufacturing costs. Rarely are there more than four or five
critical areas in any given enterprise. (Managerial and administrative
overheadshould, however, always be included. A disproportionate and
fast increase in the percentage ofrevenues absorbed by managerial and
administrative overhead, which means that the enterprise hires
managerial and administrative people faster than it actually grows, is
usually the first sign that a business is getting out of control, that its
management structure and practices are no longer adequate to the
task.)

To liveup to its growth expectations, anew venture must establish
today the controls in these critical areas it will needthreeyears hence.
Elaborate controls are not necessarynor does it matter that the figures
are only approximate. What matters isthat themanagement ofthenew
venture is awareof these critical areas, isbeing reminded of them, and
can thus act fast if the need arises. Disarray normally does not appear
if there is adequate attention to the key areas. Then the new venture
will have the controls it needs when it needs them.

Financial foresight does not require a great deal of time. It does
require agood deal ofthought, however. The technical tools todo the
job are easily available; they are spelled out inmost texts onmanagerial
accounting. But the work will have tobe done by the enterprise itself.

Ill

BUILDING A TOP MANAGEMENT TEAM

The new venture hassuccessfully established itself in the right mar
ket and has then successfully found the financial structure and the
financial systemit needs. Nonetheless, a few years later it is still prone
to run into a serious crisis. Just when it appears to be on the threshold
of becoming an "adult"—a successful, established, going concern—it
gets into trouble nobody seems to understand. The products are first-
rate, the prospects are excellent, and yet the business simply cannot
grow. Neither profitability norquality, nor any ofthe other major areas
performs.

The reason is always the same: a lack of top management. The
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business has outgrown being managed by one person, or even two
people, and it now needs amanagement team atthe top. If it does not
have one already inplace at the time, itis very late—in fact, usually too
late. The best one can then hopeis that the business will survive. But
it is likely to be permanently crippledor to sufferscars that will bleed
for many years to come. Morale has been shattered and employees
throughout the company are disillusioned and cynical. And the people
who founded the business and built it almost always end up on the
outside, embittered and disenchanted.

The remedy is simple: To build atop management team before the
venture reaches the point where it must have one. Teams cannot be
formed overnight. They require long periods before theycan function.
Teams are based onmutual trust and mutual understanding, and this
takes years to build up. In my experience, three years is about the
minimum.

But the small and growing new venture cannot afford atop manage
ment team; it cannot sustain half a dozen people with big titles and
corresponding salaries. In fact, inthe small and growing business, avery
small number ofpeople do everything as itcomes along. How, then, can
one square this circle?

Again, the remedy is relatively simple. But it does require the will
on the part of the fouriders to build a team rather than to keep on
running everything themselves. If one ortwopeople atthe topbelieve
that they, and they alone, must do everything, then a management
crisis a few months,orat the latest, a few years down the road becomes
inevitable.

Whenever the objective economic indicators of a new venture-
market surveys, for instance, or demographic analysis—indicate that
the business may double within three or five years, then it is the duty
of the founder or founders to build the management team the new
venture will very soon require. This is preventive medicine, so tospeak.

First ofall the founders, together with other key people in the firm,
willhave to think through the key activities of their business. What are
thespecific areas upon which the survival and success ofthis particular
business depend? Most of the areas will be on everyone's list. But if
there are divergencies and dissents—and there should beon aquestion
as important as this—they should be taken seriously. Every activity
which any member of the group thinks belongs there should go down
on the list.
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The key activities are not to be found in books. They emerge from
analysis of the specific enterprise. Two enterprises that to an outsider
appear to be in an identical line of business may well end up defining
their key activitiesquite differently. One, forinstance,may put produc
tion in the center; the other, customer service. Only two key activities
are always present in any organization:there is always the management
of people and there is always the management of money. The rest has
to be determined by the people within looking at the enterprise and at
their own jobs, values, and goals.

The next step is, then, for each member of the group, beginning
with the founder, to ask:"What are the activities that / am doing well?
And what are the activities that each of my key associates in this busi
ness is actually doing well?" Again, there is going to be agreement on
most of the people and on most of their strengths. But, again, any
disagreement should be taken seriously.

Next, one asks: "Which of the key activities should each of us, there
fore, take on ashis or her first and major responsibility because they fit
the individual's strengths? Which individual fits which key activity?"

Then the work on building a team can begin. The founder starts to
discipline himself (or herself) not to handle people and their problems,
if this is not the key activity that fits him best. Perhaps this individual's
key strengthisnew products andnew technology. Perhaps thisindivid
ual's key activity is operations, manufacturing, physical distribution,
service. Or perhaps it is money and finance and someone else had
better handle people. But all key activities need to be covered by
someone who has proven ability in performance.

There is no rule that says"A chief executive has to be in charge of
this or that." Of course a chief executive is the court of last resort and
has ultimate accountability. And the chief executive also has to make
sure of getting the information necessary to discharge this ultimate
accountability. The chief executive's own work, however, depends on
what the enterprise requires and on who the individual is. As long as
the CEO's work program consists of key activities, he or she does a
CEO's job. But the CEO also is responsible for making sure that all the
other key activities are adequately covered.

Finally, goalsand objectives for each area need to be set. Everyone
who takes on the primary responsibility for a key activity, whether
product development or people,or money, must be asked: "What can
this enterprise expect of you? What should we hold you accountable
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for?What are you trying to accomplish and by what time?" But this is
elementary management, of course.

It is prudent to establish the top management team informally at
first. There is no need to give people titles in a new and growing
venture, nor to make announcements, nor even to pay extra. All this
can wait a year or so, until it is clear that the new setup works, and how.
In the meantime, all the members of the team have much to learn: their
job; how they work together; and what they have to do to enable the
CEO and their colleagues to do their jobs. Two or three years later,
when the growing venture needs a top management, it has one.

However, should it fail to provide for a top management before it
actually needs one, it will lose the capacity to manage itself long before
it actually needs a top management team. The founder will have be
come sooverloaded that important taskswill not get done. At this point
the company can go one of two ways. The first possibility is that the
founder concentrates on the one or two areas that fit his or her abilities

and interests. These are key areas indeed, but they are not the only
crucial ones, and no one is then left to look after the others. Two years
later, important areas have been slighted and the business is in dire
straits. The other, worse, possibility is that the founder is conscientious.
He knows that people and money are key activities and need to be
taken care of. His own abilities and interests, which actually built the
business, are in the design and development of new products. But being
conscientious, the founder forces himself to take care of people and
finance. Since he isnot very gifted in either area,he does poorly in both.
It also takes him forever to reach decisions or to do any work in these
areas, so that he is forced, by lack of time, to neglect what he is really
good at and what the company depends on him for, the development
of new technology and new products. Three years later the company
will have become an empty shell without the products it needs, but also
without the management of people and the management of money it
needs.

In the first example, it may be possible to save the company. After
all, it has the products. But the founder will inevitably be removed by
whoever comes in to salvage the company. In the second case, the
company usually cannot be saved at all and has to be sold or liquidated.

Long before it has reached the point where it needs the balance of
a top management team, the new venture has to create one. Long
before the time has come at which management by one person no
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longer works and becomes mismanagement, that one person also has to
start learning how to work with colleagues, has to learn to trust people,
yet also how to hold them accountable. The founder has to learn to
become the leader of a team rather than a "star" with "helpers."

IV

"WHERE CAN I CONTRIBUTE?"

Building a top management team may be the single most important
step toward entrepreneurial management in the new venture. It is only
the first step, however, for the founders themselves, who then have to
think through what their own future is to be.

As a new venture develops and grows, the roles and relationships of
the original entrepreneurs inexorably change. If the founders refuse to
accept this, they will stunt the business and may even destroy it.

Every founder-entrepreneur nods to this and says,"Amen." Every
one has horror stories of other founder-entrepreneurs who did not
change as the venture changed, and who then destroyed both the
business and themselves. But even among the founders who can accept
that they themselves need to do something, few know how to tackle
changing their own roles and relationships. They tend to begin by
asking: "What do I like to do?" Or atbest,"Where do I fit in?"The right
question to start with is: "What will the venture need objectively by
way of management from here on out?" And in a growing new venture,
the founder has to ask this question whenever the business (or the
public-service institution) grows significantly or changes direction or
character, that is, changes its products, services, markets, or the kind of
people it needs.

The next question the founder must ask is: "What am I good at?
What, of all these needs of the venture, could I supply, and supply with
distinction?" Only after having thought through these two questions
should a founder then ask: "What do I really want to do, and believe
in doing?What am I willing to spend yearson, if not the rest of my life?
Is this something the venture really needs? Is it a major, essential,
indispensable contribution?"

One example is that of the successful American post-World War II
metropolitan university, Pace, in New York City. Dr. Edward Mortola
built up the institution from nothing in 1947 into New York City's
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third-largest and fastest-growing university, with 25,000 students and
well-regarded graduate schools. In the university's early years he was
a radical innovator. But when Pace was still very small (around 1950),
Mortola built a strong top management team. All members were given
a major, clearly defined responsibility, for which they were expected to
take full accountability and give leadership. A few years later, Mortola
then decided what his own role was to be and converted himself into

a traditional university president, while at the same time building a
strong independent board of trustees to advise and support him.

But the questions ofwhat a venture needs, what the strengths of the
founder-entrepreneur are, and what he or she wants to do, might be
answered quite differently.

Edwin Land, for instance, the man who invented Polaroid glassand
the Polaroid camera, ran the company during the first twelve or fifteen
years of its life, until the early 1950s. Then it began to grow fast. Land
thereupon designed a top management team and put it in place. As for
himself, he decided that he was not the right man for the top manage
ment job in the company: what he and he alone could contribute was
scientific innovation. Accordingly, Land built himself a laboratory and
established himself as the company's consulting director for basic re?
search.The company itself, in its day-to-dayoperations, he left to others
to run.

Ray Kroc, the man who conceived and built McDonald's, reached
a similar conclusion. He remained president until he died well past age
eighty. But he put a top management team in place to run the company
and appointed himself the company's "marketing conscience." Until
shortly before his death, he visited two or three McDonald's restaurants
each week, checking their quality carefully, the level of cleanliness and
friendliness. Above all, he looked at the customers, talked to them and
listened to them. This enabled the company to make the necessary
changes to retain its leadership in the fast-food industry.

Similarly, in a much smaller new venture, a building supply com
pany in the Pacific Northwest of the United States, the young man who
built the company decided that his role was not to run the company but
to develop its critical resource, the managers who are responsible for
its two hundred branches in small towns and suburbs. These managers
are in effect running their own local business. They are supported by
strong services in headquarters: central buying, quality control, control
of credit and receivables, and so on. But the selling is done by each
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manager, locally and with very little help—maybe one salesman and a
couple of truck drivers.

The business depends on the motivation, drive, ability, and enthusi
asm of these isolated, fairly unsophisticated individuals. None of them
has a college degree and few have even finished high school. So the
founder of this company makes it his business to spend twelve to fifteen
days each month in the field visiting branch managers, spending half
a day with them, discussing their business, their plans, their aspirations.
This may well be the only distinction the company has—otherwise,
every other building materials wholesaler does the same things. But this
performance of the one key activity by the chief executive has enabled
the company to grow three to four times as fast as any competitor, even
in recession times.

Yet another quite different answer to the same question was given
by the three scientists who, together, founded what has become one of
the largest and most successful companies in the semiconductor indus
try. When they asked themselves, "What are the needs of the business?"
the answer was that there were three: "One for basic business strategy,
one for scientific research and development, and one for the develop
ment of people—especially scientific and technical people." They de
cided which of the three was most suited for each of these assignments,
and then divided them according to their strengths. The person who
took the human relations and human development job had actually
been a prolific scientific innovator and had high standing in scientific
circles. But he decided, and his colleagues concurred, that he was su
perbly fitted for the managerial, the people task, so he took it. "It was
not," he once said in a speech, "what I really wanted to do, but it was
where I could make the greatest contribution."

These questions may not always lead to such happy endings. They
may even lead to the decision to leave the company.

In one of the most successful new financial services ventures in the

United States, this is what the founder concluded. He did establish a top
management team. He asked what the company needed. He looked at
himself and his strengths; and he found no match between the needs
of the company and his own abilities, let alone between the needs of
the company and the things he wanted to do. "I trained my own succes
sor for about eighteen months, then turned the company over to him
and resigned," he said. Since then he has started three new businesses,
not one of them in finance, has developed them successfully to medium
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size, and then quit again. He wants to develop new businesses but does
not enjoy running them. He accepts that both the businesses and he are
better off divorced from one another.

Other entrepreneurs in this same situation might reach different
conclusions. The founder of a well-known medical clinic, a leader in its
particular field, faced a similar dilemma. The needs of the institution
were for an administrator and money-raiser. His own inclinations were
to be a researcher and a clinician. But he realized that he was good at
raising money and,capable of learning to be the chief executive officer
of a fairly large health-care organization."And so," he says,"I felt it my
duty to the venture I had created, and to my associates in it, to suppress
my own desires and to take on the job of chiefadministrator and money-
raiser. But I would never have done so had I not known that I had the

abilities to do the job, and if my advisors and my board had not all
assured me that I had these abilities."

The question, "Where do / belong?" needs to be faced up to and
thought through by the founder-entrepreneur as soon as the venture
shows the first signs of success. But the question can be faced up to
much earlier. Indeed, it might be best thought through before the new
venture is even started.

This is what Soichiro Honda, the founder and builder of Honda
Motor Company in Japan, did when he decided to open a small business
in the darkest days after Japan's defeat in World War II. He did not start
his venture until he had found the right man to be his partner and to
run administration, finance, distribution, marketing, sales, and person
nel. For Honda had decided from the outset that he belonged in engi
neering and production and would not run anything else. This decision
made the Honda Motor Company.

There is an earlier and even more instructive example, that of
Henry Ford. When Ford decided in 1903 to go into business for himself,
he did exactly what Honda did forty years later: before starting, he
found the right man to be his partner and to run the areas where Ford
knew he did not belong—administration, finance, distribution, market
ing, sales, and personnel. Like Honda, Henry Ford knew that he be
longed in engineering and manufacturing and was going to confine
himself to these two areas. The man he found, James Couzens,* con
tributed as much as Ford to the success of the company. Many of the

♦Who later became mayor of Detroit and senator from Michigan, and might well
have become President of the United States had he not been born in Canada.
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best known policies and practices of the Ford Motor Company for
which Henry Ford is often given credit—the famous $5-a-daywage of
1913, or the pioneering distribution and service policies, for example
—were Couzens's ideas and at first resisted by Ford. So effective did
Couzens become that Ford grew increasingly jealous of him and forced
him out in 1917. The last straw was Couzens's insistence that the Model

T was obsolescent and his proposal to use some of the huge profits of
the company to start work on a successor.

The Ford Motor Company grew and prospered to the very day of
Couzens's resignation. Within a few short months thereafter, as soon as
Henry Ford had taken every single top management function into his
own hands, forgetting that he had known earlier where he belonged,
the Ford Motor Company began its long decline. Henry Ford clung to
the Model T for a full ten years, until it had become literally unsalable.
And the company's decline was not reversed for thirty years after Couz
ens's dismissal until, with his grandfather dying, a very young Henry
Ford II took over the practically bankrupt business.

THE NEED FOR OUTSIDE ADVICE

These last cases point up an important factor for the entrepreneur
in the new and growing venture, the need for independent, objective
outside advice.

The growing new venture may not need a formal board of directors.
Moreover, the typical board ofdirectors very often does not provide the
advice and counsel the founder needs. But the founder does need

people with whom he can discuss basic decisions and to whom he
listens. Such people are rarely to be found within the enterprise. Some
body has to challenge the founder's appraisal of the needs of the ven
ture, and of his own personal strengths. Someone who is not a part of
the problem has to ask questions, to review decisions and, above all, to
push constantly to have the long-term survival needs of the new ven
ture satisfied by building in the market focus, supplying financial fore
sight, and creating a functioning top management team. This is the final
requirement of entrepreneurial management in the new venture.

The new venture that builds such entrepreneurial management into
its policies and practices will become a flourishing large business.*

*A fine description of this process is to be found in High-Output Management (New
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In so many new ventures, especially high-tech ventures, the tech
niques discussed in this chapter are spurned and even despised. The
argument is that they constitute "management" and "We are entre
preneurs." But this is not informality; it is irresponsibility. It confuses
manners and substance. It is old wisdom that there is no freedom except
under the law. Freedom without law is license, which soon degenerates
into anarchy,and shortly thereafter into tyranny. It is preciselybecause
the new venture has to maintain and strengthen the entrepreneurial
spirit that it needs foresight and discipline. It needs to prepare itself for
the demands its own success will make of it. Above all, it needs responsi
bility—and this, in the last analysis, is what entrepreneurial manage
ment supplies to the new venture.

There is much more that could be said about managing the new
venture, about financing, staffing,marketing its products, and soon. But
these specifics are adequately covered in a number of publications.*
What this chapter has tried to do is to identify and discuss the few fairly
simple policies that are crucial to the survival and success of any new
venture, whether a business or a public-service institution, whether
"high-tech," "low-tech," or "no-tech," whether started by one man or
woman or by a group, and whether intended to remain a small business
or to become "another IBM."

York: Random House, 1983),by Andrew S. Grove, co-founder and president of Intel, one
of the largest manufacturers of semiconductors.

♦For some of these, see the Suggested Readings at the back of this book.
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ENTREPRENEURIAL

STRATEGIES

Just as entrepreneurship requires entrepreneurial management, that
is, practices and policies within the enterprise, so it requires practices
and policies outside, in the marketplace. It requires entrepreneurial
strategies.
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"Fustest with the Mostest"

Of late, "strategy in business"* has become the "in" word, with any
number of books written about it.f However, I have not come across
any discussion of entrepreneurial strategies. Yet they are important;
they are distinct; and they are different.

There are four specifically entrepreneurial strategies:

1. Being "Fustest with the Mostest"; «
2. "Hitting Them Where They Ain't";
3. Finding and occupying a specialized "ecological niche";
4.Changing the economic characteristics ofaproduct, amarket, or

an industry.

These four strategies arenot mutuallyexclusive. One and the same
entrepreneur often combines two, sometimes even elements of three,
in one strategy. They are also not always sharply differentiated; the
samestrategy might, for instance, be classified as "HittingThem Where
They Ain't" or as "Finding and occupying a specialized 'ecological
niche.' " Still, each of these four has its prerequisites. Each fits certain
kinds of innovation and does not fit others. Each requires specific be
havior on the part of the entrepreneur. Finally, each has itsownlimita
tions and carries its own risks.

The 1952 edition oftheConcise Oxford Dictionary still defined strategy as: "Gener
alship; the art of war; management of an army or armies in a campaign." Alfred D
Chandler, Jr., first applied the term to the conduct ofabusiness in1962 inhis pioneering
Strategy and Structure (Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press), whichstudied the evolution of
management in the bigcorporation. Butshortly thereafter, in 1963, when I wrotethe first
analysis of business strategy, the publisher and I found thatthe word could not be used
inthetitle without risk ofserious misunderstanding. Booksellers, magazine editors, and
senior business executives all assured us that"strategy" for them meant the conduct of
military or election campaigns. The book discussed most that is now considered "strat
egy." It uses the word in the text.<But the title we chose was Managing for Results.

fOf which I have found Michael Porter's Competitive Strategies (New York- Free
Press, 1980) the most useful.
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BEING "FUSTEST WITH THE MOSTEST

Being "Fustest with the Mostest" was how a Confederate cavalry
general in America's Civil War explained consistently winning his bat
tles. In this strategy the entrepreneur aims at leadership, if not at
dominance of a new market or a new industry. Being "Fustest with the
Mostest" does not necessarily aim at creating a big business right away,
though often this is indeed the aim. But it aims from the start at a
permanent leadership position.

Being "Fustest with the Mostest" isthe approach thatmany people
consider the entrepreneurial strategy par excellence. Indeed, if one
were to go by the popular books on entrepreneurs,* one would con
cludethatbeing"Fustest with the Mostest" is the onlyentrepreneurial
strategy—and a good many entrepreneurs, especially the high-tech
ones, seem to be of the same opinion.

They are wrong, however. To be sure, a good many entrepreneurs
have indeed chosen this strategy. Yet being "Fustest with the Mostest"
is not even the dominant entrepreneurial strategy, let alone the one
with the lowest risk or the highest success ratio. On the contrary,of all
entrepreneurial strategies it is the greatest gamble. And it isunforgiv
ing, making no allowances for mistakes and permitting no second
chance.

But if successful, being"Fustestwith the Mostest" ishighly reward
ing.

Here are some examples to showwhat this strategyconsists of and
what it requires.

Hoffmann-LaRoche of Basel, Switzerland, has for many years been
the world's largest and in all probability its most profitable phar
maceutical company. But its origins were quite humble: until the mid-
1920s, Hoffmann-LaRoche was a small and struggling manufacturing
chemist,making a few textile dyes. It was totally overshadowed by the
hugeGerman dye-stuff makers and twoorthreemuchbigger chemical
firms in its own country. Then it gambled on the newly discovered
vitamins at a time when the scientific world still could not quite accept

♦E.g., George Gilder's The Spirit ofEnterprise (New York: Simon &Schuster, 1984),
perhaps the most readable recent example of the genre.
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that such substances existed. It acquired the vitamin patents—nobody
else wanted them. Ithired thediscoverers away from Zurich University
at several times the salaries they could hope to get as professors, salaries
even industry had never paid before. Andit invested all the moneyit
had and all it could borrow inmanufacturing and marketing these new
substances.

Sixty years later, long after all vitamin patents have expired, Hoff
mann-LaRoche has nearly half the world's vitamin market, now
amountingto billions of dollars a year. The company followed the same
strategy twicemore: in the 1930s, whenit went intothe new sulfa drugs
even though most scientists of the time "knew" that systemic drugs
could not be effective against infections; andtwenty years later, in the
mid-fifties, when it went into the muscle-relaxing tranquilizers, Lib
rium andValium—at that time considered equally heretical andincom
patible with what "every scientist knew."

DuPont followed the same strategy. When it came up with Nylon,
the first truly synthetic fiber, after fifteen years of hard, frustrating
research, DuPont at once mounted massive efforts, built huge plants,
went into mass advertising—the company had never before had con
sumer products to advertise—and created the industry we now call
plastics.

These are "big-company" stories, it will be said. But Hbfimann-
LaRoche was not a big company when it started. And here are some
more recent examples of companies that started from nothing with a
strategy of getting there "Fustest with the Mostest."

The word processor is not much of a "scientific" invention. It hooks
up three existing instruments: a typewriter, a display screen, and a
fairly elementary computer. But this combination ofexisting elements
has resulted in a genuine innovation that is radically changing office
work. Dr. An Wang wasa lone entrepreneur when he conceived of the
combination some time in the mid-fifties. He had no track record asan
entrepreneurandaminimum of financial backing. Yet he clearly aimed
from the beginning at creating a newindustry and at changing office
work—and Wang Laboratories has, ofcourse, become averybig com
pany.

Similarly, the twoyoung engineers who started theApple computer
in the proverbial garage, without financial backers orprevious business
experience, aimed from the beginning at creating an industry and
dominating it.
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Not every "Fustest with the Mostest"strategy needs to aim at creat
ingabigbusiness, though it mustalways aim atcreating abusiness that
dominates its market. The 3MCompany in St. Paul, Minnesota,does not
—as amatter of deliberatepolicy, it seems—attempt an innovation that
mightresult in abigbusiness by itself. Nor does Johnson &Johnson, the
health-care andhygiene producer. Bothcompanies areamongthe most
fertile and most successful innovators. Both look for innovations that
will lead to medium-sized rather than to giant enterprises, which are,
however, dominant in their markets.

Being"Fustest with the Mostest" isnot confined to businesses. It is
also available to public-service institutions. When Wilhelm von Hum
boldt founded the University of Berlin in 1809—an event mentioned
before in this book—he clearlyaimed at being "Fustest with the Most
est." Prussia had just been defeated by Napoleon and had barely es
caped total dismemberment. It was bankrupt, politically, militarily,
and, above all, financially. It looked very much the way Germany was
to look after Hitler's defeat in 1945. Yet Humboldt went out to build
the largest university the Western world had ever seen or heard of—
three to four times aslarge asanything then in existence. He went out
to hire the leading scholars in every single discipline, beginning with
the foremost philosopher of the time, Georg W. F. Hegel. Andhe paid
his professors up to ten times as much as professors had everbeenpaid
before, at a period when first-class scholars were going begging since
the Napoleonic wars had forced many old and famous universities to
disband.

A hundred years later, in the early years of this century, two sur
geons in Rochester, an obscure Minnesota town far from population
centers or medical schools, decided to establisha medical center based
on totally new—and totally heretical—concepts of medical practice,
and especially onbuilding teams inwhich outstanding specialists would
work together under a coordinating team leader. Frederick William
Taylor, the so-called father of scientific management, had never met
the Mayo Brothers. But in his well-known testimony before the Con
gress in 1911, hecalled theMayo Clinic the"only complete and success
ful scientific management" he knew. These unknown provincial sur
geons aimed from thebeginning atdominance ofthe field, atattracting
outstanding practitioners in every branch of medicine and the most
gifted of the younger men, and at attracting also patients able and
willing to pay what were then outrageous fees.
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And twenty-five years later, the strategy of being"Fustest with the
Mostest" was used by the March of Dimes to organize research into
infantile paralysis (polio). Instead of aiming at gathering new knowl
edge step by step, as all earlier medical research had done, the March
of Dimes aimed from thebeginning at total victory over acompletely
mysterious disease. No one before had ever organizeda "research lab
without walls," in which a large number of scientists in a multitude of
research institutions were commissioned to work on specific stages of
a planned and managedresearch program. The March of Dimes estab
lished the pattern onwhich theUnited States, a little later, organized
the first great research projects of World War II: the atombomb, the
radar lab, the proximity fuse, andthen another fifteen years later, "Put
ting aManon the Moon"—all innovativeefforts usingthe "Fustestwith
the Mostest" strategy.

These examples show, first, that being "Fustest with the Mostest"
requires an ambitious aim; otherwise it is bound to fail. It always aims
at creating a new industry or a new market. At the least, as in the case
of the Mayo Clinic or the March of Dimes, being "Fustest with the
Mostest" aims at creating a quite different and highly unconventional
process. The DuPonts surely did not say to themselves in the mid-
twenties when they brought in Carothers: "We will establish the plas
tics industry" (indeed, the term was rarely used until the 1950s). But
enough of the internal DuPont documents of the time havebeen pub
lished to show that the topmanagement people did aim at creating a
new industry. They were far from convinced that Carothers and his
research would succeed. But they knew that they would have founded
something big and brand new in the event of success, and something
thatwould go far beyond asingle product orevenbeyond asingle major
product line. Dr. Wang didnotcoin the term"the Office of the Future,"
a? far as I know. But in his first advertisements, he announced a new
officeenvironment and new concepts of officework. Both the DuPonts
and Wang from thebeginning clearly aimed atdominating theindustry
they hoped they would succeed in creating.

The bestexample ofwhatisimplied in the strategy ofbeing"Fustest
with the Mostest" isnot a business case but Humboldt's University of
Berlin. Humboldt was actually not a bit interested in a university, as
such. It was for him the means to create a new and different political
order, whichwould beheither theabsolute monarchy ofthe eighteenth
century nor the democracy of the French Revolution in which the
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bourgeoisie ruled. Rather, it would be a balanced system, in which a
totally apolitical professional civil service and an equally apolitical pro
fessional officer corps, recruited and promoted strictly by merit,would
be autonomous in their very narrow spheres. These people—today we
would call them technocrats—would have limited tasks and would be
under the strict supervision of an independent professional judiciary.
But within these limits they would be the masters. There would then
be two spheres ofindividual freedom for thebourgeoisie, amoral and
cultural one, and an economic one.

Humboldt had presented this concept earlier in book form.* After
the total defeat of the Prussian monarchy by Napoleon in 1806, the
collapse paralyzed all the forces that would otherwise have stopped
Humboldt—the king, the aristocracy, the military. He ran with the
opportunity and founded the University of Berlin as the main carrier
ofhis political concepts, with brilliant success. TheUniversity ofBerlin
did indeed create the peculiar political structure the Germans in the
nineteenth century called the "Rechtsstaat" (the Lawful State), in
which an autonomous and self-governing elite of civil servants and
general staff officers was in full control of the political and military
sphere; an autonomous and self-governing elite of educated people
("die Gebildeten Staende") organized around self-governing universi
ties provided a "liberal" cultural sphere; and in which there was an
autonomous andlargely unrestricted economy. Thisstructure first gave
Prussia the moral and cultural, and soon thereafter the political and
economic ascendancy in Germany. Bothleadership in Europe andad
miration outside of it followed in short order, especially on the part of
the British and the Americans for whom the Germans, until 1890 or so,
were the cultural and intellectual models. All this was exactly what
Humboldt in the hour of darkestdefeat and total despairhad envisaged
and aimed at. Indeed, he spelled out his aims clearly in the prospectus
and the charter of his university.

Perhaps because "Fustest with the Mostest" must aim at creating
something truly new, something truly different, nonexperts and outsid
ers seem to do as well as the experts, in fact, often better. Hoffmann-
LaRoche, for instance, did not owe its strategy to chemists, but to a
musician who had married the granddaughter of the company's foun-

♦Under the title The Limits on the Effectiveness of Government (Die Grenzen der
Wirksamkeit desStaates), oneof the very feworiginal books on political philosophy ever
written by a German.
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der and needed more money tosupport his orchestra than thecompany
then provided through its meager dividends. To this day thecompany
has neverbeen managed by chemists, but always by financial men who
have made their career in a major Swiss bank. Wilhelm von Humboldt
himself was a diplomat with noearlier ties to academia orexperience
in it. The DuPont top management people were businessmen rather
than chemists and researchers. And while the Brothers Mayo were
well-trainedsurgeons, they were totallyoutside the medical establish
ment of the time and isolated-from it.

Ofcourse, thereare also thetrue"insiders," Dr. Wang orthe people
at 3Morthe young computer engineers whodesigned the Applecom
puter. But when it comes to being "Fustest with the Mostest," the
outsider mayhave an advantage. He does not know what everybody
within the field knows, and therefore does not know what cannot be
done.

II

The strategy of being "Fustest with the Mostest" has to hit right on
target or it missesaltogether.Or, to vary the metaphor, being "Fustest
with the Mostest" is very much like a moon shot: a deviation of a
fraction of a minute of the arc and the missile disappears into outer
space. And once launched, the "Fustest with the Mostest" strategy is
difficult to adjust or to correct.

To use this strategy, in other words, requires thought and careful
analysis. The entrepreneur of so much of the popular literature or of
Hollywood movies, the personwho suddenly hasa "brilliantidea" and
rushes off to put it into effect, is not going to succeed with it. In fact,
for this strategy to succeed at all, the innovation must be based on a
careful anddeliberate attempt toexploit oneof the major opportunities
for innovation that were discussed in Chapters 3 to 9.

There is, for instance, no better example of exploiting a change in
perception than Humboldt's University of Berlin. The French Revolu
tion with its Terror, followed by Napoleon's ruthless wars of conquest,
had left the educated bourgeoisie disillusioned with politics; and yet
they also quite clearly would have rejected any attempt to move the
clock back and return to the absolute monarchy of the eighteenth
century, let alone to feudalism. They needed a "liberal" but apolitical
sphere, coupled with anapolitical government based onthe same prin-
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ciplesof law and educationin which they themselves believed. And all
of them at the time were followers of Adam Smith, whose Wealth of
Nations was probably the most widely read and most highly respected
political book of the period. It was this which Humboldt's political
structure exploited and which his plan for the University of Berlin
translated into institutional reality.

Wang's word processorbrilliantly exploited a process need. By the
1970s the fear of the computer that had been rampant in offices only
a little while earlier wasbeginning to be replaced by the question, "And
what will the computer do for me?'* By that time, office workers had
become familiar with the computer in such activities asmaking payroll
or controlling inventories; they also by that time had acquired office
copiers so that the paperload in every officewas going up very sharply.
Wang's word processor then addressed itself to the one remaining
nonautomated chore, a chore every office worker hated: rewriting let
ters, speeches, reports, manuscripts to embody minor changes, and
having to do so again and again.

Hoffmann-LaRoche, in picking the vitamins in the early twenties,
exploited new knowledge. The musician who laid.down its strategy
understood the "structure of scientific revolutions" a full thirty years
before a philosopher, Thomas Kuhn, wrote the celebrated book by that
title. He understood that a new basic theorem in science, even though
buttressed by enough evidence to make it impossible to reject, will still
not be accepted by a majority of scientists should it conflict with basic
theorems they have grown up with and hold as articles of faith. They
pay no attention to it for a long time, until the old "paradigm," the old
basic theory, becomes totally untenable. And during that time those
who accept the new theorem and run with it have the field all to
themselves.

Only with such a base in careful analysis can the strategy of being
"Fustest with the Mostest" possibly succeed.

Even then, it requires extreme concentration of effort. There has to
be one clear-cut goal and all efforts have to be focused on it. And when
this effort begins to produce results, the innovator has to be ready to
mobilize resources massively. As soon as DuPont had a usable synthetic
fiber—long before the market had begun to respond to it—the com
pany built large factories and bombarded both textile manufacturers
and the general public with advertisements, trial presentations, and
samples.
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Then, after the innovation has become a successful business, the
work really begins. Then the strategy of "Fustest with the Mostest"
demands substantial and continuing efforts to retain a leadership posi
tion;otherwise, allone hasdone iscreate amarket fora competitor. The
innovator has to run even harder now that he has leadership than he
ran before and to continue his innovative efforts on a very large scale.
The research budget must be higher after the innovation has success
fully been accomplished than it was before. New uses have to be found;
new customers must be identified, and persuaded to try the new
materials. Above all, the entrepreneur who has succeeded in being
"Fustest with the Mostest" has to make his product or his process obso
lete before a competitor can do it. Work on the successor to the success
ful product or process has to start immediately, with the same concen
tration of effort and the same investment of resources that led to the
initial success.

Finally, the entrepreneur who has attained leadership by being
"Fustest with the Mostest" has to be the one who systematically cuts the
price of his own product or process. To keep prices high simply holds
an umbrella over potential competitors and encourages them (on this,
see the next chapter, "Hit Them Where They Ain't").

This was established by the longest-lived private monopoly in eco
nomic history, the Dynamite Cartel, founded by Alfred Nobel after his
invention of dynamite. The Dynamite Cartel maintained a worldwide
monopoly until World War I and even beyond, long after the Nobel
patents had expired. It did this by cutting price every time demand rose
by 10 to 20 percent. By that time, the companiesin the cartel had fully
depreciated the investment they had had to make to get the additional
production. This made it unattractive for any potential competitor to
build new dynamite factories, while the cartel itself maintained its
profitability.It is no accident that DuPont hasconsistently followed this
policy in the United States, for the DuPont Company was the American
member of the Dynamite Cartel. But Wang has done the same with
respect to the word processor, Apple with respect to its computers, and
3M with respect to all its products.

Ill

These are all success stories.They do not show how risky the strategy
of being "Fustest with the Mostest" actually is. The failures disap-
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peared.Yet we know that for everyonewho succeeds with this strategy,
many more fail. There is only one chance with the "Fustest with the
Mostest" strategy. If it does not work right away, it is a total failure.

Everyone knows the old Swiss story of Wilhelm Tell the archer,
whom the tyrant promised to pardon if he succeeded in shooting an
appleoffhis son's headon the first try. If he failed, he wouldeither kill
the child or be killed himself. This is exactly the situation of the entre
preneur in the "Fustest with the Mostest" strategy. There can be no
"almost-success" or "near-miss." There is only success or failure.

Even the successesmay be perceived only by hindsight. At least we
know that in two of the examples failure was very close;a combination
of luck and chance saved them.

Nylon only succeededbecause of a fluke. There was no market for
a synthetic fiber in the mid-thirties. It was far too expensive to compete
with cotton and rayon, the cheap fibers of the time, and was actually
even more expensive than silk, the luxury fiber which the Japanese in
the severe depression of the late thirties had to sell for whatever price
they could get. What saved Nylon was the outbreak of World War II,
which stopped Japanese silk exports. By the time the Japanese could
start up their silk industry again, around 1950or so, Nylon was firmly
entrenched, with its cost and price down to a fraction of what both had
been in the late thirties. The story of 3M's best known product, Scotch
Tape,was toldearlier. Again, but for pureaccident, Scotch Tape would
have been a failure.

The strategy of being "Fustest with the Mostest" is indeed so risky
that an entire major strategy—the one that will be discussed in the next
chapterunder the headingCreativeImitation—is basedon the assump
tion that being "Fustest with the Mostest" will fail far more often than
it can possibly succeed. It will fail because the will is lacking. It will fail
because efforts are inadequate. It will fail because, despite successful
innovation, not enough resources are deployed, are available, or are
being put to work to exploit success, and so on. While the strategy is
indeed highlyrewarding when successful, it ismuch tooriskyandmuch
too difficult to be used for anything but major innovations, for creating
anew political orderas Humboldtsuccessfully did,orawholenew field
of therapy as Hoffmann-LaRoche did with the vitamins, or a new ap
proach to medical diagnosis and practice as the Mayo Brothers set out
to do. In effect, it fits a fairly small minority of innovations. It requires
profound analysis and a genuineunderstanding of the sources of inno-
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vation and of their dynamics. It requires an extreme concentration of
effort and substantial resources. In most cases alternative strategies are
available and preferable—not primarily because they carry less risk, but
because for most innovations the opportunity is not great enough to
justify the cost, the effort, and the investment of resources required for
the "Fustest with the Mostest" strategy.
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'Hit Them Where They Ain't"

Two completely different entrepreneurial strategies were summed up
by another battle-winning Confederate general in America's Civil War,
who said: "Hit Them Where They Ain't." They might be called creative
imitation and entrepreneurial judo, respectively.

I

CREATIVE IMITATION

Creative imitation* is clearly a contradiction in terms. What is crea
tive must surely be original. And if there is one thing imitation is not,
it is "original." Yet the term fits. It describes a strategy that is "imita
tion" in its substance. What the entrepreneur does is something some
body else has already done. But it is "creative" because the entrepre
neur applying the strategy of "creative imitation" understands what
the innovation represents better than the people who made it and who
innovated.

The foremost practitioner of this strategy and the most brilliant one
is IBM. But it is also very largely the strategy that Procter & Gamble
has been using to obtain and maintain leadership in the soap, detergent,
and toiletries markets. And the Japanese Hattori Company, whose
Seiko watches have become the world's leader, also owes its domination
of the market to creative imitation.

In the early thirties IBM built a high-speed calculating machine to
do calculations for the astronomers at New York's Columbia Univer

sity. A few years later it built a machine that was already designed as
a computer—again, to do astronomical calculations, this time at Har
vard. And by the end of World War II, IBM had built a real computer

*The term was coined by Theodore Levitt of the Harvard Business School.
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—the first one, by the way, that had the features of the true com
puter: a "memory" and the capacity to be "programmed." And yet
there are good reasons why the history books pay scant attention to
IBM as a computer innovator/For as soon as it had finished its ad
vanced 1945 computer—the first computer to be shown to a lay pub
lic in its showroom in midtown New York, where it drew immense
crowds—IBM abandoned its own design and switched to the design of
its rival, the ENIAC developed at the University of Pennsylvania. The
ENIAC was far better suited to business applications such as payroll,
only its designers did not see this. IBM structured the ENIAC so that
it could be manufactured and serviced and could do mundane "num

bers crunching." When IBM's version of the ENIAC came out in
1953, it at once set the standard for commercial, multipurpose, main
frame computers.

This is the strategy of "creative imitation." It waits until somebody
else has established the new, but only "approximately." Then it goes to
work. And within a short time it comes out with what the new really
should be to satisfy the customer, to do the work customers want and
pay for. The creative imitation has then set the standard and takes over
the market.

IBM practiced creative imitation again with the personal computer.
The idea was Apple's. As described earlier (in Chapter 3), everybody at
IBM "knew" that a small, freestanding computer was a mistake—un
economical, far from optimal, and expensive. And yet it succeeded.
IBM immediately went to work to design a machine that would become
the standard in the personal computer field and dominate or at least
lead the entire field. The result was the PC. Within two years it had
taken over from Apple leadership in the personal computer field,
becoming the fastest-selling brand and the standard in the field.

Procter & Gamble acts very much the same way in the market for
detergents, soaps, toiletries, and processed foods.

When semiconductors became available, everyone in the watch in
dustry knew that they could be used to power a watch much more
accurately, much more reliably, and much more cheaply than tradi
tional watch movements. The Swiss soon brought out a quartz-powered
digital watch. But they had so much investment in traditional watch
making that they decided on a gradual introduction of quartz-powered
digital watches over a long period of time, during which these new
timepieces would remain expensive luxuries.
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Meanwhile, the Hattori Company in Japan had long been making
conventional watches for the Japanese market. It saw the opportunity
and went in for creative imitation, developing the quartz-powered
digital watch as the standard timepiece. By the time the Swiss had
woken up, it was too late. Seiko watches had become the world's best
sellers, with the Swiss almost pushed out of the market.

Like being "Fustest with the Mostest," creative imitation is a strat
egy aimed at market or industry leadership, if not at market or industry
dominance. But it is much less risky. By the time the creative imitator
moves, the market has been established and the new venture has been
accepted. Indeed, there is usually more demand for it than the original
innovator can easily supply. The market segmentations are known or
at least knowable. By then, too, market research can find out what
customers buy, how they buy, what constitutes value for them, and so
on. Most of the uncertainties that abound when the first innovator

appears have been dispelled or can at least be analyzed and studied. No
one has to explain any more what a personal computer or a digital
watch are and what they can do.

Of course, the original innovator may do it right the first time, thus
closing the door to creative imitation. There is the risk of an innovator
bringing out and doing the right job with vitamins as Hoffmann-
LaRoche did, or with Nylon as did DuPont, or as Wang did with the
word processor. But the number of entrepreneurs engaging in creative
imitation, and their substantial success, indicates that perhaps the risk
of the first innovator's preempting the market by getting it right is not
an overwhelming one.

Another good example of creative imitation is Tylenol, the "non-
aspirin aspirin." This case shows more clearly than any other I know
what the strategy consists of, what its requirements are, and how it
works.

Acetaminophen (the substance that is sold under the Tylenol brand
name in the U.S.) had been used for many years as a painkiller, but until
recently it was available in the United States only by prescription. Until
recently also, aspirin, the much older pain-killing substance, was consid
ered perfectly safe and had the pain-relief market to itself. Acetamino
phen is a less potent drug than aspirin. It is effective as a painkiller but
has no anti-inflammatory effect and also no effect on blood coagulation.
Because of this it is free from the side effects, especially gastric upsets
and stomach bleeding, which aspirin can cause, particularly if used in
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large doses and over long periods of time for an illness like arthritis.
When acetaminophen became available without prescription, the

first brand on the market was presented and promoted as a drug for
those who suffered sideeffects from aspirin. It waseminently successful,
indeed, far more successful than its makers had anticipated. But it was
this very success that created the opportunity for creative imitation.
Johnson & Johnson realized that there was a market for a drug that
replaced aspirin asthe painkiller of choice,with aspirin confined to the
fairly small market where anti-inflammatory and blood coagulation
effects were needed. From the start Tylenol was promoted as the safe,
universal painkiller. Within a year or two it had the market.

Creative imitation, these cases show, does not exploit the failure of
the pioneers as failure is commonly understood. On the contrary, the
pioneer must be successful. The Apple computer was a great success
story, and so was the acetaminophen brand that Tylenol ultimately
pushed out of market leadership. But the original innovators failed to
understand their success. The makers of the Apple were product-
focused rather than user-focused, and therefore offered additional hard
ware where the user needed programs and software. In the Tylenol
case, the original innovators failed to realize what their own success
meant.

The creative innovator exploits the success ofothers. Creative imita
tion is not "innovation" in the sense in which the term is most com

monly understood. The creative imitator does not invent a product or
service; he perfects and positions it. In the form in which it has been
introduced, it lacks something. It may be additional product features.
It may be segmentation of product or services so that slightly different
versions fit slightly different markets. It might be proper positioning of
the product in the market. Or creative imitation supplies something
that is still lacking.

The creative imitator looks at products or services from the view
point of the customer. IBM's personal computer is practically indistin
guishable from the Apple in its technical features, but IBM from the
beginning offered the customer programs and software. Apple main
tained traditional computer distribution through specialty stores. IBM
—in a radical break with its own traditions—developed all kinds of
distribution channels, specialty stores, major retailers like Sears, Roe
buck, its own retail stores, and so on. It made it easy for the consumer
to buy and it made it easy for the consumer to use the product. These,
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rather than hardware features, were the "innovations" that gave IBM
the personal computer market.

All told, creative imitation starts out with markets rather than with
products, and with customers rather than with producers. It is both
market-focused and market-driven.

These cases show what the strategy of creative imitation requires:
It requires a rapidly growing market. Creative imitators do not

succeed by taking away customers from the pioneers who have first
introduced a new product or service; they serve markets the pioneers
have created but do not adequately service. Creative imitation satisfies
a demand that already exists rather than creating one.

The strategy has its own rjsks, and they are considerable. Creative
imitators are easily tempted to splinter their efforts in the attempt to
hedge their bets. Another danger is to misread the trend and imitate
creatively what then turns out not to be the winning development in
the marketplace.

IBM, the world's foremost creative imitator, exemplifies these dan
gers. It has successfully imitated every major development in the office-
automation field. As a result, it has the leading product in every single
area. But because they originated in imitation, the products are so
diverse and so little compatible with one another that it is all but
impossible to build an integrated, automated office out of IBM building
blocks. It is thus still doubtful that IBM can maintain leadership in the
automated office and provide the integrated system for it. Yet this is
where the main market of the future is going to be in all probability.
And this risk, the risk of being too clever, is inherent in the creative
imitation strategy.

Creative imitation is likely to work most effectively in high-tech
areas for one simple reason: high-tech innovators are least likely to be
market-focused, and most likely to be technology- and product-focused.
They therefore tend to misunderstand their own success and to fail to
exploit and supply the demand they have created. But as acetamino
phen and the Seiko watch show, they are by no means the only ones to
do so.

, Because creative imitation aims at market dominance, it is best
suited to a major product, process, or service: the personal computer,
the worldwide watch market, or a market as large as that for pain relief.
But the strategy requires less of a market than being "Fustest with the
Mostest." It carries less risk. By the time creative imitators go to work,
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the market has already been identified and the demand has already
been created. What it lacks in risk, however, creative imitation makes
up for in its requirements for alertness, for flexibility, for willingness to
accept the verdict of the market, and above all, for hard work and
massive efforts.

II

ENTREPRENEURIAL JUDO

In 1947, Bell Laboratories invented the transistor. It was at once

realized that the transistor was going to replace the vacuum tube,
especially in consumer electronics such as the radio and the brand-new
television set. Everybody knew this; but nobody did anything about it.
The leading manufacturers—at that time they were all Americans—
began to study the transistor and to make plans for conversion to the
transistor "sometime around 1970." Till then, they proclaimed, the
transistor "would not be ready." Sony was practically unknown outside
ofJapan and was not even in consumer electronics at the time. But Akio
Morita, Sony's president, read about the transistor in the newspapers.
As a result, he went to the United States and bought a license for the
new transistor from Bell Labs for a ridiculous sum, all of $25,000. Two
years later, Sony brought out the first portable transistor radio, which
weighed less than one-fifth of comparable vacuum tube radios on the
market, and cost less than one-third. Three years later, Sony had the
market for cheap radios in the United States; and five years later, the
Japanese had captured the radio market all over the world.

Of course, this is a classic case of the rejection of the unexpected
success. The Americans rejected the transistor because it was "not
invented here," that is, not invented by the electrical and electronic
leaders, RCA and G.E. It is a typical example of pride in doing things
the hard way. The Americans were so proud of the wonderful radios of
those days, the great Super Heterodyne sets that were such marvels of
craftsmanship. Compared to them, they thought silicon chips low
grade, if not indeed beneath their dignity.

But Sony's success is not the real story. How do we explain that the
Japanese repeated this same strategy again and again, and always with
success, always surprising the Americans? They repeated it with televi
sion sets and digital watches and hand-held calculators. They repeated
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it with copiers when they moved in and took away a large share of the
market from the original inventor, the Xerox Company. The Japanese,
in other words, have been successful again and again in practicing
"entrepreneurial judo" against the Americans.

But so did MCI and Sprint when they used the Bell Telephone
System's (AT&T) own pricing to take away from the Bell System a very
large part of the long-distance business (see Chapter 6). So did ROLM
when it used Bell System's policies against it to take away a large part
of the private branch exchange (PBX) market. And so did Citibank
when it started a consumer bank in Germany, the "Familienbank"
(Family Bank), which within a few short years came to dominate Ger
man consumer finance.

The German banks knew that ordinary consumers had obtained
purchasing power and had become desirable clients. They went
through the motions of offering consumers banking services. But they
really did not want them. Consumers, they felt, were beneath the
dignity of a major bank, with its business customers and its rich invest
ment clients. If consumers needed an account at all, they should have
it with the postal savings bank/Whatever their advertisements said to
the contrary, the banks made it abundantly clear when consumers
came into the august offices of the local branch that they had little use
for them.

This was the opening Citibank exploited when it founded its Ger
man Familienbank, which catered to none but individual consumers,
designed the services consumers needed, and made it easy for consum
ers to do business with a bank. Despite the tremendous strength of the
German banks and their pervasive presence in a country where there
is a branch of a major bank on the corner of every downtown street,
Citibank's Familienbank attained dominance in the German consumer

banking business within five years or so.
AH these newcomers—the Japanese, MCI, ROLM, Citibank—prac

ticed "entrepreneurial judo." Of the entrepreneurial strategies, espe
cially the strategies aimed at obtaining leadership and dominance in an
industry or a market, entrepreneurial judo is by all odds the least risky
and the most likely to succeed.

Every policeman knows that a habitual criminal will always commit
his crime the same way—whether it is cracking a safe or entering a
building he wants to loot. He leaves behind a "signature," which is as
individual and as distinct as a fingerprint. And he will not change that
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signature even though it leads to his being caught time and again.
But it is not only the criminal who is set in his habits. All of us are.

And so are businesses and industries. The habit will be persisted in even
though it leads again and again to loss of leadership and loss of market.
The American manufacturers persisted in the habits that enabled the
Japanese to take over their market again and again.

If the criminal is caught, he rarely accepts that his habit has betrayed
him. On the contrary, he will find all kinds ofexcuses—and continue the
habit that led to his being captured. Similarly, businesses that are being
betrayed by their habits will not admit it and will find all kinds of
excuses. The American electronics manufacturers, for instance, attri

bute the Japanese successes to "low labor costs" in Japan. Yet the few
American manufacturers that have faced up to reality, for example,
RCA and Magnavox in television sets, are able to turn out in the United
States products at prices competitive with those of the Japanese, and
competitive also in quality, despite their paying American wages and
union benefits. The German banks uniformly explain the success of
Citibank's Familienbank by its taking risks they themselves would not
touch. But Familienbank has lower credit losses with consumer loans
than the German banks, and its lending requirements are as strict as
those of the Germans. The German banks know this, of course. Yet they
keep on explaining away their failure and Familienbank's success.This
is typical. And it explains why the same strategy—the same entre
preneurial judo—can be used over and over again.

There are in particular five fairly common bad habits that enable
newcomers to use entrepreneurial judo and to catapult themselves into
a leadership position in an industry against the entrenched, established
companies.

1. The first is what American slang calls "NIH" ("Not Invented
Here"), the arrogance that leads a company or an industry to believe
that something new cannot be any good unless they themselves thought
of it. And so the new invention is spurned, as was the transistor by the
American electronics manufacturers.

2. The second is the tendency to "cream" a market, that is, to get
the high-profit part of it.

This is basically what Xerox did and what made it an easy target for
the Japanese imitators of its copying machines. Xerox focused its strat
egy on the big users, the buyers of large numbers of machines or of
expensive, high-performance machines. It did not reject the others; but
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it did not go after them. In particular, it did not see fit to give them
service. In the end it was dissatisfaction with the service—or rather,
with the lack of service—Xerox provided for its smaller customers that
made them receptive to competitors' machines.

"Creaming" is a violation of elementary managerial and economic
precepts. It is always punished by loss of market.

Xerox was resting on its laurels. They were indeed substantial and
well earned, but no business ever gets paid for what it did in the past.
"Creaming" attempts to get paid for past contributions. Once abusiness
gets into that habit, it is likely to continue in it and thus continue to be
vulnerable to entrepreneurial judo.

3. Even more debilitating is the thirdbad habit: the belief in "qual
ity." "Quality" in a product or serviceis not what the supplier puts in.
It is what the customer gets out and is willing to pay for. A product is
not "quality" because it is hard to make and costs a lot of money, as
manufacturerstypicallybelieve. That is incompetence. Customers pay
only for what is of use to them and gives them value. Nothing else
constitutes "quality."

The American electronics manufacturers in the 1950s believed that
their products with all those wonderful vacuum tubes were "quality"
because they had put in thirty years of effort making radio sets more
complicated,bigger,andmore expensive.They consideredthe product
to be "quality" because it needed a great deal of skill to turn out,
whereas a transistor radiois simple and canbe made by unskilled labor
on the assembly line. But in consumer terms, the transistor radio is
clearly farsuperior "quality." It weighs much less so that it can be taken
on a trip to the beach or to a picnic. It rarely goes wrong; there are no
tubes to replace. It costs a great deal less. And in range and fidelity it
very soon surpassedeven the most magnificent Super Heterodyne with
sixteen vacuum tubes, one of which always burned out just when
needed.

4. Closely related to both "creaming" and "quality" is the fourth bad
habit, the delusion of the "premium" price. A "premium" price is
always an invitation to the competitor.

For two hundred years, since the time of J. B. Say in France and of
David Ricardo in Englandin the earlyyears of the nineteenth century,
economists have known that the only way to get a higher profit margin,
except through a monopoly, is through lower costs. The attempt to
achieve a higher profit margin through a higher price is always self-
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defeating. It holds an umbrella over the competitor. What looks like
higher profits for the established leader is in effect a subsidy to the
newcomer who, in a very few years, will unseat the leader and claim
the throne for himself. "Premium" prices, instead of being an occasion
forjoy—and areason forahigher stock price or a higher price/earnings
multiple—shouldalways be considered athreat anddangerous vulnera
bility.

Yet the delusion of higher profits to be achieved through "pre
mium" pricesis almostuniversal, even though it always opens the door
to entrepreneurial judo.

5. Finally, there is a fifth bad habit that is typical of established
businesses and leads to their downfall—Xerox is a good example. They
maximize rather than optimize. As the market grows and develops,
they try to satisfyevery singleuser through the same product or service.

A new analyticalinstrument to test chemical reaction is being intro
duced, for instance. At firstits market is quite limited, let's say to indus
trial laboratories. But then university laboratories, research institutes,
andhospitals allbegin to buy the instrument, but eachwants something
slightlydifferent. And sothe manufacturer puts in one feature to satisfy
this customer, then another one to satisfy that customer, and soon, until
what started out as a simple instrument hasbecome complicated. The
manufacturer has maximized what the instrument can do. As a result,
the instrument no longer satisfies anyone. For,by trying to satisfyevery
body, one always ends up satisfying nobody. The instrument also has
become expensive, aswell asbeing hard to use and hard to maintain. But
the manufacturer isproudof the instrument; indeed, his full-page adver
tisement lists sixty-four different things it can do.

This manufacturer will almost certainly become the victim of entre
preneurial judo. What he thinks is his very strength will be turned
against him. The newcomerwillcome in with aninstrument designed
to satisfy one of the markets, the hospital, for instance. It will not
contain a single feature the hospital people do not need, and do not
need every day. But everything the hospital needs will be there and
with higher performance capacity than the multipurpose instrument
can possibly offer.The same manufacturer will then bring out a model
for the research laboratory, for the government laboratory, for industry
—and in no time at all the newcomer will have taken away the markets
with instruments that are specifically designed for their users, instru
ments that optimize rather than maximize.
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Similarly, whentheJapanese came inwiththeir copiers in competi
tionwith Xerox, they designed machines that fitted specific groups of
users—for example, the small office, whether that of the dentist, the
doctor, or the school principal. They did not try to match the features
of which the Xerox people themselves were the proudest, such as the
speed of the machine or the clarity of the copy. They gave the small
office whatthe small office neededmost,asimple machineatalowcost.
And once they had established themselves in that market, they then
moved in on the othermarkets, each with a product designed to serve
optimally a specific market segment.

Sony similarly first moved into the low end of the radio market, the
market for cheap portables with limited range. Once it had established
itself there, it moved in on the other market segments.

Entrepreneurial judo aims first at securing a beachhead, and one
which theestablished leaders either donotdefend atall ordefend only
halfheartedly—the way the Germans did not counterattack when Citi
bank established its Familienbank. Once that beachhead has been
secured, that is, once the newcomers have an adequate market and an
adequate revenue stream, they then move on to the rest of the "beach"
and finally tothewhole "island." Ineach case, theyrepeat the strategy.
They design a product ora service which is specific to a givenmarket
segment and optimal for it. And the established leaders hardly ever
beatthem to this game. Hardly everdothe established leaders manage
to change their own behavior before the newcomers have taken over
the leadership and acquired dominance.

There are three situations in which the entrepreneurial judo strat
egy is likely to be particularly successful.

The first is the common situation in which the established leaders
refuse to act on the unexpected, whether successor failure, and either
overlook it altogether or try to brush it aside. This is what Sony ex
ploited.

The second situation is the Xerox situation. A new technology
emerges and grows fast. But the innovators who have brought to the
market the new technology (or the new service) behave like the classi
cal "monopolists": they use their leadership position to "cream" the
market and to get "premium" prices.They either do not know or refuse
to acknowledge what has been amply proven: that a leadership posi
tion, let alone any kind of monopoly, can only be maintained if the
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leader behaves as a "benevolent monopolist" (the term is Joseph
Schumpeter's).

A benevolent monopolist cuts his prices before a competitor can cut
them. And he makes his product obsolete and introduces new product
before a competitor can do so. There are enough examples of this
around to prove the validity of the thesis. It is the way in which the
DuPont Company has acted for many years and in which the American
Bell Telephone System (AT&T) used to act before it was overcome by
the inflationary problems of the 1970s. But if the leader uses his leader
ship position to raise prices or to raise profit margins except by lowering
his cost, he sets himself up to be*knocked down by anyone who uses
entrepreneurial judo against him.

Similarly, the leader in a rapidly growing new market or new tech
nology who tries to maximize rather than to optimize will soon make
himself vulnerable to entrepreneurial judo.

Finally, entrepreneurial judo works as a strategy when market or
industry structure changes fast—which is the Familienbank story. As
Germany became prosperous in the fifties and sixties, ordinary people
became customers for financial services beyond the traditional savings
account or the traditional mortgage. But the German banks stuck to
their old markets.

Entrepreneurial judo is always market-focused and market-driven.
The starting point may be technology, as it was when Akio Morita
traveled to the United States from a Japan that had barely emerged
from the destruction of World War II to acquire a transistor license.
Morita looked at the market segment which the existing technology
satisfied the least, simply because of the weight and fragility of vacuum
tubes: the market for portables. He then designed the right radio for
that market, a market of young people with little money but also fairly
simple demands with respect to range of the instrument and to quality
of sound, a market, in other words, that the old technology simply could
not adequately serve.

Similarly, the long-distance discounters in the United States who
saw the opportunity to buy from the Bell Telephone System whole
sale and to resell retail, designed a service first for the fairly modest
number of substantial businesses that were too small to build their

own longdistance system but large enough to have heavy long-dis
tance bills. Only after they had secured a substantial share of that
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market did they move out and try to go after both the very big and
the small users.

To use the entrepreneurial judo strategy, one starts out with an
analysis of the industry, the producers and the suppliers, their habits,
especially their bad habits, and their policies. But then one looks at the
markets and tries to pinpoint the place where an alternative strategy
would meet with the greatest success and the least resistance.

Entrepreneurial, judo requires some degree of genuine innovation.
It is, as a rule, not good enough to offer the same product or the same
service at lower cost. There has to be something that distinguishes it
from what already exists. When the ROLM Company offered a private
branch exchange—a switchboard for business and office users—in com
petition with AT&T, it built in additional features designed around a
small computer. These were not high-tech, let alone new inventions.
Indeed, AT&T itself had designed similar features. But AT&T did not
push them—and ROLM did. Similarly, when Citibank went into Ger
many with the Familienbank, it put in some innovative services which
German banks as a rule did not offer to small depositors, such as travel
ers checks or tax advice.

It is not enough, in other words, for the newcomer simply to do as
good a job as the established leader at a lower cost or with better
service. The newcomers have to make themselves distinct.

Like being "Fustest with the Mostest" and creative imitation, entre
preneurial judo aims at obtaining leadership position and eventually
dominance. But it does not do so by competing with the leaders—or at
least not where the leaders are aware of competitive challenge or wor
ried about it. Entrepreneurial judo "Hits Them Where They Ain't."
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Ecological Niches

The entrepreneurial strategiesdiscussedso far, being "Fustest with the
Mostest," creative imitation, and entrepreneurial judo, all aim at mar
ket or industry leadership, if not at dominance. The "ecological niche"
strategy aims at control. The strategies discussed earlier aim at position
ing an enterprise in a large market or a major industry. The ecological
niche strategy aims at obtaining a practical monopoly in a small area.
The first three strategies are competitive strategies. The ecological
niche strategy aims at making its successful practitioners immune to
competition and unlikely to be challenged. Successful practitioners of
"Fustest with the Mostest," creative imitation, and entrepreneurial
judo become big companies, highly visible if not household words.
Successful practitioners of the ecologicalniche take the cash and let the
credit go. They wallow in their anonymity. Indeed, in the most success
ful of the ecological niche strategies, the whole point is to be so incon
spicuous, despite the product's being essential to a process, that no one
is likely to try to compete.

There are three distinct niche strategies, each with its own require
ments, its own limitations, and its own risks:

• the toll-gate strategy;
• the specialty skill strategy; and
• the specialty market strategy.

THE TOLL-GATE STRATEGY

Earlier, in Chapter 4,1 discussed the strategy of the Alcon Company,
which developed an enzyme to eliminate the one feature of the stan
dard surgical operation for senile cataracts that went counter to the
rhythm and the logic of the process. Once this enzyme had been devel-

233
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oped and patented, it had a "toll-gate" position. No eye surgeon would
do without it. No matter what Alcon charged for the teaspoonful of
enzyme that was needed for each cataract operation, the cost was
insignificant in relation to the total cost of the operation. I doubt that
any eye surgeon or any hospital ever even inquired what the stuff cost.
The total market for this particular preparation was so small—maybe
$50 million dollars a year worldwide—that it clearly would not have
been worth anybody's while to try to develop a competing product.
There would not have been one additional cataract operation in the
world just because this particular enzyme had become cheaper. All that
potential competitors could possibly do, therefore, would have been to
knock down the price for everybody, without deriving much benefit for
themselves.

A very similar toll-gate position has been occupied for many years
by a medium-sized company which, fifty or sixty years ago, developed
a blowout protector for oil wells. The cost of drilling an oil well may
run into many millions. One blowout will destroy the entire well and
everything that has been invested in it. The blowout prptector, which
safeguards the well while being drilled, is thus cheap insurance, no
matter what its price. Again, the total market is so limited as to make
it unattractive for any would-be competitor. Lowering the price of
blowout protectors, which constitute maybe 1 percent of the total cost
of a deep well, could not possibly stimulate anyone to drill more wells.
Competition could only degrade the price without increasing the de
mand.

Another example of a toll-gate strategy is Dewey & Almy—now a
division of W. R. Grace. This company developed a compound to seal
tin cans in the 1930s. The seal is an essential ingredient of the can: if
a can goes bad, it can cause catastrophic damage. One death from one
case of botulism in a can can easily destroy a food packer; A can-sealing
compound that offers protection against spoilage is therefore cheap at
any price. And yet the cost of sealing—a fraction of a cent at best—is
so insignificant to both the cost of the total can and the risk of spoilage
that nobody is much concerned about it. What matters is performance,
not cost. Again, the total market, while larger than that for enzymes in
cataract operations or for blowout protectors, is still a limited one. And
lowering the price for can-sealing compound is quite unlikely to in
crease the demand by a single can.

The toll-gate position is thus in many ways the most desirable posi-
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tion a company can occupy. But it has stringent requirements. The
product has to be essential to a process.The risk of not using it—the risk
of losing an eye, losing an oil well, or spoilage in a tin can—must be
infinitely greater than the cost of the product. The market must be so
limited that whoever occupies it first preempts it. It must be a true
"ecological niche" which one species fills completely, and which at the
same time is small and discreet enough not to attract rivals.

Such toll-gate positions are not easily found. Normally they occur
only in an incongruity situation (cf. Chapter 4). The incongruity, as in
the case of Alcon's enzyme, might be an incongruity in the rhythm or
the logic of a process. Or, as in the case of the blowout protector or the
can-sealing compound, it might be an incongruity between economic
realities—between the cost of malfunction and the cost of adequate
protection.

The toll-gate position also has severe limitations and serious risks. It
is basically a static position. Once the ecological niche has been occu
pied, there is unlikely to be much growth. There is nothing the com
pany that occupies the toll-gate position can do to increase its business
or to control it. No matter how good its product or how cheap, the
demand is dependent upon the demand for the process or product to
which the toll-gate product furnishes an ingredient.

This may not be too important for Alcon. Cataracts can be assumed
to be impervious to economic fluctuations, whether boom or depres
sion. But the company making blowout protectors had to invest enor
mous amounts of money in new plants when oil drilling skyrocketed in
1973, and again after the 1979 petroleum panic. It suspected that the
boom could not last; yet it had to make the investments even though
it was reasonably sure it could never earn them back. Not to have done
so would have meant losing its market irretrievably. Equally, it was
powerless when, a few yearslater, the oilboom collapsedand oildrilling
shrank by 80 percent within twelve months, and with it orders for
oil-drilling equipment.

Once the toll-gate strategy has attained its objective, the company
is "mature." It can only grow as fast as its end users grow. But it can go
down fast. It can become obsolete almost overnight if someone finds a
different way of satisfying the same end use. Dewey & Almy, for in
stance, has no defense against the replacement of tin cans by other
container materials such as glass,paper, or plastics, or by other methods
of preserving food such as freezing and irradiation.
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And the toll-gate strategist must never exploit his monopoly. He
must not become what the Germans call a Raubritter (the English
"robber baron" does not mean quite the same thing) who robbed and
raped the hapless travelers as they passedthrough the mountain defiles
and river gorges atop of which perched his castle. He must not abuse
his monopoly to exploit, to extort, to maltreat his customers. If he does,
the users will put another supplier into business, or they will switch to
less effective substitutes which they can then control.

The right strategy is the one Dewey & Almy has successfully pur
sued for more than forty years now. It offers its users, especially those
in the Third World, extensive technical service, teaches their people,
and designs new and better canning and can-sealing machinery for
them to use with the Dewey & Almy sealing compounds. Yet it also
constantly upgrades the compounds.

The toll-gate position might be impregnable—or nearly so. But it
can only control within a narrow radius. Alcon tried to overcome this
limitation by diversifying into all kinds of consumer products for the
eye: artificial tears, contact lens fluids, anti-allergic eyedrops, and so
on. This was successful insofar as it made the company attractive to
one of the leading consumer goods multinationals, the Swiss Nestle
Company, which bought out Alcon for a very substantial sum. To the
best of my knowledge, Alcon is the only toll-gate company of this kind
that succeeded in establishing itself in markets outside its original po
sition and with products that were different in their economic charac
teristics. But whether this diversification into highly competitive con
sumer markets of which the company knew very little was profitable,
is not known.

II

THE SPECIALTY SKILL

Everybody knows the major automobile nameplates. But few peo
ple know the names of the companies that supply the electrical and
lighting systems for these cars, and yet there are far fewer such systems
than there are automobile nameplates: in the United States, the Delco
group of GM; in Germany, Robert Bosch; in Great Britain, Lucas; and
so on. Practically no one outside of the automobile industry knows that
one firm, A. O. Smith of Milwaukee, has for decades been making every
single frame used in an American passenger car, nor that for decades
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another firm, Bendix, has made every single set of automotive brakes
used by the American automobile industry.

By now these are all old and well-established firms, of course, but
only because the automobile is itself an old industry. These companies
established their controlling position when the industry was in its in
fancy, well before World War I. Robert Bosch, for instance, was a con
temporary and friend of the two German auto pioneers, Carl Benz and
Gottfried Daimler, and started his firm in the 1880s.

But once these companies had attained their controlling position in
their specialty skill niche, they retained it. Unlike the toll-gate compa
nies, theirs is a fairly large niche, yet it is still unique. It was obtained
by developing high skill at a very early time. A. O. Smith developed
what today would be called "automation" in making automobile frames
during and shortly after World War I. The electrical system which
Bosch in Germany designed for Mercedes staff cars around 1911 was so
faradvanced that it was put into general use even in luxury automobiles
only after World War II. Delco in Dayton, Ohio, developed the self-
starter before becoming a part of General Motors, that is, before 1914.
Such specialized skills put these companies so far ahead in their field
that it was hardly worth anybody's while to try to challenge them. They
had become the "standard."

Specialty skill niches are by no means confined to manufacturing.
Within the last ten years a few private trading firms, most of them in
Vienna, Austria, have built a similar niche in what used to be called
"barter" and is now called "counter-trade": taking goods from a devel
oping importing country, Bulgarian tobacco or Brazilian-made irriga
tion pumps, in payment for locomotives, machinery, or pharmaceuti
cals exported by a company in a developed country. And much earlier,
an enterprising German attained such a hold on one specialty skill niche
that guidebooks for tourists are still called by his name, "Baedeker."

As these cases show, timing is of the essence in establishing a spe
cialty skill niche. It has to be done at the very beginning of a new
industry, a new custom, a new market, a new trend. Karl Baedeker
published his first guidebook in 1828, as soon as the first steamships on
the Rhine opened tourist travel to the middle classes. He then had the
field virtually to himself until World War I made German books unac
ceptable in Western countries. The counter-traders of Vienna started
around 1960, when such trade was still the rare exception, largely
confined to the smaller countries of the Soviet Bloc (which explains why
they are concentrated in Austria). Ten years later, when hard curren-
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cies had become scarce all through the Third World, they had honed
their skills and become the "specialists."

To attain a specialty niche always requires something new, some
thing added, something that is genuine innovation. There were guide
books for travelers before Baedeker, but they confined themselves to
the cultural scene—churches, sights, and so on. For practical details—
the hotels, the tariff of the horse-drawn cabs, the distances, and the
proper amount to tip—the traveling English milord relied on a profes
sional, the courier. But the middle class had no courier, and that was
Baedeker's opportunity. Once he had learned what information the
traveler needed, how to get at it and to present it (the format he
established is still the one many guidebooks follow), it would not have
paid anyone to duplicate Baedeker's investment and build a competing
organization.

In the early stages of a major new development, the specialty skill
niche offers an exceptional opportunity. Examples abound. For many,
many years there were only two companies in the United States making
airplane propellers, for instance. Both had been started before World
War I.

A specialty skill niche is rarely found by accident. In every single
case, it results from a systematic survey of innovative opportunities. In
every single case, the entrepreneur looks for the place where a spe
cialty skill can be developed and can give a new enterprise a unique
controlling position. Robert Bosch spent years studying the new auto
motive field to position his new company where it could immediately
establish itself as the leader. Hamilton Propeller, for many years the
leading airplane propeller manufacturer in the United States, was the
result of a systematic search by its founder in the early days of powered
flight. Baedeker made several attempts to start a service for the tourist
before he decided on the guidebook that then bore his name and made
him famous.

The first point, therefore, is that in the early stages ofa new industry,
a new market, or a new nugor trend, there is the opportunity to search
systematically for the specialty skill opportunity—and then there is
usually time to develop a unique skill.

The second point is that the specialty skill niche does require a skill
that is both unique and different. The early automobile pioneers were,
without exception, mechanics. They knew a great deal about machin
ery, about metals and about engines. But electricity was alien to them.
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It required theoretical knowledge which they neither possessed nor
knew how toacquire. There were other publishers inBaedeker's time,
but a guidebook that required on-the-spot gathering of an enormous
amount of detailed information, constant inspection, and a staffof trav
elingauditors wasnot within their purview. "Counter-trade" isneither
trading nor banking.

The business thatestablishes itself in aspecialty skill niche is there
fore unlikely to be threatened by its customers or by its suppliers.
Neither ofthemreally wants togetintosomething thatisso alien inskill
and in temperament.

Thirdly, abusiness occupying aspecialty skill niche must constantly
work on improving itsownskill. It has to stay ahead. Indeed, it has to
make itself constantly obsolete. The automobile companies intheearly
days used to complain that Delco in Dayton, and Bosch in Stuttgart,
were pushing them. They turned out lighting systems that were far
ahead of the ordinary automobile, ahead of what the automobile manu
facturers of the times thought thecustomer needed, wanted, or could
pay for, ahead very often of what the automobile manufacturer knew
how to assemble.

While the specialty skill niche has unique advantages, it also has se
vere limitations. One is that it inflicts tunnel-vision on its occupants. In
order tomaintain themselves intheir controlling position, they have to
learn to look neither right nor left, but directly ahead at their narrow
area, their specialized field. Airplane electronics were not too different
from automobile electronics intheearly stages. Yet theautomobile elec
tricians—Delco, Bosch, and Lucas—are notleaders inairplane electron
ics. They did not even see the field and made no attempt toget into it.

A second, serious limitation is that the occupant of a specialty skill
niche is usually dependent on somebody else to bring his product or
service to market. It becomes acomponent. The strength of the auto
mobile electrical firms is that the customer does not know that they
exist. But this is of course also their weakness. If the Britishautomobile
industry goes down, so does Lucas. A. O. Smith prospered making
automotive frames until the energy crisis. Then American automobile
manufacturers began to switch to cars without frames. These cars are
substantially more expensive than cars with frames, but they weigh less
and therefore burn less fuel. A. O. Smith could do nothing to reverse
the adverse trend.

Finally, the greatest danger to the specialty niche manufacturer is
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for the specialty to cease being a specialty and to become universal.
The niche that the Viennese counter-traders now occupy was occu

pied in the 1920s and 1930s by foreign exchange traders who were
mostly Swiss. Bankers ofthose days, having grown upbeforeWorld War
I, stillbelieved that currencies ought to be stable. And when currencies
became unstable, when there were blocked currencies around, curren
cieswith different exchange rates for different purposes, andother such
monstrosities, the bankers did not even want to handle the business.
They were onlytoohappy to let the specialists in Switzerland do what
they thought was a dirtyjob. So a fairly small numberof Swiss foreign
exchange traders occupied a highly profitable specialty skill niche.
After World War II, with the tremendous expansion of world trade,
foreign exchange trading became routine. Bynow everybank, at least
in the major money centers, has its own foreign exchange traders.

The specialty skill niche, like all ecological niches, is therefore lim
ited—in scope as well as in time. Species that occupy such a niche,
biology teaches, donot easily adapt to even small changes in the exter
nal environment. And this is true, too, of the entrepreneurial skill spe
cies. But within these limitations, the specialty skill niche is a highly
advantageous position. In arapidly expanding new technology, indus
try, ormarket, it is perhaps the most advantageous strategy. Very few
of the automobile makers of 1920 are still around; every single one of
the electrical and lightingsystems makersis. Once attained and prop
erly maintained, the specialty skill niche protects against competition,
precisely because noautomobile buyer knows orcares who makes the
headlights or the brakes. No automobile buyer is therefore likely to
shop around for either. Once thename"Baedeker" hadbecomesynon
ymous with tourist guidebooks, there was little danger that anybody
else would try to muscle in, at least not until the market changed
drastically. In a new technology, anew industry, or anew market, the
specialty skill strategy offers an optimal ratio between opportunity and
risk of failure.

Ill

THE SPECIALTY MARKET

The majordifferencebetween the specialty skillniche and the spe
cialty market niche is that the former is built around a product or
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serviceandthe latteraround specialized knowledgeof amarket. Other
wise, they are similar.

Two medium-sizedcompanies, one in northernEngland and one in
Denmark, supply the great majority of the automated baking ovens for
cookies and crackers bought in the non-Communist world. For many
decades, two companies—the two earliest travel agents, Thomas Cook
in Europe and American Express in theUnited States—had a practical
monopoly on travelers checks.

There is, I am told, nothing very difficult or particularly technical
about baking ovens. There are literally dozens of companies around
that could make them just as well as those two firms in England and
Denmark. But these two know the market: they know every single
major baker, and every single major baker knows them. The market is
just notbig enough or attractive enough to try to compete withthese
two,as longas they remain satisfactory. Similarly, travelers checkswere
a backwater until the post-World War II period of mass travel. They
were highly profitable since the issuer, whether Cook or American
Express, has the use of the money and keeps the interest earned on it
until the purchaser cashes the check—sometimes months after the
checks were purchased. But the market was not large enough totempt
anyone else. Furthermore, travelers checks required aworldwide orga
nization, which Cook and American Express had to maintain anyhow
to service their travel customers, and which nobody else in those days
had any reason to build.

Thespecialty market isfound bylooking atanewdevelopment with
the question, What opportunities are there in this that would give usa
unique niche, and what do wehave to do to fill it ahead of everybody
else? The travelers check is no great "invention." It is basically nothing
more than a letter of credit, and that has been around for hundreds of
years.What was new was that travelers checks were offered—at first to
thecustomers ofCook and American Express, and then to thegeneral
public—in standard denominations. And they could be cashed wher
ever Cook or American Express hadan office or an agent. That made
them uniquely attractive tothe tourist who did not want tocarry agreat
deal of cash and did not have the established banking connections to
make them eligible for a letter of credit.

There was nothing particularly advanced intheearly baking ovens,
nor is there any high technology in the baking ovens installed today.
What the two leading firms did was to realize that the act of baking
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cookies and crackers was moving out of the home and into the factory.
They then studied what commercialbakersneeded so that they could
manufacture the product their own customers, grocers and supermar
kets, could in turn sell and the housewife would buy. The baking ovens
were not based on engineering but on market research; the engineer
ing would have been available to anyone.

The specialty market niche has the same requirements as the spe
cialtyskillniche:systematicanalysis of anew trend, industry, ormarket;
a specific innovative contribution, if only a "twist" like the one that
converted the traditional letter of credit into the modern travelers
check; and continuous work to improve the product and especially the
service, so that leadership, once obtained, will be retained.

And it has the same limitations. The greatest threat to the specialty
market position is success. The greatest threat is when the specialty
market becomes a mass market.

Travelers checks have now become a commodity and highly com
petitive because travel has become a mass market.

So have perfumes. A French firm, Coty, created the modern per
fume industry. It realized that World War I had changed the attitude
toward cosmetics. Whereas before the war only "fast women" used
cosmetics—or dared admit to their use—cosmetics had become ac
cepted andrespectable. Bythe mid-twenties Cotyhadestablished itself
in what was almost a monopoly position on both sides of the Atlantic.
Until 1929 the cosmetics market was a "specialty market," a market of
the uppermiddle class. But then during the Depression it explodedinto
a genuine mass market. It also split into two segments: a prestige seg
ment, with high prices,specialtydistribution, and specialty packaging;
and popular-priced, mass brands sold in every outlet including the
supermarket, the variety store, and the drugstore. Within a few short
years, the specialty market dominated by Coty had disappeared. But
Coty couldnot make up its mind whether to try to become one of the
mass marketers in cosmetics or one of the luxury producers. It tried to
stayin amarket that no longerexisted,andhasbeen drifting ever since.
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Changing Values and Characteristics

In the entrepreneurial strategies discussed so far, the aim is to intro
duce an innovation. In the entrepreneurial strategy discussed in this
chapter, the strategy itself is the innovation. The product or service it
carries may well have been around a long time—in our first example,
the postal service, it was almost two thousand years old. But the strat
egy converts this old, established product or service into something
new. It changes its utility, its value, its economic characteristics. While
physically there is no change, economically there is something differ
ent and new.

All the strategies to be discussed in this chapter have one thing in
common. They create a customer—and that is the ultimate purpose of
a business, indeed, of economic activity.* But they do so in four differ
ent ways:

• by creating utility;
• by pricing;
• by adaptation to the customer's social and economic reality;
• by delivering what represents true value to the customer.

CREATING CUSTOMER UTILITY

English schoolboys used to be taught that Rowland Hill "invented"
the postal service in 1836. That is nonsense, of course. The Rome of the
Caesars had an excellent service, with fast couriers carrying mail on
regular schedules to the furthest corners of the Empire. A thousand
years later, in 1521, the German emperor Charles V, in true Renais-

*Aswas first saidmore than thirty years agoin my The Practice ofManagement (New
York: Harper & Row, 1954).
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sance fashion, went back to Classical Rome and gave a monopoly on
carrying mail in the imperial domains to the princely family ofThurn
andTaxis. Their generous campaign contributions hadenabled him to
bribe enough German Electors to win the imperial crown—and the
princes of Thurn and Taxis still provided the postal service in many
parts of Germany as late as 1866, as stamp collectors know. By the
middle of the seventeenth century, every European country had orga
nized apostal service ontheGerman model and so had, ahundred years
later, the American colonies. Indeed, all the great letter-writers of the
Western tradition, from Cicero to Madame de Sevigne, Lord Chester
field, and Voltaire, wrote and posted their letters long before Rowland
Hill "invented" the postal service.

Yet Hill did indeed create what we would now call "mail." He
contributed no new technology andnot one new "thing," nothingthat
could conceivably have beenpatented. Butmail had always beenpaid
for bytheaddressee, with the fee computed according todistance and
weight. This made it both expensive and slow. Every letter had tobe
brought toapost office tobeweighed. Hill proposed that postage should
be uniform within Great Britain regardless of distance; that it be pre
paid; and that thefee bepaid byaffixing the kind ofstamp that had been
used for many years to pay other fees and taxes. Overnight, mail be
came easy and convenient; indeed, letters could now be dropped into
a collection box. Immediately, also, mailbecame absurdly cheap. The
letter thathadearlier costashilling ormore—and ashilling wasas much
asacraftsman earnedin aday—now costonlyapenny.The volume was
no longer limited. In short, "mail" was born.

Hill created utility. He asked: What do the customers need for a
postal service to be truly a service to them? This is always the first
question inthe entrepreneurial strategy ofchanging utility, values, and
economic characteristics. In fact, the reduction in the cost of mailing a
letter, although 80 percent or more, was secondary. The main effect
was tomake using the mails convenient for everybody and available to
everybody. Letters no longer had tobeconfined to"epistles." The tailor
couldnow use the mailto sendabill.The resultingexplosion in volume,
which doubled in the first four years and quadrupledagain in the next
ten, then brought the cost down to where mailing a letter cost practi
cally nothing for long years.

Price is usually almost irrelevant in the strategy of creating utility.
The strategy works by enabling customers to dowhat serves their pur-
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pose. It works because it asks: What istruly a"service," trulya"utility"
to the customer?

Every American bride wants to get one set of "good china." A
whole set is, however, far too expensive a present, and the people
giving her a wedding present do not know what pattern the bride
wants or what pieces she already has. So they end up giving some
thing else. The demand was there, in other words, but the utility was
lacking. A medium-sized dinnerware manufacturer, the Lenox China
Company, saw this as an innovative opportunity. Lenox adapted an
old idea, the "bridal register," so that it only"registers" Lenox china.
The bride-to-be then picks one merchant whom she tells what pattern
of Lenox china she wants, and to whom she refers potential donors of
wedding gifts. The merchant then asks the donor: "How muchdo you
want to spend?" andexplains: "That willget you two coffee cupswith
saucers." Or the merchant can say, "She already has all the coffee
cups; what she needs now is dessert plates." The result is a happy
bride, a happy wedding-gift donor, and a very happy Lenox China
Company.

Again, thereisnohigh technology here, nothing patentable, nothing
but a focus on the needs of the customer. Yet the bridal register, for all
its simplicity—or perhaps because of it—has made Lenox the favorite
"good china" manufacturer and one of the most rapidly growing of
medium-sized American manufacturing companies.

Creating utility enablespeople to satisfytheir wants and their needs
in their own way. The tailor could not send the bill to his customer
through the mails if it first took three hours to get the letteraccepted
by a postal clerk and if the addressee then had to pay a large sum-
perhaps even as much as the bill itself. Rowland Hill did not add any
thing to the service. It was performed by the same postal clerks using
the same mail coaches and the same letter carriers. And yet Rowland
Hill's postal service was a totally different "service." It served a differ
ent function.

II

PRICING

For many years, the best known American face in the world was that
of KingGillette,whichgraced the wrapperofevery Gilletterazorblade
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sold anyplace in the world. Andmillions ofmen all overthe world used
a Gillette razor blade every morning.

King Gillette did not invent the safety razor; dozens of them were
patented in the closing decades of the nineteenth century. Until 1860
or 1870, only a very small number of men, the aristocracy and a few
professionals and merchants, had to take care of their facial hair, and
theycould wellafford abarber. Then, suddenly, large numbers ofmen,
tradesmen, shopkeepers, clerks, had tolook "respectable." Fewofthem
could handle a straight razor or felt comfortable with so dangerous a
tool, but visits to the barber were expensive, and worse, time-consum
ing. Many inventors designed a "do-it-yourself" safety razor, yet none
could sell it. A visit to the barber cost ten cents and the cheapest safety
razor cost five dollars—an enormous sum in those days when a dollar
a day was a good wage.

Gillette's safety razor was no better than many others,and it was a
good deal more expensive to produce. But Gillette did not "sell" the
razor. He practically gave it away by pricing it at fifty-five cents retail
ortwentycents wholesale, notmuch more than one-fifth ofitsmanufac
turing cost. But he designed it so that it could use only his patented
blades. These cost him less than one cent apiece to make: he sold them
for five cents. And since the blades could be used six or seven times,
they delivered a shave at less than one cent apiece—or at less than
one-tenth the cost of a visit to a barber.

What Gillettedid was to price whatthe customer buys,namely,the
shave, ratherthan what the manufacturer sells. In the end, the captive
Gillette customer mayhavepaid morethanhe wouldhave paid hadhe
bought acompetitor's safety razor for five dollars, and thenbought the
competitor's blades selling at one cent or two. Gillette's customers
surely knewthis; customers are more intelligent than either advertising
agencies or Ralph Nader believe. ButGillette's pricing made sense to
them. They were paying for what they bought, that is, for a shave,
ratherthan for a"thing." And the shavethey got fromthe Gilletterazor
and the Gillette razor blade was much more pleasant than any shave
they could h&ve given themselves with that dangerous weapon, the
straight-edge razor, and far cheaper than theycould have gotten atthe
neighborhood barber's.

One reason why the patents on a copying machine ended up at a
small, obscure company in Rochester, New York, then known as the
Haloid Company, rather thanatoneof the bigprinting-machine manu-
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facturers, was that none ofthelarge established manufacturers saw any
possibility of sellinga copying machine. Their calculations showed that
such amachine would have tosell for atleast $4,000. Nobody was going
to pay such a sum for a copying machine when carbon paper cost
practically nothing. Also, of course, to spend $4,000 on a machine
meantacapital-appropriations request, which had to go all the way up
to the board of directors accompanied by a calculation showing the
returnon investment, bothofwhichseemedunimaginable for agadget
to help the secretary. The Haloid Company—the present Xerox—did
agood deal of technical work todesign the final machine. Butitsmajor
contributionwasin pricing. It did not sellthe machine; it soldwhat the
machine produced, copies. At five orten centsacopy, there isno need
for a capital-appropriations request. This is "petty cash," which the
secretary can disburse without going upstairs. Pricing the Xerox ma
chine at five cents a copy was the true innovation.

Most suppliers, including public-service institutions, never think of
pricing as a strategy. Yet pricing enables the customer to pay for what
he buys—a shave, a copy of a document—rather than for what the
supplier makes. What is being paid in the end is, of course, the same
amount. But how it is being paid is structured to the needs and the
realities of the consumer. It is structured in accordancewith what the
consumer actually buys. And it charges for what represents "value" to
the customer rather than what represents "cost" to the supplier.

HI

THE CUSTOMER'S REALITY

The worldwide leadership of the American General Electric Com
pany (G.E.) in large steam turbines is based on G.E.'s having thought
through, in the years before World War I, what its customers' realities
were. Steam turbines, unlike the piston-driven steam engines which
theyreplaced in thegeneration ofelectric power, are complex, requir
ing ahigh degree of engineering in their design, and skill in building
and fitting them. This the individual electric power company simply
cannot supply. It buysa major steam turbine maybeevery five or ten
years when it builds anew power station. Yet the skill has to be kept
in being all the time. The manufacturer, therefore, has to setup and
maintain a massive consulting organization.
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But, as G.E. soon found out, the customer cannot pay for consulting
services. Under American law, the state public utility commissions
would have to allow such an expenditure. In the opinion of the commis
sions, however, the companies should have been able to do this work
themselves. G.E. also found that it could not add to the price of the
steam turbine the cost of the consulting services which its customers
needed. Again, the publicutility commissions wouldnot have accepted
it. But while a steam turbine has a very long life, it needs a new set of
blades fairly often, maybe every five to seven years, and these blades
have to come from the maker of the original turbine. G.E. built up the
world's foremost consulting engineering organization on electric power
stations—though it was careful not to call this consulting engineering
but "apparatus sales"-^-for which it did not charge. Its steam turbines
were no more expensive than those of its competitors. But it put the
added cost of the consulting organization plus a substantial profit into
the price it charged for replacement blades. Within ten years all the
other manufacturers of steam turbines had caught on and switched to
the same system. But by then G.E. had world market leadership.

Much earlier, during the 1840s, a similar design of product and
process to fit customer realities led to the invention of installment
buying. Cyrus McCormick was one of many Americans who built a
harvesting machine—the need was obvious. And he found, as had the
other inventors of similar machines, that he could not sell his product.
The farmer did not have the purchasing power. That the machine
would earn back what it cost within two or three seasons, everybody
knew andaccepted,but there wasnobanker then who wouldhave lent
the American farmer the money to buy a machine. McCormick offered
installments,to be paidout of the savings the harvester produced over
the ensuing three years. The farmer could now afford to buy the ma
chine—and he did so.

Manufacturers are wont to talk of the "irrational customer" (as do
economists, psychologists, and moralists). But there are no "irrational
customers." As an old saying has it, "There are only lazy inanufactur-
efs." The customer has to be assumed to be rational. His or her reality,
however, is usually quite different from that of the manufacturer. The
rulesandregulations of publicutility commissions may appear to make
no sense and be purely arbitrary. For the power companies that have
to operate under them, they are realities nonetheless. The American
farmer may have been a better credit risk than American bankers of
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1840 thought. But it was a fact that American banksof that perioddid
not advancemoney to farmers to purchase equipment. The innovative
strategy consists in accepting that these realities are not extraneous to
the product, but are, in fact, the product as far as the customer is
concerned. Whatever customers buy has to fit their realities, or it is of
no use to them.

IV

DELIVERING VALUE TO THE CUSTOMER

The last of these innovative strategiesdelivers what is "value" to the
customer rather than what is "product" to the manufacturer. It is actu
ally only one step beyond the strategy of accepting the customer's
reality as part of the product and part of what the customer buysand
pays for. /

A medium-sized companyin America's Midwest supplies more than
halfof all the special lubricant needed for very large earth-moving and
hauling machines: the bulldozers and draglines used by contractors
building highways; the heavyequipment used to remove the overlay
from stripmines; the heavy trucksused to haulcoal out of coal mines;
and soon. This company is in competition with someof the largest oil
companies, which can mobilize wholebattalions of lubrication special
ists. It competes by not selling lubricating oil at all. Instead, it sellswhat
is, in effect, insurance. What is "value" to the contractor is not lubrica
tion: it is operating the equipment. Every hour the contractor loses
because thisorthat pieceofheavyequipmentcannot operate costs him
infinitely more than he spends on lubricants during an entire year. In
all these activities there is a heavy penalty for contractors who miss
their deadlines—and they can onlyget the contract by calculating the
deadline as finely as possible and racing against the clock. What the
Midwestern lubricant maker does is to offer contractors an analysis of
the maintenance needs of their equipment. Then it offers them a main
tenance program with an annual subscription price, and guarantees the
subscribers that their heavy equipment will not be shut down for more
thanagivennumberofhours peryear because oflubrication problems.
Needless to say, the program always prescribes the manufacturer's lu
bricant. But thisisnot what contractors buy.They arebuyingtrouble-
free operations, which are extremely valuable to them.
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The finalexample—one that might be called "moving from product
to system"—is that of Herman Miller, the American furniture maker in
Zeeland, Michigan.The company firstbecame well known asthe manu
facturer of one of the early modern designs, the Eames chair. Then,
when every other manufacturer began to turn out designer chairs,
Herman Miller moved into making and selling whole offices and work
stations for hospitals,both with considerable success. Finally,when the
"office of the future" began to come in, Herman Miller founded a
Facilities Management Institute that does not even sell furniture or
equipment, but advises companies on office layout and equipment
needed for the best work flow, high productivity, high employee
morale, allat low cost.What Herman Milleris doing isdefining "value"
for the customer. It is telling the customer, "You may pay for furniture,
but you are buying work, morale, productivity. And this is what you
should therefore be paying for."

These examplesarelikely to be consideredobvious. Surely,anybody
applyingalittle intelligencewouldhavecomeup with these andsimilar
strategies? But the father of systematic economics, David Ricardo, is
believed to have said once, "Profits are not made by differential clever
ness, but by differential stupidity." The strategies work, not because
they are clever, but because most suppliers—of goods as well as of
services, businesses aswell as public-service institutions—do not think.
They work precisely because they areso"obvious." Why, then, arethey
so rare? For, as these examples show, anyone who asks the question,
What does the customer really buy? will win the race. In fact, it is not
even a race since nobody else is running. What explains this?

One reason is the economists and their concept of "value." Every
economicsbook points out that customers do not buy a "product," but
what the product does for them. And then, every economics book
promptly drops consideration of everythingexcept the "price" for the
product,a"price" defined aswhat the customer paysto take possession
or ownership of a thing or a service. What the product does for the
customer is never mentioned again.Unfortunately, suppliers, whether
of products or of services, tend to follow the economists.

It ismeaningful to saythat "product A costsX dollars."It ismeaning
ful to say that "we have to get Y dollars for the product to cover our
own costs of production and have enough left over to cover the cost of
capital, and thereby to showan adequate profit." But it makes no sense
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atall toconclude, "... and therefore thecustomer has to pay the lump
sum of Y dollars in cash for eachpieceof product A he buys." Rather,
the argument should go as follows: "What the customer pays for each
piece of the producthas to work out as Y dollars for us. But how the
customer pays depends on what makes the most sense to him. It de
pendson what the product does for the customer. It depends on what
fits his reality. It depends on what the customer sees as Value.'"

Price in itselfisnot "pricing," andit isnot"value." It was thisinsight
that gave King Gillettea virtual monopoly on the shaving market for
almost forty years; it also enabled the tiny Haloid Company to become
the multibillion-dollar Xerox Company inten years, andit gave General
Electric world leadership in steam turbines. In every single case, these
companies becameexceedingly profitable. Buttheyearned theirprofit
ability. Theywere paid for giving their customers satisfaction, for giving
their customers what the customers wantedto buy, in other words, for
giving their customers their money's worth.

"But this is nothing but elementary marketing," most readers will
protest, andthey areright. It isnothing but elementary marketing. To
startout with the customer's utility,with what the customerbuys,with
what the realities of the customer are and what the customer's values
are—this is what marketing is all about. But why, after forty years of
preaching Marketing, teaching Marketing, professing Marketing, so
few suppliers are willing to follow, I cannotexplain. The fact remains
that so far, anyone who is willing to use marketing as the basis for
strategy is likely to acquire leadership in an industry or a market fast
and almost without risk.

Entrepreneurial strategies are as important as purposeful innova
tion and entrepreneurial management. Together, the three make up
innovation and entrepreneurship.

The available strategies are reasonably clear, and there are onlya
few of them. But it is far less easy to be specific about entrepreneurial
strategies than it is about purposeful innovation and entrepreneurial
management. We know what the areas arein which innovative oppor
tunities are to be found and how they are to be analyzed. There are
correct policies and practices and wrong policies and practices to make
an existing business or public-service institution capable of entre
preneurship;right things to do and wrong things to do in anew venture.
But the entrepreneurial strategy that fits acertain innovation isahigh-
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risk decision. Some entrepreneurial strategies are better fits in a given
situation, for example, the strategy that I called entrepreneurial judo,
which is the strategy of choice where the leading businesses in an
industry persist yearin and yearout in the same habitsof arroganceand
false superiority.We can describe the typical advantages and the typi
cal limitations of certain entrepreneurial strategies.

Above all, we know that an entrepreneurial strategy has more
chance of success the more it starts out with the users—their utilities,

their values, their realities. An innovation is a change in market or
society. It produces a greater yield for the user, greater wealth-produc
ing capacity for society,higher valueor greatersatisfaction. The test of
an innovation is always what it does for the user. Hence, entrepreneur-
ship always needs to be market-focused, indeed, market-driven.

Still, entrepreneurial strategy remains the decision-making area of
entrepreneurship and therefore the risk-taking one. It is by no means
hunch or gamble. But it also is not preciselyscience. Rather, it is judg
ment.



Conclusion:

The Entrepreneurial Society

"Every generation needs a new revolution," was Thomas Jefferson's
conclusion toward the end of his long life. His contemporary, Goethe,
the great German poet, though an arch-conservative, voiced the same
sentiment when he sang in his old age:

Vernunft wird Unsinn
Wohltat, Plage. *

Both Jefferson and Goethe were expressing their generation's disen
chantment with the legacy of Enlightenment and French Revolution.
But they might just as well have reflected on our present-day legacy,
150 years later, of that great shining promise, the Welfare State, begun
in Imperial Germany for the truly indigent and disabled, which has now
become "everybody's entitlement" and an increasing burden on those
who produce. Institutions, systems, policies eventually outlive them
selves, as do products, processes, and services. They do it when they
accomplish their objectives and they do it when they fail to accomplish
their objectives. The mechanisms may still tick. But the assumptions on
which they were designed have become invalid—as, for example, have
the demographic assumptions on which health-care plans and retire
ment schemes were designed in all developed countries over the last
hundred years. Then, indeed, reason becomes nonsense and boons affl
ictions.

Yet "revolutions," as we have learned since Jefferson's days, are not
the remedy. They cannot be predicted, directed, or controlled. They

♦Reason becomes nonsense, /Boons afflictions.

253
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bring to power the wrong people. Worst of all, their results—predicta
bly—are the exact opposite of their promises. Only a few years after
Jefferson's death in 1826, that great anatomist of government and poli
tics, Alexis de Tocqueville, pointed out that revolutions do not demolish
the prisons of the old regime, they enlarge them. The most lasting
legacy of the French Revolution, Tocqueville proved, was the tighten
ing of the very fetters of pre-Revolutionary France: the subjection of
the whole country to an uncontrolled and uncontrollable bureaucracy,
and the centralization in Paris of all political, intellectual, artistic, and
economic life. The main consequences of the Russian Revolution were
new serfdom for the tillers of the land, an omnipotent secret police, and
a rigid, corrupt, stifling bureaucracy—the very features of the czarist
regime against which Russian liberals and revolutionaries had protested
most loudly and with most justification. And the same must be said of
Mao's macabre "Great Cultural Revolution."

Indeed, we now know that "revolution" is a delusion, the pervasive
delusion of the nineteenth century, but today perhaps the most discred
ited of its myths. We now know that "revolution" is not achievement
and the new dawn. It results from senile decay, from the bankruptcy
of ideas and institutions, from failure of self-renewal.

And yet we also know that theories, values, and all the artifacts of
human minds and human hands do age and rigidify, becoming obsolete,
becoming "afflictions."

Innovation and entrepreneurship are thus needed in society as
much as in the economy, in public-service institutions as much as in
businesses. It is precisely because innovation and entrepreneurship are
not "root and branch" but "one step at a time," a product here, a policy
there, a public service yonder; because they are not planned but
focused on this opportunity and that need; because they are tentative
and will disappear if they do not produce the expected and needed
results; because, in other words, they are pragmatic rather than dog
matic and modest rather than grandiose—that they promise to keep
any society, economy, industry, public service, or business flexible and
self-renewing. They achieve what Jefferson hoped to achieve through
revolution in every generation, and they do so without bloodshed, civil
war, or concentration camps, without economic catastrophe, but with
purpose, with direction, and under control.

What we need is an entrepreneurial society in which innovation and
entrepreneurship are normal, steady, and continuous. Just as manage
ment has become the specific organ of all contemporary institutions,
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and the integrating organ of our society of organizations, so innovation
and entrepreneurship have to become an integral life-sustaining activ
ity in our organizations, our economy, our society.

This requires of executives in all institutions that they make innova
tion andentrepreneurship anormal, ongoing, everyday activity,a prac
tice in their own work and in that of their organization. To provide
concepts and tools for this task is the purpose of this book.

II

WHAT WILL NOT WORK

The first priority in talkingabout the publicpolicies and governmen
tal measures needed in the entrepreneurial society is to define what will
not work—especially as the policies that will not work are so popular
today.

"Planning" as the term is commonly understood is actually incom
patible with an entrepreneurialsocietyand economy. Innovation does
indeed need to be purposeful andentrepreneurship has to be managed.
But innovation, almost by definition, has to be decentralized, ad hoc,
autonomous, specific, and micro-economic. It had better start small,
tentative, flexible. Indeed, the opportunities for innovation are found,
on the whole, only way down and close to events. They are not to be
found in the massive aggregates with which the planner deals of neces
sity, but in the deviations therefrom—-in the unexpected, in the incon
gruity, in the difference between "The glass ishalf full" and "The glass
is half empty," in the weak link in a process. By the time the deviation
becomes "statistically significant" and thereby visible to the planner, it
is too late. Innovative opportunities do not come with the tempest but
with the rustling of the breeze.

It is popular today, especially in Europe, to believe that a country
can have "high-tech entrepreneurship" by itself. France, West Ger
many, even England are basing national policies on this premise. But
it is a delusion. Indeed, a policy that promotes high tech and high tech
alone—and that otherwise is ashostile to entrepreneurship as France,
West Germany, and even England stillare—willnot even produce high
tech. All it can come up with is another expensive flop, another super
sonic Concorde; a little gloire, oceans of red ink, but neither jobs nor
technological leadership.

High tech in the first place—and this is, of course, one of the major
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premises of this book—is only one areaof innovation and entrepreneur-
ship. The great bulk of innovationslies in other areas. But also, a high-
tech policy will run into political obstacles that will defeat it in short
order. In terms of job creation, high tech is the maker of tomorrow
rather than the maker of today. As we saw initially (in the Introduction),
"high tech" in the United States created no more jobs in the period
1970-85 than "smokestack" lost: about five to six million. All the addi
tional jobs in the American economy during that period—a total of 35
million—were created by new ventures that were not "high-tech" but
"middle-tech," "low-tech," or "no-tech." The European countries,
however, will be under increasing pressure to find additional jobs for
a growing work force. And if then the focus in innovation and entre
preneurship is high-tech, the demand that governments abandon the
high-tech policies which sacrifice the needsof today—the bolstering of
the ailing industrial giants—to the uncertain promise of a high-tech
future will become irresistible. In France this has been the issue over
which the Communists pulled out of President Mitterand's cabinet in
1984,and the left wing of Mitterand's own SocialistParty is alsoincreas
ingly unhappy and restless.

Above all, to have "high-tech" entrepreneurship alone without its
being embedded in a broad entrepreneurial economy of "no-tech,"
"low-tech," and "middle-tech," is like having a mountaintop without
the mountain. Even high-tech people in such a situation will not take
jobs in new, risky, high-tech ventures. They will prefer the security of
a job in the large, established, "safe" company or in a government
agency. Of course, high-tech venturesneed a greatmany people who
are not themselves high-tech: accountants, salespeople, managers,and
so on. In an economy that spurns entrepreneurship and innovation
except for that tiny extravaganza, the "glamorous high-techventure,"
those people will keep on looking for jobs and career opportunities
where society and economy (i.e., their classmates, their parents, and
their teachers) encourage them to look: in the large, "safe," established
institution. Neither will distributors be willing to take on the products
of the new venture, nor investors be willing to back it.

But the other innovative ventures are also needed to supply the
capital that high tech requires. Knowledge-based innovation, and in
particular high-tech innovation, has the longest lead time between in
vestment and profitability. The world's computer industry did not
break even until the late seventies, that is, after thirty loss years. To be
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sure, IBM made very good money quite early. And one after another
of the "Seven Dwarfs," the smaller American computer makers, moved
into the black during the late sixties. But these profits were offset sev
eral times over by the tremendous losses of all the others, and especially
of the big old companies who failed totally in computers: General Elec
tric, Westinghouse, ITT, and RCA in America; the (British) General
Electric Company, Ferranti, and Plessey in Great Britain; Thomson-
Houston in France; Siemens and Telefunken in Germany; Philips in
Holland; and many others. History is repeating itself now in minicom
puters and personal computers: it will be many years before the indus
try worldwide moves into the black. And the same thing is happening
in biotechnology. This was also the pattern a hundred years ago in the
electrical apparatus industry of the 1880s, for instance, or in the auto
mobile industry of 1900 or 1910.

And during this long gestation period, non-high-tech ventures have
to produce the profits to offset the losses of high tech.and provide the
needed capital.

The French are right, of course: economic and political strength
these days requires a high-tech position, whether in information tech
nology, in biology, or in automation. The French surely have the scien
tific and technical capacity. And yet it is most unlikely (I am tempted
to say impossible) for any country to be innovative and entrepreneurial
in high tech without having an entrepreneurial economy. High tech is
indeed the leading edge, but there cannot be an edge without a knife.
There cannot be a viable high-tech sector by itself any more than there
can be a healthy brain in a dead body. There must be an economy full
ofinnovators and entrepreneurs, with entrepreneurial vision and en
trepreneurial values, with access to venture capital, and filled with
entrepreneurial vigor.

Ill

THE SOCIAL INNOVATIONS NEEDED

There are two areas in which an entrepreneurial society requires
substantial social innovation.

1. The first is a policy to take care of redundant workers/The num
bers are not large. But blue-collar workers in "smokestack industries"
are concentrated in a very few places; three-quarters of all American
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automobile workers live in twenty counties, for instance. They are
therefore highly visible, and they are highly organized. More impor
tant, they are ill equipped to place themselves, to redirect themselves,
to move. They have neither education nor skill nor social competence
—and above all not much self-confidence. They never applied for a job
throughout their life; when they were ready to go to work, a relative
already working in the automobile plant introduced them to the super
visor. Or the parish priest gave them a letter to one of his parishioners
who was already working in the mill. And the "smokestack" workers in
Great Britain—or the Welsh coal miners—are no different, nor are the
blue-collar workers in Germany's Ruhr, in Lorraine, or in the Belgian
Borinage.These workers are the one group in developed societies that
have not experienced in this century a tremendous growth in education
and horizon. In respect to competence, experience, skill, and schooling
they are pretty much where the unskilled laborerof 1900was.The one
thing that has happened to them is an explosive rise in their incomes
—on balance they are the highest-paid group in industrial society if
wagesand benefits are added together—and in political power aswell.
They therefore do not have enough capacity, whether asindividualsor
asa group, to help themselves, but more than enough power to oppose,
to veto, to impede. Unless society takes care of placing them—if only
in lower-paying jobs—they must become a purely negative force.

The problem is solubleif an economy becomes entrepreneurial. For
then the new businesses of the entrepreneurial economy create new
jobs, as has been happening in the United States during the last ten
years (which explains why the massive unemployment in the old
"smokestack industries" has caused solittle political trouble so far in the
United States and has not even triggered a massive protectionist reac
tion). But even if an entrepreneurial economy creates the new jobs,
there is need for organized efforts to train and place the redundant
former "smokestack" workers—-they cannot do it by themselves. Other
wise redundant "smokestack" labor will increasingly oppose anything
new, including even the means of their own salvation. The "mini-mill"
offersjobs to redundant steel workers.The automated automobile plant
is the most appropriate work place for displaced automobile workers.
And yet both the "mini-mill" and automation in the car factory are
bitterly fought by the present workers—even though they know that
their own jobs will not last. Unless we can make innovation an opportu
nity forredundant workers in the "smokestack" industries their feeling
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of impotence, their fears, their sense of being caught will lead them to
resist all innovation—as is already the case in Great Britain (or in the
U.S. Postal Service). The job has been done before—by the Mitsui Zai-
batsu of Japan in the sharp Japanese Depression after the Russo-
Japanese war of 1906, by the Swedes after World War II in the deliber
ate policy which converted a country of subsistence farmers and forest
workers into an industrialized and highly prosperous nation. And the
numbers are, as already said, not very large—especially as we need not
concern ourselves overmuch with the one-third of the group that is
fifty-five years old and older and has available adequate early-retire
ment provisions, and with another third that is under thirty years ofage
and capable ofmoving and of placing themselves. But the policy to train
and place the remaining one-third—a smallbut hard core—ofdisplaced
"smokestack" workers has yet to be worked out.

2. The other social innovation needed is both more radical and more

difficult and unprecedented: to organize the systematic abandonment
of outworn social policies and obsolete public-service institutions. This
was not a problem in the lastgreat entrepreneurial era;ahundred years
ago there were few such policiesand institutions. Now we have them
in abundance. But by now we also know that few if any are for ever.
Few of them even perform more than a fairly short time.

One of the fundamental changes in world view and perception of
the last twenty years—a truly monumental turn—is the realization that
governmental policies and agencies areof human rather than of divine
origin, and that therefore the one thing certain about them is that they
will become obsolete fairly fast. Yet politics is still based on the age-old
assumption that whatever government does is grounded in the nature
of human society and therefore "forever." As a result there is.no politi
cal mechanism so far to slough off the old, the outworn, the no-longer-
productive in government.

Or rather what we have is not working yet. In the United States
there has lately been a rash of "sunset laws," which prescribe that a
governmental agency or a public law lapse after acertain period of time
unless specifically re-enacted. These laws have not worked, however—
in part because there are no objective criteria as to when an agency or
a law becomes dysfunctional; in part because there is so far no orga
nized process of abandonment; but perhaps mostly because we have
not yet learned to develop new or alternative methods for achieving
what an ineffectual law or agency was originally supposed to achieve.
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To develop both the principles and the process for making "sunset
laws" meaningful and effective is one of the important social innova
tions ahead of us—and one that needs to be made soon. Our societies
are ready for it.

IV

THE NEW TASKS

These two social policies needed are, however, only examples. Un
derlying them is the need for a massive reorientation in policies and
attitudes, and above all, in priorities. We need to encourage habits of
flexibility, of continuous learning, andof acceptance of change as nor
mal and as opportunity—for institutions as well as for individuals.

Tax policy is one area—important both for its impact on behavior
and as a symbol of society's values and priorities. In developed coun
tries, sloughing offyesterday isat presentseverely penalized by the tax
system. In the United States, for instance, the tax collector treats monies
realized by selling or liquidating abusiness ora productline asincome.
Actually the amounts are, of course, repayments of capital. But under
the present tax system the company pays corporation income tax on
them.Andif it distributes the proceeds toitsshareholders, they pay full
personal income tax on them as if they were ordinary "dividends"—
that is, distribution of "profits." As a result businesses prefer not to
abandon the old, the obsolescent, the no-longer-productive; they'd
rather hangontoit andkeep onpouring moneyintoit.Worse still, they
then assign their most capable people to "defending" the outworn in
a massive misallocation of the scarcest and most valuable resource—the
human resource that needs to be allocated to making tomorrow, if the
company is to have a tomorrow. And when the company then finally
liquidates or sells the old,obsolescent, no-longer-productive businessor
product line, it does not distribute the proceeds to the shareholders and
does not thereforereturn them to the capital market where they be
come available for investment in innovative entrepreneurial oppor
tunities. Rather the company keeps these funds and commonly invests
them in its old, traditional, decliningbusiness or products—thatis, into
those parts of its operations andactivities for which it could not easily
raise money on the capital market—again resulting in a massive misallo
cation of scarce resources.
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What is needed in an entrepreneurial society is a tax system that
encourages moving capital from yesterday into tomorrow rather than
one that, like our present one, prevents and penalizes it.

But we also should be able in and through the tax system to assuage
the most pressing financial problem of the new and growing business:
cash shortage. One way might be acceptance of economic reality: dur
ing the first five or six years of the life of a new, and particularly of a
growing, business, "profits" are an accounting fiction. During these
years the costs of staying in business are always—and almost by defini
tion—larger for a new venture than the surplus from yesterday's opera
tions (that is, the excess of current income over yesterday's costs). This
means in effect that a new and growing venture always has to invest
every penny of operating surplus to stay alive; usually, especially if
growing fast, it has to invest a good deal more than it can possibly hope
to produce as "current surplus" (that is, as "profit") in its current ac
counts. For the first few years of its life the new and growing venture
—whether standing by itself or part of an existing enterprise—should
therefore be exempt from income taxes, for the same reason for which
we do not expect a small and rapidly growing child to produce a "sur
plus" that supports a grown-up. And taxes are the means by which a
producer supports somebody else—namely, a nonproducer. By the
way, exempting the new venture from taxation until it has "grown up"
would almost certainly in the end produce a substantially higher tax
yield.

If this, however, is deemed too "radical," the new venture should at
least be able to postpone paying taxeson the so-calledprofits of its infant
years. It should be able to retain the cash until it is past the period of
acute cash-flow pressure, and to do so without penalty or interest
charges.

All together, an entrepreneurial society and economy require tax
policies that encourage the formation of capital.

Surely one "secret" of the Japanese is their officiallyencouraged "tax
evasion" on capital formation. Legally a Japanese adult is allowed one
medium-sized savings account the interest on which is tax-exempt.
Actually Japan has five times asmany such accounts as there are people
in the country, children and minors included. This is, of course, a "scan
dal" against which newspapers and politicians rail regularly. But the
Japanese are very careful not to do anything to "stop the abuse." As a
result they have the world's highest rate of capital formation. This may
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be considered too circuitous a way to escape the dilemma of modern
society: the conflict between the need for capital formation at a high
rate and the popular condemnation of interest and dividends as
"unearned income" and "capitalist," if not assinful and wicked. But one
way or another any country that wants to remain competitive in an
entrepreneurial era will have to develop tax policieswhich do what the
Japanese do by means of semi-official hypocrisy: encourage capital for
mation.

Just as important as tax and fiscal policies that encourage entre
preneurship—or at least do not penalize it—is protection of the new
venture against the growing burden of governmental regulations, re
strictions, reports,and paperwork. My own prescription, though I have
no illusion of its ever being accepted, would be to allow the new ven
ture, whether an independent enterprise or partof an existing one, to
charge the government for the costs ofregulations, reports, andpaper
work that exceed a certain proportion (say 5 percent) of the new ven
ture's gross revenues. This would be particularly helpful to new ven
turesin the public-service sector—for example, a freestanding clinic for
ambulatory surgery. In developed countriespublic-service institutions
are even more heavily burdened by governmental red tape, and even
more loaded down with doing chores for the government than are
businesses. And they are even lessable,asarule, to shoulder the burden
whether in money or in people.

Such a policy, by the way, would be the best—perhaps the only-
remedy for that dangerous andinsidious disease of developed countries:
the steady growth in the invisible cost of government. It is a real cost
in money and, even more, in capable people, their time, and their
efforts. The costisinvisible, however, since it does not showin govern
mental budgets but is hidden in the accounts of the physician whose
nurse spends half her time filling out governmental forms and reports,
in the budget of the university where sixteen high-level administrators
work on "compliance" with governmental mandates and regulations,
or in the profit-and-loss statement of the small business nineteen of
whose275employees,whilebeing paid by the company,actually work
as tax collectors for the government, deducting taxes and Social Secu
rity contributions from the pay of their fellow workers, collecting tax-
identificationnumbers of suppliers and customersand reporting them
to the government, or, as in Europe, collecting value-added-tax (VAT).
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And these invisible governmental overheads are totally unproductive.
Does anyone, for instance, believe that tax accountants contribute to
national wealth or to productivity, and altogether add to society's well-
being, whether material, physical or spiritual? And yet in every devel
oped country government mandates misallocation ofa steadily growing
portion of our scarcest resource, able, diligent, trained people, to such
essentially sterile pursuits.

It may be too much to hope that we can arrest—let alone excise—
the cancer of government's invisible costs. But at least we should be
able to protect the new entrepreneurial venture against it.

We need to learn to ask in respect to any proposed new governmen
tal policy or measure: Does it further society's ability to innovate? Does
it promote social and economic flexibility? Or does it impede and penal
ize innovation and entrepreneurship? To be sure, impact on society's
ability to innovate cannot and should not be the determining, let alone
the sole criterion. But it needs to be taken into consideration before a

new policy or a new measure is enacted—and today it is not taken into
account in any country (except perhaps in Japan) or by any policy
maker.

THE INDIVIDUAL IN ENTREPRENEURIAL

SOCIETY

In an entrepreneurial society individuals face a tremendous chal
lenge, a challenge they need tQ exploit as an opportunity: the need for
continuous learning and relearning.

In traditional society it could be assumed—and was assumed—that
learning came to an end with adolescence or, at the latest, with adult
hood. What one had not learned by age twenty-one or so, one would
never learn. But also what one had learned by age twenty-one or so one
would apply, unchanged, the rest of one's life. On these assumptions
traditional apprenticeship was based, traditional crafts, traditional
professions, but also the traditional systems of education and the
schools. Crafts, professions, systems of education, and schools are still,
by and large, based on these assumptions. There were, of course, always
exceptions, some groups that practiced continuous learning and re-
learning: the great artists and the great scholars, Zen monks, mystics,
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the Jesuits. But these exceptions were so few that they could safely be
ignored.

In an entrepreneurial society,however, these "exceptions" become
the exemplars. The correct assumption in an entrepreneurial society is
that individuals will have to learn new things well after they have
become adults—and maybe more than once. The correct assumption is
that what individuals have learned by age twenty-one will begin to
become obsolete five to ten years later and will have to be replaced—
or at least refurbished—by new learning, new skills, new knowledge.

One implication of this is that individuals will increasingly have to
take responsibility for their own continuous learning and relearning, for
their own self-development and for their own careers. They can no
longer assume that what they have learned as children and youngsters
will be the "foundation" for the rest of their lives. It will be the "launch

ing pad"—the place to take off from rather than the place to build on
and to rest on. They can no longer assume that they "enter upon a
career" which then proceeds along a pre-determined, well-mapped
and well-lighted "career path" to a known destination—what the
American military calls "progressing in grade." The assumption from
now on has to be that individuals on their own will have to find, deter
mine, and develop a number of "careers" during their working lives.

And the more highly schooled the individuals, the more entre
preneurial their careers and the more demanding their learning chal
lenges. The carpenter can still assume, perhaps, that the skills he ac
quired as apprentice and journeyman will serve him forty years later.
Physicians, engineers, metallurgists, chemists, accountants, lawyers,
teachers, managers had better assume that the skills, knowledges, and
tools they will have to master and apply fifteen years hence are going
to be different and new. Indeed they better assume that fifteen years
hence they will be doing new and quite different things, will have new
and different goals and, indeed, in many cases, different "careers." And
only they themselves can take responsibility for the necessary learning
and relearning, and for directing themselves. Tradition, convention,
and "corporate policy" will be a hindrance rather than a help.

This also means that an entrepreneurial society challenges habits
and assumptions of schooling and learning. The educational systems the
world over are in the main extensions of what Europe developed in the
seventeenth-century. There have been substantial additions and
modifications. But the basic architectural plan on which our schools and
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universities are built goes back three hundred years and more. Now
new, in some cases radically new, thinking and new, in some cases
radically new, approaches are required, and on all levels. Using comput
ers in preschool may turn out to be a passing fad. But four-year-olds
exposed to television expect, demand, and respond to very different
pedagogy than four-year-olds did fifty years ago. Young people headed
for a "profession"—that is, four-fifths of today's college students—do
need a "liberal education." But that clearly means something quite
different from the nineteenth-century version of the seventeenth-cen
tury curriculum that passed for a "liberal education" in the English-
speaking world or for "Allgemeine Bildung" in Germany. If this chal
lenge is not faced up to, we risk losing the fundamental concept of a
"liberal education" altogether and will descend into the purely voca
tional, purely specialized, which would endanger the educational foun
dation of the community and, in the end, community itself. But also
educators will have to accept that schooling is not for the young only
and that the greatest challenge—but also the greatest opportunity—for
the school is the continuing relearning of already highly schooled
adults.

So far we have no educational theory for these tasks. So far we have
<no one who does what, in the seventeenth century, the great Czech
educational reformer Johann Comenius did or what the Jesuit educators
did when they developed what to this day is the "modern" school and
the "modern" university. But in the United States, at least, practice is
far ahead of theory. To me the most positive development in the last
twenty years, and the most encouraging one, is the ferment of educa
tional experimentation in the United States—a happy by-product of the
absence of a "Ministry of Education"—in respect to the continuing
learning and relearning of adults, and especially of highly schooled
professionals. Without a "master plan," without "educational philoso
phy," and, indeed, without much support from the educational estab
lishment, the continuing education and professional development of
already highly educated and highly achieving adults has become the
true "growth industry" in the United States in the last twenty years.

The emergence of the entrepreneurial society may be a major turn
ing point in history.

A hundred years ago, the worldwide panic of 1873 terminated the
Century of Laissez-Faire that had begun with the publication of Adam
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Smith's The Wealth ofNations in 1776. In the Panic of 1873 the mod
ern welfare state was born. A hundred years later it had run its course,
almost everyone now knows. It may survive despite the demographic
challenges of an aging population and a shrinking birthrate. But it will
survive only if the entrepreneurial economy succeeds in greatly raising
productivities. We may even still make a few minor additions to the
welfare edifice, put on a room here or a new benefit there. But the
welfare state is past rather than future—as even the old liberals now
know.

Will its successor be the Entrepreneurial Society?
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Most of the literature on entrepreneurship is anecdotal and of the
"Look, Ma, no hands" variety. The best of that genre may be the book
by George Gilder: The Spirit of Enterprise (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1984). It consists mainly of stories of individuals who have
founded new businesses; there is little discussion of what one can learn
from their example. The book limits itself to new small businesses and
omits discussion of entrepreneurship in both the existing business and
the public-service institution. But at least Gilder does not make the
mistake of confining entrepreneurship to high tech.

Far more useful to the entrepreneur—and to those who want to
understand entrepreneurship—are the studies by Karl H. Vesper of the
University of Washington in Seattle, Washington, especially his New
Venture Strategy (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1980), and his
annual publication, Frontiers of Entrepreneurship Research (Babson
Park, Mass.: Babson College). Vesper, too, confines himself to the new
and especially to the small business. But within these limits, his stimulat
ing works are full of insights and practical wisdom.

The Center for Entrepreneurial Management (83 Spring Street,
New York, N.Y. 10012), founded and directed by Joseph R. Mancuso,
focuses entirely on "How to Do It" in the small business, as does Man-
cuso's well-known text How to Start, Finance and Manage Your Own
Small Business (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1978).

Entrepreneurial management in the existing and especially in the
large business is the subject of two very different books that comple
ment each other. Andrew S. Grove, one of the founders and now the
president of Intel Corporation, discusses the policies and practices
needed to maintain entrepreneurship in the business that has grown
fast and to large size in his High-Output Management (New York:
Random House, 1983). Rosabeth M. Canter, an organizational psycholo-
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gist at Yale University, discusses the attitudes and behavior of corporate
leaders in entrepreneurial companies in her book The Change Masters
(New York: Simon & Schuster, 1983). By far the most penetrating dis
cussion of entrepreneurship in existing businesses is the almost inacces
sible article by two members of the consulting firm of McKinsey &
Company, Richard E. Cavenaugh and Donald K. Clifford, Jr.: "Lessons
from America's Mid-Sized Growth Companies," McKinsey Quarterly
(Autumn 1983).Publication of a book by the same authors, based on the
article and the study on which it reports, is expected in 1985 or 1986.

Of the many books on strategy, the most useful may be Michael
Porter's Competitive Strategies (New York: Free Press, 1980).

In my own earlier works, entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial
management are discussed in Managingfor Results (New York: Harper
& Row, 1964), especially Chapters 1-5, and in Management: Tasks,
Responsibilities, Practices (New York: Harper & Row, 1973), Chapters
11-14 (The Service Institution) and Chapters 53-61 (Strategies and
Structures).
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